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Sadly, my beloved Joyce, the beautiful blonde in the bank, to whom I was married for over fifty-five
happy years, lost the battle she fought bravely and uncomplainingly for so long, just before this book
was finished.
I dedicate it to her with my deepest love and gratitude.
Thank you for everything, Darling.

Andrew Leslie Cole
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HOW THIS BOOK CAME ABOUT
This project started with a posting for BajanThings.com: “F/O Errol Walton Barrow, Navigator RAF
World War II and Prime Minister of Barbados” published in March 2019. Following publication,
Melissa Whitney Nelson posted a comment on a Facebook group: Old Time Photos Barbados. She
commented that back in 2010 while visiting the UK with her son “she had a chance meeting with a
lovely old gentleman with very white hair” at what turned out to be St. Nicolas Church, Great
Bookham, Surrey. Following some detective work that “lovely old gentleman with very white hair”
was Andrew Leslie Cole; Errol Barrow’s pilot in 88 Squadron 2nd Tactical Air Force (TAF) during World
War II. Might Andrew Cole still be alive? Sadly he had died in December 2017.

“The Beautiful Blonde in the Bank” is Andrew Cole’s legacy; an unpublished book he wrote in 2001
on his time in the RAF during World War II and flying post war. This is an important piece of
recorded World War II history, about the training of RAF aircrew in Canada, about war-time flying
with 88 Squadron 2nd Tactical Air Force (TAF) and peace-time flying with British Air Forces of
Occupation (BAFO) Communication Squadron. It is about the lifetime friendship that Cole and his
navigator Errol Barrow developed during their time training in Canada, flying fifty combat sorties
together while in 88 Squadron 2nd TAF, followed by two years flying together while they were both in
BAFO Communication Squadron and then latterly as the personal aircrew to Marshal of the Royal Air
Force Sir William Sholto Douglas. Post war, Andrew Cole spent his entire working life with Royal
Dutch Shell following a personal introduction from his commanding officer: Sholto Douglas.

This is a digital facsimile of the original printed manuscript. The only major change is the epilogue
has been changed to a dedication. Paragraphs ending have been added to break-up walls of text.
The original manuscript had no photographs. Photographs have been added where these were
available.

Andrew Cole’s manuscript was in a leaver arch file printed on A4 paper, using a small serif font. No
digital version was available. The paper manuscript was digitally scanned to PDF and then converted
into a Microsoft Word document using optical character recognition (OCR) software. In the OCR
conversion characters such as f’s and t’s and i’s and l’s and rn’s and w’s were often read incorrectly.
The paper manuscript was scanned at 300dpi to increase the quality of the scan and help minimise
OCR conversion gibberish. This OCR gibberish has mostly been corrected in the editing post
conversion. Should you find a typo or error please e-mail me so the corrections can be made good –
that’s the beauty of an online delivered book.

The conversion of this manuscript has been a mammoth undertaking. I would like to thank a
number of people that helped get this project off the ground:
•

Andrew Cole’s daughter Deborah Jefferies, who gave permission for BajanThings.com to
publish posthumously her Dad’s manuscript: “The Beautiful Blonde in the Bank” and shared
his three RCAF/RAF log books, a tribute he wrote "Errol Barrow: My Navigator. My Friend"
and family photographs some of which have been included in this book.
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•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

William Burton, my cousin: the inspiration behind BajanThings.com. William badgered me
for more than a year to write a post for BajanThings.com on the war-time service of Prime
Minister: Errol Barrow. Little did I know that putting together that post would take eighteen
months! There are books and books written on Errol Barrow’s political career. His war-time
service was typically covered in a paragraph! That meant trying to piece together Barrow’s
service career using data from official sources such as RAF service records, RCAF training
records, RAF Squadron record books held at the National Archives Kew, supplemented with
stories of people that flew with Barrow.
Lynda Lewis who hosts the Facebook group: Old Time Photos Barbados.
Melissa Whitney Nelson for posting a comment on Old Time Photos Barbados about her
chance meeting “with a lovely old gentleman with very white hair” Andrew Cole.
Rev. Alan Jenkins, Rector of St Nicolas Church, Great Bookham where Andrew Cole was an
active member. Rev. Jenkins following discussions with the Cole family made an
introduction.
Anthony Whittingham who helped validate Errol Barrow’s RAF Record of Service and
provided a number of cross checks, technical help on Bostons and Squadron history and
created the appendix of airfield identification numbers.
Bryan Norton, whose Dad was Geoff Norton and flew with Andy Cole in 88 Squadron 2nd TAF
and BAFO Communication Squadron, latterly as the personal aircrew to Marshal of the Royal
Air Force Sir William Sholto Douglas where he was the other Anson pilot. Bryan shared
information from his Dad's log books and photographs.
Peter Devitt the curator of the RAF Museum and Gordon Leith the Archive Librarian for their
ongoing encouragement and help in producing the original Errol Barrow post and for their
help and encouragement in digitising this memoire so it could be recorded and kept as a
piece of World War II history.
And to all those that took the time post publication to email me with typos and other errors.

If you enjoy “The Beautiful Blonde in the Bank” please consider making a donation to either the:
•
•

RAF Benevolent Fund or
RAF Museum.

Peter Burton
peter.burton@bajanthings.com
2nd July 2020
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INTRODUCTION
Today, VE Day 2020, would have marked my beloved father’s 97th birthday had dementia not finally
defeated him on 9 th December 2017 thereby re-uniting him with his “Beautiful Blonde”.

From humble beginnings being born to a working class, devout and loving family in Tottenham,
North London, his rich and eventful life led him across the globe, first through his experiences in the
RAF of World War II Britain and then through his years with Royal Dutch Shell and onwards with his
enduring love of travel and adventure.

In addition to his wartime years in Europe and Canada, his Shell postings included The Hague (where
he taught himself Dutch!), Brussels, Toronto and Caracas where he was to remain for 12 years, and
where Spanish was also added to his repertoire. In his early years of post war marriage, he had
obtained a good external degree from the University of London in Economics and French.

He was a popular figure with keen intelligence, quick wit and genuine interest and love for his family
and fellow man. Many of these friendships around the world were to last throughout his life,
including the bond with his wartime navigator Errol Barrow, who was later to become Prime
Minister of Barbados and who features herein.

He leaves behind a daughter and two grandchildren and a wealth of humorous anecdotes from over
the years, many at his expense. We all have our particular favourites. What follows is a record of his
personal experiences during World War II and of the camaraderie prevailing over all throughout
these at once and exciting and terrifying times; times which gave him some of his greatest and most
precious memories of his life.

As I look out of my window up and down my street during this Coronavirus lockdown I see it lined
with bunting celebrating this 75th anniversary of the end of the Second World War, and I say from
my heart a big thank you for our freedom today and, Happy Birthday, Daddy!

Debbie Jefferies (neé Cole)
Andrew Cole’s daughter
Bristol
8 th May 2020
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FOREWORD
So much has been written, both fiction and non-fiction, about
flying during World War Il, and most of it no doubt more
interesting than the present volume, that I have no desire to add
to that library. Instead, this book is more concerned with
peripheral happenings along the way, with flying simply a focal
point.

Airmen, military and civilian, are required by law to keep a
logbook giving details of every flight they make - date, aircraft
type and registration, names of crew, destination, nature and
length of flight, day/night etc. This provides a detailed diary of
one's whole flying life. In the RAF these log books, at any rate in
my day, had to be ruled off and totalled monthly, signed by the
holder and countersigned by his superior officer (flight commander etc). When the individual was
posted away from the unit an assessment of his flying performance was added and signed by a more
senior officer - squadron commander, for example.

Civilian logbooks are similarly "audited". In my own case, as a private pilot now, this is done annually
by an approved member of the flying establishment - Chief Flying Instructor, for instance. It can
therefore be said that logbook entries represent a true statement of a person's flying history. This
book is based on events recorded in my own pilot's logbooks. I have invented nothing nor have I
wittingly exaggerated anything. My memory of the events in this book has remained clear on almost
everything I have described (although I sometimes have difficulty now in remembering the names of
people I met last week!). When it may have let me down from time to time, on matters of detail, I
have made this clear in the text. This is not intended to be an erudite book nor a historical record,
and I make no apology for not having carried out any research on the subject. I did this deliberately
in order to make the writing as spontaneous as possible. For example, in the second sentence of this
Foreword, I was not able to add that this applies worldwide, although I believe it does.

A couple of years ago, the name of a well-known personality caught my eye in the Daily Telegraph
and I recalled the time I flew her, just after the Second World War ended. As I leafed back through
the pages of my first RAF log book - a Royal Canadian Air Force one actually - to find the record of
that flight, it occurred to me that much of what was recorded there in my log books, three RAF and
one civilian, might be of interest to later generations than mine, many of whom know little of the
events of those now distant times.

It was when I read a short time ago Diana Woolf Barnato Walker's fascinating "Spreading My Wings",
recounting her often hair-raising experiences ferrying aircraft with the wartime Air Transport
Auxiliary and later as a civilian pilot, that it occurred to me that I too had had some out of-theordinary experiences over the years that might be of interest to a reader. Hence this book. It is not
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supposed to be an ego trip. I make no claim to having been, except on rare occasions, anything other
than a mediocre pilot. (Navigators who flew with me in the RAF were prone to regard me as
"dependable"- damning, indeed, with faint praise.) Instead, in writing this book, I have enjoyed
recalling the outstanding achievements of others I have known, many of whom did not survive to
write such a book themselves; as well as some of the booboos made by one or two, not least myself!

Finally, I wish to make it clear that this book in no way sets out to glorify the horror that is war. It
simply records events that took place, against a background of the atrocities that the enemy were
known to be committing - the total destruction of the centre of unarmed Rotterdam by Stuka divebombers, the massacre by machine-gun of the whole population of the Polish village of Lidice, the
shooting of Dutch intellectuals as hostages in the town square of Delft, Holland are some of the
many examples. This, and the knowledge that this would most certainly happen here in the UK, if we
didn't make a stand, is what we were fighting and we believed it was just and that was long before
the true horror of Auschwitz, Büchenwald, Belsen, Dachau and the other extermination camps was
revealed to the outside world.

Andrew Leslie Cole
20th October 2001
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WHY BE A PILOT ANYWAY?
Coming from the opposite end of the social spectrum to Diana Woolf Barnato Walker, I was born in a
terraced house with two bedrooms, in Tottenham, North London - a very different Tottenham from
today's, I might add. One of the bedrooms was occupied by my devout Christian parents, and the
other by me and my two brothers, ten and twelve years older than myself, and I didn't appreciate
one little bit being ribbed as an afterthought. My father worked for forty-four years as a carpenter at
the nearby Prince of Wales's General Hospital. When he retired, at the age of 65, he received no
pension from the hospital. With three sons to raise, his wages - 5.00 per week at the outbreak of the
war - did not permit him and my mother (who used to balance her housekeeping money daily, to the
farthing) to make any provision for their later years. Yet, if my father found a coin in the street,
much as we could have used it at home, he always put it in the church collection because it was not
rightfully his - it was not his good fortune, but someone else's misfortune. It was actually a standing
joke in the family that he often did find lost coins; it was also a constant source of amusement that,
while he was a teetotaller and never ventured into a pub in his entire life, he always quoted pub
names as points of reference when giving anyone street directions.

My early education was at the local St Ann's Church of England school - infants and juniors (the "big
boys" school). We had two teachers, Mr Sheraton and Mr Turner. I assume they had Christian
names, but we never heard them. The two had both served as Privates in the trenches, and
miraculously survived. They would regale us with humorous yams of those ghastly days (they never
once mentioned the horrors) such as how they borrowed the colonel's trap to go to the local bistro.
They were such lovable people. I doubt if they had had anything more than a rudimentary education
- universities were out of the question except for the privileged few in those days - but how they
inspired us to learn. It seemed they taught us everything they knew.

Our classrooms were heated in the winter months by slow combustion stoves which the teachers
stoked with coke throughout the day. If someone was heard chattering while the teacher's back was
turned and he asked who it was, the culprit immediately owned up and received a sharp slap across
the palm of the hand with a cane. No malice; it served him right and he'll think twice next time, and
that was that. By the time I left St Ann's at the age of eleven, with a scholarship to the local
secondary school Tottenham County, " (a "grammar school" in today's terminology) - motto "Nil Sine
Labore".

I had an ability in mental arithmetic which, from my observations, more than matched that of
today's average school leaver. I also wrote in a copperplate script which, overdone and laboured
though it might have been considered by today's standards, at least had the merit of being legible.
At St Ann's we were also taught to spell correctly, with daily dictation. No "there" instead of "their"
or "pare" or "pear" instead of "pair". We learned to speak and write grammatically too and in the
process discovered, without being told, what a beautiful language we had been privileged to acquire
with so little effort. Where has it all gone, in this land of the glottal stop?
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Unfortunately, I must confess to having rather free-wheeled through my early years at the County
School. Only when it was almost too late did I recognise what a sacrifice my parents were making in
putting me through this secondary education, and keeping me there when most youngsters were
leaving school at the age of fourteen and going out to work, and I really put in an effort. In the last
six months before our finals, three classmates and I got together in one or other of our houses in the
evenings to swot for hours for the "matric" - the University of London matriculation exam, which
was the forerunner of today's A Levels as the qualification for university entrance. We really did
work hard and to everyone's amazement I passed, and with quite good marks at that. Few of us
went on to university though - our parents just didn't have the money - and I still remember the
names of the two from my year who did. By then, July 1939, Hitler was rattling his sabre but little
could any of us have guessed what the future had in store for us.

Shortly after leaving school, while I was away on what was to be my last holiday with my parents, a
telegram arrived from my ex-headmaster asking if I would consider joining a squadron of a new
organisation just being set up - the Air Training Corps. He was to be the Commanding Officer of this
squadron and our headquarters would be in our old school. The idea appealed and I immediately
agreed. On turning up for the first parade a week later I found my three ex-swotting pals there too,
together with most of my former classmates

Soon after this, German tanks crossed the Polish border and Neville Chamberlain announced that we
were at war with Nazi Germany. I have in my memory a vivid picture of that fateful 3rd September
morning in 1939, standing with my parents round the "wireless" and seeing tears streaming down
my father's face as he must have recalled the dreadful slaughter of the "Great" war, from which he
was spared.

An appeal was made at once for youngsters of my age, sixteen, to come forward to act as runners,
on our bicycles. In those days I used to cycle great distances (there was much less traffic on the
roads then) and I once cycled from Tottenham to my brother's theological college near Abingdon
and back in a day 135 miles -- and rowing with him on the Thames when I got there. This was
followed by a 100-mile trip to Cambridge and back the following day. It was no great effort,
therefore, as "runner unpaid", to cycle round the various council and government locations from the
local Education Offices at which I was based, with messages which would have taken days to get
through on the archaic manually-connected telephone network of those days, completely unable to
cope with the flood of frantic calls with which it was suddenly inundated.

Two incidents stand out in my mind from that brief unreal period in my youth. The whole British
population was issued with gas masks. These were in little cardboard boxes to be slung over the
shoulder on a string and were to be carried at all times. Small babies were to be provided with an allenveloping "bag" to which was attached a small bellows operated by an adult. This drew in air
through the usual gas-excluding filter. Nobody on that Sunday morning knew what to expect, other
than the worst, and tension was heightened when the air-raid sirens sounded, a false alarm in the
event, shortly after war was declared. These babies' respirators had not yet been distributed, and
the office where I was located was besieged by a milling mass of distraught mothers demanding they
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be issued with them. It was ascertained that stocks of these respirators were available at the town
hall, a couple of miles away and could be picked up if we could provide the transport.

Now, during my school holidays that year and the preceding year I had gone out for the day, from
time to time, with an uncle who was a travelling salesman for a well-known radio manufacturer. He,
Uncle Austin, used to drive many miles a day throughout the Home Counties (no M-roads then)
visiting customers and living up to or probably helping to establish the commercial traveller’s
reputation, as he visited the numerous hostelries along the way, where he would meet his cronies
for a yarn and mutual slaking of thirst. Being under age, I was not, by the laws of those days, allowed
inside these pubs and instead had to wait in the car outside until Austin emerged, progressively the
worse for wear. He then used to instruct me on how to drive the car, and this I did for increasingly
longer journeys so that, only sixteen years old though I was, I could handle a car passably well at the
outbreak of the war.

So, in response to the clamouring of the mothers demanding their infants' respirators, I went to the
car nearest to the education offices and, crime being a much rarer commodity than it is today, found
the key in the ignition. It was a much bigger car than my uncle's Morris Eight but I must have coped
because I returned it unscathed to its irate owner, waiting outside his house. The sight of the babies'
respirators filling the car appeared sufficient to assure him of the worthiness of his (unwittingly)
unselfish act. Mercifully, for us and for them, for we would certainly have reciprocated in equal
measure, the Germans had the good sense not to launch a gas attack against this county or, for that
matter, any other during World War Two.

The memory of the other incident is never far from my mind all this time later. It was to escort a long
"crocodile" of young children being "evacuated" to what was hoped would be safer country areas.
We walked them, accompanied by their sorrowing mothers, to Noel Park Station, a mile away, on a
branch line which today no longer exists. The scenes of the tearful partings from mothers, many of
whom would not live through the coming bombing of Tottenham to see their little ones again, is
something which even a then sixteen year old is not ever likely to forget.

After the first few crazy weeks of that September, things settled down. There were no air raids, no
gas attacks; the ''runners" were honourably discharged.

Earlier that year I had joined the Sea Scouts - 104th North London troop. We met every Friday
evening on the sailing ship, "Discovery", moored on the Thames close to Waterloo Bridge. She was
the wooden ice-breaker on which Captain Scott sailed to the Antarctic in 1900, and our troop was
privileged to be allocated Scott's old cabin, bearing his name, as our headquarters. We learned quite
a lot about the ways of the sea - the Morse code, semaphore, knots, boat-handling, and some of us I should say "them"- got their "charge certificate" which permitted them to command a boat, albeit
it a whaler or a jolly-boat, on the Thames. One Sunday morning, with a rising tide, a group of us took
a whaler from "Discovery" up to Eel Pie Island, at Richmond, where we planned to have lunch with
another Sea Scout troop based there. Somewhere near Hammersmith, though, we met a number of
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the other troop in a motor boat, "Hermione", heading downstream. They were on their way to join
the great armada of little ships which was to perform such wonders in plucking 338,000 of our
retreating troops under fire, from the beaches of Dunkirk.

At the time it seemed a logical progression for Sea Scouts to join the Royal Navy when they came to
be called up. One of number, Harry Chapman, a little older than I, volunteered for naval service and
after training was drafted to the destroyer "Harvester". "Harvester" achieved great fame in sinking a
number of German U-boats, but sadly she herself was torpedoed off the Western Approaches and
sank with all hands. Harry was among them. His sister Grace had, about this time, married one of
my brothers.

During this time I became increasingly involved with the Air Training Corps. We were issued with
look-alike RAF uniforms, except that our tunics had high collars which chafed the neck in hot
weather whereas the RAF wore ties. We studied much of the material covered by aircrew entrants
to the RAF proper - dead-reckoning navigation, theory of flight, engines, compasses and magnetism,
maps and chaffs and so forth. Of course it wouldn't have had the authentic ring about it if we hadn't
done a fair bit of square-bashing too. My one (and only) big day in the Air Training Corps came when
I was chosen to be the marker at a mammoth parade of all the ATC squadrons in Tottenham, before
the mayor and assembled dignitaries, on the Tottenham Hotspurs football ground at White Hart
Lane. This involved my marching briskly, in total silence, to a pre-ordained spot and standing at
attention while the whole parade formed up ON ME. Apart from this one moment of glory my two
years in the ATC were quite undistinguished.

In the early months of the war I had to earn my keep. My mother, bless her, had always wanted me
to work in a bank. This was the pinnacle of one's aspirations in our lowly situation, in those days. I
applied to all the major banks, of which there were many more in those days before all the
amalgamations of recent years, but was called for an interview by only one of them. At that time,
conscription hadn't begun to "bite" and companies were not, in the main, seeking to recruit staff.
Everything seemed to be going well at the interview, though, and I had the feeling I would be offered
a job in the letter the staff manager told me I could expect within a few days. Then, as I stood up to
leave he asked, as an afterthought, "Oh What is your father's occupation?" I replied that he was a
carpenter. The promised letter duly arrived. The bank, regretfully, had no position to offer me. I was
too naive to realise that I should feel bitter.

In due course I got a job with Key Flats at their head office, Keysign House, opposite Selfridges in
Oxford Street, London. The company owned a large number of high quality apartments in
prestigious London areas - Kensington, Chelsea, Knightsbridge, Highgate, and so on. I don't know
what became of the company, doubtless taken over in a buyout, but Keysign House still exists under
its original name. My job at Key Flats, as accounts clerk, was concerned mainly with making book
entries, by hand, and adding up the long columns of figures I produced in pounds, shillings and
pence (£1=20s or 240d) without the use of a calculating machine (hand calculators would not come
into everyday use for another twenty years). To this day I think I can beat most of the other kids on
the block in adding up a column of, say, twenty five-digit numbers. For this work, nine till five
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weekdays and nine till one on Saturdays, I received the princely sum of one pound a week. To put
this into context, £l.00 would have bought twenty four rounds of baked beans on toast (no Big Macs
then!).

My mother having meanwhile volunteered as an emergency casualty nurse and working nights at
the local hospital, I used to make my sandwiches for lunch and set out for the office in Oxford Street,
in London's west end. I walked a mile to a point where I took a trolleybus (there is a tube station
there now) to the terminus in Howland Street, just off Tottenham Court Road. I frequently had to
run the last couple of hundred yards to catch the last "workmen's bus." Passengers on all London
buses reaching the terminus before 8 a.m. qualified for a "workmen's" fare - half the normal rate.
For me, this meant fourpence return instead of eightpence. If, as occasionally happened, I was
unlucky enough to miss the last "workmen's" I would walk the additional four and a half miles of the
return journey home, in the evening. Twenty pence a week would have made a big hole in my
weekly pound after I had paid my mother something towards my keep. From Howland Street I used
to walk the two miles, more or less, to the office. In those days nobody thought twice about such a
walk. At the County School I walked the mile and a half to school and back, morning and afternoon
and at lunchtime, every day for five years.

In 1940 the air raids began - every night and many during the day. By now both men and women
were being called up. Three weeks after my seventeenth birthday I passed the driving test.
Fortunately, the examiner didn't press me on how I had learnt to drive to test standard in three
weeks, otherwise my nefarious exploits with my drunken uncle might have come to light. Still too
young for military service, I volunteered to be a part-time ambulance driver nights and weekends.
The depot was in a convent half a mile from my home. It had the two types of vehicle used by the
ARP (Air Raid Precautions) stretcher-party cars and ambulances proper. These were all converted
high-powered cars, mainly American, of makes which nearly all disappeared in amalgamations after
the war - Terraplanes, Studebakers, Hupmobiles, Hudsons etc.

The stretcher-party cars had a rack on top holding six lightweight metal stretchers. The cars carried a
crew of three plus the driver, all of whom had been trained to the St John's Ambulance standard.
They carried blankets and a large supply of medical equipment, much of which would today be used
only by a doctor or trained nurse. Their purpose was to give first-aid to bomb victims with minor
injuries and to apply tourniquets, splints etc. to those requiring hospital treatment, cover them with
blankets and put them on stretchers to be transferred to hospital in one of the ambulances. In their
previous life these ambulances had been large saloon cars. Now, the bodywork had been cut off at
the pillar at the rear of the front door and a square frame covered in canvas, with racks for four
stretchers installed. The substantial reduction in weight resulting from this substitution of canvas for
metal produced a very unstable and high-powered vehicle when empty and it must have called for a
real act of faith by the head of the depot to pass me out on the check ride he took me on in a huge
V-8 engined ambulance - I, who had driven nothing bigger than a Mon-is Eight, and that for only
thirty hours or so (except for the fifteen minutes in the car I borrowed when I was a runner).
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Momentous times indeed. By the standards of other cities and other London areas, our part of
Tottenham did not suffer too badly. True, one of the first sticks of bombs to fall on the borough did
straddle a row of houses less than a quarter of a mile from my home, while I was walking back from
the cinema one evening. On another occasion, as I turned the comer of our road on my way home
from a night at the ambulance depot, it was to see a fire-engine, apparently outside our house, with
ladders against the wall and hoses tailing inside. When I got closer, I saw that it was the house two
doors from ours that had been hit by an incendiary bomb which had completely gutted it. The fire
brigade had arrived in time to limit the fire to that one house.

In the eighteen months I was doing this driving I probably went out to no more than twenty or so
incidents, but the worst part of it, I recall, was waiting sometimes for hours outside a building just
bombed, in the hope that the rescue service would bring at least one victim out alive. More often
than not, they didn't.

The bombing of London was then at its height and many were the times one had to get off the
trolleybus to walk round what had been a row of houses or shops that had been blown across the
road in the previous night's bombing. The bus would then be turned round and sent back and the
passengers would pick up a bus which had been turned round on the other side of the obstruction.

From the top deck of a trolleybus one had a first-class view of the havoc wrought by the bombs.
Three incidents in particular stand out in my memory of those days. In the first, a double-decker bus
had been lifted by the blast of a bomb, up the side of a four-storey house in Mornington Crescent
and was jammed upright, into the slope of the roof. Photographs of this appeared in all the
newspapers the next day and have been reproduced many times since in books and magazines. It
was said, at the time, that as the bombing was becoming heavy, the driver of the bus had pulled up
and led the passengers to the underground shelter in the public gardens in the Crescent and that,
thanks to this, they all emerged unscathed after the "all clear".

Another case which I saw, close up, occurred a mile away from the previous incident, at the bus
terminus in Howland Street, a short distance from Warren Street. When I arrived there by trolleybus
one morning the remains of a similar bus was there at the stop. Obviously the victim of a direct hit
or a very near miss the night before, all the paint had been burnt off, leaving the vehicle an overall
dusty gey colour, and all the upholstery incinerated Il-re whole bus was peppered with small holes
and, looking along its length, one could see that it had been bowed into an arc shape. I never leamed
whether the passengers or crew had been able to take cover in time.

The third incident involved Broadcasting House, in Portland Place. I passed this on my daily walk
from Tottenham Court Road to the office and on this particular morning, before I reached the home
of the BBC studios, I found the streets deep in sheet music. As I neared the building I could see that
the area had suffered major damage. The Queen's Hall, famed for its outstanding acoustics, and
where I had once played with my school orchestra, appeared to have received a direct hit, while All
Souls Church, Langham Place, just next door, had been badly damaged. When I crossed Portland
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Place to the Langham Hotel, also severely damaged, and looked back I could see the gaping hole in
the wall of Broadcasting House itself. That was the famous occasion on which Alvar Liddell (I think it
was) was reading the nine o'clock news when a bomb tore a hole in the studio wall. The explosion
was clearly heard on the radio. Liddell paused only briefly then carried on reading.

So much has been written about those momentous times that to add more here would risk being
boringly repetitious. Suffice it to say that the spirit of the populace did not flag and was never far
below the surface. The conductor of a bus on which I was travelling home one evening announced
the arrival at the bus stop outside Holloway (women' s) Prison with "Rest Home for Ladies"

At the beginning of November 1940 I did get that coveted job with a bank - Lloyds - at 18 Wigmore
Street, in London's West End. Staff were now beginning to be called up in large numbers and the
bank was obviously not concerned about my having a carpenter for a father. When I arrived to start
work, on that Monday morning, I found the place a total shambles; a bomb had landed just behind
the bank the previous night and had brought all the ceilings down and taken out all the windows.
There was broken glass and thick dust everywhere. My first job, as a bank clerk, therefore, was to
start cleaning the place up. Somehow, we managed to open for business that day, albeit a little late.
So much for my mother's cherished dream of seeing her son working in a bank! Though my first day
wasn't quite what I had expected, it did have its compensation. There was a gorgeous blonde
operating one of the National accounting machines. She was later to become my wife. and, praise
God, still is.?
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CALL UP FOR MILITARY SERVICE
December 1941. I was eighteen and the time was approaching for me to sign on for military service.
By now there was no longer any doubt in my mind. Flying had won out over the sea, although
perhaps not entirely, since I later found myself continuously replying "flying boats" when asked, at
successive units in my RAF training, what type of aircraft I would eventually like to fly.

I believe I am right in saying that in the Second World War (and probably still today) there were
three branches of the armed forces into which one could not be drafted - the submariners, the
paratroopers and aircrew. That is to say, they were manned entirely by volunteers. I volunteered to
be a pilot and was sent for a for a medical exam, in a local church hall. This was a general affair - to
check whether one was "still breathing", but little more.

Having cleared that hurdle, I was given a date for the aircrew medical, at a drill hall near Euston
Station. The exam lasted two days. First, we all had to fill in a lengthy questionnaire giving details of
one's medical history: Do you sleep-walk? Are you a bed wetter? Do you suffer from dizzy spells?
Have you ever fainted? I truthfully answered No to all the questions.

Then the medical began in earnest We all paraded, one by one, before a host of doctors, specialising
in various fields. They put us through every test imaginable, and gave us no indication of their
findings. For example, at one point during the eyesight test I had to admit that I could see virtually
nothing through one of the many lenses put in front of my eyes. Not surprisingly this threw me into
instant panic as the doc not so much as grunted. How was one to know that mine was the correct
reaction?

One requirement we had to meet was a minimum leg-length of thirty-nine inches. (They couldn't
have thought of that on the first medical a month before!) To meet this criterion we had to sit on the
floor against a wall Those whose heels did not touch a white line painted on the floor were "out" as
pilots, with no redress. The absurdity of this requirement was later shown when it was found that
shorter legged pilots, because of the relatively shorter distance over which the blood had to be
pumped, resisted the effects of gravity - the G force - commensurately longer than their taller
brethren. I later met a Canadian pilot who was so short in the leg that he always carried a large
cushion with him when he flew.

For me the medical was particularly traumatic. On the morning of the second day, a long line of
aspiring pilots, including myself, was slowly going through the rest of the examination Then a bell
rang. All the white-coated medics, to a man, stopped what they were doing and trooped out, for
coffee I suppose. They were gone for what seemed like ages, but probably only twenty minutes or
so. Even after they came back, I still had to wait a long time, stripped to the waist in a barely heated
room, until eventually my turn came for what I now know was the cardiovascular examination. After
the usual sounding and tapping all over it was the moment for the band around the arm for the
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blood pressure check. By then I was absolutely frozen and, with the very high standards set for
aircrew, I was also pretty fearful of not being accepted. The doctor pumped up the pressure then
slowly released it. Then he pumped it up and let it down again. Then he pumped it up really hard and
seemed to hold it there. I didn't know what was happening, nor what was supposed to happen. The
previous day I had truthfully answered No to the question "Have you ever fainted" but now, as I felt
my arm thump, thump, thumping I passed out - for the first time in my life! I was only out for a few
seconds I think. When I came to the doctor told me to get dressed and report to the Chief Medical
Officer. This, I told myself, was the end of the road for the would-be pilot

The CMO again took my blood pressure, then he said something which, though I couldn't have
realised it then, was to determine the whole cot-Tse of my life. He told me that I was showing an
extremely low blood-pressure reading, which the first doctor had presumably found hard to believe.
If this was a temporary thing, indicating that the pressure fluctuated in certain circumstances, then
that did rule me out. If, on the other hand, it was consistent and normal for me, then this was a
bonus as I would be less affected than fellows with normal blood pressure, by the G-force, i.e. I
wouldn't black out as readily as they when subjected to the increased gravity in certain aerial
manoeuvres. He told me to return in three weeks.

When I did, the Chief Medical Officer took my blood pressure again, found it still low.... and
pronounced me accepted. Yippee!

At that time there was a great log-jam in pilot training. Most of the suitable land in the country had
been taken up for operational airfields, for fighter and bomber squadrons. East Anglia was a classic
example of this, with aerodromes wall to wall, many of them overlapping, so that aircraft using one
field would have to fly clockwise when taking off and landing, while others from an adjacent field
flew counter-clockwise. There was, therefore, little space left for airfields for pilot training,
particularly the first phase, Elementary or "ab initio" training, when the fledgling pilots needed the
best weather and least hazardous surrounding conditions. Any lengthy spells of bad weather
extended the tight training schedule and as a result new entrants, like myself, were put on deferred
service for six months or more before being called up for training.

At about this time, the old "trade" of Observer was abolished and replaced with the two categories Navigator and Bomb Aimer. If one were prepared to go in as either of these or as a Wireless
Operator/Air Gunner then call-up would be almost immediate. One of my old "swotting"
schoolmates, Pat Beavis, keen to get into action, took this option and went in as a navigator. He
trained in Canada and shortly after getting his Navigator's brevet he was posted to Dorval (Montreal)
to ferry a Lockheed Hudson to the UK via Reykjavik, Iceland. The aircraft disappeared without trace,
on that, Pat's first operational trip, somewhere around Newfoundland it was thought

My call-up papers arrived in July 1942. They required me to report to the Air Crew Receiving Centre
(ACRC) in St John's Wood, London on 13th July. I was to be billeted in St James's Court, directly
opposite the London Zoo. "Billeted" was a rather modest term for the high quality apartment in
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which I found myself, stripped though it was of all removable finery. In fact, the relative opulence of
St James's Court gave us new recruits - "sprogs"- a totally false impression of the quality of life which
lay ahead for the "duration", the parlance of the day, meaning that vague period stretching out to
some distant horizon when we would have won the war.

We were soon lined up by a sergeant and left in no doubt where we stood in the hierarchy as
Aircraftsmen Second Class (AC 2's) we were the lowest form of RAF life. Looking back, most of the
NCO's weren't that bad. They were only doing what they were paid for - to knock any pretensions
out of us so that we could then be rebuilt as worthy citizens. At that moment though, the first time
away from home, it did come as a bit hard. Our pay was to be 3s 6d (three shillings and sixpence a
day) seventeen and a half pence in today's terms. Given that food and keep were provided, one
could live reasonably well on that in those days

Next we were "kitted out" and in the process introduced to the Stores' custom of referring to
everything backwards. Thus, a humble hairbrush, for example, became "Brushes hair, airmen for the
use of, one". We were also made privy to some quaint terminology. The small roll of material
containing several needles, some black thread and a few buttons was, we leamed, a "hussif". It was
sometime later that I discovered this was "Storeese" for "housewife". Then again, to clad our nether
regions we were issued not with pants or underpants, but "Drawers pairs, Airmen for the use of
four".

As AC 2's we wore no badge of rank on our sleeves (we barely had a rank, anyway!), but as undertraining aircrew we wore a small white flash in our fore-and-aft caps. These we would continue to
wear until we got our wings - or didn't, as the case might be. Proud though we all were to be
displaying this distinction, this was soon dampened when we discovered that the flash came to be
the focal point for nit-picking NCO's who could detect at ten paces a white flash that hadn't been
washed before wearing that day.

Our association with the zoo across the road was not simply geographical. Our foot drill, "square
bashing", we did on the forecourt of the former animal houses, the erstwhile occupants having
meanwhile been evacuated for their safety to the open-air zoo at Whipsnade, near Luton.

It was there, for the first time, that I saw fellows, probably one in several thousands who, when they
marched, swung the same arm forward as their forward-moving leg. Those poor chaps! They were
terribly ribbed by the NCO's. How do you train yourself out of something inborn like that after
eighteen or nineteen years? Yet they had to for they stood out like the proverbial sore thumb in any
marching squad, and we were marched everywhere. Indeed, "Get fell in" was to be the clarion call
for much of the rest of our RAF service.

It must have taken real wit at high level to ordain that the restaurant ("cookhouse" ugh!) in which
we ate at ACRC, hundreds at a sitting was, in its earlier incarnation, the monkey house. There
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newcomers, unfortunate enough to come in with their caps on, were quickly apprised of their error
with the rousing cry of "ats off!" from the assembled company.

Whatever else has disappeared in the mists of time from the memories of those who went through
those hallowed portals, I'll wager it's a rare ex-"AC plonk" who has forgotten that inoculation
session. The build-up to it would have done justice to Alfred Hitchcock. It was announced on parade
one day that we should be getting our jabs the following afternoon. After lunch on the dread day we
were marched to one of the large early-Victorian houses backing on to Regents Park and ordered
into single file in a long dimly lit corridor in the basement. The walls were liberally decorated with, in
the circumstances, dubiously humorous inscriptions. I recall only two: "Five hundred went this way.
None came back." The other began as a parody of Winston Churchill's now-famous tribute to the
"Few" in the Battle of Britain, "Never in the field of human conflict but it ended... "has so much been
done to so few in so short a time." Then came the order to strip to the waist and carry your clothes
over our right arm. By now the panic was almost palpable. The line continued to crawl inexorably
forward until, after half an hour or so, I and those around me found ourselves in the torture
chamber.

Henry Ford would have been proud of the way in which his assembly line principle had filtered down
to that basement room. A dozen or so fellows, all in white coats, stood ready each to perform
repetitively a single task. The first wiped our left upper arms, presumably with antiseptic. The next
put a drop of a white solution on the same spot and the third made a small scratch with a scalpel,
and we'd been vaccinated against smallpox. Without a pause, as we slowly moved along, the
following man dabbed our left breasts (antiseptic again?) and the next plunged a needle in. That was
the only time, after more jabs than I can remember, that I ever had an inoculation in that particular
spot. It wasn't over yet, though. It was "Sit down here and put your arm out'. In went another
needle, pretty blunt by this time, into a vein (none of today's use-once-and-throw-away needles;
those were re-sharpened and re-used), and they were sucking our blood. Then "That's it. Get
dressed"

The scene in the small room in which we put our uniforms back on was a sight to behold. It seemed
that the big, six-foot ex-policemen types fell hardest. Somehow, I managed to stay on my feet, albeit
with a ringing in my ears and a slight weave, as I got dressed. I seem to remember that, as an act of
grace, we were allowed to walk rather than march the short distance back to our quarters.

The corporal in charge of this assault on our persons warned us that we should take it easy for a
couple of days, especially those for whom (i.e. most of us) this was the first smallpox vaccination. A
few, though, couldn't resist the fleshpots of nearby Camden Town, and the ambulances had a busy
time retrieving them and bringing them back "home".

After two weeks at St John's Wood we transferred to a camp just outside Ludlow in Shropshire. The
sole purpose of this posting was to "hold" the new entrants until the log jam mentioned earlier
cleared enough for us to move up to the next level of training, Initial Training Wing. The camp was
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entirely under canvas and if rumours going the rounds at the time to be believed, the choice of the
Ludlow site was neither accidental nor random. The land, it was said, was owned and rented to the
Air Ministry by a certain Member of Parliament. I will not mention his name here, the arm of the law
of libel being long and far reaching; suffice it to say that I believe he also owned certain greyhound
racing tracks. And what did the RAF chaps posted there do? They spent their whole days draining the
fields and putting in roads. I believe that after the war it became a caravan site. Surprise! Surprise!

The late summer weather there, in 1942, was glorious. We got very fit, but life was pretty bereft of
creature comforts. The tents were set out in lines of about ten I think, and this became our official
address - "Tent 3, Line D", for example. We slept eight, I believe, to a tent, with our feet to the
centre pole. The loos - latrines - were holes in the ground, with canvas screens around them but with
no roof. When it rained it was necessary to wear our groundsheets (we were not issued with
raincoats as part of our uniform; the grounds sheets did double-duty.) Naturally we fried to time
visits to the 100 for when it was not raining, as mercifully it wasn't most of the time I was there.
Unfortunately, this fine timing was not always possible as about once every ten days the cooks put
"Number Nines" in the food. Never ones to err on the conservative side, the amount of laxative they
used would have had a herd of dinosaurs running for the bushes. Long were the queues those
evenings, under the stars, at those canvas establishments.

A number of other memories of that short, sweltering stay at Ludlow remain. Within the framework
of "developing" the site, we had to dig drainage ditches throughout the camp, which seemed to be
built on solid clay. Certainly the water in the gullies we dug didn't drain away and from the
cookhouse the fetid water, with a thick layer of fat on it, was covered wall-to-wall with cockroaches simply thousands of them, the first most of us had ever seen. On drainage detail we had to stand in
those gullies in gumboots, surrounded by these seemingly indestructible creatures, frying to paddle
the water away.

Another favourite was the cement mixer. At some past date, the industrial mixer used in the road
building had been left half full of concrete over a weekend and it had set hard. We were detailed, on
a roster, to crouch inside the mixer and, armed with a hammer, (in boiling temperatures) to chip
away for a couple of hours. The impression we made was insignificant and after a week, with three
or four others, I had the good fortune to be sent, on the back of a truck, to Peterborough where we
loaded another mixer for the use of future intakes.

Each day, before leaving for breakfast, we had to put all our bedding and kitbags (containing our
total worldly possessions) outside the tent, in a neat line. Then, according to one of the eternal
rosters, one chap stayed behind at the "lines" to watch over these piles of sheets and belongings. His
principal role was, if it rained, to move all the stuff back into the tents. Occasionally we did have a
heavy summer downpour. Then ten times eight lots of bedding had to be shifted. Guess whose was
moved first - and fry to imagine the utter shambles inside each tent as everybody's wet stuff was
thrown back in. As a measure of damage limitation we were allowed to move our own stuff back
into the tent after lunch each day.
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Then there was the matter of personal hygiene. We washed and shaved en masse at central facilities
across the fields but for complete bodily immersion it was the river that ran along the edge of the
site, except that once a week we were marched along the main road, carrying our towels, to a
location about half a mile away. There, a small primitive paraffin-fired boiler had been set up,
feeding an overhead pipe with two nozzles. We took it in tums to operate a pump to produce a
feeble squirt of lukewarm water, and two chaps at a time did the best they could to clean off a week'
s accumulated dirt in the three minutes the corporal in charge allowed each of us, by his watch.

Another rostered duty was that of accompanying the Orderly Officer (O.O.) on his rounds each day,
recording his comments on a notepad. This included putting in an appearance at the midday meal
and shouting the call "Orderly Officer. Any complaints?" If there was any reply at all it was rarely
anything more audacious than something of the order of "Please Sir. Could we have less salt in the
potatoes". Occasionally though someone, usually a long serving hand, would have the temerity to
ask if we could, say, have a change in the menu. This was duly noted down, the Orderly Officer
undertook to look into it...and that was the end of that. The next day somebody else would be
Orderly Officer! One of the O.O’s responsibilities was that of inspecting the rations as they were
delivered. On the occasion I was accompanying the O.O. a half side of beef was delivered to the
cook-house. The ambient temperature must have been in the eighties and the delivery van was not
refrigerated. The meat smelt simply awful and I was sure the Sergeant Cook would refuse to accept
it. Instead he said "It's only the muslin round it that smells" and went ahead and served it for dinner
that night Working hard, as we did, we developed robust appetites so, with no alternative, it was
with considerable unease that I ate the dodgy beef I still remember that it tasted fine. Well hung, I
guess!

It is remarkable how little things from a distant past can pop up in the memory. One of the other
chaps in the tent came from Kirkaldy. He always declared it was a recognised fact that the best
English in the world was spoken by the natives of his birthplace. I'd not heard that before nor have I
heard it since; then I've not heard it challenged either. That's not the point of the story, though. We
used to send out our laundry weekly, as we were to do for the rest of our time in the RAF. Not
infrequently some item didn't return, but probably someone else's did instead. Most of the time the
laundry was done by local people, and this was the case at Ludlow. On this particular occasion our
Kircaldy friend received his laundry back and when he opened it was obvious that the woollen socks
had been boiled, for both the feet and the legs had been shrunk to about four inches long. Even the
little Scot had to join in the hoots of laughter when he held the miniatures up for our inspection.

On 25th August 1942, after three weeks of hard labour at Ludlow, I was posted to an initial training
wing - No.8, at wet winter. I cannot vouch for this, but Newquay, Cornwall.

Some months after we left Ludlow we heard that the camp had continued to operate all through the
following cold, it seemed that marquees were erected, with earth bunds around their bases to keep
the weather out, and two tents were put up in each, as far as I la-row with no heating. It came over
the grapevine that several of the fellows had gone down with rheumatic fever, and that the matter
was raised in Parliament, but I heard nothing further.
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Most of the ITW's were in seaside hotels - Brighton, Bournemouth, Torquay and so forth. At
Newquay we were billeted in various clifftop hotels. Mine was Min-y-Don. (When I was back in
Newquay a couple of years ago - half a century later - I found Min-y-Don was still going strong.)

At ITW we learned about Administration and Discipline; King's Regulations was to be the bible by
which our lives would be governed. They spelt out our rights and obligations, and as far as we could
judge we were going to have lots of obligations and very few rights. It was impressed on us that we
were not permitted to quote KR's if we were brought up on a charge - a "fizzer" - as this would be
considered insolence, it being assumed that the officer judging the charge would know KR's by heart
and would not need reminding by the likes of us.

We also covered much of the basic material we would need later on in our flying - dead reckoning
navigation, meteorology, Morse code, theory of flight, airmanship, armament etc. We spent hours
learning the ins and outs of the Browning .303 machine gun, then standard equipment in most of
our operational aircraft and, on our final test in that subject, we had to re-assemble a stripped down
Browning.303 blindfolded

In this ground school work my time in the ATC, back at my old school, set me in good stead and I was
promoted to the dizzy heights of Leading Aircraftsman, the rank which I was to hold until the day I
got my wings.

We did clay pigeon shooting at a range out on the headland; we did oodles of physical training too,
led by a PT sergeant who was incredibly fit and couldn't see why we shouldn't be. At least two
afternoons a week he took us for a five-mile run all round the headland then over the heights
skirting the town before staggering gasping back to our hotel. Somehow we survived and even
improved - dare I say, came to enjoy it.

We, of course, did hours of square-bashing, with a session every morning except Sunday. This ended
with our being marched to a café in the middle of Newquay where we "fell out" for a of makebelieve coffee. It was always the same tea shop, in the High Street, and the corporal in charge of us
was never seen to pay. Who said kick-backs were a recent invention?

We had to carry our issue-type gas-masks everywhere. They measured, I would guess, about nine
inches square and three inches deep and they were quite heavy. We wore them in a canvas pack
slung over our shoulders and woe betide anyone caught at any time anywhere without his.

We also carried gas capes all the time. These covered the whole body and were intended as
protection against corrosive liquids, such as the ghastly mustard gas of the first world war.
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Our day started at 8 a.m., after breakfast, every morning, with a parade in full kit in the road outside
the hotel. This was presided over by the Officer Commanding No- 8 1TW - an elderly Squadron
Leader, a really benevolent gentleman. About once a week during this parade, when he judged we
were least expecting it - possibly while he was talking normally - the CO would shout "Gas" and we
all had to scramble to unpack and put on our gas masks and these infernal gas capes... and fast!

In his earlier years, the CO had played rugby for Sale and he was still a fanatic. One afternoon a week
we used to play at a magnificent location on a field up on the headland overlooking the sea, just
outside the town, and the CO would often come up there to watch us. He would rush up and down
with the play shouting such encouragement as "Forget the ball; get on with the game." As I write I
remember the name of the hotel where the squadron headquarters was located. Just across from
Min-y-Don, at the end of the road and looking down on the rock on the beach with the house on
top. It was "Trebarwith5'. What useless information to clutter the memory with for nearly sixty
years!

While at Newquay we had to do dinghy drill, against the likelihood that we might one day find
ourselves having to "ditch" an aircraft. We were marched down to the harbour where we changed
into our swimming trunks and, after some instruction, were required to jump into the water from
the quay wall, wearing a lifejacket, known ubiquitously as a "Mae West" after a well-known,
copiously endowed Hollywood actress of the day. We then had to right an overturned dinghy, climb
into it, paddle to the harbour wall and turn it over again, ready for the next chap. It should be
pointed out that to turn that type of dinghy over, designed as it was not to capsize, and while
treading water, was no easy feat.

By this time of the year - we were now in November - the water was getting quite cold. There were
only a couple of mae wests to go round so, after standing in swimming trunks on the quay in a fresh
wind waiting our turns to put a wet one on, we were all frozen by the time our turn came to jump
into the water. It was streaming colds all round the next day, except for the sergeant in charge who,
needless to say, remained fully clothed throughout the proceedings.

At Newquay we really came face to face with spit and polish, generally known by a less refined term,
in all its glory. We polished our boots for around half an hour each day, never using anything but
Kiwi polish. I understand that was the preference of the army and the navy too. How the sales of
Kiwi must have dropped when the war ended! Thinking back, though, I remember that the infant-y,
after a lifetime of similar boot polishing, one day in the early 'forties received the order to treat their
gleaming masterpieces with dubbin, as the powers that be had decided that shiny boots might
reflect light which could be seen from the air at night. We at ITW continued to polish our boots, and
not only the leather; we polished the eyelets too - with Brasso. Buttons also had to be polished, not
just the fronts but the backs as well, and that included all our trouser buttons and our belt buckles.
We even had to polish the backs of our cap badges.
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Then there was the matter of our beds. We slept on three thin "biscuits" which were laid end to end
on a wire spring, to form a mattress. Before we left for morning parade each day our beds had to be
set out in a precise manner. The three biscuits were piled, one on the other, and placed at the head
of the bed. The sheets and blankets, folded, were arranged alternately like a cream slice with one
folded blanket wrapped around them, and the whole thing placed on top of the piled biscuits. Then
across the lower end of the bed we spread our towel with knife, fork and spoon arranged on it as for
a table setting, and in the centre of this, our mug, with the handle pointing to the right. Yes. It had to
be the right! On the floor, at the foot of the bed, we placed our water bottle, filled and with the cork
laid across the square shoulder.

Bottles had to be emptied and refilled daily and it was a favourite trick of the Orderly Officer, on his
daily inspection, to have the sergeant accompanying him put a few grains of potassium
permanganate in one or other water bottle. He would then pass on the identity of the selected
"victim" to the next day's Orderly Officer who would, in turn, empty the water from the bottle. If it
showed the tell-tale mauve dye the unfortunate owner was usually put on a charge. That normally
involved three days "jankers" - reporting to the guardroom after lectures, in full kit, and performing
demeaning tasks such as painting the rocks at the entrance to the squadron headquarters with
whitewash.

It was at Newquay that most of us first came face to face with the Services' idea of practical jokes.
These were particularly visited on us by whoever was on guard duty in Min-y-Don at night. We all
had to do a night's duty every so often and a favourite "joke", of which the perpetrators never
seemed to tire, and which probably still has serving personnel in fits even today, was to wake an
unsuspecting victim from a deep sleep to ask if he wanted to buy a battleship. Apple pie beds were
almost de rigueur in those days, too. More infuriating still was to return to one's room after a visit to
the NAAFI for a cup of "char" and a "wad", to find one's bed missing. In the early days it took ages to
find the disappeared beds, but it was soon found that they were usually folded flat and dangled
down the disused lift shaft.

The NAAFI, for the uninitiated, was the Navy, Army and Air Forces Institute, a semi-official haven
found at all sizeable Service units. There one could get tea, coffee, sandwiches, buns etc., all of a
somewhat dubious quality - the sandwiches short on filling, the buns short on fruit and long on
baking soda. There were usually easy chairs and writing tables with paper and envelopes. At No.8
ITW, where four of us shared a small bedroom with no room for a table, and there must have been
many similar situations elsewhere, the NAAFI was the oasis where one could relax.

Nothing could be less relaxing than the route marches we started doing after a few weeks at ITW.
Modest distances at first, they gradually increased until, the daddy of them all, towards the end of
our time there we marched from Newquay to St Austell by a devious route- 32 miles we were told.
Exhausted, we then took a train back to Newquay... but we still had to march home from the station.
The food we were issued for this jaunt was meat-paste sandwiches. The head cook at No.8 ITW was
an elderly, motherly sergeant, a very caring person, and I still remember she was almost in tears,
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knowing the day we had ahead of us, when she handed out these sandwiches, because the rations
she was allowed didn't permit her to do anything better.

An unhappy incident occurred during our stay at Newquay. One evening the sky was lit up by a huge
flash, followed by an enormous boom. We later heard that a Whitley from a nearby field - St Eval, I
believe - returning from an anti-submarine patrol with a load of depth charges, had failed to clear
the top of the cliffs on his approach to land and the whole thing had blown up. On a lighter note, a
number of us were puzzled to see, one afternoon, two bedraggled-looking chaps being landed from
a small boat down at the harbour. Apparently, they were the crew of one of the Blenheims which
towed drogues over an area a few miles out to sea for target practice for the navy. On this occasion
the naval gunners hit the target - unfortunately the wrong one, though, and brought the Blenheim
down, happily without injury to the crew.

During our last week at Newquay, we were issued with our flying kit in preparation for posting to
Grading School. This consisted of two flying suits, a kapok-lined one and a "Sidcot" suit made of
tough semi-waterproof gabardine, I think: three pairs of gloves, silk, wool, and leather gauntlets
which came up over the cuffs of the Sidcot suit. All of these were to be worn simultaneously. Then
there were lambswool-lined flying boots and, finally, a leather flying helmet and goggles.

In no time flat, everyone had put on the whole lot and headed for the roof of Min-y-Don where
those chaps who had cameras were obligingly taking photographs of all of us, for sending off to
impress girlfriends. Although we were not to realise it, this was to be a bitter-sweet moment for
some of that number for they would be "washed out" on their next posting, after flying only a few
hours. At the end of November, we left Newquay by train, once again with no idea where we were
going.
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GRADING SCHOOL
After a seemingly endless train journey we were loaded into the inevitable three-ton tuck (the RAF
hadn't discovered buses by then) and driven to the village of Braunstone, just outside Leicester. Here
a small airfield had recently been created, as a "satellite" of No. 7 Elementary Flying Training School
at nearby Desford, to be a Grading School. The grading school concept had been introduced into
aircrew training a short before. There were several of them across the country and their intention
was to screen out those who were never likely to make it as Service pilots. Because of the log-jam
caused by shortage of training fields and the vagaries of the British weather, overseas training
facilities had been created in various countries - Canada, the USA, Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), South
Africa - and it was quickly recognised that it was even less efficient to send chaps who weren't going
to make the necessary standard to these far-away places than it was to waste training time and
space in the beleaguered UK. The contention of the RAF high command was that a flying instructor,
after a few hours in the air with an "ab initio" pilot could judge whether he would be likely to go solo
in a reasonably short time and eventually reach the high standard required, in the subsequent
training for an operational pilot.

The field at Braunstone couldn't have measured, I would guess, more than half a mile square. It had
a small hangar and a cluster of huts housing a classroom, a crew-room and our billets, and that was
about it. There was no NAAFI, but a truck, fitted out with an urn and a serving counter and manned
(how non-PC today) by two ladies from the Women’s Voluntary Service - now they are "Royal" would appear mid-morning and mid-afternoon to provide us with tea and buns.

We were at Braunstone only about a month, and I remember very little of it. There were a dozen or
so Tiger Moths (DH 82A's) and a handful of instructors. We were given instructions on the Tiger
Moth "systems", rather simpler than the average scooter, and a quick run-down on the geography of
the local area. Otherwise we had very little ground studies and virtually no drill. It was all flying, and
we were "processed" as fast as possible.

The Tiger Moth was (rather, "is", for many of the venerable little creatures are still flying with clubs
or in private hands around the world today) a two-seater biplane, with an open cockpit and the two
seats in tandem - i.e. one behind the other. Because of their weight and balance characteristics, this
type of aircraft is flown from the rear seat when solo. When dual, the instructor sits in the front seat
and has a view of the student in a mirror. It would be some years before radios were designed small
enough and light enough to be carried in aircraft as small as this little bird. Communication between
instructor and student in the Tiger Moth was, instead, by means of a Gosport tube. Helmets were
fitted with two earpieces with a branched tube connected to them. This was plugged by the pilot
into a tube running into the other cockpit and terminating in a mouthpiece standing out in front of
the pilot at face level. Provided the mouthpiece was held close to the face, and this was vital, the
audibility was quite good. As will be seen later, my association with the Gosport tube did not end
when I left Braunstone.
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The aircraft has a tail-skid - a large lump of metal on a leaf spring - instead of a tailwheel. This acts as
a brake when on grass but it means that the aircraft should not be used on hard-surfaced runways.
As with all "tail-draggers", the Tiger Moth has to be taxied in a series of zig-zags, swinging the nose
from side to side. This is because there is no forward visibility with tail down, because of the height
of the nose in front of the pilot and this applies, a fortiori, to more powerful aircraft such as the
Spitfire, with its sixteen-foot long extension ahead of the pilot.

The instruments on our version which was the original Tiger Moth were just four - a Reid and Sigrist
"needle and ball" turn and bank indicator, an altimeter, a compass and a rev counter. Airspeed for
the various conditions of flight, straight and level, climbing, descending etc. was determined by
setting the engine revs at a selected RPM and holding the nose of the aircraft at a given position on,
above or below the horizon As the airspeed dropped off and approached the stall the sound of the
airflow in the bracing wires between the two wings diminished until, at the stall... dead silence. True,
there was also a primitive airspeed indicator in the form of a metal flap on a sprung arm above a
graduated quadrant fixed to a wing strut close to the cockpit. This was so inaccurate though that it
was disregarded. The single fuel tank was in the upper wing and its contents were indicated by a
float that bobbed up and down in a glass tube above the pilot's head.

It was at Braunstone that we were first acquainted with cockpit checks. All aircraft have a list of
checks to be carried out at every phase of flight, starting with an exterior check before entering the
aircraft and continuing through pre-start up, after start up, during taxiing, before take-off, after takeoff, on reaching cruising level, during the cruise, before landing, and so on. These checks were
previously known as "Vital Actions" and I believe I am right in saying that, while the British had a
policy of committing all these checks to memory, the Americans, even back in the second world war
days, used printed check lists. Nowadays, with the much greater complexity of modem-day aircraft,
printed lists, running into several pages, are essential if some vital action is not to risk being
overlooked.

In the Tiger Moth, memorising the cockpit checks wasn't difficult. The exterior check was "Kick the
tailwheel. If nothing falls off, the aircraft is serviceable!" True, in those days the ground crew
checked the condition of all RAF aircraft at least once a day. The pre-start up check on the Tiger
Moth was hardly more complicated. It was "Petrol on, Switches off, Throttle closed". This was
shouted out loudly enough for the prop-swinger to hear.

The Tiger Moth did not have a built-in starter. Instead starting was by means of swinging the
propeller by hand. Done without due caution this could be lethal to the prop-swinger. The engine
could kick back, with a range of unpleasant results - a broken arm, a cracked skull; it has even been
known for a prop-swinger to be thrown into the air (this results when the unfortunate has his finger
tips round the edge of the prop blade instead of flat on the surface).

Before we were allowed near an aircraft we were all instructed in the technique of prop-swinging
and had a certificate put in our log books to that effect. When starting the Tiger Moth, the propPage 20

swinger, on hearing the drill shouted by the pilot, would know it was safe to handle the prop and
bring it up to the point of compression. He would then call "Contact", the pilot would flick one of the
two magneto switches on and a quick swing would/should see the engine fire into life. "On" in the
context of all aircraft switches, incidentally means "Up", following the American domestic standard
practice and not "Down" as in the UK and many other counties.

Before my first flight my instructor, a SGT. Studley, asked me if I had ever flown before. Like the
majority of the chaps I hadn't, flying up till that time being mainly the prerogative of the affluent
few. He explained that flying was "rather like riding a motorbike"; I hadn't done that either! My first
log book entry reads:

This was just a quick flip for familiarisation with the aircraft and the sensation of flying. We wore all
our issued flying clothing and, in addition, I had a six-foot long woollen scarf my mother had knitted
for me but yet, in mid- December, with one's head half over the side of the cockpit in the slipstream,
it was still pretty cold. After that we did several hours of basic training - take-offs and landings
("circuits and bumps") with some stalls, spins, loops and a couple of slow rolls. These were thrown
in, I suspect, more to see whether we kept our breakfast down than anything else.

SGT. Studley was a stocky little Devonian with a lovely west country burr which came mellifluously
through the Gosport tubes. He must have been incredibly patient as, for that matter, must all flying
instructors and, looking back, I realise what a debt I owed him. My log book shows that on
December 15th I went up for "G7-hour check", with a Pilot Officer Crickmore.
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Not long after their 7-hour checks a few of the brighter ones amongst us "went solo" and were duly
declared suitable to go on to the next step in training, but not so me. More "circuits and bumps"
until, on 21st December, I again went up with P/O Crickmore for "11-hour Check". By now most of
the chaps had gone solo... or been scrubbed, and I can only attribute it to the perseverance (and
probably advocacy) of SGT. Studley that I didn't join the latter misérables. Instead, on Christmas Eve
1942, after a massive 13hrs 55mins of dual instruction I went up with a Flying Officer Allardyce for
the make or break Solo Check. The feeling of elation mixed with trepidation as the instructor
climbed out of the aircraft and fastened the straps of his harness across the seat, leaving me sitting
alone, is one I shall never forget.

As he got out he asked me to pick him up after I'd landed, to give him a lift back to the hangar with
his parachute. I did the one stipulated circuit and landed. I can't remember whether it was a good
one or not; suffice it to say I was so overjoyed at having finally made it that I forgot all about F/O
Allardyce and his parachute until, extremely unamused, he came walking in, with his heavy 'chute
over his shoulder, ten minutes after I had parked the aircraft.

In the evenings a number of the lads went for a drink at The Airman's Rest, almost opposite the
gates of the airfield. At the time I was a non-drinker and used to spend my evenings talking flying
with the mixed crowd of British, Dutch and Polish student pilots. There was little else to do and, with
not much coke for the one slow-combustion stove in the Nissen hut, we used to turn in pretty early.

Two minor Incidents remain in my memory from the Braunstone days. One very misty afternoon,
towards nightfall, a Spitfire flew low over us, did a circuit and landed. With no wind, the pilot chose
the longest run across our small field. As luck would have it there was a post, probably from an old
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fence, this being one of the hundreds of such hastily-prepared airfields across the county, and the
pilot, with no view directly ahead on landing, and in compliance with Murphy's Law had the
misfortune to hit the post and demolish the Spitfire's prop. When the embarrassed but, given the
weather and the diminishing light, very relieved pilot climbed out of the wounded bird, we saw it
was a girl. She was a member of the noble band of Air Transport Auxiliary pilots, on her way to
deliver the aircraft to an operational squadron.

The other out-of-the-ordinary happening at Braunstone was the arrival, one day, of a Fleet Air Arm
"Swordfish", the faithful old "String bag", a big biplane used by the Royal Navy on aircraft carriers for
torpedo dropping. It landed with two bicycles strapped one to each wing strut. To round the effect,
the pilot and observer climbed out wearing bell-bottom trousers and reefer jackets - no flying suits
for them! They were on the way to join their ship at Portsmouth.

Having at last "gone solo" on that memorable Christmas Eve, that was the end of my flying at
Grading School and I was ready to be posted to Elementary Flying Training School.

As a P.S. to my time at Braunstone, the younger of my two brothers (ten years my senior) was
ordained Deacon in the Church of England in the Spring of 1942. By a happy co-incidence he was
serving at Braunstone Parish Church during my time at Grading school. He later became Archdeacon
of Loughborough for ten years and then of Leicester for a further seventeen.

When he died, in 1996, his ashes were interred beside the High Altar in Leicester Cathedral (the first
ever such interment there). I participated in the ceremony and my wife and I drove to Leicester for
the occasion. The road into the city from the M1 took us through Braunstone which, not surprisingly,
had grown out of all recognition in the fifty years since I was briefly stationed there. There is now
nothing to betray the fact that there was once an airfield there. Instead in its place I found a factory
colony. As we had time in hand, I drove along the county road that formerly led past the entrance to
the airfield, and I said to my wife "there used to be a pub called The Airman's Rest somewhere along
here, but with all this development it's almost certainly gone now". Seconds later we rounded a
bend and there was the: The Airman's Rest. I feel this somehow validated my claim to the veracity of
facts as my memory regurgitates them.
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Andy Cole and the Beautiful Blonde in the Bank – Joyce Wilson - 1942
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TREADING WATER
Although the various. overseas schools could have coped with our intake, it was now a question of
the availability of a ship. I was therefore posted to Heaton Park, Manchester on my return from
leave, following Grading School, simply to waste time until a ship was available. After a couple of
weeks there I was posted to St Athan airfield in south Wales, where we did a course on propellers
and carburettors. Much of it was done by films, and a brief episode from one of these sticks in my
mind. To demonstrate their perfect balance, it showed a large three-bladed propeller mounted on a
spindle. With it stationary, a folded visiting card was placed across the tip of one of the blades. The
prop started to turn immediately. It was easy to understand how it would not take much for a prop
to become seriously unbalanced, for example by losing a small amount from one of its blades, and
how, rotating at something over 2,500 RPM, this would give rise to tremendous vibration, enough
even to cause the engine to disintegrate.

We were told that St Athan was the biggest airfield in the world - over thirty miles round - and that if
Singapore, then the second biggest, were extended a bit was automatically added to St Athan just to
maintain its pre-eminence! It sounded a bit of a tall story, and anyway the size of the airfield had
little significance for us; we only had to patrol a few miles of it a couple of cold nights a week.

Just one incident comes to mind when I think of St Athan, and it has nothing remotely to do with
flying. We used to go to the station Post Office to pick up the occasional parcel sent us. I was
queuing for a package one day and the chap in front of me gave the girl his name and Service
number, in a north country accent, and asked for his parcel. The girl behind the counter asked
"What's your hut number?" at which the chap, somewhat bemused, removed his cap and started
looking for a number in it! If the girl had asked for his "hoot noomber" he'd have understood. Oh for
a standard pronunciation! after four weeks at St Athan we were transferred back to Heaton Park and
once there, in spite of all the propaganda about spies lurking round every comer and walls having
ears, it was an open secret that our next stop would be the boat.

The only thing that I recall about that short stay in Manchester is the one occasion in my time in the
RAF when I felt really unjustly treated. All members of the forces had to wear two identity discs
("dog tags" to the Americans) on a cord around the neck. These were in red and green fibre and both
carried the individual's name and number plus, in one case the blood group and, in the other, his
religion. In those days, incidentally, if you declared yourself atheist or agnostic you were
automatically recorded as ''C of E". One day, on parade, the sergeant announced that there would
be an inspection a few days later by a visiting Air Commodore who, he warned us, was given to
ordering the whole parade to hang their identity discs outside, over their ties. If anyone was missing
theirs, he said, we had better report it and get the discs replaced. It was one of the rules, under
King's Regulations, that anyone losing an item of His Majesty's property be put on a charge. In this
case, said the sergeant, this was merely a formality and the charge would be summarily dismissed.
Now, it happened that, some time previously, we had had to remove one of our identity discs to
have the blood group stamped on it, and somehow, in the interim, I had lost the other one. Mindful
of the sergeant's warning I confessed to my loss, and was duly placed on a charge. The next thing I
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knew, I was marched before a Flying Officer. I must have caught him on a bad day for he belaboured
me with his views on the enormous amount of work caused by people losing equipment, and
handed me down three days jankers. I soon leamed what an enormous amount of work I had
caused; I went to stores and was handed one new disc. Its cost was so small that it was not worth
putting it through the accounts. I was then given a box of dies and a hammer and told to sort out the
right dies and stamp out a new disc from the details in my Pay Book. Then I had to report to the
Guardroom in full kit, all polished, for most of my off-duty time, which happened to include the last
Saturday and Sunday before we left for overseas. I really did feel the scales of justice were a bit off
kilter at that moment.

As I write, I am reminded of the cryptic linguistics evolved by the NCO's in command of us lesser
ones in those times. An example of this was when, after "falling out" for our morning tea break at
the NAAFI, the sergeant in charge would summon us back to parade with "Right. Get 'em ate and get
fell in", referring, of course, to the rock-hard balls of baking soda and flour, occasionally concealing a
lonely sultana, that we were still frying to ingest.
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TO DISTANT CLIMES
Finally, at 2 a.m. on 18th March 1943, seventeen hundred of us were mustered and, after breakfast,
marched to the local station where we boarded a train which was to take us right on to the quayside
at Gourock, on the Clyde. From there a tender took us out into the river where we came alongside
an enormous ship at anchor. This we discovered was none other than the Queen Elizabeth - the
original, that is, named by and after the now Queen Mother. At 88,000 tons and with fourteen
decks, if I remember correctly, she was the biggest ship in the world at the time.

They told us that on her previous voyage she had carried 22,000 U.S. troops on their way to Europe,
most of them sleeping (or trying to) in hammocks. We, though, were going in the other direction,
against the flow, and were spared the hammocks. Instead, with five others, I was allotted an interior
cabin, over the stern I was later to discover. Apart from the fact that a full-length min-or, essential
for self-appraisal of the evening dress mandatory in happier days, had been covered with plywood,
the cabin with its en suite facilities was, to my unsophisticated eyes, utter splendour.

It wasn't until early in the morning two days later that the ship got under way and, as we lined the
rail watching the banks of the Clyde slip past, we must all have been silently confronting the fact that
we were saying farewell to all we held dear, and that we might never see some of our loved ones
again. We had not been long in our cabins before the inevitable shipboard duties were handed out.
My five "shipmates" were put variously on kitchen duty and gunnery watch. I, for once, landed on
my feet, for my sole task (forgive the unintentional pun) was to tidy and clean the cabin and stand by
until it had been inspected each day.

Some hours after sailing, when we must have been getting into the Western Approaches, the ship
suddenly made a violent turn and heeled right over. That was when we discovered that our cabin
was right up in the stem directly over the outboard port screw. One of the crew later explained that
the Queen Elizabeth had four screws, and as she went into the turn "our" screw came partially out of
the water. With the reduced resistance it spun at high speed, producing tremendous vibration until,
almost Immediately, the ship straightened up and the screw, again fully in the water, returned to
normal revs with a resounding judder. After a short time, the ship heeled over to the other side with
a similar effect, except that this time we were not immediately over the whirling screw and there
was less risk of losing our dentures. This rolling to one side and then to the other was to continue
once every few minutes until we were almost at our destination.

The ship was, in fact, taking evasive action against the possibility of a U-boat attack. Most shipping
to and from the UK travelled in convoy - twenty or more ships with a naval escort and aircraft
patrolling overhead to the limit of their range, from both sides of the "pond" Between parenthesis,
it was revealed after the war that a high proportion of aircraft sent out on these escort patrols
never, In fact, rendezvoused with their convoy. "Poor navigation", said the navy. "Not at all", said the
RAF; "it was because the commodore of the convoy had decided, on his own initiative, to depart
from the route laid down in his sealed orders because he suspected U-boat activity in the area"
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These convoys steamed at the speed of the slowest ships, fifteen knots or less I was told. The Queen
Elizabeth, in contrast, usually travelled, I believe, at around thirty knots and was capable of even
higher speeds if put to it. With the engines running for days at near maximum RPM and with the two
outside props coming half out of the water every few minutes as the ship heeled over, the effect on
the machinery must have been disastrous. A low price to pay, though, when compared with the
alternative. It was apparently considered that at such a speed, faster than any German submarine
could manage submerged, and with the continual weaving, the QE was less vulnerable than if she
travelled in convoy. Nevertheless, the ship carried some armament. This was permanently manned
and some of the chaps, less fortunate than I, were detailed to stand on deck keeping a lookout
alongside these gun crews.

The U-boats in the North Atlantic were known to hunt in packs and would surface at night to charge
their batteries and to lie in wait for their prey, before the days of radar, unobserved. Early one
morning, half-way through the crossing, we were awakened by a change in the engine note, and it
was obvious that we had increased speed. The following day we leamed from one of the deck watch
that a flashing green light had been seen some distance away, and it was thought that this was
almost certainly surfaced U-boats signalling each other. The ship had gone to maximum speed and
the gun crews had brought their guns to bear, but we heard nothing more of the incident.

Dress was quite optional, though we didn't exactly have extensive wardrobes, but we had to wear
lifejackets at all times. We were not allowed on open decks after nightfall - not that many of us
wanted to anyway because it was freezing out there in mid-March temperatures with a 30-knot
relative wind, even with sweaters piled on.

The food on the ship was out of this world by the standards we had been used to, but it was difficult
to enjoy it while thinking of the pathetic rations the folks back home had to survive on, and for
months, perhaps years to come.

Early in the morning of our fifth day at sea we were awakened.... by the silence and the absence of
roll. The engines were now turning very slowly. We were about to dock in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
which we only discovered when we came to disembark. Given the many different locations of the
overseas training stations we could have found ourselves almost anywhere in the civilised world.

The sight of blazing lights everywhere, On the docks, in the streets and houses was, something we
had not seen in years back home, where everything was "blacked out" after dark, with lightproof
curtains at all the windows, no street lamps, and slatted masks over all vehicle lights for fear of
observation by marauding enemy aircraft overhead.

From Halifax we were taken by train the relatively short journey to Moncton, New Brunswick. This
was another holding depot and it was here that we were issued with our winter clothing. This
included rubber over-boots and "Caps Yukon". These Yukon caps were to prove to be indispensable
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in the bitterly cold weather ahead of us. They had flaps which were tied together on the top, but in
cold weather they could be pulled down and tied under the chin. With deep snow and ambient
temperatures that rarely went above zero this was to be our standard headgear for the next two
months.

We found that a number of the previous intake at Moncton were in hospital with scarlet fever. This
had been virtually wiped out in the UK by then, although it had been quite prevalent when I was at
school.

While at Moncton we heard about the famous "Magnetic Hill", where cars apparently rolled uphill,
but it wasn't until twenty five years later that I was able to experience it. Then, with my wife and
daughter, I revisited Moncton while on holiday in the Maritime Provinces. At the bottom of
Magnetic Hill, there is a sign which instructs the driver wanting to sample the phenomenon to turn
the car round, stop and put the handbrake on, then release it. This done, the car then rolls slowly
back up the hill to the top. The explanation? There are few geographical features in view at this
point and those which are give a false indication of the horizon, so "downhill" appears to be "uphill".
At the time, it's quite mystifying.

After just six days at Moncton I learned that I was to go to Neepawa, somewhere in Manitoba. Next
day, 3 1st March, we left by train for Montreal where we boarded a Canadian Pacific train for a
journey that was to last two and a half days, to Winnipeg, Manitoba. I have numerous memories of
that rather tedious journey. The train was hauled by one of those north American leviathans, with
eight driving wheels, covered with pipework and with two if not three steam domes atop the boiler.

It also had a "cow catcher", so favoured by today's "westerns" to evoke the prairies of the
nineteenth century. The role of the cow-catcher now was to scoop, not cows, but large wild animals,
of which there were many in the remoter areas - bears and moose particularly, off the totally
unprotected track.

The locomotive also carried a huge headlight and a bell which swung to produce a loud clanging.
This, with the typical North American deep-throated whistle/hooter, could be heard seemingly
endlessly as the train approached every crossing and station. The coal which the loco burned was of
such poor quality that, by the time we arrived at Winnipeg, a great wedge of black ash had built up
in the rearward comer of the space between the double panes of the windows.

To put one's head out of the window at the end of the coach while the train was on the move was to
ensure instant, temporary blindness, and each time the train stopped the porters (who were all
black in those days) would wipe the thick coating of coal dust off the brass handrails alongside the
steps down to the ground, there being no platforms as we know them in Britain.
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Accommodation on the train consisted of compartments either side of a central corridor which ran
the length of each coach. Each of these had a pair of seats with a table between, and these were
pulled together in the evening, by the porter, while we were having dinner in the dining car, to form
a double bed. A single bunk was then pulled down from the panelling above. This contained the
blankets and sheets which the porter then used to make up the beds, and the thick curtain which
was drawn across each compartment at night. My two travelling companions and I tossed a coin to
decide who should sleep where; I lost and had to sleep in the upper berth. It had no padding, just a
plain wooden base, and this, combined with the over-heating and the constant hooting from the
locomotive as we crossed countless unprotected crossings in that Canadian blackness, meant that I
slept very little on the whole journey.

We must have stopped at some main stations on the way, but as this seemed to happen only at
night when the blinds were drawn over our windows, modesty prevailing, I can't recall any. On the
other hand, I clearly recall stopping at several small "halts" along the way. These consisted of a few
isolated buildings, and appeared to have no raison d'étre whatever but were, in fact, probably the
only link with civilisation for the sprinkling of loggers and trappers living within a hundred miles of
these "railroad depots". As the train approached each of these stops, bell clanging and whistle
blowing, the porters would raise the platform inside the door and lower the steps beneath. Even
before it stopped, half its passengers would jump off the train and run for the establishment fifty
yards away. This was a bar cum restaurant cum ticket office and the forerunner of today's one-stop
grocery store, and it appeared to subsist solely on the trade generated by the railroad. After an hour
or more - sometimes much more, time-keeping seeming to rank low on the priorities of Canadian
Pacific in those days - the loco's bell would start to clang, there would be a number of blasts on the
whistle, the Conductor would call "all aboard" and hordes of figures would come running from the
wayside hostelry. Eventually, with a final long blast and with the bell still clanging, the train would
slowly start to move - so slowly, in fact, that one or two tardy drinkers, doubtless old hands at the
game, could always be seen climbing aboard the moving train. The Conductor, knowingly, didn't
raise the steps until these last stragglers were on board. On the long journey around the ice-covered,
rocky, totally uninhabited north shore of Lake Superior, the boredom was occasionally relieved by
the sight of the other end of the train, seemingly going in the opposite direction, as we wound in
horseshoes round the many inlets - and always the clanging and whistling as the train approached
the rare county track. We passed through Wawa, where there is a large statue of a Canada goose,
whose cry gives the town its name, and White River, traditionally the coldest place in Canada.

After Fort William and Port Arthur at the lake head, now renamed Thunder Bay, and then Kenora,
the last stop in Ontario, we crossed into Manitoba and finally reached Winnipeg at 8 a.m. on the
morning of 3rd April 1943. We were amazed to find ourselves being met on the station by a
welcoming committee of those wonderfully hospitable Manitobans - there can be no friendlier
people anywhere complete with Royal Canadian Air Force band... and to think that courses of
trainee aircrew like us had been going through Winnipeg regularly for the previous couple of years.

The welcome was organised by the Wartime Pilots and Observers Association (of the First World
War, of course). A cohort of girls handed out cigarettes and chocolate and gave us each a card
inviting us to visit the Airmen's Centre if/whenever we were back in Winnipeg.
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Those of us who were going to Neepawa changed to a smaller, local train after saying farewell to
those who were continuing on to training stations farther west. I had shared a room with two of
them since we joined up at St John's Wood, almost a year before. I never saw them again.

The final two hundred miles to Neepawa was our introduction to the prairies. Flat as a pancake in all
direction; I'm still not sure whether it was an optical illusion but I often thought, during my time out
on the prairies, that I could actually see the curvature of the earth at the horizon.

Neepawa was/is an Indian settlement, well off the beaten track, its main street no more than a
quarter of a mile long, and the nearest town of any size, Portage la Prairie, was sixty miles away.
Three trucks met us at the railway station and took us and our baggage - three kitbags each - the
short distance to the airfield.
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NO. 35 ELEMENTARY FLYING TRAINING SCHOOL, NEEPAWA,
MANITOBA, CANADA
The quarters at Neepawa were of identical design to those we were later to find at most Royal
Canadian Air Force stations across Canada. Wooden built, two-storeyed blocks, with four
dormitories on each floor, each sleeping ninety-six people in upper and lower steel beds, and with
toilet and washing facilities at the centre of each floor. This accommodation was spacious and wellheated and, if it was not the height of luxury, it was certainly superior to anything we had seen in
England. There were perhaps four of these barrack blocks plus lecture and study rooms, a
theatre/cinema, a dining room, the HQ block and a sickbay. Then there were two large timber-built
hangars. There were also several canteens, one of them, the "Y', run by the YMCA, replicas of which
we were to find later on all the RCAF stations across Canada. The Y was the equivalent of the NAAFI
in the UK, except that it was stocked with all manner of goodies, the like of which we had not seen
since before the war... and some not even then, starting with Hershey Bars and O'Henry' s.

The barrack blocks each had a number painted in red on a green wooden shingle over the door, and
my eyes "zinged" whenever I looked at them. I was mightily relieved when I told one of the other
chaps and he said he had the same reaction. I have since learnt that this is not an uncommon
phenomenon, and has to do with the wavelengths of the two colours.

On our first parade at 35 EFTS, the morning after our arrival, a letter from Headquarters Training
Command in Trenton was read out. It said, quite simply, that of our intake of sixty under-training
pilots not more than twenty six were to be passed for moving on to the next stage. "Look at the chap
either side of you" we were told " At least one of you will not be here in two months' time".
Encouragement indeed for all of us, and so much for the screening process of Grading School! We
were later to learn how unscientific and, frankly, unjust this elimination process would be, simply so
that the school might meet the target numbers. Even for those of us who did make it over all the
hurdles at Neepawa, this imposed failure rate would still not be harsh enough to meet the scaleddown demand for pilots, notwithstanding the heavy losses which Bomber Command was then
suffering. Our dismay on receiving this news was a little offset when we were issued our log book an RCAF one in fact - in a royal blue cover. Too bad that many chaps would never fill more than a few
of its hundred or so pages !
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Next day we were introduced to the aircraft we were going to fly during the next two months. Once
again it was the Tiger Moth. This version, though, was built by de Havilland, Canada, and was
denominated the DH 820. Still a fabric-covered biplane though it was, it had to our eyes several of
the latest "mod.com". It had a tail wheel, steered by the rudder pedals, instead of the tail skid of the
original version; it had a canopy which slid up over both cockpits, and it had a heater. No more heads
out in a bitterly cold slipstream.
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The first entry in that log book, after the time I had flown at Braunstone was brought forward, reads:
6th April 1943 DH82C P/O Cottam
Self
30min

The Duty, or Exercises, were Familiarisation - Ground and Air, Flying Controls, Taxiing and Straight
and Level Flight. In the days that followed we repeated and repeated the same exercises, with every
second or third flight adding something new - Take Offs, Landings, Action in the Event of Fire, Forced
Landings, etc. Then, after five hours of dual instruction, I went solo again.

Meanwhile we were getting to enjoy the more relaxed style at Neepawa, after the very strict
discipline back in the UK. All the cleaning of our quarters was done by local civilian staff except our
own bed spaces, which we had to sweep ourselves. This was not so much a concession as
recognition of the fact that, with the sort of working hours ahead of us, there wouldn't be much time
for anything else. We also used proper cutlery so that, for the first time since we joined, we didn't
have to carry our "irons" and mugs to every meal.

A week or so after we arrived we were all marched to sick quarters and given a " Schick and Dick"
test. Two injections in one arm and one in the other, this was Intended to show whether we were
carriers of scarlet fever or diphtheria, or indeed actually had either of these already. Apparently the
cold weather favoured the development of these diseases and the temperature hadn't risen above
-30C during our first week at Neepawa.; one day it fell to -50C. A day or two later our arms were
examined for reactions. I tested positive to scarlet fever and was immediately given an injection
against it, with a further one to follow a month later. After that I had no further problem from that
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direction. Those who reacted to diphtheria were less fortunate though; they had to have five shots
spread over the month.

By now the training pattern was established. Because of the delay in the flying programme owing to
the bad weather, mainly blizzards, flying started right after first light.

Woken by a siren at six a.m., we had a rapid breakfast and hurried down to the crew room. The
instructors made little effort to programme the following day's flying for each of their students and,
as a consequence, we all had to turn up at the same early hour - 6.50 a.m. - and then often wait until
perhaps 10 0'clock or later before our instructor poked his head through the hatch from the next
room to call our name and the aircraft we had to go to. Flying was by now more often solo than dual
instruction, but it was becoming more like hard work; Stalls, Spins, Loops, Slow Rolls, Stall Tums,
Cross-Wind Landings, and so forth.

They told us that if we could fly a Tiger Moth well, we could fly anything. "They would say that,
wouldn't they", we thought. Now, nearly sixty years on and having flown a range of aircraft, I think,
looking back, that I tend to agree with them. There is little more satisfying that doing a decent threepoint landing in a gusty wind in a Tiger Moth. Reading through those log book entries, though, I find
it difficult to believe that we could have taken so long to learn the things which we would later do
instinctively, in the course of, say, a single five minute take-off, circuit and landing. Rather like
driving a car, I suppose. When was the last time, when driving, that you had to think about when to
change gear - unless of course you drive an automatic.

The course was divided into two flights A and B, and I found myself in B Flight. Each flight flew
alternate mornings and afternoons and did ground studies during the other half days, but at weekends one flight flew the whole week-end while the other was allowed out on a 48-hour pass.
Neepawa in those days was the authentic "one horse town" favoured by the producers of today's
Westerns. A few hundred inhabitants. Apart from a "saloon" and the ubiquitous drug store there
was virtually nothing to do. In any event, our studies kept us busy in the evenings and I was not
exceptional among the students in hardly ever going downtown, if such it could be called.

For those who were so inclined, there were strict rules about leaving the station. We were allowed
out daily, after lectures until, I think, 2200 hrs. Anyone booking in at the Guardroom after that, and
there was no other way into the airfield, found himself on a charge, with resultant loss of privileges.

On our free week-ends, though, we were allowed off the station after flying on the Friday morning,
until the small hours of the following Monday morning, and nearly everyone took this opportunity to
go to Winnipeg. On our first such free week-end, with another U/T (under training) pilot from B
Flight, Pete Milner, I caught a special bus, laid on by an enterprising local company and arrived four
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hours later in Winnipeg. This was to mark the beginning of one of the most unforgettable chapters
of my life.

Winnipeg was the biggest city for hundreds of miles in any direction. At a guess I'd say it probably
measured three to four miles across, in those days, and a little further if the adjacent purely French
speaking township of Saint Boniface, to the south, was included. "City", incidentally, seemed to be
the term applied to any large agglomeration. It certainly had nothing of the British connotation.

For over two centuries Winnipeg had occupied a vital position in opening-up the Canadian west,
situated as it is at the confluence of the great Red and Assiniboine rivers. In more recent times, with
its great grain-producing hinterland, it had become one of Canada's most important railheads and
boasted the country's largest railway marshalling yards.

On this, our first trip to Winnipeg, Pete Milner and I went to the Airmen's Centre on Portage Avenue,
with the invitations handed to us as our train passed through on the way to Neepawa a month
earlier. Portage Avenue, or simply "Portage" to North Americans, who all drop the "Street",
"Avenue", etc., was only a short distance from the station on Main (Street). Portage and Main met at
an acute-angled corner, with its famous "flat iron" building, and it was generally claimed that the
combination of extremely low winter temperatures and bitterly cold winds, bone dry after blowing
eight hundred miles across the prairies with nothing to slow them between the Rockies and
Winnipeg, made this spot one of the coldest in Canada - and I can believe it.

At the Airmen's Centre a young lady thumbed through a card index and produced the name of the
Foster family. They had 'phoned earlier to say that they would be downtown later and would be
happy to have one or two "boys" stay with them.

The Fosters, Jessie and Knox, arrived around 8 p.m. with their six-year old Myrna and four-year old
Knox Jr. and drove us to their home at 325 Elm Street, a beautiful tree-lined avenue in the River
Heights district of the city. This was just a short drive from the Airmen's Centre, out past the
imposing Manitoba provincial capital building and across the Assiniboine River. Number 325 was
quite a large, attractive house with, by our standards then, the latest in labour-saving equipment.
Today, of course, most of these - and much improved - have migrated across the Atlantic, although I
have still to see a house over here where the ashes from the open fireplace in the living room are
swept down a chute into an enclosed bin outside the house.

Another feature to which we were introduced was warm-air heating. Though this must account for
80% of all domestic and commercial space heating in North America today (most of the rest being
electrical under-floor heating) we in the UK still persist with our radiators, and estate agents warn of
the asthma and other breathing-related problems which, they claim, warm-air heating brings. It is
true that the North Americans have humidifiers built into their systems which maintain an
appropriate level of humidity, while we here insist on drying the air with dehumidifiers, thereby
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ensuring sore throats when the outside air temperature, and thus the level of humidity, falls. The
system at the Fosters was a little different from the norm because the heat was generated, not in
the home but at a central station and pumped, in the form of steam, through insulated pipes to the
homes in River Heights.

After a delicious supper the Fosters made up beds for Pete and me in the study, as they/we would
do from then on for each of the many happy times we were to stay at No. 325. Next day they took us
around Winnipeg and introduced us to many of their friends. Later, Pete and I took the children for a
walk alongside the open country at the top of Elm, with Knox in his push chair. (More of that later.)
On the Sunday we went with the Fosters to their church and then had an excellent lunch with the
whole family. This included Jessie's sister, Irene. Irene was unmarried and lived with the Fosters. She
was Matron of Deer Lodge, one of Winnipeg's two main hospitals. She was full of fun and could
never resist a practical joke. Pete nicknamed her "the indomitable Barf".

That evening Knox drove us to the bus depot and told us he hoped we would stay with them the
next time we were in Winnipeg. Pete and I really felt part of the Foster family already, and he and I
were to spend every free weekend with them during the rest of our time in Manitoba. When we did
this, we used to take the Academy Road streetcar from Portage right to the bottom of Elm. When I
think back to those times I can hardly believe how archaic those streetcars were.

To clear the heavy snow which fell on Winnipeg during the long winters the streetcars had huge
wheels, I'd guess three feet in diameter. Then, because of the intense cold, they had not only sliding
doors between the passenger compartment and the platform at either end, but also thick green
velvet curtains, hung inside these doors. There was a small coal-fired stove on the platform, stoked
by the conductor, with a fan that blew hot air into the cabin. All very cosy, but from another world.

When it did snow it stayed for months and the snow ploughs had difficulty keeping up with the
amounts that fell, to such a point that they piled up walls of snow six feet and more high along the
edges of the footpaths so that pedestrians were totally cut off from traffic on the roadway. Then
trucks would load the snow and dump it on the two rivers.

A log book entry for 20th April records my first ever night flight - one hour of circuits with my
instructor, P/O Cottam. "Night", for flying purposes, is defined in North America as co-incident with
sunset/sunrise. We in the UK choose to be different and define it as thirty minutes after sunset until
thirty minutes before sunrise. Why? Don't ask.
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Night flying in those days could barely have moved on since it was first attempted. A flarepath was
laid, aligned with the prevailing wind. This consisted of a number of "gooseneck" flares, rather like
garden watering cans with elongated spouts about two inches in diameter, stuffed with cotton
wadding and the container filled with some slow-burning oil. They produced a yellowish flame which
rarely seemed to blow out. The standard flarepath consisted of eleven flares, arranged in a T as
follows:

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
xx
x

Eight flares, one hundred yards apart, were arranged in a line along the left hand side of the landing
area, with two flares one hundred yards either side of the upwind flare, to form a T. There was an
additional flare alongside the second flare and that was it - the totality of the runway lighting. In
addition, two lines of lights, one amber and the other blue, formed a taxiway from the hangar to the
first runway flare, but after landing one just had to head across the field to the hangar, in darkness.
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Today, runways are lighted along both sides with lights whose intensity can be varied according to
ambient conditions. There is also a VASIS (Visual Approach Slope Indicator System) showing
white/red lights depending on whether the landing aircraft is above, below or on the optimum rate
of descent to the runway - the glide path (or slope). In addition, today's aircraft have powerful
landing lights. The Tiger Moth had none - simply the mandatory green and red wingtip and white tail
lights.

In our ground studies, all with Canadian civilian instructors, we were taught how to judge the angle
of descent, the glidepath, at night with only this limited lighting in an otherwise completely black
environment - and it really was black out there on the prairies. We were told to imagine a street
with lights along one side only. Standing on the unlighted side, looking into the distance, the nearer
lights appear well spaced out, but the farther ones gradually merge into one. If we now slowly cross
the street, the lights gradually merge until finally when we are directly behind the nearest light all
have merged and we see only one.

This is the parallax effect. Turn the scene on its side; we are now approaching the line of lights from
above and the same effect applies. Thus, we were initiated into the arcane world of night flying....
and if we weren't on the ground before that double flare, it was "full power and round again!"

After three hours of dual instruction in "N/F" my instructor, now made up to Flying Officer, took me
up for a thirty minute check ride and pronounced me fit to go off solo. Cottam was a good-natured
chap and we got on well. He could be a clown at times and this was one of them for, as I came in
past the first flare for my first ever solo night landing, I saw him, out of the comer of my eye,
kneeling on his outstretched parachute pack, salaaming to some unseen deity. Mercifully his appeal
must have worked for the bird sat down without too much of a bump and stayed down.

One day, one of our number, a Canadian, Cpl Corbett, was standing in the crew room looking out of
the window. Fortunately he was still wearing his Yukon cap, having come in from sub-zero cold. On
the tarmac, just outside the window, a Tiger Moth was "running up" with its tail towards the hangar,
something which we had been trained never to do. Suddenly, the whole window, with its nine
Georgian style panes, blew inwards into the crew room. Poor Corbett's head went straight through
one of the panes but, thanks to the protection of his cap, left him unscathed. His neck, though, was
framed with shards of glass and he couldn't move until we had broken them away and could lift the
heavy frame off him.

During my time at Neepawa a number of fellows went down with a mysterious illness. One of them
died and the rest were put into one of the barrack blocks, which was declared an isolation ward.
Working in the station sick quarters at that time was a RAF nursing orderly. He assisted the M.O.,
and as he became more experienced, he had been allowed to perform a number of activities
normally reserved for a doctor. He was extremely conscientious and dedicated, and well liked. On
this occasion he had given an anti-diphtheria inoculation, as a follow-up to the Schick and Dick test,
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to a score or so of chaps. Unfortunately, he had not checked the serum, which was later found to
have been out of date.

The condition of the sick continued to worsen and next evening a flarepath was laid out and three
Anson aircraft with M.O.'s from other nearby training stations were flown in. All the sick were flown
off to Winnipeg where they were immediately transferred to Deer Lodge Hospital. On subsequent
visits to the Fosters, Irene, being matron at the hospital, gave us news of the chaps. I believe at least
one died. Certainly all were very sick for a long time. Questions were asked in the house in Ottawa
and it was the end of the nursing career of the well-intentioned nursing orderly, poor bloke.

In Manitoba there is virtually no spring. One day there's a blizzard, tie next it's 25C above. This, in
fact, is the case across much of Canada, with the exception of Vancouver and, most westerly of all,
Vancouver Island, with its double-decker buses and tea at five. Almost Britain transposed - mild,
misty, daffodils in Spring, cricket in Stanley Park. Small wonder that so many English and Scots have
retired there over the years.

And so it was that on 4th May the weather at Neepawa was so hot that F/O Cottam and I were both
wearing short-sleeved shirts when I went out with him for, as my log-book recalls, one hour of
instrument flying. Still in the radio dark ages, the aircraft were fitted with the same Gosport tubes
that we had back at Grading School, with the mouthpiece wobbling about in front of the pilot and
requiring to be held close to the face to be audible to the other pilot. On this particular day, Cottam
wanted me to do an instrument take-off. I thought then, and I haven't changed my mind since, that
this was a pretty daft exercise (except perhaps as a test of the accuracy of one's I/F) because nobody
in their right mind would try to take off on instruments in a Tiger Moth or, for that matter, any other
aircraft, given that a fraction of a degree off heading would take you off one side or other of even
the widest runway. But so it was; the instructor called the shots.

Over the years, numerous systems have been devised for simulating instrument flying conditions.
The idea is to ensure that the pilot flying on instruments has no view of the outside world. One much
favoured method is to use amber screens over all the cockpit windows, through which there is more
or less normal visibility and the trainee pilot wears goggles with blue glass. He can then only see the
(luminous) instruments. That was to come much later than the incident I am describing. We were
then still in the era of the "hood", and for many years after that I/F continued to be known as "flying
under the hood".

The hood in our DH 82C's consisted of a green canvas canopy suspended with rings from stretched
curtain wires along the sides of the rear cockpit. For instrument flying this was simply slid forward to
obscure completely any forward or side vision outside the aircraft.

On this hot afternoon, after I'd pulled the hood forward, Cottam lined the aircraft up in the centre of
the runway and gave me the OK to take off. The essence of good flying is the gentle movement of
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the controls. This is particularly the case with I/F and even more so with an instrument take off,
where the slightest deviation from the runway heading - and we had no D/I (gyroscopic direction
indicator), only the basic magnetic compass - would quickly take the aircraft across the short
distance to the edge of the runway. Opening up the power more gently than usual, therefore, for
that is the point at which a possible swing might develop, with my left hand on the throttle and my
right on the "stick", I was utterly shattered when Cottam, feeling the heat, slid back his canopy,
causing the canvas to flap down right in front of my instruments. Nearing take-off speed, without a
third hand to grab the Gosport mouthpiece to warm Cottam, and probably more than halfway down
the runway, all I could think to do was lift the aircraft off and hope it wouldn't stall before I could
pull the hood back and explain what had happened, to Cottam. I can't remember the sequel doubtless a good yarn in the "Y' that night!

Low flying, below 250 feet above ground, was regarded as a heinous crime by the powers that be.
Every week details were posted on the notice board, which we were all required to read, of the
sentences handed down at Courts Martial across Canada of recent perpetrators of the offence.
These almost invariably resulted in the guilty parties being "busted" - sent back to the UK on ground
duties and the end of their RAF flying careers. All training stations had a designated low flying area distant from any habitation, mink farm etc. At Neepawa, out on the prairies, this could have been
just about anywhere! One day, 27th April actually, a chap from A Flight, flying in Neepawa's low flying
area, went too low, hit a tree and the Moth crashed and burst into flames. He managed to get out
uninjured. Meanwhile someone else flying in the area had seen the accident and had flown back to
the airfield to report it. The crash tuck - the "blood waggon" - was dispatched on the twenty mile
trip, and an instructor with a student took off to direct it to the spot. On the way the instructor
decided to "beat up" the tuck for a lark, flying at it at ground level. On the fourth such run his wheels
hit the tuck and that aircraft too crashed in flames. The student, in the rear cockpit, managed to
extricate himself and pull the badly injured instructor from the wreckage, but he died the next day.
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As we approached the end of the course we were being woken at five a.m. to start flying at half past,
before the daytime turbulence caused by the tremendous surface heating made the air too unstable
for the light little Tiger Moth. I went up early one morning with Cottam to do aerobatics. We climbed
to 5000 feet, the normal height to start these exercises, and he demonstrated loops with rolls off the
top. Then we flew straight and level for some minutes. Eventually he called me and said "All right.
When are you going to start?"

It was part of a rigid discipline, instilled in us at the beginning of our training, that when the
instructor handed over the controls he would say "You have control" and the student would reply "I
have control, Sir". On this particular occasion, Cottam had intended me to take control and fly the
loops and rolls myself, but he just hadn't said the magic words, "You've got her", so neither of us was
flying the aircraft for several minutes.

As I write this I am reminded that in our early days we were told that if we ever got into a spin in a
Tiger Moth and couldn't recover from it, to close the throttle and take hands and feet off the
controls. The spin, they said, would flatten out before the aircraft hit the ground and we would be
able to walk away from the wreck. As if to prove it, the remains of a Moth which had done just this
were on display in one of the lecture rooms. The wings were pushed right back, but it was certainly
not destroyed beyond survivability. The pilot had, we were told, got away with a broken arm.

Most of our flying in the last weeks of the course was now on aerobatics. As I left the crew room one
day, headed for the aircraft, Pete Milner, who was always sick when doing dual aerobatics, heard
Cottam, following me, say "I'll make him sick today". Interestingly, in my experience, one never feels
queasy when flying solo, no matter how violent the movements. The same is not the case, though,
when someone else is flying the aircraft. I assume it has to do with the fact that when flying one's
self, one knows what's coming next and physically anticipates it. The same with car sickness I
suppose.

We went up and did twelve slow rolls straight off, and then a number of stall tums. As soon as we
landed Cottam sent me off for another hour to practice what I'd just done with him. I wasn't sick
though.

Although I did all the aerobatics on the course as ordered - they were part of our final test - I never
really enjoyed them, unlike some chaps who could ask for nothing better than a solid hour of loops,
rolls, spins and so on. Thinking back to those aerobatics I am reminded of the experiences we all had
in the early days. The first aerobatics we did were the easiest - loops. Incidentally, no aviator ever
talks of "looping the loop"; that's reserved for the experts of the media, ever ready to pronounce on
something they know nothing about.
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In a loop, provided the aircraft maintains enough speed, the outward (centrifugal) force keeps the
pilot glued to his seat. In the Tiger Moth we dived the machine to pick up the required speed, eased
back the stick and counted the horizons - first the "normal" one as we came back up out of the initial
dive, then the inverted horizon, with dye eat-dl apparently at the top and the sky beneath, and then
the last one, normal again, when we put the stick forward to ease out of the resultant climb. With
most other manoeuvres, though, the Tiger Moth didn't have enough power to generate the speed
necessary to overcome the effect of gravity the "G" force. As a result, on the top of a slow roll, for
instance, where the aircraft rotates about its longitudinal axis, the pilot literally hung in his straps as
"G" was applied through his feet and down through his body, as opposed to the usual down through
the head to the feet. Not only did this apply to the occupants, of course; it affected everything else
in the aircraft, starting with the dust/mud on the floor, depending on the season. This gave rise to
some amusing experiences.

Many was the fellow, sucking a sweet to keep the Eustachian tubes clear with the rapid changes in
altitude, who saw the sweet come out of his mouth and go floating, seemingly upwards, past his
eyes. I knew one fellow at Grading School, back in England, who used to keep loose change in his
pocket for mid-morning coffee. When that went floating earthwards it really was goodbye, with the
open cockpit of the British DHEA.

One hot afternoon; I was sent up to do aerobatics. I found the turbulence so great as to make it
impossible to control the aircraft at any height and I cut short the exercise, returned to the field and
landed. I immediately reported this to Cottam but he must have put it down to my Inexperience and
took no action. Half an hour later, with no warning, a 50 mph wind sprang up - the notorious
"Chinook" I was to learn later. This was far too strong a wind for the light Moth to be manageable on
the ground, and the "general recall" signal was given.

For our non-radio aircraft this meant white mortars (powerful rockets) fired from the ground by
Flying Control - ATC in today's terminology. These went to a considerable height and were visible
from a distance of several miles. Aircraft came scurrying back from all directions. Everyone who was
not flying went out on to the field and stood in pairs fifty or sixty feet apart, the idea being to grab
the wings of the aircraft as they landed and hang on while they taxied in. With the Tiger Moth's
stalling speed less than that of the now-ferocious wind, considerable power was needed to keep the
aircraft just standing still as they landed. Many aircraft were badly damaged and one flicked over on
to its back. The unfortunate pilot's only injury was a bash on the head as he fell on it when he
released his Sutton harness.

11th May 1943. Immediately after lunch we had a parade in full marching order in preparation for a
visit by the Deputy Inspector General of the RCAF - an Air Vice Marshal, I think - two days later. From
then on most of our usually free time went into tarting up the station, including whitewashing the
rocks around the guardroom at the entrance to the field. On the evening before the great man
came, we cleaned our quarters and had to wait until they were inspected at 10.30 p.m. This
explained the cheer that went up the following morning, an hour or so before the DIG was due to fly
in, in his silver Lockheed Lodestar. The parade ground, where we were to be drawn up for the
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inspection, still had a thick layer of snow and ice, and we were all sent out with snow shovels and
brooms to clear it. The square was far from clear by the time we had to stop and get into our "best
blues" for the inspection though, and the job was left to the civilian ground staff to finish. One of
them had the bright idea of taxiing a Tiger Moth on to the parade ground and using the slipstream to
blow the snow away. The "Tiger" was very light, and we always had to be careful, when running up
at full revs, not to stand it on its nose. The unfortunate ERK had done just that. Goodbye one prop!
Perversely, that's the only thing I remember about the visit.

After the rehearsal I had barely changed back into, battledress when a chap I didn't know came into
the barrack room and told me to prepare a flight plan for a cross-country to Portage-la-Prairie and
back, with a Mr Bruce. Mr Who? We had not yet done our first cross-county, so I put this down as
one of the myriad practical jokes that were always being played on the unwary, and went to the
crew room to see if there was any flying for me. As soon as I got there, Cottam asked me if I'd got his
message. "Hurry up", he said, ''Mr Bruce is waiting. He's the new squadron commander. He doesn't
know the country, so don't get lost!" I rapidly made out a flight plan and went to the hangar.

Cross-country flying across the prairies in a Tiger Moth was quite an experience. None of today's GPS
or VOR; just plain map-reading while trying to hold a heading with a bobbing magnetic compass, and
keeping a log which was to be marked after landing. Pinpoints were few - one railway line and the
occasional creek. We were aided, though, by the monumental efforts of the British surveyors of
some bygone era - probably in the early nineteenth century I'd guess. They had divided the whole of
the prairies into one-mile squares, roughly on the latitude and longitude yid, and these "section
lines" became the basis for property delineation. One would speak of owning a section or a halfsection. For us map-reading pilots the country roads along these section lines were useful
landmarks, and on our cross-countries we would note, before taking off, "... five section lines past
XYZ creek tum on to 210 degrees " Not very scientific perhaps but it beat getting lost out there in
those vast open spaces.

This was regarded as cheating, though, so there was no question of this on my flight with so exalted
a person as a Flight Lieutenant. Cottam told me to get the aircraft started right away so I went
without gloves or flying boots.

F/Lt Bruce appeared. A big chap with a bushy moustache. He seemed quite affable... but not for
long. We had been instructed that, when setting course, we should always fly out in the opposite
direction to our intended track, and then come back over the field on the required heading so as to
be able to note the exact time of setting course right over the field. I was climbing out to do this
after take-off, in more or less the opposite direction to Portage, when Bruce's voice boomed over
the Gosport, "Portage is the other way; where are you going?" Rather shaken, I explained, and
continued. We got to Portage with no further comment then, without landing, he told me to pull the
hood over and fly back on instruments. All the way back Bruce nagged. I could hardly do anything
right. This came as something of a shock after the harmonious relationship with Cottam, and for
once I was thoroughly glad to get back on the ground. Definitely one of my less enjoyable flights. I
later leamed that Bruce had a reputation for this sort of bullying behaviour. He apparently flew at
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every opportunity and had only been on the ground for an hour or so after arriving at Neepawa
when he called for me.

On May 18th I was told to get the aircraft started for my Final Test at Neepawa. As I sat in the Tiger
Moth waiting with great trepidation for this make-or-break moment, the examiner climbed into the
front cockpit and strapped himself in. Yes! F/Lt Bruce. Although I was going to give it "the good old
college fry" I could see my wings flying out of the window. He put me through most of what we'd
done on the course. Then he asked me to do a "precautionary" landing. This is where one lands as
soon as possible, anywhere suitable, because of an emergency - deteriorating weather or low on
fuel, for example. I selected a field and did the prescribed low run across it to check there were no
obstacles, before coming in for the landing - "simulated landing " really, because one never actually
lands when carrying out these practice manoeuvres. Bruce asked me why I was doing this low pass
and I told him, as Cottam always expressed it, "To check there are no gopher holes," always
assuming these were like a foxhole - just big enough to trap a Tiger Moth wheel. At this Bruce
actually roared with laughter and said "Do you know how big a gopher is? It's about the size of a
small rat". Things seemed to get a little easier after that, although my flying, except on instruments,
was well below what I was capable of. As we taxied in, back at the airfield, I was waiting for my
Nemesis to say something witty like "I think you'll make a good navigator, Cole". Instead, he asked
"Do you want to go on to singles or multis?" I replied "Multis, Sir" (multi-engined aircraft, that is) and
he said "Yes, I agree". I knew I'd passed. Although this was the final test, I still had some more hours
to get in to reach the laid-down twenty six dual and thirty four solo. This I did with a cross-county to
Rivers, Manitoba and some more aerobatics.

My log book records that my last flight at No. 35 EFTS, on 26th May 1943, was one hour and five
minutes of crosswind landings. In the early days, before the advent of runways to accommodate the
increasingly heavy aircraft, all take-offs and landings were made into wind. This meant simply lining
up the aircraft with the direction of the windsock, which was always clearly evident on all
aerodromes, and taking off directly into wind. These windsocks were made of Egyptian cotton, to a
rigidly specified size and weight, so that a pilot could get a fairly good indication of the wind strength
from the angle at which the windsock was hanging. With the advent of runways, though, one is
committed to taking off and landing in a fixed direction and it is often necessary to cope with a wind
from one side or the other a crosswind. This requires a special technique on landing, since the
aircraft will drift across the runway if aliY1ed with it and will attempt to swing into the wind or
"weather-cock".
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All aircraft have a limitation on the strength of a cross-wind beyond which they cannot be fully
controlled on the ground. The very light Tiger Moth, with narrow wheel base and small rudder area,
required particular care when landing in all but the lightest cross-wind, to prevent it "groundlooping", i.e. swinging into wind and gyrating about its own axis. Because runways dictate the
direction of take-off and landing, many airfields have two or even three runways, the longest of
these being laid in the direction of the normally prevailing wind. At Neepawa there were three
runways and we used whichever of these was into or closest to the wind, at the time. If none was,
we took off and landed on the grass, except when we were actually practising crosswind landings.
However, during the time I was at Neepawa it was decided, once the snow had gone, to reseed the
grassed area. This meant that, whether we liked it or not, we had to use the runways all the time.
This was good training for the flying years ahead of us, when we would often have to land at
makeshift airfields with only one short runway, whatever the wind direction and speed, but for us
novice pilots at Neepawa it certainly had the hair standing up on the backs of our necks at times.

As an aside, at the end of the war I landed at many ex-Luftwaffe airfields in Germany and the
occupied countries. I found that, without exception, none of their fighter airfields had runways and
their Me109's, Focke Wulfe 190's etc. always took off directly into wind, on grass. This, I was later
told, was why, just before the end of hostilities, a Luftwaffe pilot who defected across the north sea
from Sweden in a late version of the Me 109 - the 109E, I think - eschewed landing on the runways at
the first airfield he came upon (in Scotland) and chose instead to land on the grass between them.
The undercarriage promptly collapsed in the boggy undrained ground.

The day after this last flight I got the longed-for "successfully completed" signature of the Chief
Flying Instructor, Squadron Leader Mavrogordato in my logbook, just over seven weeks after arriving
at Neepawa.
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At the farewell dinner in "town" that evening it was clear how accurate had been the predictions, at
the start of the course, of the number of the unfortunates who would fall by the wayside. Most of
these had left previously for one or other of the navigation schools, at Portage-la-Prairie or Rivers.
This latter station later became the RCAF navigation training centre and, I believe, the destination for
RAF Vulcans on long distance navigation exercises from Britain.

From Neepawa those selected for "singles" training were posted to stations out west such as
Calgary, Moose Jaw, and Medicine Hat, to fly Harvards.

The rest of us, who were going to convert on to "twins" went either to Brandon, where they would
fly Cessna Cranes or to Carberry, on Avro Ansons both in Manitoba.

For me, it was Carberry, sixty miles or so to the south.
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An early photograph of Andy Cole - 35 Elementary Flying Training School Neepawa,
Manitoba, Canada
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No. 33 SERVICE FLYING TRAINING SCHOOL, CARBERRY,
MANITOBA, CANADA
The journey to Carberry seemed to last all day. Every so often the train would stop, a man would get
down and pull a switch ("points" to a Brit) and the train would back into a siding. It would then drop
off a freight wagon or an oil tank car, or pick one up and we were on our way again, with the
trainman climbing on to the moving caboose at the end of the train, after "throwing the switch" back
to its straight through position. He then walked through the train to the front, ready for the next
drop-off/pick up. Later, at Carberry, we marvelled at the trainmen on the three-quarter mile long
freight trains, silhouetted against the prairie horizon, as they walked along the tops of the box cars,
jumping across the gap between each car and the next as they made their way to the front, ready to
throw the next switch.

The inevitable truck took us the mile or so from the railroad "deepot" to the airfield. The camp was
rather bigger than Neepawa, with seven hangars to Neepawa's two. All the personnel were RAF or
RCAF - no civilians, as we had at Neepawa.. The barracks were single storey - an exception to the
general RCAF rule - and less spacious than those at the previous station, with seventy fellows in a
room about twenty feet by ninety. I found I was on Course No. 76.

The school was divided into Intermediate Training (twelve weeks) and Advanced Training (four) with
a Group Captain for C.O. He couldn't resist the temptation, on our arrival, to impart the encouraging
news that twenty seven of the last intake of sixty had failed the course - a euphemism, we later
found out in a number of cases, for "washed out" to keep the numbers down, à la Neepawa.

Compulsory church parade every Sunday in the camp cinema and daily colour hoisting parade on the
square to the strains of quite a good brass band playing a rousing selection of mainly Souza marches,
with the frequent injection of the RAF march.

In the week after our arrival we had interviews with a number of people, including the MO who gave
each of us a "psychological test" consisting, as far as I could judge, of asking us ordinary everyday
questions. We never had any feedback from him, but then there was nothing new in that. In the
interview with the Flight Commander he asked me what type of aircraft I would like to fly when I
joined a squadron. I replied, as I always had done, "Flying Boats". He seemed a bit dismissive of this
and said that, to do so I would have to do the General Reconnaissance Course at Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island. When I asked how I went about getting on that he replied that I would have to
come first or second in both navigation and meteorology in the end of course exams, as though to
put me out of the running then and there. As far as I know, incidentally, nobody else on the course
wanted to fly "boats". I guess it was my time in the Sea Scouts that had whetted my appetite.

Four of us were then introduced to the chap who was to be our instructor - P/O Tyrer, an ex London
bobby. According to chaps on the previous course, Tyrer was a bit of a b….. He showed us round the
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Anson, the aircraft we were going to fly - a Mk Il, with Jacobs L6MB engines. I believe I am right in
saying that the original Anson was the first RAF aircraft to have a retractable undercarriage. Small
and light though it was it had already performed stalwart service in Europe and had even dropped
some bombs, albeit very small ones, on places on the German coast.

I remember the four of us feeling rather intimidated by the apparent complexity of the Anson, with
its array of instruments and controls, so different from the humble Tiger Moth. Several years later,
back in Europe I had the pleasure of putting in some hundreds of hours on various marks of Anson
and I found it a really forgiving, gentlemanly aeroplane. In the meantime, though, I would have
learnt what real complexity was.

Most days we flew at least twice. I soon discovered one of P/O Tyrer's less endearing traits. We still
used Gosports but now, since we sat side by side, the instructor simply plugged the end of the
student's tube into a two-foot long piece of, effectively, garden hose. When he talked into the end of
it we could hear quite clearly. The instructor on the other hand wore no helmet or earpieces, and
the student simply shouted back when it was occasionally necessary. On almost my first flight with
Tyrer he said, as we were coming down the final approach, "Seventy-five miles an hour", this being
the stipulated approach speed for landing (mph not knots in those days). As I didn't respond
immediately, not yet being familiar with the handling and response of the two Jacobs engines, he
unplugged his piece of hose and whacked me across the back of the head with it, not all that hard I
have to admit, saying "I said seventy five miles an hour!" It certainly focussed the mind.

The flying we did in the early days was the same sort of basic stuff we did at Neepawa but with the
forced landings in the Tiger Moth replaced by single-engine flying and landings. We never actually
shut down an engine -completely but simply throttled it right back, so that we could always open it
up if things went wrong. In a sense this was more difficult than in an actual situation with a dead
engine, because an engine milling at slow revs produces more drag than an engine shut down and
with the propeller feathered. In any case, our primitive Ansons had fixed pitch props that couldn't be
feathered anyway!

Take-offs and landings were on one of Carberry's three runways, and to lessen the congestion at the
main airfield we used to do our "circuits and bumps" at Carberry's satellite field at Petrel, about ten
miles away. Because this was all that Petrel was used for, it had no Flying Control or any other
facilities, other than a crash/first aid tuck manned by two ground staff who went there daily from
Carberry. Pilots operated at their discretion but, to ensure safety between aircraft taking off and
landing, an "aerodrome control pilot" (ACP) drawn from a rota among our own numbers would be
dropped off at the beginning of each morning/afternoon session and picked up and flown back to
Carberry afterwards. The ACP was stationed alongside the threshold of the runway in use, where
there was a small cabin on wheels, towed there by the crash truck, according to the direction of the
wind/active runway. This contained a red Aldis signalling lamp and a Verey pistol with red cartridges
which the ACP could use when occasionally necessary to warn a landing pilot of a hazardous
situation.
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This was the time of the year when the mosquitoes were particularly active. In Winnipeg the
authorities sprayed all the standing water with diesel oil to kill off the larvae, but not out there on
the prairies where the pools left by the melting snow, and the increasing daytime temperatures
made the area mosquito heaven. When my turn came for the ACP stint I discovered the small cabin
home to a dense cloud of the monsters. Dressed as I was, in short sleeved shirt and shorts, I must
have come over to the huge mosquitoes like Christmas dinner. I can say, without exaggeration, that
by the time I got back to Carberry I could not have put a Canadian quarter - the size of a two-penny
piece - anywhere on my unclothed parts without touching a large itching bump. In many places, too,
the horrible things had bitten me through my light clothing. I remember counting twenty one bumps
on my left forearm alone. During the ordeal the chaps with the crash tuck, bless them, came out
every hour or so and daubed me liberally with oil of eucalyptus, but that seemed to do little to help.
I remember passing a very sleepless night, but that was the end of it I think.

A few days after this, on 16th June 1943, I went out to Pefrel with Tyrer to do flapless landings. Flaps
are fitted to the rear of the wings and when extended they increase the lift, enabling the aircraft to
be flown more slowly without loss of control- They are normally used only for landing and,
sometimes, for take-off, and the purpose of learning to land without the use of flaps is to prepare
the pilot for the possibility of the flaps failing to lower when selected. Though rare in peacetime, this
was not uncommon in wartime when enemy fire could knock out the hydraulics and, with it, the
flaps. Of course, the worst situation of all, and one which no-one could simulate in practice, was that
in which only one of the flaps comes down and cannot be retracted again.

I did a couple of circuits with Tyrer and then flew back to Carberry to drop him off, before returning
to Petrel to practice the exercise. While I was flying with Tyrer he drew my attention to the fact that
the undercarriage warming horn was not working. This horn blasts off behind the pilot's ear if he
reduces power, as he would always do before landing, and has omitted to lower the undercarriage.
This was part of the pre-landing check we were supposed to carry out. Select "Undercarriage Down",
check the green lights (or, in our case then, the green knobs) are showing, throttle back and check
the horn doesn't blow. The gear is then confirmed as Down and Locked.

When I got back to Petrel there were several other fellows in the circuit and, because the approach
for a flapless landing is made at a higher speed than normal, I held back on lowering the
undercarriage until I was on the final approach instead of on the downwind leg, as is normal
procedure. It was a good approach and as I crossed the runway threshold, I looked down at the ACP
standing there. He looked up at me and I felt sorry for the misery he must be going through with the
onslaught of the mosquitoes. Then I was at the "hold off' - the point just before the wheels kiss the
asphalt, one hopes.

That was when the little pieces of wood flew past the window from the prop tips as they contacted
the runway. I had landed with the wheels up!
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The wheels of the Anson, when retracted, still protruded from the engine nacelles sufficiently for the
aircraft to roll on them without damage to the engines or airframe. We pushed the wounded bird
clear of the runway and I went ignominiously back to Carberry in one of the other aircraft, ruefully
reflecting that if the Aerodrome Control Pilot had as much as waved his arms I might still have
realised my error and "gone around", i.e. not landed but made another circuit and lowered the
undercarriage.

That afternoon, certain of my fate and already mentally packing my bags, I was paraded before the
Chief Flying Instructor. In my defence I could only say "The horn wasn't working". Whether the CFI
took this into consideration, whether he recognised that an aircraft used in converting pilots from
fixed to retractable landing gear should not have been allowed to operate with a defective warning
hon or that, at that time, I had flown a total of only five hours solo on "retractables" I will never
know and I certainly didn't stop to ask when he "sentenced" me to be relegated to the following
course. I'd got off very lightly.

During flying periods until the next course began, three weeks later, I was to work in the
Maintenance hangar but I continued to do the Ground studies with my current course. In the event
this was to prove to be one of the most favourable ill-winds to blow in my direction in my whole life.
In the first place, after I'd washed all the aircraft in the hangar in the first two days, they not being
very dirty in the dry mid-June weather, the hangar "chief', a sergeant, set me to work with one of
the maintenance crews, instead of seeking some other demeaning job for me. In that time I learned
so much about aircraft engines, their maintenance and their foibles that I would look back in
gratitude in later years. At the end of the spell with his people I had no difficulty in answering all the
questions on the Anson's systems fuel, hydraulics, etc - put to me by the senior Engineering Officer,
a Wing Commander no less, to check that I hadn't been goofing off, I suppose.

There was, though, an even greater benefit to my being relegated. When I did join the next course, I
had already covered the ground school material, so I was able to swot it up on my own, for the final
exam. To this I largely owe the fact that I came first in my course in both Navigation and
Meteorology, the pre-requisites to going on to the General Reconnaissance course and then Coastal
Command.

By now the chaps on the course I had started with were getting their periodic flight tests and it
seemed that almost daily one or other was being failed without a second chance or recourse to
appeal or review. Having got so far in their training this was a dreadful psychological blow for many
of them who had probably been doing well up till then and were simply intimidated by the awesome
prospect of what was at stake in this one hour make or break flight.

A note which I must have slipped into my logbook at the time but had completely forgotten until
now mentions that during night-flying one of my course landed with wheels up. I never heard
whether the quality of mercy meted out to him was as unstrained as in my case.
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As at Neepawa, we were normally given a 48-hour pass on alternate week-ends, and Pete Milner
and I always headed for the Fosters. By now, mid-July, they were at Gimli, seventy five miles north of
the city, on Lake Winnipeg. Like many folks in their position, Jessie and the two children would spend
the whole summer there and Knox would drive up after work on the Friday evening and return on
Sunday evening. Pete and I were usually able to catch a train which got us into Winnipeg, a two and
a half hour journey, by six in the evening in time to get a lift with Knox up to Gimli. Occasionally,
though, if we were flying late, Knox had already left. We then had to hitch-hike and, Gimli still very
much out in the boondocks, that was another story. Getting to Selkirk wasn't too much of a problem
but beyond there travellers were almost exclusively cottagers.

Once, Pete and I were picked up on the outskirts of Winnipeg by a couple of middle-aged fellows.
They drove to Selkirk, where they visited a "cocktail lounge" euphemism for a pub. They invited us to
join them, but Pete and I, like most of the other chaps on the course, were teetotallers and declined.
In those days each province had its own alcohol licensing laws. These varied between no restrictions
and total prohibition. In Manitoba, for example, women were not permitted at all in the cocktail
lounges but there was little other restriction. When eventually these two chaps returned, they were
clearly much the worse for wear.

In other circumstances Pete and I would have passed up the ride but, here we were, miles from
anywhere, ten o'clock at night and public transport not yet invented, so we climbed back into the
rear seats. This time they had swopped places and the other fellow was "driving". I am still not sure
whether he had ever driven before - literally. He could only change gear with the assistance of his
buddy (the north Americans had not yet taken the automatic gear box to their hearts) and the nowpassenger, drunk though he was, was with it enough to tell the would-be driver frequently "No, Bert.
Keep on the right hand side". Mercifully there was almost no traffic in either direction though how
we stayed on the road at all will always remain a mystery. Our transport dropped us some miles
from the Foster's cottage and we finally reached there around two a.m.

The psychology of the Canadian summer cottage enthusiast is interesting and has little changed
from that day to this I believe. The typical young couple living in a city sets out to buy a modest
house. Over time, and perhaps to cater for the needs of a growing family, they upgrade to a larger
house. They furnish this, as their financial situation permits, with bigger and better labour-saving
equipment, heating, air-conditioning, TV etc. But the ultimate objective, to which they all aspire, is a
summer cottage, preferably on a lake of which, of course, there are a myriad in Canada. This is often
75 to 100 miles from home, reached after several hours of nose to bumper traffic, all fleeing the city
after leaving the office on Friday evening.

The dream cottage, when they reach it, is small and not very comfortable. It usually has the furniture
which was last replaced in the city home, and ditto for the kitchen appliances - always assuming (a)
there is room for these and (b) electricity is laid on. Often it is not, in these remote locations; then
lighting and cooking is by liquid gas, picked up in cylinders from the "local" store, perhaps ten miles
hence. Water is pumped from the lake, unless of course the pump is on the fritz, then it's bottled
water from the store. Dishwashing becomes a hand operation to be argued over and fought against,
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and air-conditioning, in the often sweltering, humid conditions, is a dream left behind in the city. On
the other hand there is no quibbling over which television programme to watch; the cottage is
usually out of range of the transmitter. Mesh "screens" have to be fixed over all windows and doors
to keep out the hungry mosquitoes and, worse still, the black fly which seem to excise part of the
flesh with each bite. Indeed, in the "wrong" season - June/July, I think - one can barely venture
outside for fear of being eaten alive by clouds of these creatures.

Often the "facilities" consist of chemical or earth toilets at the end of the garden ("yard"), but don't
forget the insect repellent when you go!

And then it's time to load the car, not forgetting the laundry, to be done in the washing machine
back home, haul the garbage to the dump to be burnt alongside the neighbours' last Friday's chicken
bones et al, and join the nose-to-bumper drag back to the city. "We had a marvellous, relaxed weekend", they would say.

Thus it was with the Foster's at Gimli, and their happiness was genuine. Often Jessie would stay up at
the cottage all summer then, by tradition, come Thanksgiving Day, in November, all the cottagers
would go through the ritual of pouring anti-freeze down the drains and toilets and ensuring doors
and windows were bear-proof, before abandoning their pride and joy to the elements until next
spring.

The train back from Winnipeg got into Carberry at around one fifteen on the Monday morning and it
was met by a bus - the only bus in the community, in fact. On my first trip back from the big city I
boarded the train at the rear, opposite the stairs up from Main Street below. Most of the others
seemed to get on nearer the front. When the train stopped at Carberry everyone climbed down into
Stygian blackness, the only lights being those of the bus waiting at the front of the train. I stumbled
towards them on the rough ground that stood for a platform, but before I reached the bus, the
doors closed and it disappeared in the darkness, leaving me to walk the mile or so back to the
airfield... and a 6.15 a.m. call in the morning.

On my next "48" to Winnipeg I made sure I wouldn't make the same mistake twice and I got on at
the front of the train. As we slowly pulled into Carberry I jumped off, from the lighted train into the
prairie pitch blackness, and ran towards the lights of the bus. Seconds later I was waist deep in
something most unpleasant. It was a huge pile of ash dumped from the fireboxes of many
locomotives over the years and I was in the middle of it. Again, I watched the bus disappear but this
time, in addition to having to walk back to camp, I had fine ash in every orifice of my uniform. When
I booked in at the Guardroom it must have given them a real laugh!

On the course at 33 SFTS we had a genuine Walter Mitty incarnate. Walter Mitty was the character
played by the late Danny Kaye in a film some years ago, who day-dreamed of himself as various
outstanding personae - an eminent surgeon, a Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot and several others.
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Jack - our own Walty Mitty, came from Sheffield. He used to regale us in the barrack room with tales
of his many exploits. I remember, for instance, his telling us that he had had, not one but two, "pop"
groups, or whatever they were called in those days - probably "jazz bands". He also, I recall,
described in great detail, his experiences as a radio operator on a tramp ship plying up and down the
coast of China. His in-depth knowledge of both the nature of the work and the geography of the area
were not only convincing but also most interesting, and we were all full of admiration at what he
had packed into his life. At the outset none of us had any reason to doubt his stories, but as time
went by anomalies began to appear, not the least of which was the fact that to have done so much
by his age of, say, twenty, he must have been in several places at the same time. Our disbelief grew
as Jack started to embellish the truth about his current day to day activities, especially his flying.

Many times he told us how the instructor had complimented him on the way he had carried out a
manoeuvre, say recovery from a stall, after only one demonstration. His real undoing, however, was
on the occasion that he described how, when his instructor was demonstrating a single-engine
landing and not doing it very well, Jack had said "It's all right Sir. I've got her" and had taken over the
controls and carried out the manoeuvre perfectly, to the adulation of the instructor.

After this poor Jack - for he was to be pitied - was unwitting fair game to our taunts and did not even
recognise this when, one evening, we got together and asked him whether he had ever been to the
Chelsea Arts Ball. This annual event took place every New Year's Eve in the Royal Albert Hall, in
Kensington. In its day it was (in)famous for the varying degrees of nudity displayed by the young
ladies adorning the floats there. It featured in the whole daily press and although today it would
probably be relegated to a lowly position in the papers, upstaged by the antics of some cabinet
minister or other, in those more puritan times it was the talk of the town. Anyone who had
participated in the ball would certainly have remembered the distinguished location in which it took
place, but Jack took the bait, hook, line and sinker.

"Have you ever been to the Chelsea Arts Ball, Jack ?" someone asked. "Ay, lots of times" he replied.
"Whereabouts is it held, Jack?" I remember his reply clearly "Oh. Some bloody place in London, I
can't exactly remember where, but I could take you there from Marble Arch." The reader who knows
London will recognise that Marble Arch as a point of reference in defining the position of the Albert
Hall is comparable with citing Liverpool in describing the location of Buenos Aires. Jack was
irrevocably undone.

Shortly after this episode he was "scrubbed" from the course. The reason: that well-known killer of
aviators - over confidence. I often wonder whether he re-mustered as a wireless operator.

The Commanding Officer of the Intermediate Training Squadron, a certain Squadron Leader H---R---,
struck terror into the hearts of all of us would-be pilots for his reputation for failing people on their
final "wings" test. It seemed inconceivable that his victims, all with over one hundred and fifty hours
of flying by this time, of which over eighty were solo, could have progressed so far only for it to be
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discovered at this eleventh hour that they would not make suitable pilots. It was recognised that this
absurd waste of manpower and money was largely due to the ukase handed down from on high to
limit the numbers passing out, but in H----R----'s case there was a more pernicious rumour going
around. It was claimed that in his frustration to get a posting away from Carberry he was
deliberately failing even more chaps than was required to satisfy the cull, in the hope of being
replaced in his job. However that may be, the day came when my good friend, Pete Milner, now on
the course ahead of me, went up for his wings test with H----R---- and was failed. Pete apparently
made one not very good landing, probably because he was nervous, and that was it. No question of
a second chance. Pete was sent to the Navigation School at Stevenson Field, Winnipeg and when I
saw him at the Foster's some time later he was a changed, broken person.

After leaming to fly the Anson and, thus having "converted" on to twin-engined aircraft, we moved
on into the Advanced Training Squadron where we were to apply the knowledge to something
supposed to resemble actual operations. We were introduced to practical dead-reckoning
navigation, bombing and formation flying. We still had no radio and all the siY1als by the leader in
formation flying were given by hand. A sweep of the right arm, finishing with the hand extended to
one side or the other, meant "Change formation to echelon port/starboard". The leader's clenched
fist striking the back of his helmet signified "Change to line astern". While in formation, one looked
at nothing but the leader's wing-tip or tail with a peripheral look-out for these signals..

Our navigation flights consisted of two-hour cross-countries. We flew in pairs, one student as pilot
would fly the courses given to him by the other, the navigator, who had plotted his route in the
Ground School classroom the night before. On the next flight the two would switch roles. The trips
involved passing over four or five turning points and, to prove we had actually done this, the
navigator was required to photograph each turning point, using an F24 camera. This was a big, heavy
thing with two large handles and with a lens, I would guess, about four inches in diameter. This we
had to hold with both hands out of the rear window of the Anson, swung open for the purpose. This
was no easy matter with the aircraft in a steep bank, as the pilot turned on to the next heading. Our
charts and the log we kept of our DR, together with the developed photos, were marked by the
Navigation Officer and the results counted heavily in our final navigation results.

Continuing on from our Neepawa days, we spent many hours sweating in the Link trainer. This was a
very primitive forerunner of today's flight simulator. It consisted of a box with a light-proof "lid",
mounted on a pedestal, with a seat and with the controls and instruments found in an aircraft
cockpit. Moving the controls resulted in a corresponding reaction by the instruments and by a
swivelling, rolling and pitching movement by the box on its pedestal. It could even simulate a spin
but this was frowned upon as the Link didn't take kindly to rough treatment.

The instructor sat at a desk where a "crab", a small triangular-shaped sort of robot, exactly tracked
the simulated movement of the "aircraft" transmitted from the instruments, in terms of direction,
speed and distance covered, as a thin red line traced by an inked wheel on the glass surface of the
desk. Under the glass were part of a map and a typical layout of an airfield, with runways. The crab
was placed over these, as appropriate and the student would "fly" a navigation exercise or a landing
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on instruments. I used the word "sweating" and so it was, for the instructor could and did accelerate
the pace at which everything happened -- far faster than it would in reality. This meant that the
student could repeat a given procedure many more times in the course of an hour than would have
been possible in the air and, of course, at much lower cost, though that didn't seem to matter then.

Although our Ansons were not fitted with the necessary equipment we nonetheless spent many
hours practising Standard Beam Approaches. Canada, like the United States to the south, was
covered with a network of "beam" stations and all the major airfields had the necessary equipment
to enable pilots to land in restricted weather conditions.

Originally the "beam" consisted of a continuous radio transmission of "E"s (dots in Morse code) to
the left side of the centre line of the "front" beam to the station, and a similar transmission of "T"s
(dashes in Morse) to the right. When one was "on the beam" the signals converged to form a
continuous tone. This is how it was when I first leamed the system. However, it was later found that
tired pilots sometimes mistook the E's for T' s, and vice versa and consequently altered course the
wrong way.

To overcome this, the signal transmissions were changed to "A"s (dot dash) to the left and "N's (dash
dot) to the right - still combining to produce the steady centreline "on beam" tone, as it was found
to be easier for the ear to "compare" the length of the two signals, than with the original Es and Ts.

When we were prevented from flying, by duff weather we would sometimes have a talk on a current
topic. On one such occasion, one of our number, a F/Lt Rivaz, told us of his previous experiences as
an air-gunner. He had joined a bomber squadron as a sergeant rear-gunner - "tail-end Charlie" - on
Halifaxes, I believe. I recall his telling us how, with the heavy losses suffered by his squadron on the
nightly raids on heavily-defended targets in Germany and Italy, he had risen through the ranks so
quickly that within a couple of months he had been commissioned and was a Pilot Office acting
Flying Officer and had become the squadron gunnery leader.

On the lighter side, Rivaz described how twice aircraft in which he was flying had been shot down,
both times over the sea. On the first occasion, all the crew managed to get into the dinghy
unharmed although none of them had previously done any ditching drill, but then the nightmare
began. They were adrift in the North Sea for many days during which one of the crew became
delirious from thirst and threatened to cut his throat with the knife stowed in the dinghy for cutting
it adrift from the sinking aircraft. He was restrained and lapsed into a coma. All were rescued safely a
day or so later.

After a rest, recounted Rivaz, they went back on the squadron. This time they decided they would
really "gen up" on their dinghy drill. Back on operations, they did a daylight raid on, I think he said,
Brest and were again shot down. Again the pilot managed to put the aircraft down in one piece,
somewhere in the English Channel. This time, though, Rivaz broke an ankle climbing into the dinghy Page 59

the only casualty. They were picked up very quickly by an RAF rescue launch with the only ill-effect,
other than the broken ankle, they were tight through having drunk the pure alcohol from the handheld compass they had taken with them from the aircraft. Before re-mustering to train as a pilot,
F/Lt Rivaz had been decorated with both the DFM (Distinguished Flying Medal) and the DFC
(Distinguished Flying Cross) under the wholly unjust and now, I believe, defunct practice whereby
Medals were awarded to non-commissioned ranks while Crosses were reserved for commissioned
officers. Rivaz had written a book, "Tail Gunner" which at the time was something of a classic in its
field. Later, after getting his pilot's wings, he was to write a sequel, "Tail Gunner Takes Over".

An incident occurred one afternoon that brought home all that we had learnt about static electricity.
This can build up on the skin of an aircraft and is sometimes seen at night as "St Elmo's Fire", dancing
along the wings. It is the reason why all aircraft are earthed ("grounded" if you are American) before
they are refuelled. This is done by connecting a cable from the fuelling nozzle to a point on the
aircraft frame at a distance from the fuel tank, before fuelling starts. Failure to do this can result in
the static electricity that may have built up on the aircraft, arcing to the nozzle and iY1iting the fuel.
This is exactly what happened to an ill-fated Anson that afternoon. Those of us who were not flying
heard the fire sirens sounding-off and looking out across the tarmac we saw the aircraft a mass of
flames and the "bowser"- the fuel tuck, well ablaze, being driven back from it. I saw the truck
afterwards. All paint had been burnt off it as had the padding of the seat. The driver should have
received a commendation for his bravery even if it was he who had failed to earth the aircraft
properly, for if his load of high octane gasoline had exploded there would almost certainly have been
casualties.

Our syllabus in Advanced Training included bombing, I don't know why, for what we were taught
was so far removed from reality as to be worthless in practice except, perhaps, to point out that it
could be injurious to one's health to spend longer than absolutely necessary on a straight and level
bombing run on to a target. This I was to discover later for myself, for real. We carried out mock
attacks on a target on the airfield, and when the pilot pressed the bomb release button a white light
flashed downwards. The "target" was, in fact, a hut on the ground containing a camera oscura and
the operator inside could judge whether a bomb, released at the instant of the flash of light by an
aircraft flying the trajectory traced on the camera oscura, would ("might possibly" would be more
accurate) have hit the target. Rather a waste of time and a gross over simplification of the
complexity of accurate bomb-aiming.

I well recall my sleepless night on 23rd August 1943 for I had been told I would be taking my wings
test the next day. Would it be the dreaded Squadron Leader H.... R.... ? In the event it wasn't. On the
afternoon of August 24th 1943 1 went up in Anson Mk Il, No. 902 for a ninety-minute flight with a
certain F/Lt Blezard, whom I had never met. Today my memory of that flight fails me completely. I
must only assume that I didn't drop too many clangers for I PASSED. Could it really be possible? I
remember only the absolute euphoria that followed and persisted for a long time.
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Years later I had completely forgotten the name of F/Lt Blezard when I came to fly with the Trinidad
and Tobago Flying Club at Piarco airfield, Port of Spain and I missed the opportunity to ask whether
one of their instructors with this unusual name, a Dr Blezard, was in fact the same person.

Those last six weeks were absolute bliss. By now I had flown 150 hours and there were still some
eight hours, dual and solo, to go to meet the laid down requirement, but unless one did something
really crass or made an utter nonsense of the Ground School exams, that was it; home and dry. I was
to be one of the élite few!

Beautiful autumn weather: every other week-end spent with the Foster's at Gimli, and the
enjoyment of undemanding flying without the ever-present threat of being scrubbed from the
course. We did long navigation exercises, quite often totally on instruments, with a "safety pilot",
and on 5th October 1943 1 did my last flight from Carberry. It was a dual trip over Winnipeg, simply
to make my hours up to the required number. I took an F24 camera with me and got half a dozen
photos of the city that had become my second home. The photo I took of River Heights, where the
Fosters lived, showed clearly where the city ended and the prairie began - at Haskins, the road
across the top of Elm Street. More than twenty years later I was to find myself again flying over
Winnipeg, this time on an Air Canada flight. Now, though, the city extended to the south into the
prairie as far as the eye could see.

At about this time we were privileged to have an inspiring talk by Wing Commander Guy Gibson. He
was visiting many of the training stations across Canada as part of his "rest" after having led the
famous raid by No. 617 Squadron on the Möhne, Eder and Solve dams in Germany, for which he had
been awarded an immediate Victoria Cross. His description of the Lancasters flying at precisely fifty
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feet above the water to drop their specially-designed skipping bombs, with intense flak being
thrown up from all sides, was spellbinding. Sadly he was shot down and killed a few months later
while flying a Mosquito of the Pathfinder Force leading a raid on München Gladbach, in Germany.

Meanwhile we had all been swotting like mad for our final exams, in navigation, meteorology,
airmanship, signals, armaments, aircraft recognition and other subjects I can no longer remember. It
was hard work and I recall one lecturer telling us that the material we had covered and the standard
demanded put our training on a par with a university degree course. I don't think anyone failed
those exams so those of us still left on the course knew now that we were going to get our wings.

Eight chaps, of whom I was one, had been granted a commission. In my case, I couldn't imagine why.
The results of one's flying and Ground School were obviously major factors. I knew that I had done
well on the ground school stuff - heaven knows I had studied hard enough - but I had little feel for
how my flying had been assessed except, perhaps, that I didn't get bawled out too often by
instructors or cause them nightmares. Another factor which must have played some role, and this I
think was quite forward-thinking at a time long before today's personnel (or is the present buzz
phrase human resources") management techniques, was the assessment of each individual by
everyone on the course including the individual himself.

One by one, the course or what was left of our number, went before an officer with a large sheet of
paper in front of him with each of our names both across the top and down the side. We were each
then required to award marks out of ten according to how we would react if we had to serve under
each of the others - including ourselves! That was the shattering bit. How do you assess yourself?
10/10 ? Arrogant, conceited. 5/10? Lacks self- confidence. I opted for 7/10 and was relieved when
the officer behind the desk said "That's how most of you reply?'.

Throughout the course some of the fellows had stood out head and shoulders above the rest of us.
Good at sports, witty talkers, well informed. They were "men of the world". Others, like myself,
made little impact. The summation of the marks on the officer's sheet must have provided a fairly
accurate measure, and an interesting study of how we viewed those with whom we had lived and
worked closely for four and a half tense months.

Those of the course who were not to be commissioned would become sergeant pilots and I have
since come to question the whole idea of commissioned vs non-commissioned aircrew. It certainly
led to some quite absurd situations. I heard of one case, for example, where a F/Lt navigator was
assigned to a wholly non-commissioned crew. He agreed to fly with them only on condition that they
saluted him first thing each morning and addressed him as "Sir" at all times. Pompous ass! In the
American Air Force (American Army Air Corps in those days) they were much more realistic and the
only non-commissioned pilots they had were "liaison" pilots who mainly flew little "L5 Sentinels"
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I was, nevertheless, extremely proud to be going to hold the King's commission. In preparation for
this newly-exalted status we emergent officers were paraded before the Station Adjutant for a pep
talk on how to conduct ourselves in future. He was one of the old school, obviously a pre-war
permanent officer, unlike ourselves who would be "temporary for the duration of the emergency".
He warned us against unseemly behaviour in the mess. Remember, we were gentlemen now. No
discussing politics, religion or women in the mess, nor talking in a loud voice and, horror of horrors,
don't do as he had seen one upstart do in the mess - EAT AN APPLE. The unpleasant smell! If the
chap had seen the goings on in an operational squadron mess he would have thought aliens had
landed.

Wings Parade photos - 33 Service Flying Training School, Carberry, Manitoba, Canada,
15th October 1943. Andy Cole is in the third row back, at the very end on the far left.

As soon as our commissioning was promulgated a tailor came out the 135 miles to Carberry from a
firm of tailors in Winnipeg. He measured us for uniforms, greatcoats, caps and gloves. These were to
be picked up from the shop on Portage Avenue when we went through Winnipeg on our final leave a
few days later.

For some reason which I was never able to fathom, our commissions dated only from the day after
we received our wings, so we were all sergeants for a day. This meant sewing stripes on the arms of
our existing "best blues", just for a matter of hours. In that euphoric state I don't remember
resenting that chore one little bit.

Finally, the great day came. 14th October 1943. We paraded in the morning for a rehearsal of the
most important event in most of our lives up fill that date. Then, at 3 p.m., the Wings Parade took
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place in the drill hall, with the station band and the Headquarters and Maintenance Flights present.
A number of visitors, friends of the graduates, were seated in rows facing us and I was delighted to
see Jessie and Knox among them. Knox had taken time off from work and they had made the long
drive out from Winnipeg just for this event. The ceremony didn't last long and the only part of it
which I remember, other than the fact that my wings slipped sideways (as did many others) as soon
as they were pinned on, were the words of wisdom from the Commanding Office, He was making his
first public appearance since arriving at Carberry a few hours before. He said "From today you start
to leam to fly". How right he was... and you never stop.

Stuck in my logbook is an unremarkable slip of paper, obviously typed on a machine well past its
retirement date. Dated 15th October 1943 and signed by Wing Commander Nathan, Chief Instructor,
No. 33 SFTS, Carberry. It reads simply "Qualified for the award of the Flying Badge under Daily
Routine Order No. 245". It doesn't even carry my name... and after all that!

Jessie had brought a delicious picnic meal, and I still remember the taste of her famous home-made
baked beans as we celebrated this remarkable day on a patch of grass just off the airfield.. I suppose
fellows on later courses were flying around overhead but I certainly didn't notice them. Afterwards
Knox drove me back to the airfield and they went off back to Winnipeg.

That evening I sent a cable (the first in my life) to my girlfriend back in London - the beautiful blonde
in the bank. It said, simply, "Just received my wings and a commission, darling. " What a day to
remember!
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The following day we said farewell to Carberry, all of us agreeing that, tough going though it was,
we'd had some happy times there - and survived. Most of the chaps were posted back to the UK,
some went to Trenton, the RCAF Central Flying Training School, and eight of us including myself,
were posted to No.31 General Reconnaissance School at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.

The Trenton chaps, no doubt selected because they were the best pilots, were going to be trained as
instructors. Their course was quite short, I believe, and after it they went off to instruct at one or
other of the various training stations across Canada. This supported what I contend is an interesting
principle. The best instructors and this applies to much of our everyday life today - car-driving, for
example - are often not those who have been doing the particular thing for a long time but those
who have only just learnt whatever it is. It is they who best recall and understand the problems of
the learner because they have only recently mastered them themselves. One or two of the
instructors I had flown with were ''on rest" after doing one or perhaps two tours of operations on
bombers or fighters in Europe. They could easily be distinguished from those who had just qualified,
for they could no longer recall how difficult it had been at the outset to do something that we were
having to grapple with landing, for example - that was now for them as commonplace and instinctive
as gear-changing in a car.
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The embryonic officers among us now wore white armbands until we could pick up our new
uniforms. We were issued with first class rail tickets covering the whole journey to Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island - the travel, berths on the train and meals. This new status was going to take a
bit of getting used

So I left this tiny speck out on the prairies, never expecting ever to see it again. By a quirk of fate,
though, this was not to be, as I shall tell later.

After leaving Carberry I spent my four days leave with the Fosters. What a jumble of emotions. I'd
finally got my wings; I was a commissioned officer and I was on my way to GR School to train for
Coastal Command and, who knows, perhaps flying boats. On the other hand I was leaving, perhaps
forever, a family which, in just seven months, had become almost as dear to me as my own.

Jessie came with me to pick up my uniform from the tailor on Portage Avenue. The jacket, with the
thin ring on the sleeve and the wings on the left breast above the pocket, and the magnificent
greatcoat in melton material (which I still have) both bore the brass letters VR - Volunteer Reserve which all aircrew were entitled to wear.

New uniform post commission.
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While we were downtown, Jessie helped me chose a ring. I had saved almost all my pay (which
wasn't much) while at Neepawa and Carberry in preparation for this day, as I intended proposing to
my girlfriend as soon as I was back home. It was a modest little thing with a small diamond. Happily,
Joyce accepted me, and the ring lasted until a few years ago, when the diamond fell out and was
lost, at which point we had the ring remade and a new stone set in it.

I can't remember rushing back to No. 325 to change into my new outfit but I wouldn't have been
human if I hadn't. I certainly do remember my conceit at being saluted by the many U/T aircrew on
the streets in the city.

On my last evening we had a magnificent supper which Jessie had prepared, and Knox had rigged up
special lights to take photos of us all in the living room. When I look back now it still saddens me to
see Pete Milner in his LAC's uniform, training to be a navigator and looking at me with obvious envy.
Later that evening Knox and Jessie drove me to the station. When the train came in, the Dominion
No. 4, from Vancouver to Montreal, they went aboard with me to inspect my berth and give it their
approval. As usual the train stayed in the station for about an hour and this protracted the agony of
the farewell. Finally, after much clanging of the bell and blasts on the whistle, the train slowly pulled
out into the night. I stood at the window waving to Jessie and Knox, long since the only two people
still on the platform until they too disappeared from sight.

The train journey was a revelation. A black porter was at hand to do everything - make the bed in
the evening and stow it away while the passenger was at breakfast, polish one's shoes overnight. It
was a world straight out of Hollywood. On arriving in Montreal we changed from Canadian Pacific to
Canadian National and after a brief stop in Moncton, giving me pause to reflect on all that had
happened since I passed through there just seven months earlier, we reached Cape Tormentine, on
the east coast of New Brunswick. From there it was a forty-five minute crossing on the CNR ferry
across to Cape Borden, on Prince Edward Island. This was late October; three months later it would
be a different story. The ferry was, in fact, an icebreaker and it was quite common for it to be tapped
in the ice which built up in the Northumberland Strait, for hours (once, for twenty-four hours during
my time on the island) while it shunted back and forth a few feet at a time until it eventually broke
through the pack ice. A short final train journey from Cape Borden brought us to Charlottetown on
23rd October, just two days after leaving Winnipeg.
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No.31 GENERAL RECONNAISSANCE COURSE, CHARLOTTETOWN,
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, CANADA
The fellows on the course had come from all over, some from as far afield as Pensacola, Florida. The
only one I knew was a Scottish lad, Ian Vanie, who had been on my course at ITW in Newquay. All
the trips we were to do at Charlottetown were flown with us as navigators in pairs, and Ian and I
agreed to fly together.

They worked us very hard on the course, six days a week, and we were required to get a minimum of
70% all round in order to qualify for our Navigator's certificate in the final exams. The subjects
included visual signalling (in Morse code, on the Aldis lamp), naval co-ordination, ship- recognition,
further refined dead-reckoning, astro-navigation, meteorology and RADAR. Radar was still very hush
hush and this was the first time any of us had heard of it.

There is an interesting meteorological phenomenon over that area during the latter part of the year.
As the land mass cools down in the late autumn, the cooled westerly airflow coming off the land is
warmed by the waters of the Gulf of St Lawrence and rises to from strato-cumulus cloud. The land
continues to cool faster than the water until it becomes covered in snow any time from midNovember onwards, and the cloud thickens to form a dense mass in which the turbulence extends
right to the cloud tops. It was precisely at this time, between 31st October and 17th December,
when the course ended, that Ian and I were doing our nav. trips. In the back of Anson Mk.VI's ,
renowned for the way they porpoised, poor Ian was sick on all fourteen of them.
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The trips lasted about three hours and the navigators shared the work. One took drift readings on
the whitecaps below and calculated the wind speed and direction, and would take compass-bearings
on identifiable points on land until they disappeared from sight. The other nav. kept the airplot going
and used the visual compass bearings to calculate fixes. With Ian hors de combat much of the time,
though, I often found myself doing both jobs - as, of course, a navigator would normally do in those
days.

The winds out there over the Gulf were much influenced by the land/sea temperatures and were
very changeable. In addition, the mist could come down very quickly in the late afternoon. Several
aircraft from Charlottetown had been lost without trace and a number of others had landed at
remote spots on the mainland.

In Ground School we spent many hours doing ship recognition. This involved identifying scale models
of every one of the capital ships of the allies and of Germany, Japan, France and Italy, by name, as
well as the smaller ships of those navies - cruisers, destroyers, frigates, corvettes etc. - by class.
These models were set up on a table at a distance of about ten feet, to simulate the view from an
aircraft at a distance of, say, five miles. It was hard going.

A great amount of our evening time was taken up with long desk navigation exercises. In addition,
we had to take a large number of star shots and calculate them out, using the Air Almanac. This
operation demanded, in addition to accurate use of the bubble sextant, rapid and precise mental
arithmetic. It was thus fraught with the potential for error and this, coupled with the requirement of
a fairly clear sky, rendered it of little use to aviation, even then. Today, with satellite navigation and
long-range radio coverage, the science of astro-navigation has become redundant.

By mid-December the temperature had fallen markedly. The Gulf was icing over and, true to
predictions, the clouds were dissipating and the air was becoming smooth - too late, though, to
come to the aid of my co-navigator, Ian, since we had by now finished our flying.

The tiny province of Prince Edward Island has some beautiful scenery and well deserves the
sobriquet, "The Garden of the Gulf'. "Green Gables", the eponymous home of Anne in the classical
novels by Louise May Alcott, is still a popular attraction. Today a splendid bridge spans the
Northumberland Strait and has replaced the ferry. I doubt, though, that the island will be spoilt by a
flood of tourists, so far is it from urban Canada. Charlottetown, the island's capital, is a pretty little
town - an outgrown village really - and its main claim to fame is that it was here, in 1867, that the
Founding Fathers of present-day Canada signed the Act of Confederation. The city airport, no bigger
than the smallest provincial airfield in the UK today, was shared with the RAF. There were only three
or four commercial flights a day. These went to Moncton, New Brunswick and were piloted by the
owner of the "airline" in its one aircraft, a de Havilland "Dragon Rapide", with no separation
between passengers and the single pilot.
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Alcoholically speaking, the province was totally "dry". That is to say the sales of liquor were
prohibited... except on a doctor's prescription, and it was hilarious to see queues of people outside
the doctors' surgeries waiting to get a "scrip" to permit them buy a bottle of whisky - usually
Canadian rye - to treat their newly-acquired Christmas colds.

One evening I was invited to dinner by a local family. I found them most disturbed by that day's
newspaper headlines announcing that the German Luftwaffe had developed an aircraft capable of
crossing the Atlantic non-stop. Up till that time, the limited range of aircraft made it necessary to
land en route, in Iceland usually, to refuel and the fact that this German aircraft, the Focke Wulfe
290, could only just have made the flight one way was of no importance. What concerned the good
folks of Charlottetown was that any day now their tiny airfield could be blasted out of existence.

Our studies over and exams taken, I was going into town one evening with another fellow on the
course, Ken Higgins. I was not to know it then but Ken was to have a major influence on the course
of my future in the RAF. On this particular evening, having walked the short distance to the gate of
the airfield to catch the bus, we were about to pass the guardroom when the sentry on duty asked
Ken to step inside. He then told Ken to look at his ears in the mirror. They were a pale yellowy green
colour. The sentry, a local RCAF chap, stopped Ken from instinctively touching his ears which, the
guard said, could actually cause them to snap off, so frost-bitten were they. Ken stayed in the
guardroom until his ears thawed out and he later said that this left him in agony. I can't recall
whether he had any medical treatment but I do remember that on our next, even colder posting Ken
suffered badly whenever he was out of doors.

In passing, I remember the amusing sight, in Charlottetown, of a man walking home with the
Christmas turkey he had just bought, with the neck and head sticking out in front like a ramrod,
frozen stiff. So, on 29th December 1943, with my newly acquired Navigators Certificate, I left No.31
GRS on a short fen-y and train journey to my next posting.
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NO 31 OPERATIONAL TRAINING UNIT, DEBERT, NOVA SCOTIA
I arrived at Debert on 15th January 1944. Everything except the runway in use was covered in deep
snow. The only building for miles, apart from those on the airfield itself, was the "Airport Cafe",
opposite the main (only) gate. The nearest town, ten miles away, was Truro, on the Bay of Fundy.
This long arm of the sea has the distinction of having the highest tides in the world, sometimes
reaching thirty-two feet, and the tidal bore at Truro puts that of our River Severn to shame.

The aircraft we were going to convert to at Debert was the Lockheed Hudson. The Hudson had many
of the "niceties" of a then sophisticated aircraft - constant-speed props, auto-pilot of a sort, radio,
albeit in the medium and long-wave bands only, using a Morse key (hence the wireless operators we
carried), and an early version of radar, called ASV (air to surface vessels). It was fitted with bombing
equipment and had three gun positions - an upper turret with two Browning 303's, a single '303
mounted on a platform in the floor of the aircraft, which could be cranked down as required, and
two forward-firing '303 's, operated by the pilot. These were mounted alongside the head of the
unfortunate navigator in his position down a flight of stairs from the cockpit.

Lockheed Hudson a twin engined light bomber and coastal reconnaissance aircraft built for the Royal
Air Force shortly before the outbreak of the Second World War
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Lockheed Hudson cockpit

The Hudson had the well-deserved reputation of being a mean aircraft. It had been designed as a
civil aeroplane, the Lockheed 14, and there were large numbers of these in service with the major
American and Canadian airlines. When it was converted for RAF use, the toilet, a lightweight affair at
the rear of the aircraft, was removed and replaced by a (heavy) Boulton Paul gun turret. The effect
of this was to shift the centre of gravity almost to the aircraft's rearward limit of control. This meant
that a swing easily developed on take-off and, more particularly, on landing. This was exacerbated,
on take off, by the "precession" effect as the plane of the propellers moved through the wide angle
between tail-down and tail-up positions. If not quickly controlled, this swing very soon developed
into a "ground loop".

About half the pilots at Debert took the Hudson's mean streak in their stride. This was because they
had trained "somewhere out west" on Airspeed Oxfords. The Oxford also had a reputation for
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swinging on take-off and landing so these chaps were prepared when they came to fly the Hudson.
The docile old Anson, on the other hand, on which most of the rest of us including myself had
graduated, was incapable of such indecent behaviour and we really had to struggle in the early days
at Debert to avoid becoming captains of a load of scrap metal. Looking back, the Oxford was
probably the better training machine.

Airspeed Oxford - saw widespread use for training British Commonwealth aircrews in navigation,
radio-operating, bombing and gunnery roles throughout the Second World War

During our first two months at Debert, several Hudsons did fall prey to this vice and swung off the
runway into the solid wall of ice built up along each side, from the banks of snow thrown up by the
snowploughs working in pairs abreast, around the clock, to keep the airfield open in the most
appalling weather conditions. When this happened an undercarriage leg almost always collapsed
and the broken stub went up through the lubricating oil reservoir above, allowing the escaping oil to
flow over the red hot exhaust. The fire which inevitably resulted quickly ignited the magnesium-alloy
skin of the wings and fuselage which then flared like a torch. Fortunately, the occupants normally
got out in time. On one such occasion, I watched as this happened across the other side of the field.
All that remained of the Hudson was a small part of one of the two tail fins... -and two distant figures
running like hell!

Our first two weeks at Debert were spent in the Ground School, learning the intricacies of the engine
and airframe systems. Then, after seven and a half hours dual, I went off solo. After that we formed
our crews. Nothing scientific about the way we did that. About thirty pilots and navigators were put
together in a room and were told to "crew up". Amongst the navigators there was one handsome,
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six foot, black Barbadian, the only black person in the room. I asked him if he would like to fly with
me.

We agreed to put our lives in each other's hands and became friends for life. I didn't think much
about it at the time, but what a momentous decision that was for all of us and for all those aircrew
in a similar situation. We could have been dreadful pilots, terrible navigators but we cast our lot and,
whatever the future, there was no way back now.

My newly acquired navigator's name was Errol Barrow. Errol had a beautiful, soft, typically "Bajan"
voice. He had qualified as an Observer, the old "trade", and wore the "O" brevet rather than the
newly-introduced "N" - for Navigator, and he would let you know if you forgot it. It must have
required something of an act of faith for Errol to accompany me on my first solo in a Hudson. I had
always thought over the years, since I first flew with Errol, that it was he who coined the expression,
probably uninspired by my performance at the time, "any landing you can walk away from is a good
one", but recently I heard somebody use it at the club where I now fly.

Next we had to find two Wireless Operator/Air Gunners (WOP/AG's) prepared to fly with us. With
exemplary planning, drawing on the experience of forty-seven courses before ours, the authorities
had managed to arrange it so that there were two WOP/AG's too few for the number of pilots and
navigators. Errol and I drew the short straw and had for some weeks to borrow two WOP/AG's from
one or other crew not flying at the same time as we - but more of that later.
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We did numerous navigation flights out over the Atlantic, as well as bombing and gunnery exercises.
The bombing practice was carried out on a target erected on the mud flats alongside the bay of
Fundy. On the gunnery exercises we the drogue and at the towing aircraft. When it came to my turn
to fire my front guns I saved His Britannic Majesty carried out practice attacks on a drogue towed by
a Bristol Blenheim, with explicit instructions to break off the mock attack before we reached an
"angle off' of forty-five degrees, to prevent us from actually firing past a substantial sum of money
by never putting a single hole in the drogue.

At the end of lectures and flying each day we would be taken by bus to our hutted quarters on the
other side of the airfield. Often, though, particularly after night-flying, we would go for a meal across
the road at the Airport Cafe. This invariably consisted of an obscenely large T-bone steak and fries,
followed by apple or raisin pie "å la mode", i.e. with ice cream. I really did spare a thought, each time
we indulged ourselves, for our poor folks back home, surviving on their ration of six ounces of meat,
a pound of potatoes etc., to last for a week.

On these occasions the bus would have left after the last aircraft had come in, and we would have to
walk the mile and a half back home, across the middle of the airfield, in total darkness, except for
the lights of our huts in the distance, and often these were not visible in the snow, blown by a 30-40
mile an hour wind. This was the only time in my life, in January in Debert, Nova Scotia, that I actually
had to wipe ice-crystal tears out of my eyes.

The cold was so intense that the space-heaters in the hangars were not able to keep the
temperature above freezing. As a consequence, the aircraft were towed out on to the line at 6 a.m.
and we pilots, on a roster, had to go down to the hangar, start the engines of each aircraft and hand
it over to one of the ground crew who would sit there with the engines running at low revs until the
oil in the propeller constant-speed units was warm enough for them to be cycled through the
variable pitch range, and the engine power increased. To attempt to do this earlier would have
resulted in blown prop seals and unserviceable aircraft.

This is where Ken Higgins (he of the frozen ears, at Charlottetown) re-enters the picture. Ken and I
shared a room at Debert, and what an interesting chap he was. He had been a gunner on
Wellingtons - the faithful 'Wimpy" - in the early years of the war and had twice had to bale out when
his aircraft had been hit by German "ack ack" fire (anti aircraft fire)- "ack ack" being the First World
War phonetics for AA). In both cases his pilot had managed to drag his wounded bird back over
British soil before giving the order to "hit the silk". Ken was the only chap I met in the RAF who wore
two Golden Caterpillars. These, representing the silk from which the 'chutes were made, were
presented by the Irvin Parachute Company to people whose lives had been saved by their
parachutes. These caterpillars were worn unofficially on the underside of the uniform lapel, at the
edge, so as to be just visible to the discerning.

Before being called up Ken had, I believe, played the piano in a band. Certainly he was an
exceptional pianist and could play any tune one could name. As a result he soon became very
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popular with the permanent staff in the officers mess - instructors, admin people etc., and was to be
found there most evenings, playing until the Devil's dancing hour. As though by convention, Ken was
never allowed to have an empty glass in front of him as he played and, as a result, he usually came
back to the room, where I had turned in hours before, noisy and rather the worse for wear.

After one such session, Ken was due to do a radio homing exercise with his crew at 7 a.m. the
following morning, after which he was to have an hour's dual instruction. He landed from the first
trip and was sitting in the aircraft with the engines running, as was the custom in the sub-zero
temperature, waiting for the instructor. In fact, when the instructor came aboard he said, "Shut
down the engines, Higgins, and come outside." Instead of doing the radio exercise, Ken had been
low-flying and he could hardly deny it for, just outside of the port engine there was a V-shaped dent,
about nine inches deep and a foot across, in the leading edge of the wing. Even more remarkable,
there was a similar dent at the wing root (where the wing joins the fuselage). Why "more
remarkable?" The clearance between the tips of the props and the fuselage on the Hudson was
about two inches (5 cms). The three-bladed prop would have been turning at upwards of 2000 RPM
which meant that a blade was passing through this two-inch gap every one-hundredth of a second,
and the top of a pine free had passed through that gap with enough force to make such a dent,
without smashing the prop.

Ken was immediately grounded and placed under house arrest pending a Court of Enquiry. Because
he and I shared a room, I was designated to be his escort, and what a farce that was! More often
that not Ken, his bar-pianist days over, would slip out in the evening and go down to Truro to visit a
lady friend and, once again, it was in the small hours that he would get back, to tell me what a doll
she was. Fortunately neither Ken nor I, his escort, was caught out, otherwise we would both have
been for the high jump.

The Summary of Evidence was duly taken. I clearly remember "Exhibit No. 1 "; it was a sheet of carfridge paper on which was piled a mass of pine cones and needles, taken from the engine nacelle.
There were also numerous close-up photos of the injured wing. Statements were taken from the
Station Commander, from the Chief Instructor and from the instructors who had flown with Ken, and
the whole package was sent off to Group HQ in Halifax.

I mentioned earlier that Routine Orders regularly carried notices of one or more unfortunates who
had been caught out low-flying somewhere across the country. The outcome was invariably a Court
Martial and an end to the culprit's flying aspirations, and this is what Ken could expect.

In the event, though, HQ were apparently not satisfied with the Summary of Evidence and called for
further details. A lengthy delay followed, and that's how I came to complete my crew. It was obvious
that Ken's two WOP/AG's would not be flying with him again for a long time, if ever, so I "inherited"
his two Aussie sergeants, Alan (Shorty) Stewart and Les Schultz. - wearing the dark blue of the Royal
Australian Air Force.
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I am reminded of an amusing incident that took place in the mess at Debert. In the ceiling of the
dining room there were two grilles for the air-conditioning, about ten feet apart. When we came in
to breakfast one morning there was a set of ape-like foot-prints on the ceiling, leading in from one
grille and out the other. Apparently, the night before, in a boisterous and doubtless somewhat liquid
mood, one fellow had stood on a bar stool and made the prints with his clenched hands blacked on
an ink-pad. The effect was hilarious. I wondered what the stuffy old chap back at Carberry, who had
briefed us on decorum in the mess, would have made of that.

The course was now spending a lot of time on simulated active operations - the main purpose of an
Operational Training Unit. These included anti U-boat patrols, including depth-charge dropping. The
Hudson carried four-depth charges, and two pilots and their navigators would go off to a defined
area down the Bay of Fundy where each pair would make two drops. The depth- charges were
normally set to detonate at a depth of thirty feet, the depth which a U-boat might normally reach
after a crash-dive on spotting an aircraft, and had to be released at very low level to prevent them
from breaking up on hitting the water. On one such occasion during my time at Debert, a Hudson
was doing this exercise on a calm sunny afternoon. It is a fact well known among aviators that it is
extremely difficult to judge height above glassy water and it is assumed that on this fateful
afternoon, in these conditions, the pilot at the controls did just that for he flew the aircraft straight
into the water. As the Hudson sank below the thirty feet at which the depth-charges had been set,
they all exploded. Nothing was ever recovered of the machine or crew.

The vast majority of the Canadian land area is totally uninhabited and, even today, it is known in
aviation terminology as the Sparsely-Populated Area. Against the risk of forced landing in this
inhospitable territory we always carried emergency supplies - food, water, a shotgun, snow-shoes,
distress flares etc. It was over the sea, though, that most aircraft went missing and we were told that
on almost every course an aircraft had been lost on one of the flights out over the Atlantic. No trace
of any of them had ever been found and there was no explanation for their disappearance.

One of our exercises was a night flight out to Sable Island, a small exposed sandbank some 120 miles
off the east coast of Nova Scotia. We had flown this trip by day and, on April 2nd 1944, we were to
repeat it by night. All the Hudsons at Debert were painted in standard khaki and green camouflage
colours with the exception of one which was in the white livery of Coastal command. This was T for
"Tommy" (today this would be "Tango"). For this night's detail, T for Tommy was allocated to a
Canadian crew who arrived at the ops room just before us and as we were doing our run-up a little
later I saw the white aircraft taxiing out. Then he was airborne and disappeared in the darkness.

Our flight went without incident, but as we were on the final leg inbound to Debert we saw the
beacon flashing in the distance. This was normally the signal that an aircraft was missing. When we
checked back in at the Ops room we learned that nothing had been heard from T for Tommy since a
message reporting that they were crossing the coast near Halifax, outbound. Next morning at first
light a number of crews were sent out to search for the missing aircraft, and in the days that
followed others continued the search, but no trace of it was ever found.
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On another such night flight out over the Atlantic, though, I did have an insight into how perhaps so
many aircraft had disappeared without trace. WOP/AG's would alternate, flight by flight, between
manning the gun turret and operating the radio. Sitting up in the turret for many hours with
absolutely nothing to do but peer into the blackness (and probably nodding off) was deadly boring,
and it was quite common practice for the pilot to let the duty gunner come down from the turret
and take control of the aircraft once it was settled down and flying straight and level. In fact, this
was encouraged against the possibility of the pilot' s being disabled for any reason.

The Hudson was fitted with an early type of Sperry auto-pilot, nicknamed "George". Once set, this
kept the aircraft on a pre-determined heading. It also maintained the elevators (which control the
attitude of the aircraft) in the position in which the pilot set them. This meant that it did not
necessarily keep the aircraft at a fixed altitude.

On this particular night I had called Shorty down from the turret to take over for a while. We were
flying at 3,000 feet and I had set the auto-pilot. Once Shorty was ensconced I went down into the
nose compartment for a chat with Errol as he pored over his chart. When I went back up a few
minutes later and looked at the instruments the hairs stood up on the back of my neck when I saw
that we were down to five hundred feet. My displaced weight, right forward in the nose, had
obviously tilted the aircraft into a shallow dive. With variable-pitch propellers there would have
been no change in the engine note and Shorty, untrained in instrument flying and with no visible
horizon in the pitch blackness, was unaware that we were losing height. I lost no time in getting back
into my seat and regaining the lost altitude.
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How many of the lost aircraft, including perhaps the Hudson my school friend, Pat Beavis, was
navigating back to England had, I wondered, suffered the same fate. There, but for the grace of
God.....!

In the Hudson we had crew inter.com but no R/T (voice) communication with the ground or other
aircraft. That, instead, was all done by our wireless operators via a Morse key and radio sets
transmitting and receiving in the medium and long wave bands. The equipment for this occupied a
space, I seem to recall, measuring about eighteen inches square and reaching almost to the ceiling of
the cabin. Tuning in a station called for much twisting of knobs, with the then familiar squeal, rising
and falling to obtain the best (= least bad) reception. Changing frequency outside a given range
involved unscrewing, disconnecting and lifting out a bulky coil and replacing it with another - an
operation lasting several minutes. How different that all was from today when, by simply turning a
knob on a set the size of a small chocolate box, the pilot can switch between 960 frequencies in the
Very High Frequency range to obtain crystal clear two-way voice communications on each one.

Our wireless operators could send and receive morse at about twenty words a minute. It was
probably the length of time involved in sending even the simplest message that had given birth to
the "Q" code. This used groups of three letters, each beginning with "Q", and there was a Q-code
group to cover just about any imaginable message, right down to "What is the correct time?"

One use of the Q-code was in homing to an airfield. Today, with the use of ILS, the Instrument
Landing System, and more recently the modified Global Positioning System, a pilot flying accurately
on instruments can bring his aircraft down through cloud to the final phase of the landing approach
without any assistance from a ground controller. In fact, with the autoland system, developed by the
British in the late nineteen forties, most modem airliners can now be programmed to land "hands
off' with no direct involvement of the crew, in conditions in which car driving would be extremely
difficult.

Back in those distant Q-code days, though, things were rather different. The aircraft's wireless
operator would first call the ground station and request a homing. The ground operator would then
take bearings on a stream of morse transmissions from the aircraft and send back headings, in
morse, to steer to the station (QDM's). These would be relayed to the pilot by the wireless operator,
over the inter-com. This would continue until eventually, and this sounds laughable today, the
ground operator sent a final morse code message "I hear your engines overhead". It was then left to
the unfortunate pilot to get the aircraft down as best he could. Today it is even possible for a pilot
flying an aircraft not equipped with instrument landing equipment to be "talked down" through
cloud for a landing, by a ground controller using precision approach radar.

Remarkably, a few vestiges of the old Q-code are still in use today, many thousands of times daily,
when airfield controllers give the current barometric pressure (QFE or QNH) to be used when setting
the aircraft altimeter, before every take-off, during flight and before every landing. As a matter of
interest, it was the failure of the crew to set the correct barometric pressure on their altimeter, that
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caused the flying boat in which Prince George, the Queen's late uncle, was flying to crash, with the
loss of all on board.

As pilots we also were required to be able to transmit and receive radio messages, and to pass our
final exam we had to achieve a minimum of twelve words a minute using the morse key. In our
training for Coastal Command we had, in addition, to be able to send and receive with the Aldis
lamp, a powerful hand-held lamp, fitted with a trigger, on which one could transmit the dots and
dashes ("dits and dahs") of the morse code. This was to enable us to communicate with ships at sea
when we were on convoy escort.

The signallers of the Royal Navy were extremely competent at this, and we were cautioned to send
more slowly than we could receive, because the navy would always come back faster.

Minimum distances had been laid down for the various types of warship, within which an aircraft did
not approach without first being positively identified by the ship. If my memory serves me correctly,
this distance was, in the case of battleships, twelve miles! I never found myself in such a position but
it was a rare occasion in the area in which we were operating that the visibility was ever anything
like that. The navy gunners were recognised as being trigger-happy - and who could blame them and their watchword was "If in doubt, shoot" and they did. Sadly, there were many instances where
an escorting aircraft, having identified itself to the leading ship - for example, the Commodore of a
convoy - was then shot down by one of the naval vessels escorting the convoy, which had not seen
the aircraft's identifying signal.

Andy Cole at the control of a Lockheed Hudson over the Atlantic.
Photograph by Errol Barrow from his compartment in the Lockheed Hudson
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"Doubt your navigator at your peril" they used to say. I did, just once, and quickly came to regret it.
It was on one of our long night flights out over the Atlantic. Headed back towards the coast, Errol
had given me a course to steer for a landfall just north of Halifax, and an ETA there of an hour or so
ahead. A short while later I saw we were flying over a mass of white lights. I called Errol at his table
down in the nose to tell him there must be something wrong with his navigation as we were just
flying over a village. He came back saying it couldn't be; we were still X miles from the coast and his
ETA was unchanged. I continued on the heading he'd given me and, sure enough, we crossed the
coast almost at Errol's planned landfall and close to his ETA.

It was many years later, when I was working in Toronto, that I learned the explanation for this
mysterious "village in the sea". An office colleague to whom I related the bizarre episode told me
that the fishing fleets on the east coast used to sail out to the fishing grounds, lie there at anchor
and put out a number of small boats, each with a bright light in the bows shining down into the
water. This apparently attracted the fish, which were then easily caught. The little boats then
returned to their mother ships, were hauled aboard and the fleet set sail for home.

Crew No. 31/48/416 – Graduates of Course no. 48 No. 31 Operational Training Unit RAF Debert,
Nova Socia, Canada – 7 April 1944. P/O Andrew Leslie Cole RAF (Pilot) 153770, SGT Errol Walton
Barrow RAF (Navigator & Bomber) 1383402, SGT Leo Leslie J Schultz RAAF (Wireless/Air gunner)
AUS.424694 and SGT Robert Allen “Shorty” Stewart RAAF (Wireless/Air gunner) AUS.424070
standing in front of a Lockheed Hudson.
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On 7th April 1944, I completed the course at Debert, having flown nearly ninety hours on Hudsons. As
we were to return to the UK, we were now entitled to fourteen days embarkation leave. Most of the
chaps, with the exception of the few Canadians on the course, took theirs in New York, but I left to
make the long journey back to Winnipeg to say farewell to the wonderful Fosters. Shorty, during his
training time at Macgreggor, out on the prairies, had met and fallen in love with a girl, Audrey Smith,
living in Winnipeg. This romance was more serious than the average and Shorty returned to spend
his embarkation leave with her. So it was that the end of April saw us travelling back to Winnipeg
together.

For me this was a period of very mixed emotions. There was every reason to expect that I would
never see the Fosters again and it was to be a time for memories I shall never forget. We spent a
week at the cottage up at Gimli, swimming in Lake Winnipeg, as we had done so many times before.

Never did I expect to see the name "Gimli" again, and certainly not in the international media; it was
such a tiny speck on the map. A few years ago, though, a new Boeing 767-233, just introduced into
Air Canada’s fleet, was loaded at Calgary with less fuel than was intended, because of confusion
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between pounds and kilos. As a result, the crew suddenly found themselves at forty-one thousand
feet with both engines dead. With immense skill the captain made a "dead stick" landing on the now
abandoned RCAF airfield that had been built since my time, at Gimli, with no harm to passengers or
aeroplane, other than, some rather bald tyres. And a collapsed nose wheel. Then Gimli sank back
into intonational oblivion.

Air Canada Flight 143 (C-GAUN) from Montreal to Edmonton on 23rd July 1983 made a safe
emergency landing at Gimli having run out of fuel midway thought the flight at an altitude of 41,000
feet. The Air Canada 767 C-GAUN aircraft was renamed the "Gimli Glider" and continued in service
until 2008 when she was retired.

Then we returned to 325 Elm Street, to renew acquaintances with the many friends to whom Jessie
and Knox had introduced me over the past year. I went to see Irene at work in her capacity as
Matron at Deer Lodge Hospital. I took young Knox Junior out for walks with his sister Myrna and
their spaniel Toodie. We went to "sneak previews" at the Uptown Cinema, on Academy Road. I
went, with Jessie, to the Memorial Hall downtown, to watch the judging by someone eminent from
the Royal Academy of Music in London, of candidates seeking singing qualifications, and I'll never
forget how some of them tortured the ear with their renditions of "Visi d'Arte, Visi d' Amore". Then,
a complete surprise. On 8th May, I came into the house in the evening to find the living room
festively decorated and full of people - almost everyone I had ever met in Winnipeg - to celebrate
my twenty-first birthday. What a time that was! And the food! I remember to this day Jessie's
famous "mud tarts" - full of currants and with burnt sugar on top - and fruit salad with mayonnaise
poured over it! That was not the first time I'd come across combinations of flavours unknown to us
back in the "old country". Some have now become well known over here, but some I have still not
met outside the Foster household. Knox, in particular, was not averse to putting jam on his sausages
and, wait for it, breaking open the yolk of his fried eggs and adding a spoonful of marmalade!
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Next day Jessie and I went downtown to Johnson and Hutchinson, a jeweller on Portage Avenue, to
buy a Longines wrist watch as a 21st birthday present to me from my mother and father. This watch
was to give me more than thirty years of faithful service and I only put it in retirement finally
because of the dejected appearance of the Canadian-made cheap metal case housing the
phenomenally accurate Swiss movement.

On that same occasion I bought an engagement ring, for I intended to propose to that beautiful girl,
Joyce, back home. She still wears it, somewhat restored, to this day.

Finally, the sad day came for me to leave. I was to take the "Dominion No. 4" train again back to
Montreal. Knox found when he called the station that, coming from Vancouver, it was expected
many hours late. This made the farewells more protracted and painful but eventually the time came
to go to the station on Main Street, at which I had so many times arrived to spend my 48-hour
passes with Jessie and Knox, before returning to Neepawa or Carberry on the Sunday evenings.

Even when the train pulled in there was still a long wait while it was restocked with clean linen, fresh
water and food.

As a distraction I asked the driver - the "engineer" - if I might travel with him up on the footplate. I
was in uniform which, I suppose, gave me some small status, and he agreed. It was against the
company rules, though, so he had me walk round the front of this giant locomotive, with its bell now
clanging, to climb up into the cab from the side away from the platform, so as not to be seen in the
act. This meant that the last sad embraces with Jessie, Irene and Knox were mercifully brief as I
disappeared from sight after putting my luggage in my compartment.

It was late at night when we slowly pulled out of Winnipeg, en route for Kenora, Fort William and
points east.

Back at Debert the course, returned from leave, was now posted in toto to the UK... with the
exception of myself and crew - and Ken Higgins. He was still awaiting the expected Court Martial,
and as my two WOP/AGs, Les and Shorty, had been flying with Ken on that fateful morning, they
were required to stay on at Debert, to give evidence. Happily, since the four of us were now fully
trained as a crew, it was decided we should all stay on together.

The weeks that followed were some of the happiest, most carefree days of my flying career. We
were left to our own devices to decide what we did with the rest of our time and it was suggested by
the manager of the "Y' on the station that we fly out to a number of isolated lighthouses to drop
bundles of newspapers and parcels of goodies - chocolate bars, toothpaste etc. donated by the "Y'.
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The newspapers we dropped in bundles wrapped in sacking, at low level (ten feet or so) but the
consumables we dropped on small flare parachutes from the lower gun position. In some cases, such
as Ile Haute, a high rock about the size of a football field, the Bay of Fundy, this called for some
pretty accurate aiming to prevent the 'chute landing in the waters of the bay. By our observations
and from the photographs we took, some of which I still have, these were seemingly much
appreciated by the lighthouse keepers and their (extensive) families, who rarely had such contact
with the outside world. The most interesting of these sorties was to Sable Island, the turning point
on a couple of our earlier training flights.

My logbook records that on May 24th 1944, with my crew, I flew Hudson VI, No.550 to Sable Island,
on this mission. The only occupants of the island were the lighthouse keeper and his family and a
Royal Canadian Air Force outpost. As we approached the island, Les Schultz, my gunner, lay on the
open lower gun position, facing astern, with an F24 aerial camera ready to photogaph the recovery
of our drop. I came in over the keeper's house at sea level, in order to minimise the damage to the
newspapers as they hit the ground, and Les, suddenly surprised at finding a house right undemeath
the aircraft, must have involuntarily clicked the camera trigger, for the first of the photos, when
developed, was half filled with the roof of the house, on which one can count the individual tiles. I
still have this photograph. Seven others show the minute settlement and the RCAF lads refrieving
the parachute with the goodies. Also visible in one of the photos are some of the wild horses that
roam the small island, feeding on the scant amount of coarse grass which the sand supports. These
were descendants of the cargo of a ship, Spanish I believe, one of the one hundred and fifty that had
foundered there over the past two centuries.

At last the day came when Ken was summoned to Group HQ in Halifax. It seemed that all the
instructors and permanent staff at Debert had found Ken to be such a "good type", and possibly that
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they were tinged with remorse at having poured so much liquor into him as he played for them,
within a few hours before flying, that they must have cobbled together a justification for his low
flying. Maybe, too, his past distinguished operational flying had counted in his favour. At all events,
Ken was not to be court martialled. Instead, he had to appear before the Air Officer Commanding
the Group and on 3rd May, with my crew, I flew him to Dartmouth, across the harbour from Halifax.

We stayed overnight and waited next day for a thoroughly chastened Ken to return. No such thing!
Apparently the C-in-C had said something to the effect of "You're a bloody fool, Higgins. Don't do it
again." And that was it. In fact, when a few weeks later, six months after commissioning, my pay was
increased and Ken's wasn't, he called RCAF HQ in Ottawa to check whether his pay had been
deliberately docked. They came back with an apology and a promise that the matter would be put
right on the next pay day, which it was. He hadn't even lost seniority over his low flying!

The course following mine was the last on Hudsons, and a number of instructors, including F/O
Brown with whom I had previously flown, went off to leam to fly the wonderful Mosquito, on which
subsequent courses would train. The Hudsons were to be ferried off to other airfields. With my crew
I delivered a number of them to locations in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Like Debert these have
long since vanished in the undergrowth of time.

When F/O Brown returned from his retraining he invited me for a trip in a "Mossie", and I leapt at
the chance. It was to be my one and only flight in this fabulous aircraft - so far ahead of its time - but
it might have been my last ever.... in any aircraft. Brown couldn't resist the temptation to show the
aircraft off and he took it down to zero feet across the Bay. That was the moment at which one
engine cut! Fortunately we had enough speed to be able to pull up to a reasonable altitude and
switch fuel tanks, for that was the problem. He had simply run one of the tanks dry. How about that
for a red face!

The curse of the disappeared aircraft persisted right until the last Hudson course at Debert. My
logbook shows that I made three flights with my crew, on the 14th, 15th and 16th May 1944,
searching, with other crews, for yet one more aircraft lost on the Sable Island night exercise. This
time, though, there was a difference; for the first time ever, wreckage was found. A half-inflated
dinghy was spotted some fifty miles off the coast of Cape Breton. Sadly, the coastguard vessel which
went out to pick it up found only one occupant - dead. The dinghy in the Hudson was stowed in the
door and inflated automatically if the aircraft ditched and the door was Immersed. It was speculated
that this aircraft had simply flown into the sea on a gentle, unnoticed descent, and that just one
survivor had managed to make it into the dinghy, only to perish from exposure.

My last flight at Debert, a ferry trip, was on 27th May 1944. Ken Higgins now having been "dealt
with", albeit incredibly leniently considering he had come within a whisker of writing off his crew,
himself and an aircraft, we were free to return to "Blighty". First, though, we were entitled to a
second, this time genuine, embarkation leave.
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Les, suave, dead-ringer for Errol Flynn, didn't say where he was going, but we guessed it was to the
fleshpots of Montreal.

Shorty again made the long haul back to Winnipeg, this time to propose to Audrey.

Errol was headed for New York and his girl friend, Carolyn, daughter of a Methodist minister in
Orange, New Jersey, and we agreed to make the trip together.

The glowing accounts of the fellows returning from leave in the Big City described how, when visiting
the Airmen's Centre on Fifth Avenue on their arrival, they had been offered a vast range of would-be
hosts with whom to stay, all eager to demonstrate their support for the "boys", soon to be off "over
there". They were asked their preferences of pursuits -sailing, hunting, theatre etc. - and were
matched to hosts with similar tastes. Some, on arrival at their host's were even offered the keys to
the spare car.

It came as something of a surprise to Errol and me, therefore, when the much-bejewelled lady who
greeted us, having searched through a substantial card index, told us ragefully that the only
accommodation available at the time was at the "Pilots and Navigators of World War One
Association", something akin to a YMCA hostel. We were glad to accept this and found our way to
the club located, if I remember correctly, on Third Avenue (which has been renamed, I think,
Lexington Avenue). Anyone with a knowledge of the New York of the 'forties can correct me if I'm
wrong for the one thing I recall vividly is that the "El"- the elevated electric railway - ran above the
centre of the avenue, almost over our heads. And what a din it made!

The following morning Errol left for the day, to visit Carolyn, and I made my way back to the
Airmen's Centre to get the "gen" on what there was to see and do in the city. The same muchadorned lady was again on duty and, on recognising me, invited me to look through her card index.
There were, as we had been led to expect, very many friendly householders waiting to welcome us
visitors... except that they all, without exception, specified "No negroes". If I wished, said the lady, I
could go to stay with any one of them of my choosing, but without Errol. I thanked her but declined
without a second thought. I never told Errol, but I suspected he guessed.

Errol went to Orange most days but always returned in the evening to the club. With the
temperature at the beginning of that June never falling below 100F (38C) by day and very little lower
overnight, combined with near-saturation humidity, it was absolutely stifling in the small room we
shared. Added to this, the thundering of the El overhead into the small hours made sleep virtually
impossible, and we used to take a walk to fry to cool off.

One night, walking in Central Park, which one could do in relative safety in those pre-mugging days,
we were stopped by two American Military Police. More correctly, I should say Errol was stopped,
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for they barely gave me a second look. Their attitude towards Errol was unpleasant in the extreme
and verged on outright aggressive. We were both dressed in RAF blue - Errol with his Observer's
brevet and I with my pilot's wings - but in addition Errol wore "Barbados" shoulder tags. Clearly the
two beetle brows didn't know Barbados from Bavaria, doubtless not having heard of either, and
gave Errol a really hard time proving who he was. I protested but they continued to ignore me.
Eventually after examining all Errol's papers (but not mine) and thoroughly humiliating him they let
us go without a word of apology

The hospitality showered on me and my ilk by the upper state of New York social life, especially the
female side, was unbelievable and we were given insights into that world, never otherwise possible
for the likes of us humbler mortals. It seemed as though they were competing against each other to
show who could do most for the "boys". There may, of course, have been an ulterior (inferior?)
motive to this, but that did not show itself in my case. I was entertained so royally and continuously
that the names of most of those kind folk have disappeared from memory. One lady was heiress to a
banking fortune. She lived in a penthouse on Fifth Avenue, overlooking Central Park. It was vast and
there was a small stream with a waterfall, running across the living room. The one person I
remember above all was Ruth Draper. Ruth was well known to theatre audiences on both sides of
the Atlantic for her solo "diseuse" performances and one evening she had invited two people, of
whom I was a fortunate one, to join her at her apartment, for dinner. The other was a chap who had
just got his wings at Pensacola as a Fleet Air Arm pilot. When we arrived we found a small gathering
there from the New York world of music, all friends of our hostess. Their names escape me now but
were quite well-known in those days. They included the leader of the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra, a distinguished cellist and a bassist, as well as the music critic from the Herald Tribune.
After they had entertained us with their playing for some time we had dinner and sat around
chatting. Then one of the company said, "Come on Ruth", and this was taken up by the rest.
Eventually our hostess gave in and, right in our midst, gave two quite spellbinding performances. In
the first, she was a woman who, having mislaid one of her pairs of spectacles, was phoning around
to the various people whom she had recently visited to fry to locate them. Of course, in the end she
found she had the "imaginary" specs on her forehead all the time.

For the second monologue she put a scarf over her head and became a poor Italian woman and her
young family visiting the husband/father in hospital. Such was the impact on me, and this had never
happened to me before nor has it since, that I was literally hypnotised, for when she finished I
looked around the room to see what had become of the Italian woman and her children. A frilly
creepy experience.

Halfway through our week in New York, 4th June 1944, special editions of all the newspapers
appeared carrying banner headlines announcing that US troops had landed in Europe. Detailed
descriptions were given of the beachhead scenes, but without any mention whatsoever of British or
Commonwealth forces. I genuinely believed that they were being held for future deployment
elsewhere, and it was not until I was back in the UK some weeks later that I knew that it had really
been a combined effort.
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On our last evening, Errol and I went to the Radio City Music Hall. A jingoistic performance, with
hordes of fellows in the uniforms of all the US forces and with a Jeep driving round the huge stage,
devoted entirely to "our boys" winning the war "over there". Radio City was/is the home of the
Rockettes, the now world-renowned troupe of chorus girls. Their spellbinding performance of
military precision redeemed the show for us.

Our visit to New York over, Errol and I reported to the transit unit at Dorval, Montreal. There we
were joined by Shorty and Les, and waited for a ship to take us to the UK.
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BACK TO BLIGHTY
From Dorval we retraced our earlier journey by train to Halifax, across territory over which we had
since flown many hours together. The ship we boarded there was the Nieuw Amsterdam, then the
flagship of the Holland America Line. Having enjoyed the luxury of a large cabin shared between six
of us low-ranking Aircraftsmen on the Queen Elizabeth, it came as something of a shock to find
myself in a cabin with twenty other officers. This time, of course, we were going with the flow of
troops headed for the war zone.

I have only two recollections of that trip. The first is that every available space outside of the cabins
was taken up by Americans "shooting craps", winning and losing truly vast sums of dollars. My
second recollection is that seemingly everyone in that poorly air-conditioned, jampacked ship picked
up a dreadful cold which in my case lingered on for ages after we docked six days later on the Clyde.

We were taken straight to Harrogate, where we were lodged in a hotel, awaiting a posting. I landed
a cushy number. Every weekday while we were there, I had to travel by train to York to have
paybooks (record of service, vital data etc) for the recent arrivals, stamped at the RAF headquarters
there. Lunch in York, and I was back in Harrogate by mid-afternoon, free for the rest of the day. The
first time I made the trip I discovered how fortunate I had been to follow the route I had since
gaining my wings, leading to my forming a crew and to our operational training together. Those who
had not, i.e. the majority of pilots who returned to the UK immediately after getting their wings,
were told that there was no likelihood of their flying again other than as glider pilots. Those who
chose not to were to become stokers on railway locomotives, and I found it a most grievous sight to
see fellows in their RAF battledress, with pilot's or navigator's wings, cleaning locomotives in the
railway yard at York station.

After four weeks we went off for fifteen days disembarkation leave, I spending most of the time with
my beautiful blonde. Midway through my leave I received a telegram. (Yes, they still had them then,
delivered by young chaps on bicycles, wearing pillbox hats.) I was to report to Finmere, near Oxford,
on 15th August.
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The beautiful blonde in the bank: Joyce Wilson.
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No. 13 OPERATIONAL TRAINING UNIT, FINMERE, BUCKS
On arriving at this remote airfield I again met up with my crew. We were to convert on to Bostons twin engined medium bombers. So much for my flying boat aspirations and all that Coastal
Command training we had done! I believe it is not an overstatement to say that more fellows trained
as fighter pilots and finished up on bombers or in Coastal or Transport Command than ever did,
flying fighters, and that more who trained on flying boats, for example, finished up flying Spitfires or
Hurricanes than did on flying boats. Tossing a coin would probably have given a closer correlation.
The waste of resources must have been tremendous.

Douglas Boston III / Douglas A-20 (Douglas company designation DB-7) light bomber introduced in
February 1940.
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Converting to Bostons meant learning to fly aircraft with a tricycle undercarriage. Today this is the
norm but in those days almost all British-built aircraft still had landing gear with a tail wheel (
"taildraggers"), as had those on which I had learnt to fly. My first five hours flying at Finmere,
therefore, were spent on Mitchells (B 25's). This was because the Boston had a single-seat cockpit,
whereas the Mitchell, much wider, had dual controls and could accommodate an instructor. Both,
being American, had a tricycle undercarriage. I remember only two things about the Mitchell. Firstly,
it was known irreverently as the "flying boxcar" for the simple reason that it was so heavy and slow
to respond to the controls. The second point, which had contributed to its somewhat dubious
reputation, was that the pilot's seat was on runners, adjustable with a pin which fitted into one of a
line of holes, rather like a car seat. This pin was spring-loaded but unless one made a point of
positive checking, it was not difficult to think the seat was secured when it was not. Then, as the
aircraft attained flying speed and the pilot raised the nose for take-off, the seat could slide back,
causing him to pull back on the control column, resulting, on a number of occasions, in a fatal stall.

After checking out on the Mitchell, it was a question of spending fifteen minutes lying on my
stomach on the shelf over the bomb bay of a Boston, peering over the shoulder of an instructor as
he demonstrated the finer points of this magnificent aircraft. during one take-off and landing.

B-25 Mitchell light bomber was introduced in 1941 and named in honour of
Major General William "Billy" Mitchell, a pioneer of U.S. military aviation.

Then it was an hour of "circuits and bumps". The Boston had all the characteristics of a singleengined fighter. It had, in fact, been designed as a fighter-bomber and carried the US designation,
DB-7, or "Havoc" in the RAF. The later version, the Boston, was known to the Americans as the A-20.
It was a dream to fly, but that first hour was not without its moments. The chap who had shown me
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the ropes was quite tall and had lowered the seat too much for me to see properly, so halfway round
my first circuit I decided to raise it in preparation for landing. I pulled up the adjustment lever.
Immediately the seat dropped under the considerable combined weight of it, me and my parachute,
to its lowest point, leaving me with my head well below the top of the coaming and unable to see
out at all. It wasn't easy to rectify this, either, for it meant taking the feet off the rudder pedals,
standing up and taking the full weight on the shoulder harness to drag the seat upwards. It was
clearly a manoeuvre to be reserved for the young.

After a short spell of single-engined flying it was time for the crew to join me again. We did bombaiming exercises and cross-counties. Several of these were at low-level, as the squadron we were
about to join had been engaged on very low-level operations up until then. One of these took us up
over the Midlands. It was quite a murky day, with very poor visibility, and we were flying at a
hundred feet or so when Errol let out a stream of invective, using words that were then not to be
found in the Oxford dictionary. The gist of it was that the extremely high radio masts at Daventry,
lying dead ahead and above us, should have had their obstruction lights on in the foggy weather. I
personally would have been surprised if these lights were ever put on in the wartime as they would
have presented the Luftwaffe with a prize target, but I took Errol's point. I avoided the masts
anyway.

As we taxied into our dispersal back at Finmere, the Flight Commander, one Tommy Dunn, was
sitting on his motor bike waiting for us to deplane. "What was that about the *** Radio masts?" he
asked. Apparently my transmitter switch had jammed in the "open" position and Errol's colourful
comments had gone out over the air and been logged by the WAAF's (Women's Auxiliary Air Force)
at Command HQ, who kept a continuous listening watch in the event of emergencies. Then, as
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today, the use of bad language over the air was greatly frowned upon and HQ had been on the
'phone even before we landed.

Not long after this, Tommy Dunn had cause to come out to the dispersal again as I taxied in. This
time, as I climbed down, he asked, "What was that expensive noise?" He knew perfectly well what it
was; anyway a glance at the aircraft would have told him. The Boston landed quite fast. From
memory, I think it was at something like 120 mph (104 knots) and the runway of rather loose asphalt
was fairly short. I must have come in "over the fence" a bit too fast and landed well down the
runway. As I saw the farther fence heading towards me at high speed I just stood on the brakes and
the wheels locked. Hence the "expensive noise" and the traces of canvas showing through the
rubber of the tyres. It was written off as the price of inexperience.

Another noteworthy episode during our time at 13 OTU was on our first "circus" - the jargon for
practice formation flying. The squadron we were about to join had just started medium level (10,000
- 18000 feet) daylight formation bombing, and in preparation for this we were to be initiated into
flying in "boxes" of six - two V's one just under and slightly astern of the other. Our instructor on this
occasion had just completed a tour of low-level operations and was "on rest. He had the distinction,
when returning from one of these ops over Northern France, flying at zero feet, of finding himself
over the middle of a Luftwaffe airfield. The ground defences threw up everything they had at him
and as he took violent evasive action one of his wingtips scraped the ground, throwing up a shower
of mud. The Germans, obviously thinking they had brought him down, stopped firing and he brought
the aircraft back home - with a couple of feet of wing missing. The pilot's name was F/O Lawrence.

We were to do an hour's flying on this circus, which would have brought us up to lunch-time. We
used to take off in pairs with the second and subsequent pairs rolling as the first two were halfway
down the runway. This was essential to avoid a long catch-up period as the leader climbed away in a
turn. "Laurie", with his experience, did his cockpit checks in quick time and before the rest of us had
barely finished ours he was away. Somehow the five of us managed to formate on him before he
climbed up through the nine tenths ("seven octas" today) cloud cover. The flight went without
incident until nearly lunchtime when it was time to think about getting back down. Here I should
explain that the discipline of "radio silence" was rigidly enforced at Finmere, in preparation for
operational flying on the squadron, where the German ground monitors would have quickly picked
up and locked on to any airborne transmission. So it was that when Laurie saw a gap in the cloud
below he gave no warming but simply stuck the nose down and bored through it. This, incidentally,
was against all the tenets of good formation flying which teach that, no matter how steep the
ultimate manoeuvre, the leader should always enter it gently for otherwise he will quickly throw off
the rest of his formation. This is precisely what happened. In no time there were five loosely related
aircraft screaming down in pursuit of a disappearing leader.

A glance at my airspeed indicator showed me that I was getting close to the Boston's maximum
permitted, which, I seem to recall, was 360 mph (225 Imots). The next moment the aircraft, with no
input from me, pulled up into a steep climb. My full weight against the control column did little to
ease us out of the climb, and I called to the crew to stand by to bale out. I pulled the power right
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back and wound the elevator trim fully forward. Mercifully the Boston gradually responded and
levelled out before we reached the stall, but it took all the strength of my arms and legs against the
control column to prevent us from going into a climb again. Errol came up frumps as usual and, in
spite of our having been above cloud for almost an hour and then gone into our unwished-for
aerobatics, he directed us back to base in short order and I was able to put the beast down, with no
great problem other than complete physical (and mental) exhaustion.

The explanation? With our speed so close to the design limits, a small rib in the elevator trim tab,
probably no more than six inches long, had failed and caused the trim tab to swell up like a balloon,
producing maximum nose-up trim. A once In a lifetime experience... I hope!

There was one further incident I remember from Finmere. One afternoon a Mosquito came in with
one engine out, for whatever reason I know not - maybe fuel shortage. When just short of the
runway the pilot, realising he was too low, applied a lot of power. Sadly he must have allowed his
airspeed to drop below his minimum safe single engine speed for he had not enough rudder control
to offset the roll which the sudden increase in thrust produced. In a flash the Mossie went over on to
its back and into the ground. The pilot was killed.

On a lighter note, the rations at Finmere came from nearby Bicester, the parent station. The chicken
we were served in the mess was usually quite tough (how privileged we were even to have chicken,
compared with the unfortunate tightly-rationed civilians) and on one occasion a wag wrote in the
mess suggestions book "It is proposed that in future transport be provided for the chickens to come
from Bicester".

Finmere was in a farming area. One day another chap and I borrowed bicycles and went for a ride
around the Buckinghamshire countryside. I've no idea where this took us but I recall, as though it
were yesterday, that around lunchtime we came upon an isolated country pub and decided to stop
there for a bite. Inside we could not believe the sight that met our eyes. The counter behind the bar
was stacked with all sorts of delicious-looking food - cold meats, poultry, patés, home-made pies and
more. In those days of extreme scarcity it was like one of those dream sequences one sees in films.
This was enhanced by the fact that even the next day I could not have retraced our cycling route to
that pub.

On 10th September 1944, after three weeks and thirty-eight hours flying, our Boston training was
completed.

From Finmere we were posted to a night-vision training course - where, I can't remember, just
another of the many airfields in southern England. This proved to be more interesting than I had
anticipated. Most of the work was done in blacked out dimly-lit rooms and a gym. At all other times
outside, in the mess etc - we had to wear dark red goggles to simulate the effect of darkness in all
situations. The course lasted only three or four days, most of which was spent carrying out mock
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attacks on models of bridges, docks, factories etc, lit variously to represent conditions of total
darkness, starlight, partial and full moon.

Some time was also used in the gym to demonstrate one's misperception of distance in reduced
light. We would sit on swings pushed by others and try to hit a white disc in front of us with a
broomstick. In every case we found we under-estimated the distance and struck out while were still
far from the easy target. We also threw white balls to each other and, because we tied to catch the
ball too early, were often hit in the face by it.

This brief interlude over, we were now, just one month after reaching Finmere, at last on our way to
a squadron.
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No. 88 SQUADRON, HARTFORD BRIDGE, SURREY
When we arrived at Hartford Bridge, just outside Camberley, Surrey, together with three other
crews from Finmere, we found the squadron eagerly awaiting us. Several of the old timers had more
than completed the number of "ops" which constituted a "tour", and were overdue to be screened go on "rest". We, though, were also entitled to leave, to say farewell (you never knew!) so it was
decided the four pilots should "toss for it". I must have lost the toss for my crew was one of the two
to go on leave first - we all wanted to "get in there".

Immediately on my return from Canada I had proposed to the beautiful blonde from the bank and
she now wore the ring I had brought back from Winnipeg. She had meantime gone into wartime
service as an Inspector with the Ministry of Aircraft Production and was working at a factory just
north of London, which manufactured parts for Lancaster bombers. We agreed not to marry until
the war ended to avoid the possibility of one more grieving widow. I was less concerned for my own
safety, though, than for hers. While I was in Canada, Joyce had gone out for a short time one evening
with her mother and when they returned they had found the bombed remains of their house
scattered across the road. After living for some months in the underground bomb shelter beneath
the building in London where her mother worked, the two of them moved into another house, in
North London. There they spent many hours sheltering under the staircase from the nightly bombing
raids - the recommended action for those without the steel "Anderson" shelters, covered with
banked-up earth and half buried in the garden or the "Morrison" shelters which many had installed
under the dining table. Then, one night, all the windows were blown out and the ceilings brought
down by a stick of bombs dropped across the main Northern Railway line out of Kings Cross, which
ran a quarter of a mile away.

The house had been made habitable by the emergency services and Joyce and her mother continued
living there. Now, the Luftwaffe having suffered heavy losses at the hands of the RAF's Hurricanes
and Spitfires, the bombings had largely ceased, to be replaced by the onslaught of the "doodlebug"
or "buzz bomb" - the V-1 flying bomb. These were sent over in their hundreds from launching ramps
in Northern France. When their metered amount of fuel ran out and the jet engine cut they went
into a spiral glide until they crashed and exploded, after half a minute or so, on whatever random
target lay beneath. Not surprisingly a disproportionate number of these V-1 's fell on the North
London Heights, the range of low hills that ran through such densely populated areas as Highgate,
Muswell Hill and Harringay that lay across their path. This was precisely where Joyce now lived.

When I was on this brief preoperational leave, I was to witness first hand the arrival of one of these
flying bombs, which wreaked such destruction in the last year or so of the war. Joyce and I were
walking one afternoon in Wood Green, a suburb of North London. In the distance I heard what I took
to be a rather strange-sounding motor cycle approaching. Joyce knew at once what it was - a
doodlebug, she told me. I said, "Shouldn't we take cover?" "Oh no", she said; "not yet anyway". The
many people in the street, out shopping, also seemed blissfully unaware of any danger. Then
suddenly the sound cut out. During the brief silence that followed everybody disappeared - mostly
down the stairs into the nearby Turnpike Lane Underground Station or into one of the Concrete
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surface shelters built every couple of hundred of yards or so in the streets. These of course would
have offered no protection against a direct hit by even a small bomb, but they saved many lives and
avoided much injury from flying shrapnel and debris. The almighty explosion that followed could not
have been far away - perhaps on the very slopes of those nearby hills - and everybody returned to
whatever they had been doing, as though nothing had happened. Such was the wartime spirit, so
sadly missing in today's materialistic life.

When we reported back to Hartford Bridge we were greeted by the other crews, one of whose pilots
was yes - the famous Ken Higgins, with "Get some in". This was a ubiquitous bit of jargon, usually
meaning nothing to other than the parties involved - a cryptic way of saying "I've done it. You
haven't". It would be used, for example, by a chap who had chalked up more service than another or
if one had completed a particularly arduous route march which another had yet to do. In our case,
the meaning was clear. The other two crews had done their first "op", leaving us envious. It was then
their turn to go on leave, and ours to prepare for the fray.

In addition to our Squadron, No. 88, there were two others at Hartford Bridge - No 342, the Free
French "Lorraine" Squadron, also on Bostons, and No 226, on Mitchells. Together we comprised No.
137 Wing, 2nd Tactical Air Force. We always operated together, each of us putting up two "boxes" of
six aircraft, except on the rare occasion when Command called for "Maximum Effort". Then we
fielded three flights each. Usually we were also accompanied by Mitchells of No. 139 Wing at
Melsbroek airfield, Brussels, from Nos 98, 180 and 320 (Dutch) Squadron.

On our first night at Hartford Bridge I was offered a drink in the mess by our Squadron Commander,
Wing Commander Ian Spencer, and met some of the other pilots, navigators and air gunners. Now it
was time for the real thing.

Before going on our first op we were issued with an escape kit each. These were plastic boxes, about
six inches by four and an inch or so deep, and were curved to fit in the back trouser pocket. They
contained a wide variety of items which might help us to evade capture if we had to land behind
enemy lines, including among other things - fishing tackle, black matches (which wouldn't catch the
eye when they were thrown away) a map of near-Europe, beautifully printed on a small silk square
(which I still have), glucose tablets and Benzedrine tablets, which we were strongly advised to use
only in extremis Taped to the back of the kit was a photo which we had each had taken, wearing a
sports jacket. We were told that if we did land in enemy territory it should not be difficult to contact
the "underground" who would help us to stay out of enemy hands and make our way back. They
could even provide us with forged identity documents, except for the photo, since photographic
materials were unobtainable. My logbook records that on 23rd September 1944, in Boston Mk Ill No.
229, Errol, Les, Shorty and I did our first op - on a "strong point" at Escalles, in Northern France.

What a story that was! My crew and I, found that we were on the battle order for the afternoon op.
The names of all crew members were spelt out, together with the letter of the aircraft we were to fly
mine was "N'. We were to fly as Number Five - on the starboard side of the second Vic, in "Pink" box.
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We made our way from our huts to a hall in the little village of Yately, which was the Briefing Room. I
felt as though in a dream as we passed the village pub and saw one or two of the locals (only old
ones, of course) drinking their pints of watery beer.

The briefing followed a pattern that was never to change during my tour of operations. Firstly, the
Intelligence Officer would pinpoint and describe the target, on a large-scale map, and explain the
purpose of the sortie - demolishing a bridge, destroying a gun-position, etc., and the sort of
resistance we might meet. This could be in the form of enemy fighters, although the depleted
numbers of the Luftwaffe's aircraft made this increasing less likely, except on highly strategic targets.
It might otherwise be predicted flak, where the anti-aircraft gunners calculated our height, range
and speed, then fired off their rounds at where they calculated we would be by the time their shells
reached our height. The most feared at that time, though, was the box barrage. With predicted flak,
a skilled leader could take evasive action which would outwit the enemy, but with a box barrage the
gunners would simply pump up shells as fast as they could, each firing at a fixed point in the sky
around the target, regardless of where our aircraft were. Then evasive action was not possible and
the only option was to bomb the target, put the nose down and get to heck off the target as fast as
possible.

As time went by I was to learn from the reaction of the experienced crews whether the target was a
"soft" one or whether we could expect a rough ride. Later on I would add my own goans when we
were briefed to bomb heavily defended targets, such as bridges on the roads to Germany, for
example.

After the Intelligence briefing came the Armaments Officer. He told us what sort of bombs we would
be carrying, depending on the nature of the target - 250 or 500 pounders, with impact or delayed
fuses, armour piercing, anti-personnel cluster bombs etc.

Then came the Met Officer. He told us the sort of weather we might expect en route, over the target
and back at base on our return, with suggested alternatives if we couldn't get back remembering
that all our navigation was strictly visual/dead-reckoning.

We passed the same locals on the way back, and again I had the feeling of unreality as I pondered
the thought that in the intervening half hour since I had previously seen them, we had been given
orders which might have dispatched us on a ticket to Eternity and all they had been concerned about
was the quality of the beer. This sombre contemplation was relieved by the memory of a joke going
the rounds at the time, of two chaps at a bar, one saying, of the beer, "Terrible isn't it", and the
other replying "Yes. I'll be glad when I've had enough".

I recall there was very little conversation between us as we made our way to the aircraft. These were
parked in quite widely separated dispersals, and as my ground crew started to strap me in it
suddenly dawned on me that here was my first problem. We had to taxi out to the runway in the
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order in which we were to join the formation - in my case, immediately behind the leader of the
second Vic of Pink box, and I hadn't the slightest idea where he was parked. I only knew the
registration letters painted on the side of his aircraft and the other four in the box.

In a complete panic at the thought of the formation taking off without me, I did my checks, started
up the engines, checked them and waved the chocks away. I then watched as one Boston after
another taxied past. When I had all but given up hope and concluded that the aircraft I was to follow
must have been parked somewhere else on the field out of my sight, there he was, going past at a
fair rate of knots. I was out of the dispersal in a flash and injecting myself into the stream, just ahead
of number six in the formation.

Bostons in formation
(Photo courtesy of IWM)
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The Boston III, G for Glenda, at the top of the photograph that is “breaking way”, was flown by Flying
Officer Geoff Norton DFC. Norton and Cole would fly together when they were posted to BAFO
Communication Squadron in Germany, where Norton was the other pilot in Marshal of the Royal Air
Force Sir William Sholto Douglas designated Anson aircrew with Barrow and Gregory.
(Photo courtesy of IWM)

Douglas Boston III’s from 88 Squadron in formation. You can see the Navigator up front
(Photo courtesy of IWM)
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We had two runways at Hartford Bridge - the main one, still used today at the renamed
"Blackbushe" airfield, and a shorter transverse runway, used only when there was a strong wind
blowing from that direction. When this runway was occasionally pressed into service it was to the
great annoyance of drivers on the A30 road which ran parallel to the main runway, for then this road
was closed and the traffic diverted through the village of Fleet, to the south - a considerable
distance, bearing in mind that petrol was severely rationed then. For this, my first op, we were using
the main runway and there at the side stood the French padre of the Lorraine Squadron, signing a
blessing to each aircraft as it took off.

We crossed the coast outbound near Beachy Head and again I had that weird, dreamy feeling as I
looked down and saw golfers somewhere below, probably on the Eastbourne course, playing a
round. They would still be there when we returned a little over an hour later, and I wondered
whether they cursed the disturbing noise our thirty-six aircraft made or whether they took the
trouble to "count us out and count us back".

The op went without incident. We had little opposition and we all returned safely.

The following day a number of us were sent up to do "fighter affiliation" with a squadron of Spitfires.
A number of Spitfires rendezvoused with us Bostons flying separately (not in formation) and carried
out dummy attacks on us. The normal pattern of attack was for the enemy fighter to come in on a
curving approach from the rear quarter, straighten up at a range of six hundred yards and open fire.
The skill of the gunners of the aircraft being attacked was to judge the precise point at which the
fighter was about to fire and to call to the pilot to turn into the direction of the fighter's approach.
The Boston was so manoeuvrable that when Shorty, up in the turret, gave me the word and I put the
aircraft into a really steep bank, the Spitfire couldn't turn inside us, and each time had to break off
the attack. We found this quite reassuring.

When, during the months ahead we went to attack targets likely to be defended by the Luftwaffe,
several squadrons of Spitfires and Hurricanes would provide "top cover", flying several thousand
feet above our formation, plus a close escort of aircraft continuously circling around us.

The story used to be told of how, some time before I joined the squadron, it was equipped with
Lockheed Venturas - lumbering, underpowered converted airliners, being used as bombers. There
was a period when they were being sent out, in formations, to carry out raids codenamed
"Ramrods". Their sole purpose was to lure German fighters into the sky so that a massive top cover
of RAF fighters flying well above the Venturas could dive down at high speed and shoot down as
many of the Germans as possible. Apparently on one such occasion the Venturas were briefed to
attack a target (at Appeldoom in Holland, I think). Before they were due to take off it was decided
that the weather was too bad for the operation. The fighter escort was cancelled but unfortunately
the Venturas were not, and went off to the target as planned. When they arrived there the Luftwaffe
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fighters came up in force. The unmanoeuvrable Venturas didn't have a chance and many of them
were shot down.

My second op, on 25th September, was to Amhem to bomb a gun position that was shelling our
paratroops as they fought, vainly, to take the now-famous "bridge too far". The Germans put up a
fair bit of flak but we were not hit. When the other two crews who had joined the squadron at the
same time as ourselves returned from leave it was our turn to say "Get some in" for we had done
two ops to their one.

The Second Tactical Air Force to which we belonged had, as its named implied, the objective of
destroying military targets. We were thus spared the morally challenging task of bombing civilians,
which was often the role of the "heavies" - the Lancasters, Halifaxes and Stirlings. Nevertheless we
were still exposed to the real nastiness of war when our target was, as sometimes, troop
concenfrations. This was the case when we did two ops on Nijmegen, in support of our ill-fated
airborne toops at Arnhem.

Our time on target was set to coincide with the evening mealtime. We dropped anti-personnel
cluster bombs. These were set to deploy at a pre-set height and scattered a large number of small
bombs, which would more likely cause injury than kill. Unlike the high explosive bombs we usually
carried, these anti-personnel weapons, once set to "live" could not be made safe again if they were
not dropped and they would deploy and explode inside the aircraft carrying them if it descended for
landing (i.e. below the pre-set height) with them still on board.

On my fourth op, on 3rd October 1944, one of the chaps in a Mitchell from 226 Squadron found
himself in just such a predicament. Having armed the cluster bombs he found they had "hung up" in
the bomb bay and couldn't be released. His only recourse was to fly over what was then liberated
Holland, set the aircraft on a heading towards the North Sea and order the crew to bale out, having
broken radio silence to tell all of us in the air what he was doing. Happily they all got back safely,
albeit rather wet.

That was the only op I did when we were "jumped" by enemy fighters. Obviously the Arnhem bridge,
had it been taken by our chaps, would have been an important step on the Allied penetration into
Germany, and the Luftwaffe therefore put up a major response. I believe, in fact, that this was
almost the last major air battle of the war in Europe. We, the Bostons, had already bombed and
were on our way home. The Mitchells, less manoeuvrable and an easier prey anyway, were the
Germans' prime target. We had a substantial top cover escort, though, and in no time the sky was
full of dog-fighting aircraft. I will never forget what followed. Flying in close formation does not allow
the pilot to take his eyes off the leader for a single second, so I saw very little of the action until, that
is, Errol called me to say there were two Me 109's flying straight towards us. There were indeed - in
the standard leader and "wing man" formation, and I prepared to fire my guns, but they were not
targeting us. Instead they carried on directly beneath and were heading for the Mitchell's still over
the target. They had not realised, though, that immediately behind them were two Spifres from the
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escort, and Les in the turret of our aircraft watched and reported to us how the Spitfires had shot
down both Messerschmitts, without breaking formation.

During this time there was a distressing transmission going on over the radio. A gunner in one of the
Mitchells was warning his formation that they were about to be "jumped". The transmission went
something like this coming from three o'clock high and. It was made against a background of
machine gun fire, and it broke off in mid sentence. Then... silence. Several of the Mitchells were shot
and I assumed that the unfortunate gunner was in one of them. Once again we Bostons returned
unscathed.?
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THE MOVE TO FRANCE
Early in October we were told that the wing was moving over to France. We last four crews to join
the squadron drew the short straw and were told that we would be accompanying the ground
contingent. The whole of the wing's equipment and records was loaded into three hundred and sixty
three-ton trucks. Then followed a piece of the most abysmally uncoordinated planning; it would
have done justice to the Goon Show. The convoy was divided into six sections of sixty vehicles each
and I was put in charge of the first. We were instructed, all 360 three-tonners, to drive to Salisbury
and rendezvous at Old Sarum airfield. We set off down the A30 and eventually arrived around dusk.

We had dinner at a field kitchen in the open air, and then fried to get some sleep in the tucks. The
following morning the convoy leaders were assembled for briefing. We were to make our way to
Tilbury Docks, east of London, where we would embark for France. We were each given a large
bundle of small-scale maps and told to make our way to our new base, at Vitry-en-Artois in northem
France. "Whatever you do," we were warned, "don't stay outside the white tapes; they indicate
where the roads have been cleared of mines left by the fleeing Germans." Then we were on our
way... along exactly the same route we had come the day before, right past the airfield at Hartford
Bridge. The only reason for our 360 trucks going down to Old Sarum and back was for this half-hour
briefing! So much for conserving our scarce fuel resources!

All road convoys in the UK followed identical rules: a fixed speed (I forget now, but I believe it was 30
mph) and everyone, countrywide stopped on the hour, every even hour, for twenty minutes. This
was to ensure that convoys did not close up on one another - and it worked. It meant, though, that
our journey, right into London and round the North Circular Road, took almost all day and I seem to
remember we arrived at Tilbury at around six in the evening. Up in the small hours next morning we
were loaded into an LST - Landing Ship Tanks - in the Logistics jargon. I remember practically nothing
of the crossing until, after a seemingly interminable time, we landed at Ostend. It took some time to
offload my sixty trucks and we didn't get underway until well into the afternoon, the only casualty
being the dental surgery truck which, because of its length, tore its steps off on the shingle at the
bottom of the ramp, as it came ashore.

It was intended that we should arrive at Vitry that same day, but by nightfall we were still in open
county. Map reading became impossible and when we found ourselves in a small village I halted the
vehicles and went in search of one of the chaps from the French squadron. Together we went to a
farm building and hammered on the huge door. After several attempts we managed to get the
farmer to open the door. He was clearly very scared at seeing all the trucks and the fellows in
uniform and undoubtedly thought the Germans, who had pulled out only weeks before, had
returned. There was, after all, not much difference between our RAF blue/grey and the Germans'
grey/green. It didn't help much, either that my would-be interpreter was French-speaking, when the
local language was Flemish. Somehow, assisted by gifts of "K-Rations", the packs of carefully
selected items of food on which one was supposed to be able to exist for a short period and which
had been issued to us before leaving the UK, we managed to get across to the farmer that we were
the "good guys" and only wanted somewhere to spend the night. He then welcomed us to his barn
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and we all bedded down in the great depth of flax he had, stored there. The only thing which
prevented our weary bodies from enjoying a perfect night's sleep was the constant scuttling of the
army of rats with which we had to share the bam! Next morning the farmer's wife did a wonderful
job of cooking breakfast for all of us, and then we were on our way again... -almost, for in the
darkness we had come down a narrow road which led only to the farm and fields beyond. Just
imagine! Sixty big vehicles doing three-point turns in the muddy entrance to a field. I, their leader,
was not the hero of the hour.

We finally arrived at Vitry towards evening that day. The Germans had left only weeks before. Their
final act of sabotage had been to blow up all the sewers!

We ate in the officers mess the Germans had just vacated. "Soya links", straight-sided and with
square ends, passed off as sausages, and pretty tasteless they were. Ditto for the dehydrated potato
and cabbage and the infamous dried egg, but I've no doubt these rations supplied all the
nourishment we needed, and were much superior to what the folks at home had to exist on. We
were billeted in houses in the village of Corbehem, about three miles from the airfield, and were
taken to Corbehem and back in a three-ton truck.

If, as often happened, we missed the truck, walking was the only option. This was usually after
nightfall, and I have to confess that when I was on my own I didn't enjoy it one bit. There had been a
number of reports of German paratroopers in disguise (some, it was said, as priests) being dropped
behind our lines to cause the maximum of mayhem possible. The route to Corbehem went past a
bombed-out sugar mill and one could see the night sky through the glassless windows. It didn't
require much imagination to conjure up a sniper secreted there with a machine gun, against which
the .38 Smith and Wesson revolver we all carried - loaded - would have only provided a laugh.

The aircraft flew in a few days after we, the ground contingent, arrived. One of them was piloted by
F/O Laurence, now back after his "rest". He was able to tell us that this was exactly the airfield
whose turf he had scored with his wingtip a few months earlier!

We then moved to the Château de Monchy, home of the de Monchy family, which lent its name to
the small village on a hill not far from Arras. As châteaux go it was small - built, I would say, in the
eighteenth century. It had probably twenty bedrooms which accommodated all of us 88 Squadron
officers. It was poorly heated, if at all, and hot water was at a premium. I shared a bedroom with
three others and, guess what, one of them was Ken Higgins! Again we were trucked back and forth
to the airfield, but this time it was a ten mile journey - in a poorly sprung three-tonner!

We were now fully operational again, and on 28th October I did two operations, morning and
afternoon, on bridges over the river Meuse (Maas) - at Roermond and Venlo. In the morning attack
on Roermond the box I was in was last on the target. When we got there the previous boxes had
destroyed all but one of the spans. We hit the last one.
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Unfortunately our bomb-aiming was not always so accurate and several previous raids on the Venlo
bridge had missed the target completely. So it was that, when handing down the target on this day,
HQ had ordered that we destroy the bridge "at whatever cost' i.e. whatever our losses encouragement indeed!

Based on experience from previous sorties on Venlo we knew we could expect heavy opposition.

Up till that time the Germans had been using 88mm anti-aircraft guns. I believe they were based on
a French World War I field gun that could be rotated through the vertical. They fired shells with
contact and time fuses, thus unless an aircraft received a direct hit or the timing of the ground
gunners was extremely they did not present a serious danger. Now, though, the Germans were using
a bigger, 105 mm, gun. The shells which this threw up were a very different kettle of fish, for they
had proximity fuses that sensed when there was a target within range, and exploded. It was thus
even more vital that the leaders of each box take evasive action. They could not simply follow their
inclinations and throw their aircraft all over the sky, though, for this would have broken up the
formation and made the individual aircraft sitting ducks for the Messerschitt 109's and Focke Wulf
190's that might have leapt at the opportunity.

Instead, the formation leader would follow a pre-determined plan, aimed to avoid a constant flight
path, by altering course fifteen degrees to one side, holding this for ten seconds (eleven seconds
being the minimum the ground gunners required to predict our position and get their shells up to
our height) and then climbing five hundred feet and holding this also for ten seconds. He would
follow this by climbing a further six hundred feet and holding this height for ten seconds before
returning to his original He would then tum fifteen degrees in the opposite direction and follow a
similar procedure, descending in steps of four hundred and seven hundred feet. Thus, over a longish
period the formation steered a constant course and height but one which the ground gunners could
not track. The efficacy of this tactic and the accuracy of the German predictors resulted in a slightly
humorous situation (if one could see the funny side of things at that moment) for after each
alteration of course or height we would see the puffs of the exploding shells above, below or to one
side -just where we would have been a few seconds later if we had not been taking evasive action.
Sometimes, though, the enemy aimed their guns inaccurately and did succeed in hitting someone.

The Bostons followed the Mitchells on to the target. One of the boxes of Mitchells was led by a S/Ldr
Jock Alexander. He was on his second or even third tour of ops and had earned a reputation for
"pressing on regardless". This day was no exception. He led his formation of lumbering Mitchells on
a long straight and level bombing run through intense flak on to Venlo bridge, determined to hit it.
This time, though, his luck ran out. He received a direct hit and went down in flames. So did another
of the aircraft in the box he was leading. The pilot, Jackie Scott and I had trained together in Canada
and his face is among the rest of ours in the Wings parade photo which I still have. The tail gunner in
one of the two downed aircraft had a remarkable escape. The Mitchell had twin tailfins and rudders
and the rear gun turret was mounted between them. Apparently the tailplane broke off and
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somehow floated to the ground, landing gently enough for the gunner in the turret to survive, albeit
injured.

My logbook records that on 25th November we did an op on railway marshalling yards at Rheydt
near München Gladbach and that we met intense, accurate flak over the target. When we got back
to our dispersal at Vitry our loyal ground crew were awaiting us and, as always, the first thing they
did was to look over the aircraft to see if we had collected any shrapnel holes. This time there were
just two - on either side of the navigator's position, one low down and the other higher. A quick
inspection inside revealed a small nick in the bombsight, precisely along a line between the two
holes. Since we got the flak on our run in to the target, Errol must have been crouching over the
bombsight when the piece of shrapnel went through his compartment, in through one hole and out
the other. He then discovered that he had a rip in the epaulette of his battledress. A close call,
indeed!

He, in fact, never had the torn tunic repaired and when, some months later, he was walking in bynow liberated Brussels while on a "forty eight", he was pulled up by an officer (Errol was still a
sergeant then, although he was commissioned later) and asked how he came to be wearing a torn
uniform, Errol replied "Flak." There was no answer to that, and the rather chastened officer
continued on his way.

Flying Officer Geoff Norton DFC in front of his Boston at Vitry-En-Artoiss,
with other Bostons parked in the background. (Photo courtesy of Bryan Norton)
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Errol Barrow RAF (Navigator), Andy Cole RAF (pilot) and Robert “Shorty” Stewart RAAF (Wireless/Air
gunner) taken in Brussels, Belgium in February 1945 on a 48 hour pass.
Photograph taken by Leo Schultz RAAF (Wireless/Air gunner))
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When the squadron had gone off on an op those of us who were not on the battle order would
stand outside the "flights" about the time the aircraft were due back and peer into the distance to
see who could catch sight of the first aircraft to return. Then as they got nearer we would count the
number in each box, to see if any hadn't made it back. It was more often than not the Mitchells of
226 Squadron who took the beating, rather than us in the Bostons.

The bombs we dropped were brought out to the aircraft from the dump, on long trains of trolleys,
with the armourers sitting on the bombs. They hauled the bombs up on hoists and hung them on
hooks in the bomb bays. They then screwed in the detonators. These had a "pin" extending through
the nose which, when pushed in, forced the detonator to trigger the bomb. There was a sort of
tuning fork fitted between the detonator and the bomb itself, and until this was withdrawn, the pin
could not be forced in, i.e. the bomb was "Safe".

There were three further safety devices to prevent accidental detonation of the bomb. Firstly, there
was a type of key ring that locked the fork in place. This, the navigator/bomb aimer removed before
entering the aircraft. Then when the bombs were "armed", i.e. set to "Live", just before the target, a
mechanism was activated that retained these forks as the bombs left the aircraft. Thirdly, a heavy
metal cap was screwed on a coarse thread over the detonator. This had fins which caused it to spin
and unscrew in the airflow as the bomb fell. The bomb was then live. If an aircraft had to return with
the bombs on board, the armourers first ensured that the safety forks were still in place. They then
removed the detonators, placed planks of wood beneath the bomb bay, and called to the pilot to
release the bombs, which fell the ten feet to the ground with an almighty thud. By this time the
ground crew had disappeared over the horizon, choosing to disregard all the armourers' assurances.

My reason for going into such detail is to highlight the significance of the story that used to be told
of a Mitchell returning from a night op, with a problem with the hydraulics. When the pilot lowered
the undercarriage for landing, the bomb doors opened and four five-hundred pound bombs fell on
to the village of Dunsfold, in Surrey. They were still set "safe" and did not explode.

On one of my ops I was flying on the starboard side of the second Vic (V) of a formation. That is to
say, just below and behind the right hand aircraft of the first Vic. Apparently when that aircraft
released its bombs over the target, I flew straight into the shower of safety caps as they spun off and
fell away. I didn't see this myself because one never took one's eyes off the Vic leader's wing tip for a
single second - certainly not on the bombing run. I only discovered it when, back in dispersal, one of
my ground crew removed and handed me one of the offending caps which had stuck in our
tailplane. They were the size of a small saucer, with fins, and being solid brass, they were very heavy.
One of them through the windscreen would have given me pause for thought!

A much closer shave occurred to one of the aircraft of No. 342 (Lorraine) Squadron. They had now
converted to Mitchells, and one afternoon as we were taking our flying kit off after returning from
an op, one of them taxied past with a gaping hole through its centre. The French pilot had been just
that bit too far forward in the formation when the aircraft above released its bombs, and one of
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them had gone right through the middle of his Mitchell without exploding... because the safety caps
hadn't yet spun off. Poor flying, maybe, but wait for it. Not long after this, on another op, we were
close to the target; the lead navigator had manoeuvred us on to the bombing run and was
transmitting the usual patter "... Black box bombing, bomb doors open, left, left, steady, right,
steady, bombing, bombing, bombing.. The next call would be "Bombs gone" and the six aircraft in
the box would simultaneously press their bomb release buttons, close the bomb doors and high-tail
it for home. At that moment the anguished voice of Shorty, in the upper turret, screamed out "Get
back Andy!" I glanced up for a fraction of a second and looked straight into the bomb bay of the
aircraft ahead, (above!) with the bombs ready to go the next instant. I just had time to bank steeply
to the right and those bombs fell where we would have been. I don't know whether my poor
formation flying was at fault (it probably was) or whether the leader of the second Vic, on whom I
was formating, was himself too far ahead (not difficult if the formation leader reduces power
suddenly - unlikely but it sometimes happened). I do know that poor Shorty woke everyone up that
night and a few more afterwards, in a nightmare, screaming. He carried on flying with me though,
bless his heart.

My logbook records that on many ops we had light or moderate (often inaccurate) flak. On some we
had intense, accurate flak and came back with holes in the fuselage to prove it. The aircraft would
then be towed to the maintenance hangar and would be patched, ready for the next day. This was
usually a hasty repair and when the aircraft got back to dispersal my loyal ground crew would often
remove these patches and replace them with better fitting ones which they had lovingly cut and
filed down to size themselves.

After the Germans pulled back from France, they left a garrison in the old fortifications at Dunkirk,
and these were given to firing on any allied aircraft within range. On two occasions we were sent out
to attack these fortifications and on 14th January 1945 the box I was in found itself confronted by
heavy cumulo-nimbus cloud. The leader put on full power and tried to climb above it. We lost sight
of him and I, flying number two, took over the lead. We bombed the target and returned to base only five of us from the box of six. Next day the navigator arrived back at Vitry, having hitched
various lifts, I think, and told the following story.

As the pilot climbed the aircraft steeply to try to stay clear of the cloud the airspeed fell away, and
the navigator described how he called to the pilot, one Ivor Clews, "Watch your airspeed, Ivor ", to
which the pilot simply replied "OK Bas". The navigator repeated this several times and finally called
"You're going to stall, Ivor", to which came the same reply "OK Bas". Then the aircraft did stall, and
went into a spin, losing height rapidly. The forces acting upon the occupants of a spinning aircraft are
violent and make it difficult to move, let alone exit the aircraft. The navigator saw the inevitable
approaching and prepared to bale out in a hurry. After his 'chute opened he looked up and saw a
pair of feet appear from the rear hatch and one of the gunners emerge. His parachute opened too
and he, the navigator and the one gunner both landed safely. A search team was sent out and found
the crashed aircraft largely destroyed, with the bodies of the pilot and the upper gunner still on
board. Later that night all the bombs exploded.
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I remember the navigator telling us the thought that passed through his mind as he prepared to slide
over the metal edge of his compartment and into the void - "Damn. I'm wearing my best blue and
I'm going to tear my trousers!"

The Dunkirk fort must have been made to last. After we had bombed it several times the Germans
finally emerged and surrendered.

On 23rd December 1944 I had to bring a Boston over to Fersfield, in East Anglia to have a smoke
dispenser installed. This was in preparation for laying smoke across the Scheldt Estuary in southern
Holland to cover the planned landing on the island of Walcheren. I brought with me two chaps, a
pilot and a navigator who were going on leave. We travelled to London together by train and as it
was pulling into Liverpool Street Station we stood up and moved to the door. The next moment
there was an almighty roar followed by a blinding flash and an enormous explosion. A V-2 had struck
very close by, to welcome us to London. One of my two companions Immediately said "To hell with
this. Let's go back to Vitry."

I was to fly the aircraft alone to Hertford Bridge the next day, pick up four fellows, pilots and
navigators, and fly them back to Vitry. As this was Christmas Eve and the aircraft would not be
required on Christmas Day we agreed to spend Christmas in England and return to Vitry on Boxing
Day. That Christmas, 1944, set a record for low temperatures and thick frozen fog. Long icicles hung
from the trees and the visibility was little better than zilch. It didn't lift until 30th, when we did finally
return to our base. A right roasting awaited me when we got back too, for while the day I should
have returned was the last with flyable weather in England, they had had near perfect weather back
at Vitry the whole time and needed the crews.

During a pilot's training much is said of the dangers of not properly de-icing an aircraft before takeoff. Even a thin coating of ice on the wings will add a great deal to the weight. More important,
though, it will deform the airflow over the aerofoil surfaces and significantly reduce the lift. Chemical
sprays may be used to disperse the ice or alternatively hot air may be blown over the surfaces. It was
this latter method that was used at Vitry. Very hot air, generated by special vans, was directed
through ten-inch diameter hoses over the whole area of the wings and tailplane. This method was
simple but very effective. Its one drawback was that one had to get the aircraft off the ground in
short order after de-icing, before the ice could build up again. One sub-zero morning, in the winter
of '44/45, a Flight Commander on the Free French Squadron, was about to lead his flight off on an
op. For some reason, though, his Mitchell hadn't been properly de-iced and, with a full bomb-load
and travelling at around 110 knots, he never gained flying speed but instead ran off the end of the
runway, crossed a road and went through several large fields before coming to a stop, with little
damage other than to his pride.

F/O Larry Lorkin was a friend of mine, a Mitchell pilot on 226 Squadron. I was not on this particular
op and I don't recall where the target was. I do know that Larry received a lot of flak, probably from
a 105mm shell that came too close. One of Larry's engines took the brunt of it and immediately lost
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all the oil. In addition the hydraulics went out and the undercarriage and flaps extended. Larry
described to me a few days later the appalling events that followed. Without the engine oil he had
no control over the propeller and he told me how, with the Mitchell losing height rapidly, the RPM
just went "off the clock". He watched as the engine literally vibrated itself to pieces until eventually
the prop flew off the shaft. He called to the crew to stand by to bale out.

Meanwhile, as they were now over liberated Holland, Larry's navigator gave him courses to steer to
a nearby airfield. I believe this was Gilze Rijen. Somehow, by immensely skilful piloting of an aircraft
shot full of holes, with only one engine and with everything trailing, Larry managed to put the
aircraft down safely. He called to the gunners but got no reply. Then as he climbed down from the
Mitchell, the Flying Control Officer, who had driven out in a jeep, told Larry that he had an
unpleasant task for him to perform." He drove Larry back up the runway and there lay the body of
one of the two gunners. The other gunner lay dead in a field about a quarter of a mile short of the
runway.

Why? Larry could only conclude that when he gave the order to stand by to bale out, both gunners
had correctly undone their straps, oxygen tube and their intercom plugs and had not, therefore,
heard the conversation between Larry and his navigator. Crouched on the floor of the aircraft, by the
exit, with no forward view, they would not have realised, when they saw the ground directly below
coming up fast, that Larry was about to land the aircraft, but would have thought, instead, that this
was "it" and, sadly, jumped. At such low altitude there was no possibility their 'chutes could open.

Early in January 1945 the German army halted their retreat and attempted a counter offensive
against the mainly American forces in the so-called "Ardennes salient"[Battle of Bulge - 16th
December 1944 to 25th January 1945]. The weather was "ten tenths" and, as a result, the American
Air Force were unable to bomb, so our wing was called in. Without being able to see the target, we
in the Bostons couldn't have bombed either but for the fact that some of the Mitchells had been
fitted with a refined type of radar. Called GH, this was a development of Gee, and operated on the
basis of parabolic waves transmitted by stations sited at appropriate distances from each other on
the earth's surface. The related co-ordinates could be read off from a cathode ray tube in the
navigator's compartment and plotted on charts overprinted with these parabolic curves to
determine the aircraft's position. GH thus enabled an aircraft to home to a specified location with
considerable accuracy, without reference to the ground. By calculating the point above the earth's
surface at which a bomb must be released from an aircraft flying at a given height and on a given
track and groundspeed, GH could be used to bomb through solid cloud. This is what the Mitchells,
with their GH, could do but we, in our Bostons, could not.

In view of the serious threat to the American ground forces it was decided to put on maximum
strength operations by having each box of Bostons led above the cloud cover on to the bomb release
point by a Mitchell using GH. This was a brilliant idea, except for one thing. The Mitchell, with a
bomb load, was a much slower aircraft than the Boston and as we climbed up to our bombing
height, formating on our lead Mitchell, we from time to time sensed that unpleasant mushy feeling
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on the controls as we neared the stall. We never lost an aircraft on these ops but one of our number
came very close to it.

On 5th January 1945, on a raid on troop concentrations at Sart lez Saint-Vith, Belgium in that
Ardennes battle, we were following the lead aircraft at something like fifteen thousand feet. Ahead
of us was a massive anvil-headed cloud - the dreaded "cu nim" (cumulo nimbus) which, from our
mother's knee, we had been told to avoid flying into, like the plague. Violent up and down-currents
could make an aircraft totally uncontrollable and had once turned a Sunderland flying boat upside
down, (over the Himalayas, I think.) In addition one could expect severe icing. So, our fearless leader,
a bit short of the gey stuff, bored straight into it. We firstly all did the usual thing when entering
cloud, and tightened up the formation, otherwise you couldn't see the chap you were formating on.
Then the turbulence started, and I lost sight of the others. I pulled out of the formation and got out
of the cloud. By now up at something like twenty thousand feet and in clear air we flew, Errol
calculated, ninety miles alongside the cu nim but still couldn't get round it. We must have passed the
target by now so we gave up and headed back to Vitry with our bomb load still on board. Even that
wasn't to be all plain sailing though. We found the whole area was now covered in cloud and, with
not too much fuel left, I had no alternative but to bite the bullet and go down through it - gently,
gently. At the same moment that I saw the fence heading towards us Errol yelled "Pull up Andy!" I
did - straight back into the murk. I can't remember how we did finally get down, but obviously we
did.

After debriefing we were all having our regular cup of tea in the mess later and discussing how we
each made it back, when we were joined by another of the chaps, who had just come in. He looked
absolutely deathly and when the poor fellow was given a cup of tea his hands shook so much that
the tea all spilt over into the saucer and on to the floor. When after some time he was able to speak
he told us what had happened. He had tried to climb up through the top of the anvil head (which he
could never have done, since that would have taken him to over thirty thousand feet, way above the
Boston's service ceiling).

Eventually, like the rest of us, he decided to give up and get out of the cloud. By then, though, he
found his controls were frozen up. Unable to put the nose down, the aircraft went into a spin. He
told the crew to bale out, but the forces acting on them glued them to the side of the aircraft and
they couldn't move. After losing a lot of height he managed to stop the spin but, the elevators still
being frozen solid, he was still not able to put the nose down to regain flying speed, and went into a
spin in the opposite direction. Eventually he did manage to recover from the spin and regain straight
and level flight, but not before he was down to about three thousand feet, having lost seventeen
thousand feet or more. He had really stared death in the eye. I can't remember the pilot's name, but
I shall never forget his terrified face.

Remember the dental tuck whose steps were ripped off when we came ashore at Ostende? I had
occasion to renew my acquaintance with it while at Vitry. I went along for a dental check-up and the
dentist found I needed a filling. The truck was parked outside the hangar - no electric power. The
dentist actually used a treadle drilling machine! I'm rather amused these days when I read how
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many people never go to a dentist because they are scared of the drilling (millions, in the USA,
apparently.). The pain caused by today's high-speed, water-cooled turbo drill is as nothing compared
with that inflicted, in days gone by, by the old uncooled, cable-driven drill. But for real masochistic
pleasure, there can have been little to beat the treadle drill which depended for its rotation speed
on the rate at which the dentist moved his foot up and down, while trying to hold the burr
somewhere near the area of the tooth to be ground away.

One day, when neither of us was on the battle order, another of the pilots, Jimmy Allison, a South
African, asked me if I'd like to take a drive with him to Saint Pol, a town about thirty miles away
[west of Vitry, Pas de Calais]. A delightful chap, tall and handsome, he was on his second tour which
meant that he'd probably done upwards of eighty ops - many of them the lethal low-level ones
(before my time on the squadron). I was happy to join him. We borrowed the squadron fifteen
hundredweight pick-up truck and set off. On the way he told me the story behind the trip. During his
first tour, on an op over France eighteen months or so before, they'd caught a packet of flak and the
aircraft had been badly damaged. The whole crew had had to bale out and the four of them landed
in farmland close to one another. Three of them were unscathed but one of the gunners had broken
a leg in a hard landing. He had insisted that the others leave him, for they would only have been
captured by Jerry otherwise, so they took him to a farmhouse and left him sitting against the door.
The other three split up, and Jimmy made his way to a farm, where he knocked on the door and
identified himself. At enormous personal risk the elderly farmer and his wife took Jimmy in and he
lived with them there for some time.

Then one morning the farmer heard that the Germans were moving troops into the area and might
billet some of them at the farm. They gave him an old bike and, wearing cast off clothes and a beret,
he had cycled off and actually met the approaching German soldiers in trucks, as they drove to the
village he had just left. He made his way south and over the Pyrenees to Barcelona, in officially
neutral Spain, but where, in fact, many escapees were able to board ships to England. There,
remarkably, he met his other two uninjured crew members and they all found their way back to
"Blighty".

Jimmy re-joined 88 Squadron and was with us at Vitry. He now wanted to see what had become of
his courageous, unintentional hosts. When we reached the area Jimmy had little difficulty in finding
the farm, and I waited in the tuck while he went to the door and knocked. The elderly lady who
opened it could not have been more moved if Jimmy had been her own long-lost son. She of course
had no idea what had happened to him after he left the farm that morning a year or so earlier but
her "Djeemee" and the huge hug she gave him showed that she had not forgotten him. She invited
me in too, but I declined with grace, for this was their special moment. When Jimmy emerged some
time later he was clearly moved but very happy he had made the trip back. What a joyful day that
was; so simple but to be remembered for all time.

The Château de Monchy could also have told some tales, both of its own history and of the
happenings while we were there. Most of us were young - in our twenties - and only interested in
flying. Had we been more mature, many of us would doubtless have wanted to know more about
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the family in whose ancestral home we were unwelcome guests. I only know that in a crypt beneath
the château were a number of coffins presumably bearing the remains of the antecedents of the
current owners.

I mentioned earlier the supposed threat from German parachutists dropped in the areas which had
been retaken and was now occupied by the Allies. One night I was awakened by the sound of a
multi-engined aircraft going over. As I listened, the sound of its engines suddenly cut out, as would
happen if the power were reduced for parachute dropping. I related this to my three roommates
next morning but they clearly thought I was imagining things. The next night exactly the same thing
happened. I woke the others, who were then as mystified as I.

Shortly after this our C.O. came up with the idea that a would-be saboteur, in the street outside,
could wipe out half of 88 Squadron simply by tossing a few hand grenades through the windows. He
instigated a nightly patrol requiring each of us occupants to wear gym shoes (no "trainers" in those
days) and patrol the corridor that ran the length of the ground floor of the château. The record
should show that this drew a blank; in fact there nearly were casualties - not in spite of, but rather
because of, the patrol. One night the fellow patrolling thought he heard noises in the garden behind
the château, and blew his whistle. (We all carried these, hooked on the comer of the lapel of our
battledress, against the eventuality of being shot down over the sea. Then the sound of a whistle
from someone in a dinghy would carry farther than their shouting.)

The garden was vast and mainly wooded. I saw several chaps rush off into the darkness brandishing
their '.38's. Sure enough, a few moments later the sound of shouting then shots rang out at one end
of the wood and these were responded to immediately by more shots from deeper in the wood.
Mercifully the opposing parties quickly realised that the shouting was all in English and mass carnage
of the officers of 88 Squadron was avoided.

Almost as soon as the allied forces occupied the area, with a due sense of priorities, arrangements
were made for a brewery in the Belgian town of Tournai to produce beer from ingredients brought
over from England. At the time I was a teetotaller but in the opinion of those of us who were not,
this beer "Kiltie - was of high quality. Of course, in comparison with what was sold back home, with
an alcoholic content measured in the third place of decimals, it would be difficult to produce
anything that was not. Every week or two, the three-ton tuck which transported us from Monchy to
the airfield in the morning and back, after flying, in the evening would make the journey to Tournai
and return with a full load of metal barrels containing the golden liquid. We then had to sit atop the
cargo - a small sacrifice for the drinkers - for the twenty-minute run.

Probably because of a breakdown in the logistics (read: someone was flogging it on the black
market) there was an acute shortage of fuel, i.e. coal and coke, that very hard winter. I can never
remember feeling so cold as I did then, not even during my time on the Canadian prairies. There was
no central heating in the château and never any fuel for the open grates in the bedrooms. Our
standard issue of blankets plus greatcoat on top was not enough to keep us warm at night and I
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actually resorted to piling my kitbag and suitcase on top of that - to little avail, I might add.. During
the coldest of the weather we were being called at four a.m., had breakfast in the dining room of the
château and were transported to the airfield for briefing at six a.m. This was at the time of the
Germans' Ardennes counter-attack and the squadron was getting in three sorties a day. It was not
uncommon for us crews to do two ops in one day. We never leamed how successful we were, but at
all events the tide turned and the Germans were on the run again, this time all the way back to the
Fatherland.

We rarely talked about chaps who hadn't made it back; the possibility was never far from one's mind
that the flak that peppered one's aircraft last time might be just that much closer next. I was,
therefore, quite amused when Ken Higgins said, with a straight face, as I left the bedroom one day to
go on an op that he wasn't on, "Andy. If you don't make it back today, can I have your shoes?" looking at a new pair I'd just bought. I thanked him for his kind thoughts, and wished him well. It was
a way of making the "big trip" just part of everyday life. One never spoke of a chap getting killed. He
either "bought it", "got the chop" or "went for a Burton".[Burton here is thought to refer to Burton
ale]

In the same way, I don't think any of us resented the fact that some person frequently broke R/T
silence as we were coming up on the target, to transmit in a deep voice "This is the Grim Reaper. Are
you ready?", to which another voice would reply in anguish "No. No. I'm too young". We never
discovered who it was but suspicion lay with the fellows in the Dutch Oranje Squadron, No.320,
based at Melsbroek. It certainly relieved the tension, especially if things were getting a bit hot.

A standard expression for describing really dud flying weather was "…so bad, even the crows were
walking". Sure enough, we were taxiing out for an op in particularly foul weather one day when,
walking along the taxiway ahead of us were a number of crows. We still took off, though.

Vitry was one of the last permanent airfields before the coast. In addition many temporary ones had
been quickly laid down after the invasion. These had been extensively used in the early days but
were now mostly abandoned. This was the time when the US Air Force, the ex "Army Air Corps",
were carrying out their massive daylight raids on Germany. Their aircraft, mainly Boeing B-17 Flying
Fortresses and Consolidated B-24 Liberator took a terrible battering and from time to time one of
them would land unannounced at Vitry, rather than chance the long haul back to their bases in East
Anglia. Thinking of that brings back memories, mostly amusing.

I looked in one of these American bombers once. What a sight! A couple of pulled parachutes strewn
the length of the floor: K-Ration wrappers everywhere and - would you believe - cigar butts stubbed
out!

Their discipline might have been sloppy but many of those chaps had an awful time. They used to fly
in diamond formations of five hundred or more aircraft, I believe far too big to be able to take any
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evasive action - and they would just have to fly straight and level and wait for the flak to come up and it did. Their losses were enormous and the callous disregard by their High Command for the
crews was, to our eyes, unbelievable. The Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress had machine gun positions
everywhere including a "ball" turret under the centre of the fuselage. In the early versions, the
unfortunate gunner climbed into this on the ground and sat there in a crouched position with bent
knees either side of his guns throughout the whole, perhaps eight hour, flight until they landed again
and he could get out. It was apparently quite a common occurrence that this ball-turret gunner's
oxygen gave out or his heating failed and he had to be lifted dead from the turret after landing. I
believe in the later versions the ball turret was mounted on a column and could be lowered and
raised inside the aircraft with the gunner in position.

The happy-go-lucky on-board discipline carried over when they reached the mess, where we always
took the officers after picking them up. Whereas we were not permitted in the mess wearing any
item of flying kit, including boots, the Americans came in in all their flying gear and even with their
helmets still draped round their necks. They then proceeded to tell us in no uncertain terms, how
good and, implicitly better than us, they were.

One afternoon, as it was getting dark, a Liberator landed. Our Radio Maintenance Officer was doing
his rounds, checking the serviceability of the radios in our aircraft just returned from an op, and he
went to offer the Liberator crew a lift to the mess in his van.

When later in the mess he described what followed, he had us all in fits. The navigator of the
Liberator asked him "Say Bud. How far are we from Norwich?" to which our chap replied "You're in
Northern France". At this the navigator said "Don't give me that stuff." It was not until our Radio
Officer produced his wallet and showed the American his French currency that he was able to
convince him that he was some 200 miles south of where he thought he was.

This story brings to mind the fact, as I understand it, that up till the time of Pearl Harbour (11th
December 1941), the US Army Air Corps didn't train navigators. With their network of radio beacons
across the country all aviators "rode the beam" with little need for Dead Reckoning navigation as we
knew it. In the event of a station being out of service they would fly the "iron beam", i.e. follow the
railroad. Such was their plight when they first came to operate in the Pacific theatre, that they coopted Royal Australian Air Force navigators until they could train their own.

When the crews of these damaged American aircraft did descend on us they sometimes had to wait
for several days before they were picked up and "returned to base." They would then have to sleep
in the beds of our chaps who were on leave, since we had no spare accommodation. Then an
interesting metamorphosis usually took place. For the first day or so they couldn't refrain from
telling anyone who would listen how good they were - the best this, the biggest that and so on. This
was usually at the bar in the evening, and our blokes just ignored their "line-shooting" and carried on
drinking and singing the same old RAF songs we always did. One could almost read the puzzlement
on the Americans' faces, as we crazy limies just didn't rise to the bait, and try to outdo them. By the
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third day or so they had given up and were joining in singing some of our songs they had picked up.
Then they usually turned out to be very likeable (brave) chaps and we were most often sorry when
the time came for them to leave.

On one occasion it was the misfortune of the three officers of a B-17 crew that had limped into Vitry
near nightfall, on the way back from a sortie, to have to travel with the rest of us. The routine, on
these occasions, when we arrived in the truck at the rear of the château, was for pairs of us to lift
the barrels, which were by any standards very heavy, from the back of the truck and down on to the
patio. We would then roll the barrels the 150 feet or so to the bottom of the steps to the main
entrance and together carry them up and into the foyer. We were now used to the Americans'
bragging, so we were not at all surprised this afternoon when the captain of the Flying Fortress,
asked "Where do you want it?" Someone playfully replied "Up the steps and inside the door". At
this, the American took hold of one of the barrels and, without hesitation, lifted it off the truck and
carried it right across the patio and into the building. He was "made"; we were all totally shattered!

An example of the profound difference between the British and American ways of doing things. With
us if there was, for instance, a problem with an engine our mechanics would work all hours stripping
the engine down to find the fault- say, a blocked carburettor jet - and would put it right, in this case,
by cleaning out the jet and reassembling the engine.

This, though, is what happened when an American B 17 landed at Vitry once, with an engine running
rough. The crew shacked up with us and were then picked up in due course and flown off as usual.
The aircraft simply sat there until a low-loader eventually arrived with a couple of US ground crew
and... a new engine. Over the course of the next day or so they disconnected all the hoses, electric
cable, throttle and other linkages on the defective engine. They next removed all the securing nuts.
Then, when the engine was completely free, the two chaps climbed up on to the nacelle and simply
pushed the engine off its mounting bolts with their feet, and let it fall to the snow-covered ground
ten feet or so below. Then they installed the new engine and ground ran it, and the next day the
aircraft flew off. The old engine was still where it was dropped right up till the time we left Vitry
some months later. Our own mechanics couldn't believe it. At the very least, in a similar situation,
they would have "cannibalised" the engine for the spare parts it would provide.

On the morning of New Year's Day, 1945, flying what had then become "my" Boston -"V", number
432 - I was on an op to bomb the German communications centre at Dasberg. I can remember
nothing about the op nor where Dasberg was, but my log book records "Moderate, accurate flak",
which usually meant we picked up some holes. What I do clearly remember, though, is the radio call
from the ground a highly unusual occurrence. It told all of us on the op that German aircraft had
bombed and shot up the Mitchells of No. 139 Wing on the ground at their base at
Brussels/Melsbroek.

Fortunately most of their aircraft were airborne with us on the op, but those on the ground were
destroyed or badly damaged. Our field at Vitry was not attacked (we were just that bit further for
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the Luftwaffe aircraft to fly) but the Brussels-based Mitchells had to land back at Epinoy because of
the damage to their own base. I think this was almost the last sortie by the Luftwaffe in World War
Il.

In February and March 1945 our targets were mainly railway marshalling yards - Dorsten, Lengerich,
Ahaus, Bocholt, Dulmen, Borken and Coesfeld. Sometimes we missed the target completely but on
the Coesfeld op, on 19th March, Errol distinguished himself. Our box was last on the target. We came
in on the bombing run and the lead navigator was singing out the final "bombing, bombing " before
"bombs gone" when Errol called "keep the bomb doors open, Andy" and continued giving me
directions for a second or two longer before he called "Bombs gone, bomb doors closed".

He explained on the way back that as we came up on the target he could see that the previous boxes
had already destroyed the tracks in the yards so he, instead, had aimed at the roundhouse - where
the locomotives were housed for maintenance - and the adjacent turntable, without which they
could not be returned to service. We would have been bombing from ten or twelve thousand feet
and the official photos (one aircraft in each box always carried a long focal-length camera) showed
our bombs straddling Errol's target. Months later, after the surrender, he and I were flying an Anson
at low level in the Ruhr Valley area and, not intentionally, we flew over Coesfeld. We looked at each
other as we recognised the repaired roundhouse and turntable.

By now the sense of victory was in the air. We were attacking gun positions on the east bank of the
Rhine in preparation, though we were not to know it, for the British airbome landing there.

Then came the op that perhaps brought home to me most clearly the injustice and futility of war. On
2nd March 1945 we were given as a target the German village of Kevelaer, about twelve miles west
of Wesel on the Rhine. It was on a major road leading to the river and our objective, we were told,
was to destroy the village so as to create a choke-point to slow down the German tanks as they
retreated back to the Rhine. This was particularly futile since the panzers would simply have
detoured through the fields and in any event, we had already destroyed all the bridges over the
river.

I have always had the lurking suspicion that the purpose of the op was really to try out a new
gimmick which had been dreamed up by the boffins. It was called MRCP - Mobile Radar Control Post.
Put simply, a vehicle equipped with radar was stationed close to the front line. Its purpose was to
direct each formation of aircraft to the point at which, given the wind velocity, aircraft height, speed
etc., their bombs should be released to hit the target. Just imagine! A glorious spring day and there,
fifteen thousand feet below, a little farming village about to be wiped off the face of the earth - for
what? Just to prove how clever some scientist character was!

On days when we were not flying we made our way to the flight hut across the airfield, set amongst
the aircraft dispersals, where we kept our parachutes and flying kit. There we spent endless hours
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playing cards - almost without exception solo whist, in my opinion a much under-rated game. When
the three ton tuck, our sole means of transport, had taken the crews on the battle order out to their
aircraft, it came back to the mess to pick up the rest of us, unless it was required elsewhere - picking
up supplies for instance. This meant that we frequently had to walk the mile or so across to the
"flights".

On one such occasion a couple of us were making the journey on foot. The squadron had taken off a
few minutes previously and as we approached the runway, which we had to cross, we were
surprised to see a Boston coming back in to land. One glance showed that he had a major problem,
for the rudder was quite literally flapping from side to side. At a guess it seemed that the rudder
cable had sheared or become disconnected, something I had not heard of up till that time, neither
have I since. When we reached the flight hut the Canadian pilot, Steve Obodiac, had come in from
the aircraft and was describing the terrifying experience he'd just been through. Barely airborne, his
Boston had suddenly rolled over on to its back. Somehow Steve managed to roll it out using just his
ailerons, since he found his rudder pedals showed no response. He came straight back and landed.

When he had called the crew he found that only the navigator responded and, after landing, his
worst fears were confirmed. Both gunners were missing. An aircraft immediately set off to search for
the bodies and was joined by a couple of vehicles. Utterly unbelievably and against all the odds, a
few hours later both the chaps were found - one unharmed, the other, the top gunner, with a
broken arm or leg, I can't remember which. The astounding thing was that the Boston had barely
reached a thousand feet before it rolled, and it was estimated that the aircraft was probably down
to five hundred feet or so by the time the top gunner got out of his turret - no easy matter at the
best of times - and baled out. It was a miracle that his 'chute even opened before he hit the ground.

On 22nd March 1945 I find an entry which recalls the only night flight I did from Vitry an hour's
practice in the circuit. Conspicuously only Errol and Shorty's names appear as crew. Les, the other
gunner, was off on one of his escapades. I never probed him on these but he was the spitting image
of Errol Flynn and I drew my own conclusions. Only once did he fail to turn up for roll call prior to an
op. Then, such was the esprit de corps in those days, someone else answered for him. Otherwise he
would certainly have been for the high jump - and quite rightly too, for we had to do the op with
only one gunner. I certainly gave him a blast when he did return.

On that night flight something most amusing did happen. A temporary flare path and lead-in lights
had been laid, with two curving lines of lights creating a funnel to the threshold - the "Drem" system
(long since abandoned). As the evening progressed, so the number of lead-in lights diminished.
When somebody made their way across the fields to check, they found that the enterprising local
Frenchmen had been cutting and making off with the considerable lengths of cable joining each
light. We didn't night fly at Vitry again.
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By that March it was clear that the war in Europe was drawing to a close. The Boston was still a
wonderful aircraft to fly. It carried only a small bomb load though and, as a fighting machine, was
not very efficient by the standards of those days. Moreover our fleet was getting old. The "Lorraine"
Squadron, No. 342, had by now converted to the B26, the "Invader", also built by Douglas, and an
outgrowth of the Boston. However it was decided by the powers that be that this upgrading was not
justified for 88 Squadron and that the squadron should, instead, be wound up - effective 31st March
1945.
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I flew my last op on 26th March 1945, on a gun position at Emmerich. My logbook recalls that we had
heavy icing.

Between that first op, on 23rd September 1944, and the end of March 1945 I and my crew had flown
51 ops and, thanks be to God, came through them all unharmed.
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Although no op was flown on the squadron's last day, a humorous battle order was drawn up - just
in case. It contained four verses of doggerel:

The Lords of the Air are retiring,
Unvanquished but bungful of liquor.
The Mitchells may fly with more bombs on,
But the Lords of the Air are much slicker.
The Only Gen Bridge-Busting Squadron
Their last ___t-hot bombing have done,
But there really is no room for doubting
That it’s us who have vanquished the Hun
The Heavies have helped us on some jobs,
The Fighters have done their bit, too.
There are some kites which haven’t done much, thought…..
We call them the Mitchells_ do you?
But enough of this justified bragging,
You're bound to admit that it's true
That Boston’s are bloody good aircraft
88 are the gen Squadron, too.

The party that took place in the Chateau de Monchy that night must have been one for recording in
the annals of the Royal Air Force. Dozens of ex members of the squadron arrived from far and wide
by both land and air and often, I imagine, with slender legality for their trip. These included several
former commanders of the squadron and of our, No. 137, Wing. The place was awash with booze
and mixed sentiments. Memories of colleagues lost and of narrow escapes, mostly before my time
on the squadron.

I remember very little of that almighty thrash, even though I wasn't drinking then. Many must have
been the headaches the following morning. One or two of the squadron wags had made the
entrance and exit to/from the château one way, by marking out a track through the trees into the
most deeply wooded part of the large grounds. For the hapless, unwary visitor this track led in fact
into, rather than through, the woods to a dead end, with no way of turning a vehicle. Considerable
skill in reversing was demanded, even with a clear head, particularly of those who left before
daylight.
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88 Squadron “A” Flight disbandment photograph March 1945.
This photograph was sent to us by Bryan Norton. His father Geoff Norton is in the front row 3rd on
the right from the Wing Commander

88 Squadron “B” Flight disbandment photograph March 1945.
Andrew Cole RAF (Pilot) Errol Barrow RAF (Navigator & Bomber), Leo Schultz RAAF (Wireless/Air
gunner) and Robert “Shorty” Stewart RAAF (Wireless/Air gunner) were part of “B” Flight.
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So after 51 ops, my time with No. 88 Squadron, motto "En Garde", ended and with it the days of the
squadron itself. Sometime later 88 Squadron reformed in the Far East, flying Sunderlands - fourengined flying boats - only to be wound up again when these were finally withdrawn from service.

Next day I left Vitry and Bostons for good, after saying a sad farewell to my crew. Shorty and Les
went back to Australia almost at once. Errol was posted to No. 83 Wing Communications Squadron,
somewhere in Holland. I was posted with several others to the Second Tactical Air Force
Communications Squadron based at Evére, Brussels.
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PEACETIME FLYING
The heading of this second section of the book is somewhat a misnomer for it begins in April 1945,
while the war is not yet over. However, for me, my wartime flying is finished; what is to follow is, in
every sense, peaceful aviating.

I arrived at Evére on a Saturday. I quickly learned two things. Firstly, our Headquarters/Ops
Room/Living Quarters were all in the building which had been the birthplace of the Belgian national
airline, SABENA, founded years before as SABCA. There was a plaque testifying to this on the front
of the building, which overlooked the tarmac.

The other fact was that there was a party in the mess, on the first floor of the building, that night. It
was, I was told, a monthly ritual to which the nurses of No 8 RAF General Hospital, in Brussels, were
invited. I changed into my "best blue", as opposed to the battledress we normally wore, and
presented myself at the diminutive bar. I was immediately joined by the very kindly unit MO who
started to put me in the picture as to what went on, on 2nd TAF Communications Squadron.

While this briefing was going on, my attention was attracted by a large fish tank on the bar. It
contained a lurid pinkish liquid and bore a label announcing it as "Boonch". On asking my informant
what this was all about, he explained that they had come across a quantity of French liqueurs
commandeered by the Germans for their own consumption. Very few of our chaps had ever seen a
liqueur; they were mostly too young to have been drinking hard liquor before the outbreak of war,
and after that the supply (from France) very quickly dried up. Beer was the tipple for most of them,
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and for the few, scotch or gin. The nurses, on the other hand, seemed to go for the liqueurs, which
they probably saw as more refined than the usual stuff we drank, so for these monthly parties the
barman simply mixed (!) all the liqueurs he could lay his hands on, added some fizzy lemonade and
the angels of mercy just lapped it up, "Boonch", poor things.

When I arrived in the bar the nurses had not yet come. Several chaps with pint glasses had obviously
been going for some time, though, talking - what else - aviation of course. While the friendly doc was
giving me the rundown, there was suddenly a tremendous crash. One of the proppers-up of the bar
had fallen from his stool and lay motionless on the floor. Meanwhile his companions carried on
unhindered. I suggested to my companion that someone ought to do something, to which he replied
simply "Oh. That's Phil Pryor" - clearly sufficient explanation in itself. Sure enough, the corpse on the
floor, after a few minutes stood up, brushed itself down, climbed back on the stool and with "... as I
was saying.. carried on as though nothing had happened. Phil was a F/Lt Navigator. I was to see
much of him in the years to come - all of it highly amusing.

My first flight at Evére was in - fifteen minutes dual with none other than F/O Lawrence - he of the
"wing tip scraping the ground" episode, and I was checked out. The Auster was a true horses for
courses machine, in the right place at the right time. It was developed by Taylor himself, the creator
of the world renowned "Piper Cub". The Cub had two seats one behind the other, whereas the
Auster conversion had two seats in tandem and a third seat behind, arranged diagonally, facing half
astern to keep the Centre of Gravity within limits. It had the barest of instruments, carried no radio
and only enough fuel for about one hour and fifty minutes flying. It was very slow (about 80 kts I
think) but its great virtue was that it could take off and land in not much more than a couple of
hundred yards, which I was to put to the test many times over the next two years or so.

I recall very little of the few weeks I was at Evére. I do, though, remember very clearly one morning I
was in the Ops room on standby. The flying schedule for the day used to be drawn up the evening
before, based on bookings 'phoned in from Second TAF HQ. It gave the aircraft registration, the crew
and the route of each trip. One crew would also be listed as standby and would report in at the Ops
room at start-up time - usually 8 a.m. The other pilots and navigators would drift in around nine
o'clock to fly the trips which came up during the day.

On this particular occasion the Officer Commanding an army division, a General I seem to recall, was
to be flown in an Anson at nine o'clock to an advanced airfield just across the Rhine, the successful
British airborne landing having taken place a week or so before. His troops were being flown in to
this same airfield by Dakota. The pilot of the Anson was down as F/L Landsell and the navigator, Phil
Pryor - he of the rapid descent from the bar-stool at the Saturday party. Pilots and navigators did not
normally fly as a permanent crew, but were detailed to fly together as each was available, the pilots
doing their own navigating when flying the single-engined aircraft. Guy Landsell and Phil Pryor were
something of an exception, though. They had flown together on ops and now almost always
continued to do so. They were renowned for their practical joking.
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We usually reported half an hour or more before take-off time to get the forecast from the Met.
Office and details of our flight, sometimes involving several landings and at unorthodox fields. On
this morning there was no sign of Landsell or Pryor by a quarter of an hour before the flight was due
to leave. The General and his staff were already aboard the aircraft, so my navigator set about
hurriedly preparing a flight plan while I checked the weather in preparation for standing in for the
missing crew. Just a few minutes before the scheduled take-off time the two wanderers turned up unshaven and clearly the worse for wear. They had spent the night doing the rounds of the Brussels
night clubs which were quickly adjusting to the change in clientele, from German to Allied. When I
pointed out to Guy that they were due off the ground within a few minutes he replied in the
standard jargon of the day 'No trub, Old Chap". We passed on the trip details and the weather
forecast to them and they disappeared towards the aircraft.

A few minutes later, the roof was almost taken off the building by an Anson flying over at zero feet.
Moments later an irate Flying Control Officer was on the 'phone asking who the pilot of the aircraft
was. When he was told it was Landsell he simply replied "Oh".

Back in the mess that evening, having successfully delivered their passengers, Guy and Phil described
how, when they landed at their destination having "barged their way" into the stream of landing
Dakotas, the FCO had bawled them out, saying "Those Dakotas were bringing in the Fifty Second
Lowland Div"(or whoever they were) to which Guy had replied "That's OK. We were bringing in their
CO"!

Thinking back to those Evére days I remember one extremely fit, slightly built air-gunner, one Ossie
Osborne. His party piece, after a certain amount of inner lubrication, was to take a run across the
main room, on the first floor of the squadron building, out through the French windows to do a
hand-spring on the three-foot high wall of the balcony and land on the canvas roof of the fifteenhundredweight tuck parked beneath. Mercifully, in the whole albeit short time we were at Evére,
Ossie never misjudged it once... neither did anyone move the truck below while he was in mid air!

As the hostilities wound down and the role of the armed forces became increasingly that of ensuring
the smooth occupation of erstwhile enemy territory, so the demand grew for senior personnel of all
three branches of the Services to be transported throughout the liberated territories and the now
occupied parts of the ex-Reich, as well as back to the UK. At about this time units of the army and air
force moved up to forward positions and, to be close to them, a detachment of the Comm Squadron
was transferred from Evére to a small landing strip laid down by the army engineers at a little place
named Vorst, barely warranting a mention on the map, near Krefeld. This strip consisted of
interlocking sheets of the perforated steel planking (PSP) which was so widely used in the
construction of many scores of emergency strips across the near continent from D Day onwards. The
runway measured just one thousand yards long and the adjacent hard standing area led straight on
to it.
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The telephone system between the various units of the Allied forces throughout Germany at that
turbulent time was rudimentary in the extreme. The inter-connecting lines were often laid along the
roadsides by simply running out the yellow and blue cables from reels on the back of slow-moving
Jeeps. This unsophisticated system, linking handsets actuated by cranking a handle, was tied in to
manually operated exchanges. Reception over anything but the shortest distance on this network
was pretty dire at the best of times. On one occasion I happened to be in the main room on the first
floor of the building at Evére when the 'phone rang. One of the other chaps picked it up and
answered "Second TAF Main". An increasingly heated exchange then ensued, with the chap shouting
"You can't be. This is Second TAF Main". It took quite some time before it dawned on the two parties
that they were speaking to each other between the ground floor, where the Ops Officer was trying
to contact Second TAF Forward at Vorst, and the first floor of the same building, over a hundred and
fifty miles of indifferent landlines.

Most of the Ansons on the unit were Mk X's but we still had one of the original Mk I's. This had no
seats and we used it as a workhorse. I flew it a few times on the Photo Negative Library run. Photo
Reconnaissance Spitfires, operating from a number of airfields just before the front line, took photos
of the battle in progress. The essence being the immediacy with which these photos could be
interpreted, our job was to pick up the negatives as soon as the Spitfires landed and take them back
to Brussels for processing. The landing gear of the Anson Mk I was refracted and lowered manually
by cranking a handle on the side of the pilot's seat, something like 154 times. Although the pilots
would normally lend a hand, it fell to the lot of the unfortunate navigator to do most of this
cranking... as many as eight or nine times during one PNL run.

On 20th April I was transferred on detachment to Vorst. "Detachment" because at Vorst there was
absolutely nothing to do... except booze, so we were only put there for a couple of weeks at a time,
then brought back to Brussels. The good news was that we flew for several hours every day, and to
twenty or thirty different locations. I have just picked a random page from my logbook covering that
period. Out of nine consecutive entries I find I landed at twelve different airfields. We logged all
destinations using simply their identification number and I can recall the names of only a few of
these (B56 Evére, Y73-Frankfurt/Eschbom etc.) Most of the actual names have been lost in the mists
of time.

From time to time Prince Bernhart of the Netherlands would phone and request an Anson plus a
navigator, to fly to England a day or so later. After one of these trips the navigator was describing
the flight. Apparently, the prince hadn't quite got the radio sorted out for while they were landing at
Northolt he was calling Croydon, telling them he was landing. Not surprisingly, Croydon were in
quite a tizzy frying to work out where their landing aircraft had got to.

The 22nd April 1945 fell on a Sunday. I had to fly an Anson to a German airfield at Diepholtz, a little
town north of Osnabruck.. We had to wait there, to bring back a passenger, and we had an hour or
two to spare, so the navigator and I took a walk into the town. Mid-afternoon, we found ourselves
outside the typical German church. We put our caps under our arms and stepped inside. At the back
of the church we found a small group of children with, obviously, their Sunday School teacher. And
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what were they doing? One did not need to be a polyglot to recognise the German "Our father" of
the Lord's prayer. They looked at us, then continued with their prayer. We tiptoed out and I thought,
"What a sad mad world we live in".

I don't know how I came to be so lucky, but on 7th May 1945 I was on leave in London and was to
spend my twenty-second birthday, the following day, with my fiancée, Joyce. The day came, but
nobody had much time for birthday celebrations. The 8th May 1945 was VE Day. The Germans had
surrendered. Victory in Europe at last, after nearly six years of war… what a birthday present!

Joyce and I made our way to Westminster and Buckingham Palace in a state of euphoria it would be
impossible to describe. Everybody loved everybody and it was good-naturedness all round. Why
couldn't that have lasted?. That night there was no more blackout. All the curtains were drawn back,
all the street lights were on. A wonderful, genuinely once-in a-lifetime experience that we were
privileged to have been spared to share.

On my return to the squadron I was again posted on detachment to Vorst.
The army were now asking increasingly for officers to be picked up and dropped off at makeshift
landing sites. These were quoted to us as simply a grid reference, with no information on the nature
of the landing area. This frequently proved to be no more than a field, sometimes even a large
school playground... and rarely a wind sock, but usually with a waiting jeep. With this in mind, on my
second stint at Vorst, the Flight Commander told me to 'Go up and practice some short landings in
an Auster" I asked one of the young crew, who was not busy at the time, if he'd like a flight, and he
gladly accepted. I flew north across the Rhine to see where the airborne landing had taken place.
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We spent some time looking at the mass of gliders, some burnt out, lying there all higgledy piggledy,
just where they had landed.

Then I set off back. Up till then I had considered my map-reading to be reasonably good. On this day,
though, I hadn't been looking at the map, so absorbed was I in what lay beneath us, and having
crossed the Rhine again I just couldn't find where I was on the return journey. By now, with the
Auster's short endurance, I was getting low on fuel and rather than wait until I was running on a dry
tank, I decided to land and ask someone where we were. We crossed an autobahn running
east/west and I saw there were two bomb craters in the eastbound carriageway, about a quarter of
a mile apart, with barriers around them. From my height it appeared that road approaching the
farther crater was diverted on to the opposite carriageway to return to the correct lane after passing
the second crater, and I decided to land between the two. Just as I touched down a large tuck came
round a bend beyond the farther crater, but I continued with the roll out, assuming he would be
diverted round the crater and would now be on the "wrong" side of the road. Wrong!

Vehicles were, in fact, being diverted round each of the craters and back on to their own side of the
autobahn. The driver of the tuck - American as it turned out - must have stood on his brakes as he
saw an aircraft heading towards him. I know I did! We both stopped without mishap, though, and I
asked him where we were. He showed me on the map - near Düren, on the Aachen/Cologne
autobahn. I had flown off the edge of the map! The truck driver told me I would find gasoline at
Viersen, about twenty-five miles to the north. I took off again and headed for Viersen, but I wasn't
out of the wood yet, for as I neared the town the only likely landing spot I could see was a rough bit
of ground half the size of a football pitch, with a path running diagonally across it, near the village of
Dülken.
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By now the fuel gauge, mercifully inaccurate, was reading zero, or in aeronautical terms, zilch, so I
had no choice. I put the Auster down without breaking anything, left my passenger in charge and set
off in search of fuel. I made my way to the signposted Town Major's office and found he was an
American. I asked if he could let me have a jerrican of motor gasoline but he regretted that his stocks
were limited and I'd have to try elsewhere. When I told him I couldn't leave my aircraft in a field he
said, with astonishment in his voice "Your aircraft!" and promptly called two of his soldiers to drive
me back to the Auster, with the can of gasoline I had begged from him.

The allies had occupied this bit of Germany only a few weeks before and when I reached the aircraft
in the Jeep it was surrounded by a crowd of curious villagers. The problem now arose of how to get
the gasoline up into the tank in the high wing. The driver of the jeep backed up as close as he could my heart missing several beats at the prospect of his coming in just too close and pranging my
Auster.

Then came the question of a funnel. The extremely high quality demanded of aviation fuel requires it
to be checked for contamination at every stage of its journey from refinery right through the supply
line to the into-plane delivery, special attention being paid to the fineness of the final filtering, to
eliminate any pollution by water or other foreiY1 matter. The funnel which my two American
"refuellers" came up with was a rolled up copy of the now-defunct Saturday Evening Post.

Beggars not enjoying the luxury of choice, least of all in that predicament, I gladly accepted their
assistance and they managed to get the precious fuel aboard without pouring half of it over the
windscreen. The engine fired at the first swing of the prop - the Gl's being highly amused to see that
we were still barely out of the Wright brothers age, not having an inbuilt electric starter.

Now the problem was how to get the audience to move away. Even after I had taxied the aircraft to
the edge of the field for the longest run and turned into wind they didn't budge. It was only when I
applied full power against the brakes that the spectators got the message and hastened away. The
engine ran perfectly on the unfiltered American motor fuel and there were no further alarms or
excursions on the short trip back to Vorst. When I taxied in after landing, I felt I had fulfilled my
objective of practicing short landings in an Auster.

Stationed at Vorst were a number of ex fighter pilots with a small fleet of Spitfires and Hurricanes.
They comprised the ADLS (Air Delivery Letter Service) flight whose mission was to fly important
documents to any destination in the newly-occupied Western Germany.

Under the terms of the surrender, all German military equipment became the property of whichever
of the Allies occupied the zone in which it was found when the war ended. This meant that the
British acquired a considerable number of ex-Luflwaffe aircraft. The CO of the ADLS flight, S/Ldr
Kitchener I think his name was, learned that one of these, a Focke Wulfe 190, was sitting on a nearby
airfield and went to pick it up. A problem with these German aircraft was that in most cases there
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was no documentation with them, neither maintenance records nor "handling notes" which would
have given the vital figures - speeds, pressures, RPM's etc - which a pilot needs to fly any aircraft.

In the case of the FW 190 the situation was made even more difficult by the fact that it was one of
the few WW2 aircraft to have a diesel engine. Not only did this make the aircraft very heavy but to
deliver the power the engine generated it was fitted with a very long prop and, to give this sufficient
ground clearance, an exceedingly long undercarriage. So S/Ldr Kitchener (if such was his name) was
either a very skilled or an exceedingly stupid pilot when he climbed into the FW 190, started it up
and headed for the one thousand yards of metal planking which constituted the runway at Vorst. On
his first approach he came in much too fast, touched down halfway down the runway, "opened the
taps" and went round again. On his second attempt he came in much nearer the aircraft's stalling
speed, put it down firmly and managed to bring it to a stop before running into the rough beyond
the end of the runway. Clearly, he was a highly skilled pilot!

On 17th May 1945 I was to take a passenger in an Auster to Enschede in Holland then return to Vorst,
and the following morning to position at Lüneburg at 10.00 a.m. to fly a high-ranking German officer,
Field Marshal Milch, from Lüneburg to Croydon. By the time I reached Enschede the mist was
coming down and I was obliged to stay the night there. With a forty minute flight back to Vorst, and
a good hour and a half to Lüneburg in the Anson, this meant a very early start, and the following
morning saw me ready to take off by six am, sans breakfast of course. In those days there was no
meteorological service available except on the major airfields, which Enschede certainly wasn't, and
although there was still a thick ground mist I estimated it would burn off before I reached Vorst. At
that early hour there were no ground staff available and I was obliged to swing my own prop - a
highly hazardous operation and strictly contrary to regulations other than under the section entitled
"If needs must... "

It proved to be a flight over fairyland, provided, that is, that I didn't dwell on the accuracy of my
prediction regarding the lifting of the mist before I needed to see the ground. For most of the way I
could see practically nothing other than the occasional church spire poking up through the cotton
wool. Not until I crossed the Rhine, where the heat from the warmer water had dissipated the mist,
did I get a reliable fix. With not a breath of wind, the heading I had calculated and held since take off
put me close to my intended track, and I was able to land at Vorst with ample time to take over the
Anson and get on the way to Lüneburg.

The Field Marshal arrived with an escort of a British army major and two captains, all wearing their
side arms. Not long after getting airborne we encountered a build up of quite turbulent cloud and I
flew on instruments, as was quite common, for most of the journey to Melsbroek airfield, Brussels
where I landed to refuel. The navigator, Jock Christie, went to the terminal building and came back
with a tray bearing five cups of tea, three for the escort and two for ourselves. I took a stand on this
and ordered that nobody was to have tea unless the Field Marshal did too; in my book he wasn't
guilty of anything until he had been brought to justice - which he soon would be.
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While the navigator was grudgingly going back for the extra tea, the prisoner said to me, in excellent
English, "I'd like to compliment you on your instrument flying". I was quite taken aback by this and I
said "Have you done some flying yourself ?" He replied that he had twenty six thousand hours flying
to his credit! I later learned that he was an ex-World War One pilot, and had been second in
command of the Luftwaffe, under Herman Goering!

As a postscript to the tea incident, it came out in the press some time later that Milch had been put
on trial, on what charge I know not, and had been sentenced to a very short term in prison. I felt a
little smugness on my part was in order. Clearly he had not been found guilty of the horrendous
crimes against humanity for which a number of Germans had been tried and hanged at Nürnberg.
Göring was one of those found guilty but was the only one who was not hanged. He had taken his
own life by cyanide smuggled to him in his prison cell.

Generalfeldmarschall Erhard Milch - who oversaw the development of the Luftwaffe as part of the rearmament of Nazi Germany following World WarI and during World War II was in charge of aircraft
production. His life sentence at the Military Tribunal in Nuremberg for War crimes and Crimes
against humanity was commuted to 15 years imprisonment in 1951. He was released in June 1954
and lived out the remainder of his life in Düsseldorf, where he died in 1972.

On 27th May 1945 I had to fly an American nurse to the US airfield at Luxembourg. The landing strip
was even more makeshift than the PSP runways we were accustomed to. It consisted of reinforcing
"mesh" - the type used in roadbuilding - laid on roofing felt, and had been used by US Thunderbolt
fighters. We had hardly turned off the strip when one of our tyres went flat. Two American
engineering officers drove out and inspected the situation, then one of them said "It's only soft on
the bottom", to which his colleague equally helpfully added "Yeah, but that's where you need it
hard." They then informed me that the field was being closed for several weeks from that same
evening for relaying the runway. There was no question of finding a replacement tyre for an Anson
in the whole of the American zone and the navigator and I were reconciled to leaving the aircraft
there and returning to Vorst by road. Then, out of the blue, came the news that General Eisenhower
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was to visit Luxembourg the next day, so the field would stay open until after he left. Hasty
telephone calls succeeded in arranging for another Anson to fly in with a spare wheel and two RAF
fitters, first thing next morning and, greatly relieved, we were able to fly both aircraft out before
everything shut down.

The flying we were now doing was absolute bliss. One never knew what the next day would yield. A
random sample from my log book, for the period 2nd to 16th June 1945 reads:

2nd

June

Croydon

4th

June

Return from Croydon

5th

June

Achmer - Lingen - Croydon

6th

June

Return from Croydon

8th

June

Croydon - Farnborough and Return

9th

June

Air Test

30 mins

9th

June

Air Test

45 mins

10th

June

Croydon

1 hr 30 ,

11th

June

Return from Croydon

12th

June

Paris (Buc)

13th

June

Return from Paris

14th

June

Croydon

16th

June

Return from Croydon

1 hr 30 mins
I hr 10 mins
4 hrs 05

1 hr 25

1 hr 30

l hr 25 mins
1 hr 20 min,

1 hr 35 mins
1 hr 30 mins
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3 hrs 05 mins

… and so it continued day after marvellous day

Just a few miles north of Croydon airfield there were free or maybe four huge water cooling towers
attached to a power station. They were directly beyond the airfield on our line of approach and were
visible from fifteen or twenty miles away. Once we saw these, we knew the navigator could start to
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pack his tackle away. They have now been demolished; only a chimney stack remains - a "listed"
monument, and the airfield has been closed and largely built over, long since. Only the preserved
terminal building bears testimony to the fact that this was once the famous London Aerodrome.

On 19th June 1945 I flew four senior RAF officers who had come over from the RAF research
establishment at Farnborough to the Hermann Göring Aeronautical Institute
(Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt).at Volkenröde, near Brunswick. We found a small grass field on the
edge of a pine wood which, without the white markers put there by the RAF to define the single
runway, we would not even have noticed....and that was precisely as the Germans intended it
should be.

After the British had destroyed the enemy research station at Peenemünde on the Baltic, just inside
the Polish border, some years before, it was recognised that the Germans would not just abandon
their weapons development, but that they would be continuing this somewhere else - but where? It
was not until the allies moved up into the Brunswick area, in the very last days of the war, that they
came upon this, the Hermann Göering Aeronautical Institute.

After leaving the aircraft we were conducted into the "wood". To our astonishment we found fifty
large buildings in a wooded area no more than a few hundred yards square. In their construction,
only those trees which would actually have touched the buildings had been felled so that one could
barely pass a hand between the walls and the adjacent trees. From only twenty yards away one
could not discern a building, so dense were the frees. Moreover, grass and trees had actually been
planted on the flat concrete roofs of the buildings so that one would not even see the complex from
an overflying aircraft. In addition, the only roads into the area were winding "cart tracks".
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Furthermore, there was no heat generation on the site; instead, it was explained to us, steam was
pumped several miles through insulated underground pipes, from Brunswick. Finally, to complete
the concealment of the whole operation, the only person permitted to fly into the airfield was
Göering himself. All the projects developed at Valkenröde were transported to distant locations for
flight testing. This included the infamous V-1, the "doodlebug".

And what a sight met us when we visited the buildings. Rocket-propelled weapons, some radio
controlled, with designations up to V-9, appeared to be in an advanced stage of development, and
we agreed that if the war had continued a little longer the outcome might well have been very
different.

The guide showing us around this factory of destruction took us into a building containing a wind
tunnel, sixteen feet in diameter. He explained that the Germans had actually had a V-1, suspended
on cables attached to measuring equipment, running at full power there. The chaps from
Farnborough said that we had nothing to compare with this in England at that time.

1940: German engineers test a Messerschmitt BF109 at the
Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt's giant fan wind-tunnel. (Photo courtesy of IWM)

In one of the buildings I saw an item which did cause me to chuckle. All GH radar sets, which enabled
RAF aircraft to bomb a target through cloud, were fitted with a gavener switch. In simple terms, this
consisted of a ball-bearing, an inch or so in diameter, which sat against a spring. If this ball-bearing
were forced forward against the spring, it caused a small explosive charge to detonate and destroy
the GH set. A locking pin normally held the ball-bearing back, and this was removed before the
aircraft flew over enemy territory so that if the aircraft were shot down the hard landing would
activate the gravener switch and destroy the GH box, preventing this latest radar technology from
falling into enemy hands. The cause of my amusement was the sight of a GH box all set up on a
bench and apparently in operating condition. It is true the Germans could have done nothing with
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the technology in the short term since it required a chain of remotely-spaced transmitters to be
established, with specially drawn charts recording the "waves" sent out by them, to be compiled.

My logbook records that on 20th June 1945 and again on 22nd I flew an Auster to Valkenburg, just
north of the Hague and back, landing on a makeshift airstrip there. Several of us made similar trips
carrying quantities of the recently developed Penicillin. I hoped this might have partly helped atone
for an awful blunder perpetrated towards the end of the war by aircraft from my old wing, No 137,
from Vitry. It had been learned by British military intelligence that the Germans were launching their
V-2's, the rockets they were then sending over against southern England in growing numbers, from a
point in Wassenaar, a leafy upper class suburb of the Hague. A signal was received from Command
giving the location as a target to be destroyed that afternoon. The (junior) intelligence officer at
Vitry, who took the signal, interpreted it wrongly and placed the target in a heavily built-up area, the
Bezuidenhout, in the middle of the Hague. The Mitchells - there were no Bostons on this op - duly
bombed the area and reduced it to rubble. I can vouch for this since it was still a wasteland - ten or
twelve city blocks of it - when I went to work in the Hague seven years later, after the war.

But the real tragedy lay, not so much in the incorrect interpretation of the target signal, but in the
fact that, whereas the V-1's, the "doodlebugs", had been launched from specially designed concrete
ramps sited along the French coast, the V-2's had been dispatched from lorries adapted for the
purpose. These vehicles would drive to a given site, elevate the ramp, dispatch the rocket and
withdraw. Thus, even if the target co-ordinates had been correctly interpreted, there was in fact no
target at all. The bombing could have achieved nothing other than to cause great loss of Dutch
civilian lives and destruction of property as it had done.

On July 1st 1945, with F/O Jock Lovelock as my navigator, I had to fly a Belgian from Brussels to
Augsburg, near Munich, in the American Zone. The man was believed to have been a traitor and to
have been responsible for many in the Belgian underground movement being sent to their deaths
after he had betrayed them to the Gestapo. The purpose of flying him to Augsburg was that there
were Belgian survivors there who knew him and could confirm his identity. The man had an escort
who was to conduct the investigation, and the navigator and I were to wait until this was completed
and then fly the two back to Brussels. This was expected to last several hours and the CO of the
airfield very kindly put his jeep and driver at our disposal for the time we were there.

The driver, a US corporal, asked if we had anywhere in particular we would like to visit. When we
suggested nearby Munich he said he would gladly drive us there but that everything had been
flattened and it didn't merit a visit. As an alternative he asked if we would like to visit the
concentration camp at Dachau. The press had been full of the ghastly details of the dreadful
extermination camps whose existence had been revealed only when the allied forces came upon
them. I remember clearly one cloudless day, late that May I think it was, seeing towering columns of
smoke rising from Belsen, north of Celle near where I was flying at the time, and several other
similar death camps, in the distance, as the allies bunt them to the ground.
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The driver had been among the advancing American troops when they entered the village of Dachau
and then discovered the death camp just outside. As we approached, we saw it was surrounded by a
high wall above which one could see only the tops of the three-storey buildings, typical of a German
army barracks. The fields behind the barracks were fenced off with barbed wire and in the distance a
railway track led into the camp through a gate in the wall.

Only depraved humans could have created the scene the Americans found inside - hundreds of dead
and dying, bones protruding through the skin. Our driver described how the Americans, appalled and
incensed by what they found, had gone back to the village herded everyone they could find, to the
camp to do what they could to succour the dying and to bury the dead. Surprisingly perhaps, the
driver was quite convinced that the villagers were genuinely unaware of the existence of what they
found inside the walls. It did, I must admit, seem just barely conceivable that with the Germans' rigid
discipline and strict obedience to orders from above, and given that the unfortunates, in their
thousands, were brought into the camp in sealed boxcars out of sight across the fields, the ghastly
secret might possibly have been kept from the local inhabitants.

Inside we were conducted round by an emaciated man, probably about thirty years old, wearing the
blue and white vertical stripes of the prisoner. He told us that he had been at Dachau since before
the war, when it was a true ''concentration camp" a political indoctrination centre for those who did
not subscribe to the NAZI ideology. At the outset, he said, he was not badly treated and had even
been allowed some books from which he had learned English. That was before Dachau became one
of the several hundred extermination camps of the "final solution". Then the situation changed
overnight and the mass killing started. We assumed that the man had been made a "trusty", for
otherwise he would have died long since.

He described how the unfortunates, after being unloaded from the trains, were told to undress to
take a shower. The "shower room" was, in fact, the gas chamber. A vast, low, windowless area it
had, as I remember it, what appeared to be sprinkler valves, such as one sees in department stores,
spaced over the whole ceiling. In the far wall were thick glass viewing panels. When all the victims
were in the room and the doors hermetically sealed, gas was pumped in through the ceiling jets
while the executioners watched through the glass observation panels until all were dead. Fans were
then turned on to vent the poison gas to the atmosphere. The bodies were then taken to the
cremation ovens to be burnt. These ovens were, I believe, fired by gas and the corpses were slid in
on metal "stretchers". The guide told us of a young boy, forced to operate this creation of the devil,
who had been obliged to dispose of the body of his own mother in this way.

The clothes of these unfortunate victims were sorted by size and hung in racks by the thousand in
several warehouses, presumably for redistribution elsewhere in Germany.

Seeing this scientifically-designed and operated abomination made me feel, that day, a little less
ambivalent about having been a bomber pilot.
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On 13th July 1945 the units at Evére and Vorst, the whole of 2nd TAF Comm Squadron, moved up to
an airfield being created at Bückeburg, near Minden, in the German region of Westphalia. This was
to serve the new headquarters of the RAF, located in hotels in the spa town of Bad Eilsen, in the
nearby hills, and of the British/Canadian 21st Army Group installed in another spa, Bad Oyenhausen,
some twenty miles away, close to the river Weser, of Pied Piper fame.

A small group of our officers, formed to organise the move, had started by giving the Germans who
lived around the selected area forty eight hours to remove their furniture and belongings and move
out of their houses. It was an agricultural region and the farmers were allowed time to lift the grain
harvest, just ripening, from the fields on which the new aerodrome would be constructed This was
done as humanely as possible and I believe the displaced families received some compensation. The
whole unit then moved into the vacated houses and a large, quite new two storey building, a
farmhouse cum bam was furnished and fitted out as our new mess.

We were now a big organisation. We must have had some fifteen Ansons of various marks, perhaps
eight or ten Austers, a couple of Percival Proctors and sundry other aircraft which came and went,
such as the Miles Messenger. The ADLS flight was still with us and they had now acquired one or two
Typhoons to complement their fleet of Spitfires. The Comm Squadron was now upgraded to Second
TAF Comm Wing and shortly afterwards renamed BAFO (British Armed Forces of Occupation)
Communications Wing. As far as I know this was the only Comm Wing there has ever been in the
annals of the Royal Air Force.

Avro Anson Mk-XII
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Taylocraft Auster

Percival Proctor

Field Marshal Montgomery, now the Military Governor of the British occupied zone, had decreed
there should be no fraternising with the Germans. This was a policy doomed to failure from the
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outset, though, and was already fraying at the edges before Montgomery left, within the year I
think. A number of teenagers, mainly girls, were engaged to work as servants in the mess, as
cleaners and so forth. Most of them were still in high school and we used to help them in the
evening with their English homework. I recall vainly trying to help a young lad translate Milton's "On
His Blindness". I sensed no animosity from these young Germans nor with the adult population, who
must have found our relaxed attitude towards them in strict contrast to what they had been given to
believe by their propaganda machine - and what would probably have been the case had the (jack)
boot been on the other foot, back in the UK.

The main railway line from the west, through Minden and on to Hanover, Berlin and points east, ran
alongside the airfield and almost within the airfield boundary there was a siding. Here was parked a
train of twenty or so wagons. Their cargo was clearly visible and identifiable from the air - V-2
rockets.

The railway also presented a more current threat. Some of our chaps' quarters were across the other
side of the tracks. We also had to cross the tracks from the officers' mess on our way to the Flights.
Freight trains were now passing through, going eastwards, two or three a day, carrying homeward
bound Russian soldiers liberated from German POW camps. They travelled in boxcars, usually with
the doors slid back. The Russians had frequently "decorated" the wagons with branches of trees,
which identified them as they approached, and whenever we saw one of these trains coming we
hurried to get out of range. Why? The odd Russian here and there had managed to lay their hands
on a revolver and, not distinguishing between our RAF blue and the Wehrmacht's grey-green
uniform, they just opened fire. Fortunately, none of our number was ever hit. We were told,
incidentally, that these returning ex-prisoners were shot, on Stalin's orders, when they reached
Russia. They were regarded as deserters for having allowed themselves to be taken prisoner!

At the outset the airfield at Bückeburg had the traditional perforated steel planking runway and taxi
tracks but after a while a dip, which became a lake in wet weather, developed at the point where
most of us touched down. Not too soon a decent concrete runway and taxiways were laid alongside.
Then, several of our number with a farming background then set about producing our own victuals
on the large area within the concrete tacks. We procured a tractor, collectively ploughed the land
and spent many back-breaking hours planting potatoes, cabbages etc by hand. We also obtained
several pigs which appeared to adapt quite readily to the constant roar of aircraft taking off. This
gave us the best food we had tasted in many a long day.

We had now started several regular daily schedules - to London, Paris, Frankfurt, Berlin, Celle
(Hanover) and Copenhagen - and on 15th July 1945 I made my first of many trips to Copenhagen. It
was a real round-the-houses route and took us via Hamburg, Kiel, where the Royal Navy had a base,
Schleswig and Flensburg. Kiel was a simple grass field - well, not that simple for it had sheep grazing
on it and we had to fly low over it before landing, to scare them off.
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Unlike the Dutch, whom the occupying Germans had treated very badly, with the execution of many
hostages, the Danes had been handled sympathetically by the Germans who recognised, quite
literally, on which side their bread was buttered. Denmark became the Germans' larder - with its
vast supplies of dairy produce. Thus it was, when we visited Copenhagen, that we found it flowing
with milk and honey. We stayed in Webbers Hotel on the Westerbrogade, if I remember the spelling
correctly (I've not been back since that time) and just across the road was a pastry cook selling the
most delicious real cream cakes, such as were not to be found in England until many years after the
war. A few doors away from the hotel there was a shop selling an enormous selection of cheeses
which, provided one could survive long enough to make one's purchase without inhaling, proved to
be a match for anything the French could produce.

Crews spent the night in "Copers" before taking the aircraft back next day, and during that time a
visit to the Tivoli Gardens at least once was almost mandatory.

In those halcyon days the RAF were the blue eyed boys and could do no wrong. This was because,
towards the end of the war, the Germans had a considerable number of Danes imprisoned under
interrogation and, in a number cases, sentence of death on charges of espionage for the allies. They
were being held in the Gestapo headquarters in the centre of Copenhagen which, I believe, had
been the Philips head office.

The RAF staged a most audacious bombing raid on the building, aimed at freeing as many of the
detainees as possible. I believe I am right in saying that for a long time before the operation, which
was carried out by de Havilland Mosquitoes, the crews practised dummy attacks on a scale model of
central Copenhagen, developed from numerous line-overlap (stereoscopic) photos, until they knew
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the area like their own back yards. The plan was to go in at rooftop height with rockets and bombs
fitted with short time-fuses and the aircraft were to follow one another on to the target with
precisely timed intervals between each. The operation went entirely according to plan but for one
unfortunate incident. One Mosquito came in a little late and as he arrived on the target the timefused bombs from the previous aircraft detonated causing him to crash on a nearby school, killing
him, his navigator and a number of children. Nonetheless the Danes still recognised the heroic action
of the RAF pilots in enabling a number of the Gestapo's prisoners to escape, and the warmth of the
Danish population towards us was very evident.

The pilot on one of the Comm. Wing's first flights on the Copenhagen run was introduced to the
owners of the firm of Peter Heering. This company produced a cherry brandy of very high quality
from cherries grown in its own orchards a short distance down the coast. Descendants of the
founder, they invited this pilot to visit the plant, and gave him a conducted tour. At the end they
poured a sizeable glass of the cherry brandy and drank a toast to the founder. Then, as the pilot left,
they shook hands with him and presented him with a bottle of the Heering product. This seemed to
me to have some merit and on my first trip to Denmark I made my way, accompanied by the
navigator, the short walk from the hotel to the Heering premises. Sure enough, we were invited in. A
very interesting half hour tour followed, during which we were shown the cherry pulp (the cherries
were first dried and then pressed) and the fermenting process. We also saw, on a map of the world,
the many destinations to which the cherry brandy was exported, as well as a number of crates
addressed to remote spots on the globe to which they were not able to be dispatched on the
outbreak of hostilities six years before. Then the toast and, as we left, the bottle of the product,
neatly wrapped, presented to each of us. One or two more crews paid a visit to Peter Heering and
received similar treatment until, one day, when a crew visited the company all seemed to be going
well - the tour, followed by the toast to the founder, but when they came to leave, the person
conducting them round thanked them for coming and shook their hands, and that was it.. no bottle.
After that, interest in Peter Heering waned somewhat rapidly.

On another visit to the city, my nav and I (crews almost always stayed together when away from
base) decided to go for a drink in the evening in what was referred to as a nightclub but was, in
reality, simply a pleasantly appointed bar. It was called the "Lorry", phonetically at least. At one side
there was a small raised seating area and there four middle-aged Danes were raising the welkin,
clearly celebrating something. The two of us hadn't been there long, having a quiet lager, when one
of the partying foursome called to us to join them. They quickly poured us glasses of a very palatable
champagne and then explained, in passable English, that they had all been members of the Danish
underground movement. We had no way of telling if this was true or if they had decided that it
sounded a good idea once the war was over. I remember nothing of the rest of that evening until it
came time to leave, when the problem of finding a taxi presented itself. Two of the chaps set off in
opposite directions and one of them returned quite soon in the taxi he had located. Then the came
the question of how to recall the other taxi-forager. When he hadn't turned up after a few minutes
we were treated to the amusing spectacle, in the middle of Copenhagen in the small hours of the
morning, of the three others shouting "Vier" (four) at the tops of their voices - obviously their
colleague's code name/number in the underground. At all events it worked.
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From time to time, when passing through Hamburg, I bumped into my old mate, Ken Higgins. He too
had landed a very interesting number, but quite different from what I was doing at Bückeburg. The
unit he was with, based at Hamburg/Fühlsbuttel, was responsible for bringing in ex-Luftwaffe
aircraft, servicing them and delivering them, mainly to customers who had bought them from the
British. Ken talked of delivering aircraft to Air Lingus and Air France, but I know that many aircraft
were sold to private buyers. We also had several German aircraft in the fleet at Bückeburg, which I
flew. Ken described how the aircraft were flown in to Hamburg by ex-Luflwaffe pilots from wherever
they had ended up at the surrender. They were then serviced by ex-Luftwaffe maintenance staff,
after which they were air tested, again by German pilots. Then they were acceptance tested by RAF
pilots before being flown off for delivery, by Ken and his ilk.

I was highly amused at Ken's description of flying the Junkers 52. This was the lumbering tri-motor
with the corrugated fuselage, used by Lufthansa pre-war and with great success by the Luftwaffe in
the German airborne invasion of Crete. Ken told how, when he flew the Ju52, a German ex Luftwaffe
corporal would come and stand next to him and, when Ken gave the order, would proceed to carry
out the cockpit checks and then start the three engines. Once they were all running smoothly he
would mount a step, open a hatch in the roof and taxi the Ju 52 out to the runway, using two
extended throttles (the outboard engines only) and a pair of brake levers. The final touch to this
amusing performance came when the corporal sometimes used a loud horn operated by a button in
front of him, to warm all and sundry that the big bird was on the move. Once at the runway holding
point the corporal would close the hatch and carry out the usual engine checks and pre-flight drill.
When all was ready be would salute the pilot and announce that the aircraft was ready for take-off.
Ken would then take over for the flight. I imagine this performance took a bit of getting used to by
the RAF pilots, not accustomed to such feather bedding.

Three engined Lufthansa Junkers 52
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In mid-July 1945 I underwent a very minor surgical operation, ligaturing of a varicose vein in my right
leg. In the process, my thigh muscle was slightly affected and for several weeks I walked with a limp
and was obliged to use a stick. This didn't affect my flying, though, and it was as much as I could do
to keep a straight face as I saw the passengers' reactions when I limped through the aircraft to the
cockpit leaning on my stick. This, though, was as nothing compared with the effect which the
following incident had upon a planeload of unsuspecting passengers. I mentioned earlier the
practical jokes that Guy Landsell and Phil Prior used to get up to, and on this occasion, they must
have distinguished themselves.

Before going out to the aircraft the two of them exchanged tunics so that Guy, the pilot, was now
wearing a navigator's brevet and Phil, a pilot's wings. Guy entered the aircraft first with Phil, behind
him, saying in a loud voice "No. It's my turn. You flew it yesterday." Then amid the continuing
altercation Guy continued on up to the cockpit and closed the door while Phil sat at the back with
the passengers, muttering "He always wants to fly the damned aircraft". Then Guy started the
engines taxied out and took off. I never heard at what point they let the passengers in on the leg
pull.

One of the characters at Bückeburg was Percy. He had been a Hampden pilot early on in the war. It
must have been early on because I think Hampdens went out of service in the first year or two. The
Hampden was a twin engined bomber with, I think, fabric-covered wings. The story was told that
Percy was on an op one night and his aircraft took a packet of flak This knocked out one engine and
burnt much of the covering off the wing. The enormous drag caused by the combination of a dead
engine and a wing with most of the skin burnt off caused the aircraft to pull to one side with such
force that Percy had to fly with one foot on top of the other on one rudder pedal to keep the aircraft
travelling in anything like a straight line. Then, when his legs became too tired, Percy just had to let
go and allow the Hampden to fly in wide circles while he regained some strength in his legs and
could resume the "both feet on one pedal routine" until, completely exhausted, he eventually got
the aircraft back to base. For that he well deservedly won a DFC.

After that, Percy and his crew were stood down for a rest period, and Percy went on a tour of a
number of stations, lecturing. On one of these occasions, so it was said, there were friends of his
among the audience, and when Percy came to take a drink from the water flask on the table he
found it had been filled with gin. This, though, did not deter him from drinking as though it were
water and he thereafter apparently never looked back. I can't remember what he did at Bückeburg,
but he certainly didn't fly, he was usually too pickled. One night, after he'd half drained the bar, he
managed to fall down the flight of stone steps outside the mess, to land on his face on the metal
shoe-scraper at the bottom. This required some time in hospital, having his nose sewnn back on.
Once he had recovered from that, decidedly less visually attractive, he came back to the unit only to
be discovered shortly afterwards, late at night, lying between the two sets of rails which he had to
cross on his way back to his quarters, mercifully aligned with, rather than across the tracks on which
high speed trains passed every hour or so. After that Percy was sent off to the UK to be dried out,
and never returned to Bückeburg.
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Our senior Flying Control Officer was also quite partial to the odd jug or six. In fairness it must be
said that if there was an emergency, he certainly got it all together and rose to the occasion. For the
rest of the time he was almost paralytic, and if the CO or anyone else of importance went up into the
Control Tower it was standard procedure, as the visitor was heard climbing the stairs, for the junior
chap on duty to slide Jimmy under the table, out of sight beneath the blanket covering it

About twenty miles north east of Bückeburg was an ex-Luftwaffe airfield near the village of
Wunstorf. Here all our major maintenance was done and we found ourselves flying there very often,
sometimes several times a week. One or two interesting features remain in my memory. In the first
place, the grass landing area was bordered on one side by a pine forest and within this were located
all the buildings comprising the station - the flying control tower, the barrack blocks, the various
messes, the motor transport unit, the admin block. Then there was a squash court. Apparently, the
Germans put great store by the game of squash as being a valuable way of developing co-ordination.
I was to find this layout exactly repeated at numerous ex-Luftwaffe airfields to the point that one
could land at such an airfield for the first time and make one's way straight to the mess, for example,
simply by knowing this typical layout.

The German officers' mess at all the fields at which I landed - and there were many - were quite
splendid, with a minstrels' gallery at one end and with the walls panelled and decorated with the
escutcheons of the German states.

Close to Wunstorf airfield was Steinhüder Meer, a lake some thirty square miles in area. In those
relaxed days, the war just over and the iron discipline which was later to rule all flying not yet having
set in, we pilots had the time of our lives, flying virtually anywhere we wished and at any height. A
favourite, when flying into or out of Wunstorf was to do a "beat up" on the lake, particularly if there
were yachts out sailing, which there often were. It was the misfortune of one of our number, doing
just this one day, to blow a yacht over, and an even greater misfortune that it belonged to the
President of the yacht club, an Air Commodore based at RAF HQ Germany, who was sailing it at the
time.

Earlier I mentioned that all the allied airfields in near Europe were given numbers by which they
were always referred to. Wunstorf carried the reference "B116". Now, RAF Transport Command had
established Staging Posts, as they were known, at airfields worldwide, and used their own system for
numbering them. Kastrup Airport, Copenhagen was such a Staging Post and it happened to bear the
Transport Command Staging Post number 116. A Dakota came through Bückeburg daily en-route
from the UK to Hamburg and Copenhagen, and one day a young Aircraftsman came into the Ops
Room at Bückeburg and enquired if there was a flight going to "116". The Ops Officer told the lad
that there was an Anson just about to leave and pointed him towards the aircraft I was about to
start up. When we landed at B 116 (Wunstorf) a quarter of an hour later, the young chap was
amazed the flight had been so short. By the time we had explained that this was B116 and not
Staging Post 116, and got him back to Bückeburg, the daily Dakota to Copenhagen had already gone
through.
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On the 17th July 1945 I did my first trip to Berlin. The city had already been divided up into sectors British, American, French and Russian. Gatow, the airfield in the British sector, was to the west of
Berlin so we only saw part of the city as we came in on the approach. That was enough, though, to
bring home to us the devastation that had been wrought on the Berliners by night after night and
day after day of intensive bombing, by the RAF and the USAF respectively. Looking down on the
buildings, we saw only empty, roofless shells - worse, if anything, than the City of London.

At that time, before the absurdity of the Iron Curtain and the division of Berlin into East and West,
we could move about freely, and I vividly remember going to a bar across the airfield where a
number of Russian soldiers were drinking schnapps heavily. They were all dressed differently and
someone explained that anyone in the Soviet Union of fighting age (17 to 70, or something of that
order) was, by definition, in the army. No army records of any sort, no uniform, no pay, and food
only if they were lucky. They literally lived off the land, pillaging and raping as they went. One of the
Russians in that bar, wearing baggy breeches, produced a dagger from down his sock, and with real
pride invited me, by signs, to count the number of notches on the hilt, and I didn't dare refuse. I
don't recall how many dead Germans that knife had accounted for but it was certainly in double
figures.

The German civilians were absolutely petrified of the Russians and in the days immediately after
Berlin fell, it was said they approached the British and suggested we and the Germans join forces
against the Russians.

Before the RAF occupied Gatow (Berlin) airfield, the Russians had "gone through" there. They had
shot up all the statues on the fronts of the buildings. They had also put many hundreds of rounds
into the toilets, presumably because they didn't know what they were used for. I believe I am right in
saying that any literate Russian automatically became a commissioned officer, and whatever might
have been claimed for Soviet egalitarianism, it certainly had not filtered down to the army. The
officers were impeccably dressed and had the reputation of treating their men like animals. The
story went around of an American general's car being involved in a minor scrape with the car of a
Russian senior officer. The Russian, if the story is to be believed, pulled his pistol and shot his driver
dead, then handed his revolver to the American with the gesture "Now it's your tum".

I somehow managed to get tickets, one night, for a performance of Rigoletto at the Stadtsoper, in
the Russian sector in Berlin, and found myself seated between two Russian officers, impressive in
their long grey greatcoats. The performance was, to my untrained ear, excellent. To sustain them,
the singers apparently received one ham roll in addition to the standard basic wage being paid to
Germans working for the allies.

A lively black market, mainly in coffee and cigarettes in exchange for Leica and Zeiss cameras, soon
sprang up, but the Russian infantrymen, for want of a better term, seemed only interested in
acquiring watches - and as many as possible. They were to be seen any day, in their scores, with a
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dozen or more watches strapped to both arms, with no two watches showing the same time. They
didn't know how to use them.

The following entry in my logbook is typical of the sort of flights we were doing all the time: "18th
July 1945. AusterV No. 590. Brig. Belchem. 1st Army Group strip to B045095 and return"

"B045095" was an ordnance map reference which I would have had to plot and then find from the
air - most likely an ordinary farm field, with no windsock. As far as I remember I only failed to find a
location once and that, my logbook records, was on 23rd July 1945. I had to fly two army majors from
No. 8 Corps to No. 30 Corps airstrips. The first strip I found with no difficulty but the second I just
could not locate, and after circling the supposed area for some time, searching for an army Jeep, and
with the small margin of fuel the Auster carried, I put the aircraft down in a field full of cows. Barely
had I stopped rolling before the invisible Jeep arrived and carted my passengers off. I was glad I
didn't have to clean the aircraft on my return to base that evening... -the cows, you know.

Three days after that [26th July 1945], says my logbook, I brought a flight back from Northolt and
landed at Brussels with the airspeed indicator not working. Maintaining correct airspeed, within a
narrow margin, is crucial in the final stages of a landing and the fact that this happened to me twice
more after that (after heavy rainstorms) and presented no problem is an indication of how familiar
we had become with the aircraft we were flying.

There are numerous entries in my logbook recording Auster flights with one or another General as
my passenger. A great leveller, the Auster. There were also numerous flights with simply "VIP" in the
passenger column. What exactly constituted a VIP or who decided they were VI, I never learned.
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Some passengers, though, qualified unquestionably for this distinction as, for example, the then Lord
Packenham, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (the late Lord Longford). He distinguished himself
as far as we were concerned (other than having been flown by me!) by leaving his hat somewhere
and requiring one of our aircraft to be sent to retrieve it and deliver it to him at his next destination.

About this time the destination airfield of our daily London schedule was changed to Northolt. Each
of us pilots and navigators got over to England once every ten days or so and my navigator on one of
these trips was, once again, Tom Beardsworth. Tom lived in Preston and he always made the trip
home during our overnight layover. To appreciate what this meant it must be realised that in those
days trains were less frequent even than they are today. In addition, with so many movements by
military personnel, it was the rule rather than the exception that passengers had to stand for most if
not the whole of the journey. Tom had no option but to accept this situation and, having made the
journey from airport to Euston Station and invariably waited some time for a train, had to stand for
anything up to five hours before reaching Preston in the evening.

Our scheduled departure time the following day was twelve noon, so Tom had a very short night at
home before starting the journey back. On one of these occasions, on a hot August day (our Ansons
were not air-conditioned), I took off from Northolt with a very bleary-eyed Tom navigating.
Navigating in those days constituted little more than map-reading with an overlay of dead-reckoning
which really came into its own only when we were over the sea. In fact, we made the journey so
often that, with reasonable visibility, we needed neither map-reading nor DR; we knew the
landmarks on our track like the backs of our hands. Ten minutes out of Northolt, Tom was this day
deep in the arms of Morpheus and he continued to sleep soundly for the next hour or so. When he
finally did come to we were only about sixty miles from home and it was quite amusing to see Tom
scouring the area of Kent on the map to get a pinpoint, trying the while not to let me know he had
nodded off. He finally realised we were over the Ruhr Valley and looked at me appropriately
sheepishly.

Another of our daily scheduled flights from Bückeburg was to Frankfurt/Eschborn. This was a delight
for we reached there just in time for "elevenses" which meant something quite different from the
cup of coffee which the ladies of the Womens Voluntary Service, bless their hearts, now on the
scene morning and afternoon at Bückeburg, served up. Eschbom was in the US zone, and that meant
goodies undreamed of where we came from. Donuts of all sorts: fruit juices in any flavour you
wanted. You name it; they had it... and to take a full meal with the Americans as we occasionally did
was, to our British eyes (stomachs) second only to dining at the Ritz.

On 4th August 1945 I was down to fly the Copenhagen schedule. One of my passengers, on the
Bückeburg-Hamburg leg, was a VIP - a young lady. She was, in fact, Winston Churchill's youngest
daughter, Mary. A captain in the Auxiliary Territorial Service, the women's branch of the army, Mary
was in an anti-aircraft unit which had moved across from England and was now stationed near the
Elbe, west of Hamburg. Mary, today Lady Soames, had gone over to London to be with her father as
he fought the first general election since the coalition Government was formed at the outbreak of
the war. To the amazement of many, for Winston's bulldog spirit and stimulating speeches were
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generally considered to have contributed in no small measure to Britain's having come through its
darkest hour and to have finally won the war, Winston's Tory party lost the election and a Labour
government came to power.

Mary had come back from England that 4th August and I was due to take off with her and five other
passengers at noon. In the event, the weather turned quite nasty but after we had invited her to
lunch in the mess it cleared mid-afternoon and we were able take off. I had Mary come up to the
cockpit and sit in the navigator's seat and he, Tom Beardsworth my nav that day, moved back and
sat on the main spar. He lent her his headset so I could talk to her, and I asked her where exactly her
unit was. They were camped under canvas at a site not far off our track to Hamburg, so I altered
course to the spot and dropped down to fly across the campsite just high enough not to blow the
tents over. My passenger squealed, "You'll get me court-martialled". Imagine doing that today! Oh
those happy days. We said goodbye to Capt Churchill as she left the aircraft at Fuhlsbüttel.

It was recalling this episode that prompted me to the present book. I saw Lady Soames' name
mentioned in the newspaper some while ago and I leafed back through my logbook to see when
exactly it was that I had flown her. I found the entry and took a photocopy of the page. In response
to the short letter I wrote her then, enclosing the copy for interest's sake, she confirmed that she
had not been court martialled on account of my low flying that day!

Sometime mid-August I had a most interesting trip to Travemünde, north west of Hamburg, on the
Baltic. The airfield had been selected as a collection point for surrendered German equipment. The
hangars were stacked to the ceiling with every imaginable item used by the Luftwaffe and the
Wehrmacht, and the fellow in charge gave us carte blanche to take what we wanted. I took a
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soldier's rucksack, still with its name tag, Willi Schmidt, attached. As soon as Joyce saw it, on my first
trip home, she decided she didn't want it in the house, and out it went. The other item I picked up
was a German parachute - one of thousands in the hangar. That, Joyce was delighted with, for fabric
of all types was "on points", i.e. rationed, and she used the silk to make the underskirt for her
wedding dress. In fact that was not so easy, for the parachute, just like our own British ones,
comprised a large number of small triangular panels double or triple seamed to ensure they didn't
split if they were holed by gunfire. Consequently, before Joyce could reemploy the 'chute she had
laboriously to unpick all this stitching.

The thing which interesting me most at Travemünde, though, was a Focke-Wulfe 290 that had been
flown in there from another airfield, probably Berlin. It was a very large four-engined machine and
the astonishing thing about it was that, apart from the space taken up by a single armchair-type
seat, the whole of the interior aft of the cockpit was filled with huge cubic fuel tanks. It was
explained to us that the aircraft had been so modified to enable it to fly Goering to Japan when the
end of Germany was in sight. Fortunately justice, in several cases at their own hands, (Hitler himself,
for example) caught up with them before they could flee.

Four engined Focke-Wulfe 290

On 23rd August 1945, Tom Beardsworth, my navigator once again, and I had a rather out-of-theordinary experience. We had been to Frankfurt on the regular schedule and were returning with an
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empty aircraft. We agreed that Tom should do a homing on his Gee-box. The navigator, in our
configuration of the Anson, sat in what otherwise would be the co-pilot's seat and the Gee-box, once
we started to have them installed, was located just ahead of his feet.

I mentioned earlier that homing on Gee was not a simple business. It involved the navigator looking
unwaveringly through a rubber visor at a cathode ray tube, for ten or fifteen minutes. I could see
that Tom was vectoring me up to the field very nicely, an encouraging thing for a crew who had used
Gee in this way perhaps only once before. Suddenly, when we were almost overhead the field, the
cockpit filled with thick white smoke. Tom didn't immediately notice this as he still had his head in
the Gee box, so I called to him that his radar set was on fire and to switch it off immediately. This he
did and I selected undercarriage down for landing. At the same moment that I saw, on checking the
landing gear, that only one leg was indicating "Down", Tom noticed that the cockpit was wet with a
thin film of oil. That's when I realised that what I'd seen filling the cockpit was not smoke but hot
hydraulic fluid under pressure, escaping when I lowered the undercarriage. We had, in fact, lost all
the fluid from our hydraulics system. We had one wheel locked down and it couldn't be retracted,
and the other wheel up and it couldn't be lowered and locked. For good measure, because they
were also hydraulically operated, we had no flaps. This meant that our landing speed would be
higher than normal.

Aircraft with retractable landing gear today have an indicator which shows three green lights when
both main legs and the nosewheel are locked down. The early marks of the Anson, which ours were
at that time, had two little green balls which popped up when both wheels were locked down.
Presumably this set-up was designed by someone who never flew, for the two green balls were
placed, not side by side to indicate left and right, as one would expect, but one behind the other. I
don't think there was a single pilot on the unit who could have said which of the two represented
the left and right legs. Normally it didn't matter; both legs came down and both green balls popped
up. But this wasn't normal and with only one ball showing I had no idea which leg had hung up. I
guessed it was the starboard (right) leg. In the event I was wrong. I had a long chat with the control
tower and they called in the engineering officer, but he was as much use as a top hat to a gold fish. I
later found out that if only I had been put in touch with one of the maintenance Flight Sergeants he
could have told me to take the escape axe, kept in the cockpit, and cut a small hole in the thin floor
behind the pilot. This would have revealed the two cables that actuated the locks which kept the
wheels up. Pulling these would have allowed the refracted wheel to free fall and if I had dived the
aircraft and then pulled up sharply this would most probably have locked both wheels down. As it
was I didn't have the benefit of this advice and instead I advised Bückeburg that I was going to
Wunstorf because the runway there was grass as against Bückeburg's concrete - less chance of a
spark and a fire if there were to be a fuel spillage.

I briefed Tom, telling him that I would first fly past the tower at low level for them to see whether or
not the gear appeared to be down. I would then land the aircraft fairly heavily to fry to shake the
wheel down, if it was still umlocked- As soon as I saw the wheel was collapsing I would give Tom a
hand signal. He was then to switch off the fuel, cut the magneto switches and go to the rear door to
be ready to jump out as soon as the aircraft stopped moving. The Wunstorf Flying Control Officer,
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with his binoculars, reported that both wheels appeared to be down, but I knew that both wheels
would probably appear to be down even though only one of them was actually locked.

I did as I had said and put the Anson down a little more firmly than usual. Seconds later the port leg
collapsed and the aircraft dropped on to the wing tip and started to slither along sideways on its
belly. I gave Tom the signal; there was a veritable flurry of arms around the cockpit, then Tom was
gone. In traditional form the Flying Control Jeep and the "bloodwaggon" drove alongside us as the
aircraft slowed down, but happily their assistance was not required. Re-reading my logbook
comment, "Aircraft slightly damaged" amazes me. I would have expected the fuselage to have been
seriously twisted beyond repair in this one-wheel-and-a-wingtip return to earth.

On 8th September 1945 I flew from Bückeburg to Newmarket and the following day to Gatwick. This
was the first of many times I was to land at Gatwick, and it became our London terminus, following
Croydon and then Northolt. It is interesting how many pre-war racetracks were taken over as
airfields in wartime and how quite a number of these never reverted to their former use. Gatwick in
those days was a grass field, still more a racetrack than an airfield. It had been a fighter base and the
main runway, running more or less in the south westerly direction of the prevailing wind and parallel
to the railway line, had about a one hundred yard concrete threshold which relieved the turf of most
of the landings. I have cause to remember this, as I shall explain later. Prior to the outbreak of war in
1939 there were two railway stations at Gatwick: the "everyday" one and Gatwick Racecourse
Station which was open only on race days. This I think was more or less where the North Terminal is
now.
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The feature that stands out particularly in my memory of the Gatwick of those days, sixty years ago,
is the terminal building. Built to handle racegoers arriving by air only a few days a year, it was aptly
christened "the Beehive". It was circular, with the small Customs/immigration Hall in the centre and
offices round the periphery, and arriving and departing aircraft taxied right up to the "front door" I
believe I am right in saying that this unique, probably "listed", building has been preserved within
the present-day second London airport - LGW.

London Gatwick – Beehive terminal and Train Station adjacent
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When we came in from the Continent we used to take the train up to London. Trains were not very
frequent in those days so we used to keep a lookout as we flew over the line coming up from
Brighton and Haywards Heath. If we saw a tain at a reasonable distance we used to get down as fast
as we could, park the aircraft quickly outside the terminal, offload the passengers, clear Customs and
run like mad the short distance to the station. It usually worked, except when Customs had a blitz on
for black market cameras, and insisted on going through everything, sometimes even inspecting the
aircraft.

Recalling this reminds me of an incident involving the Commander-in-Chief’s DC 3. The crew were
flying over to Gatwick to position the aircraft for return with a number of VIP's later in the day.
Before they took off from Germany they had received word over the radio from a returning aircraft
that Customs at Gatwick had one of their "thorough" days on, and the crew made sure they took
nothing "dubious" on this trip. Sure as anything, before they could leave the aircraft at Gatwick the
Customs chaps were on the scene. They proceeded to search every nook and cranny capable of
concealing smuggled goods (usually cameras) and found nothing. When they had drawn a blank, the
wireless operator took them around the DC 3, pointing out a number of places they had missed, but
not revealing the even more obscure ones he and the others in the crew would have used if they had
brought in any loot. The poor Customs officers left in disgust.

On 1st October 1945, according to my logbook, I accompanied Larry Lorkin, who had now joined us at
BAFO Comm Wing, in flying a Fieseler Storch we had acquired from the Hamburg unit. The Storch
was a fabulous aircraft. The German counterpart of our Lysander, it had a powerful engine and huge
flaps and was basically designed for spotter work. So many things about it ran contrary to what one
found on any other aircraft, that flying the Storch "sight unseen", i.e.with no manuals or other
guidance was, to say the least, a novel experience. The flaps, for instance, were wound down by
means of a bicycle crank and chain arrangement, located by the pilot's left shoulder and after the
first fifteen degrees of flap were lowered, both ailerons came down to give an enormous barn-door
area of flap. Then there was the landing gear. The Storch had a cantilever undercarriage that was of
normal width when airborne but which spread apart six or seven feet when the weight of the aircraft
was on it. This combined with a pair of balloon tyres, meant that it was virtually impossible to make
a heavy landing. Similarly one had the sense of not being in complete control during take-off as the
aircraft surged up and down as the airspeed built up and the weight began to lift off the
undercarriage, causing it to spread and contract until, with no discernible input from the pilot, the
Storch wallowed into the air. The thing which fascinated me most about the Storch, and of which I
took advantage on several occasions, was its near-vertical take-off and landing capability. With its
unbelievably low stalling speed (from memory, something like thirty knots) I used to take off, with a
crosswind of anything more than about twenty knots, across our sixty-foot wide runway. An added
touch was provided by the fact that all the instruments read in German and in metric units, which
meant nothing to us. I was reminded of the often repeated jokey quotation, "There I was, upside
down, nowt on the "clock" bar the maker's name and that was in Swiss, both props feathered and
still climbing".
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On 3rd October 1945 I flew a Percival Proctor for the first of many times. The Proctor was flown
before the war in air races and the RAF version still retained the quick-release handbrake to bear
witness to this. Its main claim to fame in the RAF was, I think I am right in saying, as a flying
classroom for wireless operators, practising transmitting and receiving (Morse code) in the air and in
obtaining radio homings. The Proctor was, though, only a small four-seater which, after allowing for
the space occupied by the pilot, did not leave much room for the wireless operators and their
equipment.

After I had logged two hours and twenty minutes in the Storch I was designated as personal pilot to
a Major General Galloway, with the 21st Army Group. The aircraft was painted a delicate duck egg
blue and four stars on a red background were stencilled on the engine cowling, denoting my VIP's
General Staff Officer status. Unfortunately, as it later transpired, I was to fly the General on only one
day in "his" aircraft. On that day, 6th October 1945, General Galloway was to present prizes at the
Rhine Army inter-regimental sports at Düsseldorf. I picked him up at the Rhine Army headquarters
airstrip at Bad Oyenhausen and he immediately asked me to route to Düsseldorf via an army airstrip
which I didn't even know existed. I located it all right but when I got there I found white crosses
across both ends of the short strip, the established signal that it was closed to air traffic. I told the
General this but he virtually ordered me to land. Now, as captain of the aircraft, I was entirely within
my rights to refuse, as I most certainly would have done if I had thought there was any danger
involved in landing there, but the prospect of a run-in with this pompous individual and then having
to sit next to him for much of the rest of the day certainly lent wisdom to discretion as the better
part of valour and I tumed in for the landing. At this two army officers came out on to the strip and
started waving their arms furiously as I came in for the approach. I selected what looked like a firm
piece of ground to one side of the strip, put the Storch down and brought it to a standstill within
about forty yards. The two army officers, AOP's (Army Observation Pilots) in the event, were
alongside before I had even shut down the engine. They justifiably started to give me hell for landing
there, quite illegally, and to their eternal credit hardly changed their tune when they saw the rank of
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my passenger and realised I must have been coerced by him into landing on their closed airstrip. We
were not there long, just sufficient time for me to make peace with my khaki-clad airborne brothersin-arms, then I took off for Düsseldorf and landed on an open piece of land close to the stadium.

Fieseler Storch

Now in October, and the days drawing in, I told the General, before he was driven away, that our
absolute latest take-off time was (something like, from memory) 1600 hrs, given that the Storch had
no interior lighting for map-reading, and the barest of illuminated instruments, and there were no
runway lights at our destination. When he turned up at something nearer five o'clock, I told him
flatly that I couldn't fly the Storch in the darkness. He then gave me some tale about having an
appointment with the Field Marshal (Montgomery) at nine o'clock the following morning.

I didn't believe a word of this rank pulling, but I decided I would put the fear of God in the man, so
he wouldn't bully any of us pilots in this way again. I gave him my ETA and asked him to telephone
his HQ and have them instruct the driver who was to pick him up back at the Bad Oyenhausen strip
to park his Jeep parallel to the east end of the runway and to shine his headlights along it when he
heard the sound of my engine. The airstrip consisted of about two hundred yards of roofing felt laid
on straw and I hoped that this, being almost white, would stand out in the Jeep's headlights. The
flight went without hitch and the lights of the Jeep mercifully came on, on cue. Again the Storch's
short-landing capability came into its own and I was able to put it down with no problem.
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That, I thought, would have put the wind up this arrogant …. To my utter chagrin, as he got out of
the aircraft he shook my hand warmly, thanked me and said, "I've never enjoyed a flight so much in
all my life"! What was that about teaching him a lesson?

As I flew back to Bückeburg in total blackness I was confident that, with the long runway there, I
could ease the Storch down without any lights at all. To my surprise, though, as I came through the
Minden Gap, where the Weser flows through the hills, I could see the Bückeburg flarepath lighted in
the distance. As luck would have it, that night, by rare exception a special flight was arriving from
England, so I landed on a well lit runway. Then, when I checked into the Ops Room I was bawled out
for flying back to Bückeburg not expecting the runway lights to be on. The perfect end to a perfect
day!

Just a few days after this, as I was taxiing out in an Anson, I saw two soldiers (an unusual sight on the
airfield) towing "my" Fieseler,Storch with a tractor, away in the distance across the field, far off the
taxiway. Apparently orders had been received from above that all German aircraft for which there
was no log book or current technical documentation were to be destroyed. The squaddies then
attached an explosive charge to the leg of my poor little Storch and simply blew it up. Vandals!

On 9th October 1945 I did fifteen minutes solo, my first and last, in a Vultee Vigilant. The Vigilant was
a large single engined American aircraft which joined the unit one day, and seemed to be gone the
next. I don't remember much about it except its strange starting system. A crank handle inserted
into the side of the engine was turned for a minute or so to energise a flywheel, which one could
hear whirring. Then, when the pilot judged the flywheel to be spinning fast enough, he would
engage a clutch which caused the engine to turn over and, one hoped, fire up and start.
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Vultee Vigilant

Writing of odd starting systems I am reminded of the emergency method we learned for starting a
Dakota (DC 3) with a flat battery. A long length of rope was passed around one blade of the propeller
of the engine to be started and several fellows would take each of the two ends and walk away from
the aircraft at right angles to the prop until the slack was taken up. Then, when the pilot gave the
"ready" signal, they would begin to walk briskly. This caused the prop and the engine to tum over
and, with a certain amount of luck, fire and burst into life.

Having by this time flown a small handful of both British and American aircraft I find it interesting,
looking back, to compare the different approach to the cockpit layout by the two groups of
manufacturers.

The American instruments were all round in shape and, in the case of multi-engined aircraft, had
two needles, one per engine, for each function - RPM, boost etc on a single instrument.

We Brits had instruments of all shapes and sizes, round, rectangular, square and usually one for each
function for each engine. Then the ancillary controls - fuel selectors, flaps, landing gear, cooling gills
and so on.
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The Americans located theirs so that the pilot's hands settled naturally on them. The flaps, gills and
landing gear controls on the Boston, for example, were located on the bulkhead immediately behind
the pilot, with a large square knob for the undercarriage which distinguished it from all others. The
fuel selectors were well within the pilot's reach on the right hand side of the panel.

British manufacturers, on the other hand, gave the impression of having built the whole aircraft then
realised they had overlooked these ancillary controls and just stuck them anywhere they could find
space. I was told that the Mosquito was not the only British aircraft, wonderful anachronism that it
was, in which it was almost impossible for the pilot to change fuel tanks without the assistance of
the navigator. One reason given for this haphazard layout of instruments and ancillary controls was
that it reduced the likelihood of a pilot, mentally drained after a long flight (and we often were)
reading the wrong instrument or selecting the wrong ancillaries. The cynic would say,
"Rationalisation after the event! All the design effort went into the airframe and engines "

On 10th October I made one of the most hilarious flights of all time. I had to fly an army lieutenant in
an Auster to a field somewhere in the region of Paderborn. It was a huge flat area, probably half a
mile square, flat and with no obstructions. The purpose of the trip was to enable the lieutenant to
inspect the area and decide whether it was suitable to move his unit there.

We visited the Town Mayor, who offered us lunch, during which he described the problems he had
with the Poles, erstwhile slave-labourers, who occupied a camp in his area. Now technically free,
they had been made aware of the probable fate which awaited them if they decided to return to
Poland, at that time occupied by the Soviets. There were some two thousand of them, the Town
Mayor said, and he considered himself fortunate if only once a month a large number of them got
high on motor spirit and went on the rampage raping and looting and generally committing
mayhem. Then, he said, fifty or sixty of them would land in the local hospital; some of these would
die and some would be blinded for life. The rest, undeterred, would be back in a month or so's time
for a repeat performance.

It was when we came to leave that the fun started. We, the lieutenant and I, were driven back to the
field by an army private accompanied by his buddy, there for the ride. The cable brakes on the
Auster were quite unreliable, particularly if they were not regularly adjusted. We normally got
around this, when starting, by putting chocks against the main wheels - standard operating practice
for all aircraft in those days. But chocks? We were accustomed to improvising, using logs, lumps of
wood or even bricks but this was just a large field with none of these accessories in sight. And there
was worse to come. The Auster could be the very devil to start in hot weather, which we were then
enjoying, as the engine easily flooded. To overcome this we used to start with the throttle wide
open, as opposed to almost closed which was normal with a cool engine. As my Auster was of the
vintage variety, without the electric starter which later versions had, it meant that I had to handswing the prop. I put the army chap in my seat, then I pulled the brake on as hard as it would go and
showed him how to put maximum pressure with his heels on the brake pedals. I then opened the
throttle wide and explained that I was going to swing the prop. I laid great stress on the fact that as
soon as the engine fired he was to pull the throttle back immediately. Finally I demonstrated how he
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was to put the switches on (up) when I signalled with the thumbs up but to switch them off again if
anything went wrong.

I pulled the prop through to compression, gave the signal to put the mag switches on, and swung it,
making very sure to step back as I did. Yes. You've guessed it. The engine fired first time and the
Auster started off down the field at a brisk pace, with me running after it, signalling to a panicstricken lieutenant to pull the throttle back. The squaddies laughed fit to bust. Mercifully my
passenger finally got the message and pulled the power right back. The Auster came to a halt a
hundred yards down the field. Another hundred yards or so and it would have had the tail up and
become airborne. It doesn't bear thinking about!

Reading that paragraph over, I was reminded of something that happened to one on the pilots from
88 Squadron some years after the war. He had got himself a job towing gliders - I think they were
Slingsbys - to private buyers on the Continent. According to the newspaper I read, he had landed at
an airfield near the south coast - Lympne, if my memory serves me correctly - to refuel and to clear
Customs and Immigration. For some reason, when he came to leave, he hand-swung the prop of his
towing aircraft, with nobody at the controls. The engine started, but thereafter the consequences
were much graver than those I encountered (above), for the aircraft set off across the field at speed,
with the glider, whether piloted or not at the time I don't recall, taking off and bumping back down
again several times until finally the combination, tug and glider, crashed into trees on the edge of
the field and was reduced to a heap of scrap. No injuries I think, but another very red face!

A week after I flew that Vigilant, I checked out in a Miles Messenger - twenty minutes on a flight to
Wunstorf- then I flew it back myself. An all-wooden aircraft, it was roomy inside but very slow in the
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air. It had normal wing flaps and then a barn-door of a drag flap that, like the Fieseler Storch, gave it
an almost vertical angle of approach for landing. With the Messenger we could get in and out of
almost anywhere, including a school playground, which we sometimes had to. Unfortunately the
aircraft was another to suffer the Bückeburg kiss of death for it had not been in our fleet long when
a directive put out by Miles, the manufacturer, grounded all Messengers because it was discovered
that their glued joints were coming unstuck!

Miles Messenger

About this time I was visiting the RAF dentist in the nearby town of Bückeburg, for treatment. He
had a very attractive receptionist/nurse, a WAAF, who told me she had never flown. I offered her a
trip on her forthcoming day off, and she accepted. My detail that day was to take a single passenger,
in a Proctor, to Lübeck, on the Baltic, north west of Hamburg. The weather was a bit dodgy and I
delayed the take off for a couple of hours. When we finally did get airborne, mid-afternoon, I
calculated that we should be able to make Lübeck, refuel and get back to Bückeburg before nightfall.

In the event, the bad weather that had moved away from Bückeburg now sat over my destination
and I found conditions there for landing were pretty marginal. I got the aircraft down all right, but it
was clear I could not fly back to base that evening. The poor WAAF was distraught. If it were
discovered that she was not in her quarters when they were checked that night, she would be for
the high jump. A damsel in dire distress. What to do? It was strictly against regulations to carry
unauthorised passengers as I had done, but if I was not to be the instrument of my first time flyer's
disciplining back on her unit, I had no alternative but to come clean. I went to see the station
commander to see if I might borrow a vehicle. I found that he was none other than the famous,
much-decorated fighter ace, Group Captain Johnny Johnson. I told him my story and one glance out
of the window showed there was no way I could take off that evening. He let me down very lightly,
and authorised me to use one of the station's fifteen-hundredweight (three quarters of a ton) truck.
I then drove something of the order of 150 miles, map reading as I went, to drop the girl at her
quarters in Bückeburg before lights out. Then I turned round and drove back to Lübeck.
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The weather was much improved next morning and when I flew into Bückeburg the Ops Officer was
watching to see a WAAF, an unauthorised passenger, step out of the Proctor. Great must have been
his disillusionment when he saw I was the only occupant. I never did put him wise about my threehundred mile night haul, and I never saw the WAAF again.

After this I did not fly again until 10th November 1945. This is because I was on "Compassionate
Leave", to marry the beautiful blonde from the bank. As soon as I wrote Jessie Foster, in Winnipeg,
of our forthcoming wedding she offered to buy a ring matching the engagement ring she and I had
bought together a year earlier, and I gladly accepted.

Joyce and I had very little money between us and we planned to spend our honeymoon half in
Babbacombe in a small hotel recommended by one of my Bückeburg pals, and half in Ilfracombe. My
uncle, Austin - the commercial travelling one - offered us the use of his car, a Morris "8" which,
because of the very stringent wartime petrol-rationing which was still in force, he hadn't used since
the outbreak of the war, six years before. When I went to pick the car up the day before the wedding
it was as dead as a dodo. Charging the battery made absolutely no difference. When I called in a
mechanic we discovered that the small quantity of petrol left in the tank so many years before had
turned to jelly. Worse, the fuel line was also completely glued up. I don't know how we managed to
clean the system out but we did, late in the evening of 26th October and got the car started.

The wedding, the following day, was a very modest, low-key affair with only ten guests and the
reception in Joyce's parents' home. The cake, for which I have kept the receipt, cost £2"25d or £2.10
as it would be written today.
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Wedding Day

We drove off on our honeymoon, as planned, in the Morris 8. Then, not as planned, on a very busy
road one mile from home, the engine cut and refused to give any further hint of life. We were
fortunately on a downslope and I was able to roll into a side tuning. When I got out of the car I found
that some wag at the reception had put the lid from a dustbin on the front of the car, and I imagine
this had caused the overheating. We were fortunate in being able to get a room in a London hotel
where we spent the first night of our married life. Next day we returned to the car and as I was
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trying, without success, to diagnose the fault, two lads in RAF uniform, on leave too as it turned out,
appeared from nowhere and offered to help. What kindness. They worked for hours, found that the
fault was a dud condenser, located a garage which had one in stock (on a Sunday, in those days!)
fitted it and, wonder of wonders, the engine fired and we were back in business. Then the chaps
refused to accept any reward for their efforts and disappeared into the approaching gloom of the
late October evening.

After that the honeymoon continued without further problems though I have to say I found the
sidelong glances of the other hotel guests at this beautiful girl with the RAF officer did not require
much imagination to interpret.

Back at Bückeburg I found life little changed, possibly a little busier than ever and with never a dull
moment. In my absence they had decided to make me Motor Transport Officer for the Wing. This
was really a sinecure, unless something went really haywire, and it didn't in any way interfere with
my flying duties. Just to ensure that I was up to the job I went out for a check drive with the MT
Flight Sergeant. He had me drive a short distance round the airfield, and on the way he asked me
what speed I estimated I was travelling. I guessed it to be about 35 mph. He complimented me on
the accuracy of my estimate, then pointed out that there was a maximum speed limit on the whole
airfield of twenty miles an hour... and me, the newly appointed MTO!

I had to fly a VIP, Sir Edgar Penton, to Croydon on 18th November 1945 and then take the aircraft on
to Gatwick. For some reason I can't now recall, the navigator and I had to stay in the UK with the
aircraft for six days, and I took advantage of this to break another of King's Regulations. I took Joyce
down to Gatwick by train and, having made sure to park the aircraft out of sight of the control
tower, behind a mound on the airfield, when I brought it in, I took her for her first ever flight. To
ensure that the one member of the ground crew who was present didn't spill the beans in the half
hour we were away on this "air test" with an illegal passenger, I asked him if he'd like a flight. He
jumped at the chance, and I was covered.
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We were now flying to Lüneburg quite often. It was in the prison there that a number of the
commandants and senior staff of some of the concentration camps were being held awaiting trial on
a charge of what, today, would be "crimes against humanity".

I remember only two of their names, which were frequently spoken of in the press. One was named
Kramer, the "Beast of Belsen" and the other, a woman, Irma Grese, whose speciality was having
lampshades made from the skin of some of the unfortunates put to death in her camp. Both were
flown, by our chaps, to Nürnberg where they were tried and executed.

On 5th December 1945, with Tom Beardsworth as my navigator again, I was down to do the Gatwick
schedule. One of my six passengers was the C-in-C of the Womens' Auxiliary Air Force [Dame Felicity
Peake]. Halfway through our take off run there was a bang from the port side and the Anson
swerved slightly before I could correct it and lift off. I had a burst tyre. My two options were to land
on the grass at Wunstorf, with a full fuel load, or continue to Gatwick and use most of my fuel enroute. I chose Gatwick. After all, I didn't want to miss a night in England.

After I'd climbed up and set course, I had Tom take the controls while I went back to the cabin to
explain the situation to the passengers and assure them there was no danger (I hoped! This was to
be another "first".) When we reached Gatwick, I put the Anson down as gently as possible on the
short strip of concrete at the beginning of the main grass runway, and kept the port wheel off the
ground as long as possible. When we lost flying speed and the wing dropped I was able to avoid the
pull towards the left by braking heavily and increasing power on the port engine, and I was quite
surprised that we were able to hold a more or less straight line.
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Again, the inevitable fire truck and ambulance ran alongside us as we came to a stop but, mercifully,
they were not needed. What did surprise me was that in the Flying Control jeep that also came out,
was Group Captain Clouston, AFC and bar, my Station Commander from Bückeburg. Apparently he'd
been waiting to return to Bückeburg in the aircraft I was bringing in when the Gatwick Flying
Controller sent him a message, "One of your blokes is coming in with a burst tyre and the WAAF
Queen Bee on board". Needless to say he was relieved that I hadn't damaged my VIP passenger, and
was glowing in his congratulations.

During the weeks that followed the unit had several more burst tyres on take-off. Tom had one
when flying a stretcher patient out of Berlin and I had another some months later.

Some time during the winter of 1945 arrangements were made for those of us whose families back
home had a telephone (mine didn't, for another fifteen years) could phone home in the evening at a
very cheap rate. The only problem was that this required a long wait at the airfield telephone
exchange. A number of the characters I used to go around with were more fortunate and quite often
phoned their wives, sweethearts or what have you, and a bunch of us would congregate at the
'phone exchange and wait together for the connections to come through. Before long this became
something of a social club, with five or six regulars, and soon we had organised the wherewithal to
make very passable potato chips (french fries). One evening one of the lads produced a camera, and
took a photograph of all of us together. Shortly after this, one of the "telephone club", a Scot, was
driving back to the airfield in a jeep one rainy night when he got on the wrong side of the camber on
a bend. The county road into the town of Bückeburg was made of cobbles and was heavily
cambered. " Jock" rolled the jeep and was killed. When the film was printed, a few days later, all our
faces came out clearly, except Jock's. Where he had stood among us there was what looked like a
wisp of cigarette smoke and a space! Creepy.
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On 16th December 1945 Larry Lorkin and I decided to try out a Messerscmitt 108 which the unit had
just acquired from the Hamburg operation. This four-seater aircraft was the forerunner of the
famous Me 109 fighter. We agreed that I should fly it first since Larry had had first crack at the
Storch, back in October.

The Me 108 was a delight to fly; powerful, fast and light on the controls. It had an interesting system
for raising and lowering the undercarriage. A lever alongside the pilot, when "pumped" back and
forth, raised the wheels. Twisting the lever half a tum and "pumping" again, lowered and locked
them. There was, in fact, no pumping as such. The system really involved a mechanical ratchet action
and it worked very well. Larry duly noted the speed at which the aircraft lifted off and I had no
problem with the landing. He similarly enjoyed the half hour he did after me and then we considered
ourselves fully paid-up Me 108 pilots.

Messerscmitt 108

Next day I was on the programme to fly a S/Ldr Reinhart to Amsterdam/Schipol and back in a
Proctor, but I opted to take the Me 108 instead. It was a very pleasant flight - 3 hours 40 mins return
much faster than I would have done it in the Proctor. When I reached Schipol, though, a problem
arose. When Larry and I had flown the aircraft the previous day, what wind there was had been
straight down our south westerly-orientated runway. Now the wind was quite strong and blowing
across the Schipol runway. With only one runway at Bückeburg we were quite used to crosswind
landings, which require a different technique and perhaps a little more skill that a normal landing. It
was not until I put the Me 108 on the ground this day that I discovered how difficult it was to handle
in such conditions, with its narrow undercarriage and limited rudder control, and to my shame I have
to admit to scraping the low wing on the runway. Fortunately I barely scratched the paint on the
metal wingtip.
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When I reached Bückeburg on the return journey, though, the wind had freshened and I had to
make two passes before I could get the aircraft without further alarms and excursions. I felt that the
maximum crosswind landing component, specified for every aircraft by the manufacturer, must have
been quite low in the case of the Me 108 and that I had probably been operating it beyond its
controllable limit.

Just before Christmas, 1945, Tom Beardsworth and I were detached to Gütersloh for a short spell as
personal crew to a Major General Dowler. After flying him to Gatwick and back, the General told us
he would not require us again until after Christmas. Such was the extent of the laissez-faire with
which we got away in those days, that on Christmas Eve I took the General's ADC, flew to Bückeburg,
picked up five of the ground crew and took off for Northolt, to return only on 27th December, with
nobody who mattered, any the wiser. One more Christmas that I managed to spend at home!

The story was being told of one of the ADLS Spitfire pilots who went back to Brussels over Christmas
for a "thrash" with some of his buddies. When he returned to the aircraft at Evére and started to
strap himself in in preparation for the return flight to Bückeburg, a ground staff chap came running
towards him waving his arms wildly. He signalled the pilot not to start the engine, and to get out of
the aircraft. When he did, the pilot found that the wing of the Spitfire on the side opposite to where
he had climbed in was sitting on an oil drum! Apparently, when the ground crew checked over the
aircraft while the pilot was away they had found a problem with the oleo strut, and had removed it,
leaving the Spitfire supported by the oil drum. The oleo strut was a pneumatic and oil hydraulic
shock absorber attached to the landing gear.
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On 13th January 1946 1 took the daily scheduled flight to Berlin/Gatow. The forecast was abysmal
and proved to be accurate. Shortly after take off it started to snow very heavily - a veritable blizzard.
Visibility dropped to almost nil and Stan Beckett, my navigator that day, was not able to get a
pinpoint. He couldn't see anything on the ground that bore any resemblance to the map. Then, after
some time of flying blind I saw two sets of railway tracks beneath us. They crossed each other at
right angles with no connecting tracks - an extremely rare occurrence - and ran straight for as far as I
could see, but this remarkable feature did not appear to be represented on the navigator's map.

Then, along its bottom edge I noticed two heavy black lines, converging like the top half of the letter
V. Stan did not have the map sheet which adjoined the one he was using, but it seemed a fair
assumption that a little below its top edge would be the crossover we had just flown over. I made a
right angle turn to port, because, if our surmise were correct, we had strayed deep into the Russian
zone. A few minutes later we recognised the city of Magdeburg on our left! Our intended track
would have taken us about ten miles to the north, passing Magdeburg, off in the distance to our
right. What a good thing it was that the Russians down there didn't have anti aircraft weapons for,
trigger-happy as they later proved to be when they shot down a British European Airways Viking only
a few miles from where we were then, they would have reduced us, at our slow speed and low
altitude, to scrap metal in a trice. After that we made our way to Gatow without further problems.

Between 30th January and 2nd February 1946 I had to fly Air Vice Marshal Izycki, C-in-C of the Polish
Air Force, with three of his staff officers, to four airfields in Germany where Polish fighter squadrons
were based. Under an agreement with the Polish government in exile in the UK, Britain had
undertaken to repatriate to their homeland all those Poles who had served with the Allied forces.
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The purpose of the AVM's visit was to explain what the Poles could expect if they chose to exercise
this right for it was now well known that all those who had been in the west and thus become
"tainted" would at best be sent to gold-mining camps in the Arctic area and their accelerated
demise. Indeed, information that had filtered out told how similar treatment had been meted out to
many upper class Polish families who had remained in the country. I gained the impression that most
of the fellows on the airfields we were visiting already knew the situation and I imagine this was a
factor in deciding many Poles to stay and settle in the UK.

At each airfield, the Polish officers had laid on a lavish spread of national dishes. Preceding the meal,
though, was the consumption of large quantities of schnapps, accompanied by fatty paté open
sandwiches. As we were seen as part of the AVM's retinue, the same hospitality was extended to us,
his crew, but neither "Kiddo" Edwards, my navigator, nor I had met this combination before and
took delicate nibbles of the sandwiches and sips of the schnapps, while wondering the while at the
rest of the company who consumed large amounts of the paté fabrication and sank their schnapps
at a single gulp. I can't recall what the meal itself consisted of except that on every occasion we
started with borscht with little items floating in it. These, it was explained, were "ears". To my mind
they were uncooked twists of dough that sat on the stomach like lumps of lead.

It was not until the evening of the second day that it was explained to us that the object of the
schnapps ritual was to line the throat with the paté and take the schnapps straight in order to trap
the fumes in the stomach and thus minimise the effect of the alcohol. By this time, though, I was
feeling so awful that I had given up eating completely and passed on the schnapps every time it was
proffered. On the morning of the final day we landed at Brussels where AVM Izycki was to address
his final compatriot audience. When I went up to the Control Tower to book in and out in the usual
way the Controller asked me if we had seen anything of the crash. I had no idea what he was talking
about and he explained that a Short Stirling, bringing British ex-prisoners of war home from
Germany had crashed immediately after taking off, on the outskirts of Brussels, killing all on board. I
asked him who the pilot was, little thinking I would know the name, among the many thousands
there were of us. Sadly, I was wrong. It was F/Lt Rivaz, DFC, DFM, the author of "Tail Gunner" and
"Tail Gunner Takes Over" who had been on my wings course at Carberry, Manitoba.

Our final destination with the Polish contingent was Le Bourget, Paris and here we said farewell to
the AVM and his party. Kiddo and I then went to stay the night at the RAF Officers' Club in the
Rothschild house on the Rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré, just behind the Champs Elysées. At last the
opportunity of some descent food. We first went to the bar, the longest I have ever seen, stacked
with surely every liqueur and alcoholic drink ever devised. I can't remember what my companion
drank but I remember clearly that I ordered a glass of orange juice, took one sip, excused myself,
went speedily up to my room, was violently ill and retired for the night.
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Back at Bückeburg there was not much to do in the evenings and we often used to climb into a
three-ton truck and drive down to the RAF Officers' Club in the Bückeburg schloss, where a
handsome bar had been constructed. There we would spend the entire evening, without moving
from the bar, playing lie-dice and drinking - believe it or not - scotch and orange. Then the tuck
would pick us up around 11 pm and take us back to the airfield. At some time during this season of
mild orgies we had heavy snow, and one night, as the truck was pulling away, one of the pilots
jumped out into the snow and went running off, headed nowhere in particular. We shouted "Phil"
after him (he was Phil Marsh) but he just kept on going and disappeared into the Stygian darkness.

Next morning Phil was found by the local RAF Service Police asleep in a shop, with the door broken
in. He was charged with having caused criminal damage by breaking into the shop and, of course,
the standard grab-all "Conduct prejudicial to the maintenance of good order and discipline".

A Court Martial was convened. Errol had come to England originally to study law, and was enrolled
at Lincoln's Inn. Now he leapt at the chance of putting the little law he had leamed into practice by
defending Phil Marsh at his Court Martial. He laid great emphasis on the fact that nobody had seen
Phil actually break into the shop but only that he was found inside it. Could some pitying Samaritan
not have pulled him in there out of the bitter weather? The "breaking and entering" charge was duly
dropped, and Phil received a light sentence on the "Conduct Prejudicial " charge. The Court was
presided over by the RAF Judge Advocate General, and after he had heard the case he complimented
Errol on the way he had conducted himself. After that Errol had to buy a cap two sizes larger!

About this time I met a pilot who was stationed at Gatow. He told me the following story. He had
had a black market racket going - not for the odd camera but for gold. He was buying any gold he
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could lay hands on in Berlin in exchange for coffee or cigarettes, taking it to Brussels, selling it and
being credited with the "proceeds" in a bank account there. The day came when he withdrew the
balance of the account, in sterling I believe he said, and the next time he had a trip to England he
took it with him to deposit there. It was winter time and on the trip he found the aircraft was losing
power. He couldn't have been the brightest bunny in the burrow not to realise, as he continued to
move the throttles up to maintain boost (manifold pressure), that he had carburettor icing and
should be using carburettor heat to clear it. Eventually the inevitable happened. Even at full throttle
the engines continued to lose power and he crashed on the line of hills close to Bückeburg. He told
me he had hidden the cash by a tree, but had never been able to retrieve it.

Some time after this, a pilot was to fly from Gatow one very cold morning. The Anson had pneumatic
brakes and at low temperatures the glands in the brake cylinders could contract and lose pressure,
resulting in partial or complete brake failure. One of the standard cockpit checks was to ensure the
pressure on the gauge on the panel was within limits, once the engines had been running for a few
minutes. A photo going the rounds at Bückeburg shortly after this showed about five aircraft on the
tarmac at Gatow with various degrees of damage - shattered props, caved in noses - where the
Anson, brakes ineffective, had ploughed through them that morning. Guess who the pilot was.
Correct. The chap in the previous paragraph.

On 7th March 1946 I was posted to a Standard Beam Approach (SBA) course at Watchfield, just
outside Swindon, and flew myself there in an Auster. I don't know how it happened but the fabric
under the passenger seat became unglued on the flight over but it didn't present me with any
problem so I decided to get it stuck back on when I got to Watchfield. As luck would have it, when I
landed at Gatwick to refuel, the chap in the tower asked me if I'd give a lift to a WAAF trying to get
back to her unit. I agreed, of course, but the poor girl was a bit taken aback when she saw the
ground between her knees once we were airborne. It was a bit draughty for her, too.

It was interesting to do the Beam course, after having spent so many hours practising it in the Link
trainer, but I couldn't help reflecting on the fact that it had come several years too late. Radio and
radar had now been developed to the point that it could not be long before they were offering much
more accurate, reliable and relatively easy to-use approach and landing aids, compared with the
mentally very demanding SBA.

Today, not only does a pilot have in the ILS (Instrument Landing System) a very accurate indication of
the track and glideslope to the runway, he also has DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) which tells
him exactly how far he is from the station.

After flying fifteen and a quarter hours dual, of which fifteen were on instruments, I left Watchfield
with an assessment of 67.5% - about normal for me.
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At the end of the two-week SBA course I had to fly the Auster to Aston Down. It had been decided
that we had too many aircraft on the Comm Wing at Bückeburg and we had received instructions to
fly a number of them off to various airfields in the UK. When I handed the documentation over to
the Flt/Sgt in charge, he asked me if I would like to see what happened to these aircraft, and took
me into a hangar where there must have been a hundred or so of them. Those who know aircraft
will say, "That's impossible. You can't get that number of Austers in any normal RAF hangar". You
can if you stand them on their noses, and that's what they had done, resting on their props! They
were to be sold off, I suppose after spraying over their RAF rondels, and a good buy I imagine they
were, having been well treated, both in the air and on the ground.

The 27th March 1946 was a joyous day, for my 88 Squadron Navigator, Errol Barrow, whose Comm
Squadron had been wound up, arrived on posting to Bückeburg and from then on we flew together
much of the time.

On 1st April 1946, with Errol as my navigator, I was on the programme to take a flight to Gatow,
returning next day via Hamburg. When we checked with Met. next morning we found that
Fühlsbuttel (Hamburg) was fogbound, but forecast to clear later in the day. By this time there were
GCA units at both Gatow and Fühlsbuttel and I filed my flight plan on the basis of landing at
Fühlsbuttel on a GCA approach. Fifteen minutes from our destination Hamburg informed us the fog
had cleared but I told the Tower that I would nonetheless carry on with a GCA approach as planned as practice for both the GCA unit and me. I told Errol of my intentions and asked him to keep a
lookout "just in case". By now I had done perhaps half a dozen such approaches and I ducked down
in my seat so as not to be able to see outside the aircraft, to simulate reality and be entirely in the
hands of Ground Control. Everything seemed to be going according to the book. Then, just after the
Talkdown Director had given me "You are on the glidepath one mile from touchdown. Your heading
is good", Errol shouted "Pull up, And". When I looked up we were headed straight for a train moving
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across our path. Errol had apparently thought I was looking out and had seen it, but I wasn't and
hadn't!

By now I had the wheels locked down and full flap extended, but in seconds I had full power on and
was raising the wheels and spilling off some of the flap to enable us to climb and clear the train. I
then continued and did a normal visual landing. As soon as I got into the terminal, I went up to Flying
Control and demanded they put their GCA out of service, because it had nearly killed me, my
navigator and a load of passengers. They first of all objected, saying there was nothing wrong with
the GCA equipment. This was ridiculous, because this was one situation where the pilot could not be
wrong for at the height I was at, Talkdown should have been saying "Climb, climb", not "You are on
the glidepath".

After quite a bit of heat had been generated between us, the GCA Controller came on the phone to
say, with much contrition, that they had a new chap doing his first shift with them that day. He had
been transferred from the GCA Unit at Brussels, and he, the Controller, had taken it for granted that
the chap was well qualified. We all agreed he wasn't!

Whenever we landed at Hamburg we were always served coffee and some sort of snack, in the
lounge. In the background a quartet always entertained us with mainly classical or light music. This
was the Schmidt Schwerin quartet. I'd never heard of them, nor have I since, but I do remember
thinking, as one does today when one sees highly competent young musicians playing in shopping
centres, how sad it was that accomplished musicians such as they, would probably never earn more
than just about enough to survive, while all the time providing such pleasure to their listeners.

On 5th April 1946 Errol and I did a most interesting trip. We had flown to Berlin/Gatow. The next
day on 6th April we had to fly from Berlin/Gatow to Warsaw, with a cargo of short-wave radio
equipment for the British Embassy. We were driven in from Okezie airfield to the Hotel Europa in
the centre of the city - or, rather, what had been the city, for the hotel was literally the only building
left standing. What had been left of Warsaw, after the intensive shelling and hand-to-hand fighting
between Russians and Germans, had been demolished by the Germans who dynamited the subways
as they withdrew. The British Embassy was located in the Europa, and a member of the staff took
Errol and me to lunch in the only restaurant still functioning in Warsaw in the Europa, where else.
We were introduced to a most agreeable Polish custom. The whole meal, which must have lasted
well over two hours, was cooked at the table. I can't remember how the food tasted; I only
remember my fascination with the ceremonial way which it was prepared and served.
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Flight Plan for flight to Warsaw on 6th June 1946

On our return to Berlin/Gatow that afternoon we had to pick up four passengers and fly them back
to Bückeburg. A night flight out of Gatow was a rarity in itself for us, but when I saw the passengers I
knew this was no ordinary flight. They were clearly German, looking quite distressed. Two couples,
one in their late thirties I would guess, and the other undoubtedly the elderly parents of one or
other of them. Nothing was said between us, and when we reached Bückeburg the four of them
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were Immediately transferred to a waiting Dakota which would take them to England. Looking back,
I feel the younger man was almost certainly a German scientist being whisked out of Berlin before
the Russians could get their hands on him. I've often wondered who he might have been?

On 15th April I had to fly the old Mk.1 Anson, still on the payroll, over to Gatwick to pick up a load of
young ducklings, which we were going to rear at Bückeburg. As was the custom, the navigator and I
went home for the night and returned to take the flight back next day. The ducklings were to be
loaded on the aircraft, ready for our departure at 11.00 a.m. When we went aboard we found the
whole floor of the aircraft covered with crates of small clucking ducklings and we were almost
overcome by the awful smell. I started the engines at once, taxied out at high speed and took off for
Bückeburg.

The pilot, as captain of the aircraft, is entirely responsible for its loading, in terms of both weight and
its placing with regard to the location of the centre of gravity. He is also responsible for ensuring that
his load, be it passengers or cargo, is properly secured. Normally the load we carried on the Anson,
consisting of passengers and their baggage, was, with all seats full, well within the aircraft's limits.
On this day I paid little heed to the load. All I wanted to do was get into the air. The take off was
normal but the Anson could barely climb and we had travelled ten miles before we reached a
thousand feet. The wooden crates must have been heavier than they appeared and I was glad that
we had not been taking off from some of the airfields we frequented, among high hills which we
could certainly not have cleared that day. We continued to gain height very slowly but the situation
improved as we burnt off the fuel.

This incident reminded me of the story which Des Odlum told about his experience with aircraft
loading. Des was one of the three chaps with whom I shared a room at Vitry. He had flown a Hudson
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down to Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, to pick up a load. When he came to take off, the load, a single
crate, had been placed at the rear of the aircraft. Des didn't query what was in the crate. It was not
very large and he assumed it was not heavy. He opened up and took off. The Hudson went into a
steep climb which Des couldn't control, stalled and plunged into the harbour. Des was propelled out
through the roof of the cockpit, but no trace of his navigator or passengers (two, I believe) was
found. Other than a facial wound, which left him with a scar, Des escaped unharmed. The crate, it
was later learned, contained a heavy electrical generator. As I mentioned earlier, when writing about
my time at Nov 31 OTU at Debert, Nova Scotia, the centre of gravity of the Hudson had been pushed
right back by the installation of a gun turret in the position originally designed for a light toilet, when
the airliner design was converted for military service. The generator, placed well aft in Des Odlum's
Hudson, must have moved the C of G rearwards and beyond the permissible range, making the
aircraft fatally uncontrollable.

The upper floor of the mess at Bückeburg, above the dining room, had, I believe, been a loft in which
the harvested gain and provender had been stored. A number of our chaps, several of whom had
building experience, put down a floor and sanded it smooth. They then built a huge curved bar out
of old bricks between which they had incorporated, bottoms facing outwards, many empty liqueur
and spirit bottles, and illuminated it from behind. It really did look attractive and certainly a venue to
which we could invite visitors - the wives who were now being allowed to join their husbands, nurses
from the RAF hospital at Rinteln and Control Commission staff, now stationed in Minden. We held
dances there from time to time, and frequently entertained the officers from the Royal Corps of
Signals, who worked on our communications.

Access to the bar, as we referred to the whole of the upper floor (with a due sense of priorities) was
by way of a spiral staircase which was not too easy to negotiate, even by the sober, and on the wall
facing one, when descending, was the roll of honour "To Those Who Fell While Descending This
Staircase", with names and dates of the casualties. One name was in red I've still not forgotten it:
"Capt Mainds, RASC - Carried". The poor bloke broke a leg there.

About this time, by way of reciprocation, I was invited to a dining-in night at the RASC mess, about
ten miles away. During the meal I kept thinking "What a stuffy lot these chaps are." Then the Colonel
proposed the loyal toast "To the King". Immediately all hell broke loose. Many of the fellows took
their jackets off and put them back on inside out, to protect them, in obvious anticipation of what
was coming. The booze flowed like water and I can't remember many of the crazy antics the chaps
got up to, but one does stand out. One captain piled up a number of bar stools in a rickety stack that
reached almost to the ceiling. He then climbed to the top and, with his arms outstretched like wings,
leaned forward so the whole stacked toppled and, somehow, landed on the floor with nothing
broken - about his person anyway, I can't vouch for the stools.

While I was there I was introduced to a chap who, after a previous similar occasion, had responded
to the call of nature during the small hours, by getting out of bed and following the apparently
established procedure of stepping out through the French windows of his bedroom into the garden.
It was unfortunate that he had, just a few days before, moved from a ground floor to a first floor
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bedroom. He was out of hospital within a few days, they told me. I didn't enquire how he got on
with the call of nature.

The flight I did on 23rd April 1946 had the hair standing up on the back of my neck before it was over.
It should have been a perfectly normal trip to Le Bourget, Paris, on the daily schedule. With just two
passengers, nurses, on board all was normal. We were flying through stratus cloud which Met had
forecast for the middle part of the route. Then it became much darker and a few minutes later there
was a sound I had never experienced before - the hammering of lumps of ice as they broke off from
the propeller blades and hit the fuselage. Met. had definitely not forecast that.

Today, aircraft have rubber de-icing boots that pulsate when switched on, and break up the wing
icing, while de-icing fluid can be pumped along the props to prevent ice forming on the blades. The
Anson carried no de-icing equipment and the only anti-icing measure that was taken was the
application of a paste to the leading edge of the wings, but this acted only as a mild deterrent to the
formation of ice. The recommended action if an aircraft encounters icing is either to climb or
descend, in order to find a level where the temperature is too cold or too warm for ice to form.

Without the benefit of radio assisted descent at Le Bourget and with no idea what the weather
would be like over Paris, I took the lower-level option. I descended to a few hundred feet above
ground level, at which height we were clear of the nimbo-sfratus through which we had been flying,
and I was much gratified to find there was no further ice accrual at that level. If we hadn't got out of
the cloud when we did we would soon have had a build-up of ice that would have spoilt the airflow
over the wings and increased the weight of the aircraft by anything up to half a ton. That would have
been "curtains" for us.

On one of my frequent flights-to Gatow somebody asked if I'd like to visit Goebbel's house, which
was quite close by. Goebbels was the obnoxious Minister for Propaganda, responsible for keeping
the German people in the dark about the events that were unwinding in the Reich. At the end, when
the situation became hopeless he committed suicide and, I believe I am right in saying, poisoned his
wife and children as well. In the house, which had been ransacked, I picked up several sheets of his
"Reichsminister für Propaganda" headed stationery which I still have.
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The 14th May 1946 was something of a red-letter day. Tom Beardsworth, with whom I'd flown many
times and been through several hair-raising experiences, and whose company I enjoyed greatly, was
to be demobbed (demobilised) the following day. Tom had worked at the forensic lab in Preston
before joining up and, this being regarded as a "reserved" occupation, he qualified for early release
from the RAF. We flew his last flight together, to Berlin/Gatow. While we were having dinner
together in the airport restaurant I said ,"You know Tom, as long as we live we will never see such
camaraderie again", and I was sadly right. Tom left for England the next day. I never saw him again.

Leafing back and forth through my logbooks for one particular flight I am unable to find it recorded.
This may be explained by the fact that we were away from base overnight so frequently, often
arriving late and leaving early, that we might occasionally fail to record a flight, but I am disturbed to
discover the omission nonetheless, as I was quite certain that my three RAF logbooks and my one
civilian one contained an accurate and complete record of every flight I have ever made. Clearly this
is not so, at least in the present case. The flight in question was remarkable in one amusing detail
only, and I have no difficulty remembering that.

I was to fly an army Captain from Hamburg to somewhere, I know not where, in a Percival Proctor.
The Proctor was a stubby little machine with a rather small rudder and this made it difficult to
control on the ground at low speed, particularly with a crosswind. For this reason, although the
throttle lever was located as is usual on a central quadrant, together with the variable pitch and
mixture control levers, a second throttle lever, coupled with this central one, was installed at the
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pilot's left side, in order to leave his right hand free to operate the short centrally-placed brake lever
which controlled the differential left-right braking. The normal procedure on take-off was that the
pilot would slowly open up to full power with his left hand on the (left) throttle and his right on the
brake lever, ready to correct any swing before it developed. As the aircraft gained speed the airflow
over the rudder became sufficient to provide ample aerodynamic directional control, and the pilot
would then transfer his right hand from the brake lever to the main throttle on the central quadrant,
and his left hand to the "stick".

On this occasion, when I had applied almost full power, my army passenger, seeing the central
throttle lever creeping forward apparently of its own accord, grabbed it and pulled it right back,
reducing the RPM to tick-over speed. It was fortunate that we were flying out of Fühlsbuttel, with
probably six thousand feet of runway, and I was able to pull the helpful "pongo's" hand away and
carry on as before I was so rudely interrupted. At many of the improvised strips we used, though,
only a few hundred feet long, we would probably have found ourselves in the frees just off the end
had it happened there.

As I wrote that, I was, reminded of an incident involving a US Air Force DC-3 (Dakota). I explained
earlier that our airfield at Bückeburg had been located so as to serve the RAF High Command located
in the little spa village of Bad Eilsen in the mountains a couple of miles away. A light aircraft strip had
been put down there - the usual roofing felt on a bed of straw affair - about five hundred feet long,
and we went in there occasionally in an Auster or similar STOL (Short Take Off and Landing) aircraft.
On this day, the DC-3 was intended to land at our main airfield, down on the plain. Instead, the
navigator directed the pilot to the strip in the mountains - not only impossibly short but with a very
difficult approach for a big aircraft, alongside the high ground. How, I will never know, but the pilot
managed to get the Dakota down without damaging it. When he stepped out his first words were,
"Gee. You're sure building your strips short these days".

After discovering where he should have landed he, with help, pushed the tail of the aircraft back into
the cornfield at the beginning of the runway then, using lots of flaps and applying full power against
the brakes, got the Dakota into the air again and flew into the main field as originally intended.
Absolutely brilliant flying. Pity about the navigation!

As I was taxiing an Auster in at Bückeburg, one blustery afternoon, with an army captain as
passenger, I had the misfortune to have one wheel of the aircraft slip off the edge of the concrete
taxiway. The Auster was noted for having rather weak brakes (cable, not hydraulic) and the wind was
just too strong for me to keep it on the straight and narrow. The whole airfield tended to become
rather boggy in wet weather and the runway and taxiways had been laid a few inches above the
surrounding land. I got out of the Auster and tugged and pushed and heaved, while my passenger
just sat there, but to no avail. Then an Anson came up behind me and not could pass on the narrow
taxiway. The pilot got out, put a shoulder under the wingtip and just lifted the Auster back on to the
concrete. I thanked her for getting me out of a fix. She couldn't have been more than five feet three
tall, and she was delivering the Anson to our unit.
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An even more demeaning demonstration of my inferiority occurred when I once had to fly to
Valkenburg, just north of the Hague to drop off a passenger. Valkenburg is right on the coast and on
this occasion there was a very strong wind blowing heavy rain straight across the single metal
runway. Before we reached there the tower called us and recommended we land instead at Schiphol
(Amsterdam) where they had three runways, one of which would certainly have been more into
wind.

This though would have meant that our passenger would have had to arrange transport, not easy
then, for the thirty mile drive to Schiphol, involving a very long wait for us, and I allowed my
navigator to talk me into having a go at Valkenburg anyway. His faith was entirely misplaced. The
crosswind was, indeed, very strong and the runway, very wet. I put the Anson down all right, but the
next moment it slithered off the runway on to the rough ground alongside. Fortunately, that lasted
only seconds before I was able to get back on the metal planking again. My hurt pride was in no way
attenuated when, minutes later, another Anson made a perfect landing and when the ATA pilot
stepped out I saw that in place of one of his hands he had a hook. He was Hooky Walker, apparently
quite famous for his flying skill.

Between 5th and 7th June I had to fly a Wing Commander Watkins in a Proctor, from Bückeburg to
Gatwick, West Raynham, Marham and Coltishall, all in East Anglia, returning via the same route in
reverse and landing at Manston on the way out. As soon as we were airborne my passenger
produced navigation protractor, computer, dividers, ruler and charts and started to calculate courses
to steer, ETA's etc. I had already done this, of course, before going out to the aircraft. When I asked
him if he'd been a navigator he informed me that he'd been No.2 Group Navigation Officer. He was
pretty tacitum during most of the long flights, but he did come alive on the second day when we
were on our way back to Germany.

He described the scene he had just witnessed of the weather forecast being produced for the BBC six
o'clock news that evening. In those days all forecasts were produced by the RAF, and according to
the Wing Commander, a number of high ranking officers were standing round a table covered in
charts, all with his own view of what the weather was going to do. Eventually one of them said,
"Well it's time we gave them the forecast. What's it to be?" and they all ended up with a
compromise.

12th June 1946 saw me setting off on another interesting trip. Major General Hakewell Smith, who
had commanded the combined forces of the 51st Highland and the 52nd Lowland Divisions in the
successful crossing of the Scheldt Estuary and landing on the Dutch island of Walcheren, was to lead
his troops on a triumphal march through the centre of Edinburgh.

My navigator was a Scot, one Jock Smith. Jock would amuse us when we checked in anywhere and
he had to give his name. He would say "Smith, spelt S-m-i-t-h". We picked up the General and two of
his staff at Rostrup and flew them to Prestwick, south of Glasgow, the nearest airfield to the
general's hometown of Ayr. Next day we flew the party to Turnhouse and were driven from there
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into Edinburgh. There the troops, with the General at their head, received a tumultuous reception as
they marched down Princes Street, to the strains of their massed pipe bands. When the general
arrived back at the aircraft he kindly invited Jock and me to join him and his party at dinner that
evening to celebrate his having been honoured with the Freedom of the City of Ayr.

Jock and I were on something of a high when we took off for the short flight across Scotland. In the
event, the flight was very nearly shorter even than planned. Knowing there were two thousand two
hundred-foot high mountains en route, I climbed to three thousand immediately after take off. We
were in cloud the whole time and when Jock told me it was OK to start letting down I did so. A few
minutes later we broke cloud to find we were headed straight for a peak. Mercifully we saw it in
time for me to avoid it. When I checked later I found there was high ground almost all the way to the
coast, and to this day I don't know what possessed Jock to have me descend at that point, rather
than over the Firth of Clyde, and come back in to Prestwick on a reciprocal heading. I don't
remember a thing about the dinner, but that premature descent episode is as fresh in my mind as if
it had happened yesterday. We were flying every day, except Sunday, and occasionally we did that
too.

We rarely had "operational" night flights but we did all fly at night, about once a month, just to keep
our hands in. I remember doing one such flight with Errol, down the Ruhr Valley and back up the
Rhine, one flat calm night in brilliant moonlight, and I couldn't help reflecting on how those Bomber
Command chaps must have felt flying their Lancasters, Halifaxes and Stirlings night after night (so
long as they survived) over this very area, but in much more inhospitable circumstances.
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From about this time there was a surge in requests for casualty evacuations. Why we were not called
upon to do this before, I don't know; I assume it was because it was not generally known that we
could carry stretcher patients in our Ansons. In fact, by removing half a dozen screws, the wing fillet
(where the wing joins the fuselage) could be swung out, revealing an opening through which
patients on stretchers could be slid straight into the aircraft. We could carry four stretcher patient
plus attendants, this way. I carried many such stretcher patients - mainly to Lyneham, in Wiltshire,
but also to Abingdon and to one or other London airfield. One poor chap, a dispatch rider who'd
come a cropper, was said to be dangerously ill when they brought him aboard and I had the
impression that he didn't survive the journey.

On two separate occasions in July or August 1946 US aircraft flying, I believe, from Vienna to Rome,
cut across the tip of Yugoslavia, north east of Trieste, and were shot down. There were real shivers in
high places of "here we go again" - this time with the Soviets as the baddies. Plans were made to
transfer several squadrons of Tempests and Typhoons down to that area to do a bit of sabre-rattling,
and I had the great good fortune to have to fly three Wing Commanders from HQ on a tour of the
airfields there, to assess their suitability for this move. We flew to Vienna, and from there to
Klagenfurt where we spent the night in an idyllic hotel on the lake.

Next day we flew to Udine, in northern Italy where we spent two nights in rather dubious
accommodation in an ex-Italian air force barracks. From there we flew to Venice and I landed, not at
today's modem airport, but on a small grass and gavel strip at the Lido. It was rather amusing to be
marshalled in by a fellow still wearing his Italian uniform, and I don't remember seeing a single other
aircraft there. We were ferried across the lagoon to the Danieli hotel, one of the most prestigious
then, and I believe still today. However genuine and worthwhile the mission might have been up to
that point, it became nothing more than an undisguised "swan" from then on. Our passengers spent
two days "doing" Venice and then we left for Paris, via Udine, Pisa, and Marseilles.

Before I took off from Venice my passengers asked me to fly back as low as possible because they
had bought a quantity of sparkling wine, and they feared the bottles would blow their corks at the
lower ambient pressure found at altitude. Much as I love low flying, how do you stay low, flying that
route, over the Alpes Maritimes? I did my best to stay down in the valleys, but at some points I just
had to climb. Tough luck, I thought. When we reached Paris the "three ringers" told me they had
decided, after all, that there was no risk of a premature discharge! After a night in Paris we flew back
to Bückeburg, six days after leaving. In the event, the balloon didn't go up. The Americans paid more
heed to their navigation between Austria and Italy and the panic subsided. Then it was back to the
regular milk runs - Berlin, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Paris, Copenhagen, London, plus many one-off trips,
although few as interesting as that Venice one. I might mention, in passing, that when we did the
Paris run we normally stayed at the Hotel Bristol and normally ate - and drank - at the RAF officers'
club in the Rothschild house on the Rue du Faubourg St Honoré.

When flying to London from Bückeburg we normally had to land somewhere to refuel. If we had a
strong headwind we usually chose Eindhoven, otherwise we would wait to see how our fuel was
holding out and, if necessary, land at Manston. I remember, as a child, being taken by my parents for
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a coach ("charabanc") trip from Ramsgate, where we were holidaying, to the North Forelands
lighthouse. This took us across the grass aerodrome at Manston. At one point the coach stopped
quite abruptly and a big biplane, a Handley Page bomber, I guess, landed and rolled across the road
not far ahead of us. A far cry from the latter day RAF Manston.

During the war an airfield was developed at Woodbridge in Suffolk specifically to aid aircraft in
difficulty, returning from raids on Germany - lost, engine(s) out, badly injured crew, etc. As it was
related to me, Woodbridge had an enormously long and wide runway, equipped with a FIDO (Fog
Investigation and Dispersal Operation) installation. This consisted of a trench along either side of
the runway in which ran a pipe through which petrol was pumped then ignited. FIDO was used in
conditions of ground fog; not only was the intense flare visible through the fog but the heat
generated burnt the fog off. Woodbridge also had a number of heavy cranes for dragging crashed
aircraft off the runway to keep it continuously open. The tower also carried all the radio frequencies
used by our bombers and could home them to the station. The concept became known as the
Woodbridge Scheme and was subsequently introduced at Manston and, I believe, another airfield.

I myself landed a Boston one night using FIDO. It was like flying into an old-fashioned gas oven with
its row of flames along each side. I once flew into Manston with my radio on the blink. We were
using R/T, albeit a primitive version with just four crystal-controlled channels in the high frequency
band, and mine had packed up somewhere over the North Sea. On landing I contacted the radio
section at Manston and two WAAF's came over and climbed into the aircraft. After I had described
the problem, one of the girls put a new fuse in and switched the radio on. The new fuse immediately
blew. She started to put in another, whereupon WAAF No. 2 said, "What's the good of doing that,
it'll only blow again", to which came the reply "Not if he doesn't switch it on"! Thanks a bunch. We
continued the flight without radio and left it to the mechs at Northolt to sort it out. That wasn't a dig
at WAAF's in general; it just struck me as so absurd as to be amusing. In point of fact, I found the
females of the species in RAF blue outstanding in their work. They were particularly good on the
radio (and their present day civilian counterparts still are). This had something to do with the clarity
of their higher pitched voices, but also with their sheer doggedness and determination to help if one
was in any sort of difficulty.

In the autumn of 1946 the Control Commission started to move across to Germany to oversee the
return to peacetime conditions in that country. At the outset they made themselves very unpopular
with the forces, most of whom had fought their way there, and tended to regard the incoming
civilians as draft dodgers come to cash in on their efforts. Relations were not improved when the
Control Commission established clubs that were initially declared off limits to service personnel
(although they looked to us on the Comm Wing for their air transport.) This hostility towards us
could not have been helped by our well-deserved reputation for taking things a little too lightly - a
throwback to the days when this was almost a necessity to counterbalance you-know-what.. This
was borne out very clearly when a number of us were invited to / gate crashed a party at the Control
Commission mess in Lübbecke, a small town between Osnabrück and Minden where their HQ had
been set up (not to be confused with Lübeck, on the Baltic).
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For quite some time, flying types on various squadrons had been wreaking havoc on the uninitiated
by producing scissors, which they carried with them for the dastardly purpose and, approaching
unwary victims from behind, cut off their ties just below the knot. This, as can be imagined, was
infuriating enough when the ties were our standard black issue, but when we left the party venue
with the cartwheel chandelier in the centre of the room draped with the major part of many
beautiful silk ties, and their late wearers now dressed in open-necked shirts, it was not surprising
that we were not bid "au revoir and come back soon". I cannot vouch for the following but,
belonging as it does to that era, it has the ring of plausibility. The story went the rounds of a pilot
visiting another unit where the tie-cutting trick had been in full spate. On his guard, the visitor
enquired "Are you still cutting off ties". The other chap replied that that was considered old hat and
they were now working on something else, but refused to be pressed on the point. As the visitor
walked away his tunic buttons fell off.

If I may be permitted a small boast, on 9th October I had to fly the C-in-C's crew to Copenhagen to
pick up their Dakota which they had had to leave there a few days before, with a technical fault. It
was just after lunch and the three of them fell asleep soon after take off from Bückeburg. We had to
wake them up when I taxied up on to the tarmac at Copenhagen and shut down the engines. Not all
my landings were "daisy cutters" though.

At this time we frequently had to fly visiting government ministers and one, Sir William Strang, was
temporarily installed in Berlin as representative of the Foreign Office, in situ. I was chosen to be his
personal pilot, based at Gatow, for a brief period from 10th October, with one F/L "Kidder" Edwards
as my navigator. Sir William was allotted an Anson XIX, a very different aircraft from the Mk I with its
hand-cranked undercarriage. The Mk XIX was a ten-seater, with more powerful engines. It had a
carpeted floor, a toilet with washbasin and a generally tarted-up interior.

On 12th October 1946 we picked up Sir William and Lady Strang in Paris, and flew them to
London/Hendon. The following day we were to fly them, together with another Foreign Office
representative, Sir Cecil Weir, and Lady Weir back to Gatow. When the nav and I checked the
weather with Met at Hendon we found that Gatow were forecasting a 3,000-foot cloud base and
good visibility until nightfall. The forecast was for a quite strong south westerly wind and with our
north easterly track, Kidder's calculations gave us an ETA Gatow well before nightfall and with an
ample reserve of fuel. With four 35 gallon tanks the Anson's rated endurance was 3hrs 30mins.

Usually, on this run, we would land en route to refuel but sometimes, with a forecast like the one we
were given this day, we would check the weather as we overflew Bückeburg and continue on to
Berlin without landing. There was always a minor hitch, when flying to Berlin. For the last 140 miles
we were over Russian territory. Three corridors into Berlin, 15 kms wide I believe, had been
established - from Hamburg, Frankfurt and "ours" from Helmstedt, near Brunswick and we were not
permitted to pass beyond these points without positive clearance by the Russians. This was usually
forthcoming provided we had given them ample prior notice, although they were known to be
difficult at times. Our flight went without incident, the wind being much as forecast (for once).
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When I called Bückeburg they gave us the same landing conditions we were given at Hendon and I
decided to continue through to Gatow without landing to refuel. With no delay in obtaining our
clearance into the corridor at Helmstedt, we were complimenting ourselves on nearing our
destination in record time. Even when I called Gatow several times and got no reply I was not
concerned. After all, with a three thousand foot cloud base and good visibility why should I be especially when they had GCA there on which I had practised several times.

Then Kidder gave me a new ETA. The wind had dropped and we would not now be reaching Gatow
until shortly before sunset. I continued calling the tower, but still with no response. Then it
happened. A few minutes before ETA the ground disappeared beneath a wall-to-wall layer of fog,
the result no doubt of a combination of a hot day, clear skies, the now light wind and the high
humidity from the large areas of water which surrounded Berlin. Still no reply to my transmissions
by the time our ETA came up. I had pulled the boost and the revs right back to fly for maximum
endurance, and started to circle above where we thought the airfield should be. We had no radio or
radar aids in those days, just map reading, and that was impossible now with no sight of the ground
below. Flight back through the corridor to the British zone was also out of the question with a head
wind as we flew westwards and probably only half an hour's fuel left. I was now calling almost nonstop.

Then, suddenly, a voice saying "Shanto 56" (my callsign) this is Gatow. Were you calling ?" Was I
calling? I'll say I was! I requested an immediate GCA approach, and after a brief "Stand by" the
Controller started to give me courses to steer. After a few minutes he suddenly called that he was
giving me a change of direction to avoid other traffic on his screen. I immediately told him I was
desperately low on fuel and that I could see the other aircraft, a DC 3, going into Templehof, a few
miles to the east, clearly visible in the light of the setting sun. After what seemed an interminable
time, the Controller called that we were now on the downwind leg. I went through the usual checks,
but decided to leave the wheels retracted until the last minute, to reduce drag and conserve fuel.
When I asked Kidder to check the fuel state he replied "The starboard outer is empty... " and I can't
remember how much he said was in the other three tanks, but it certainly wasn't much. I'd had the
tank cross-feed on for some time now anyway.

The Controller, after giving me a few more changes of heading, at last handed me on to the
Talkdown Director and after the usual radio check came the comforting "You are now on the
glidepath, five miles from touchdown"… and, with the occasional correction he talked us right down.
When I lowered the wheels and increased the revs for landing I again asked Kidder how much fuel
we had. He replied "I don't like looking'.... and he didn't. At three hundred feet we entered the fog,
but the unemotional, reassuring voice continued giving precise instructions. Then "You are one
quarter mile from touchdown, on the glidepath, looking good" meant that we should see the runway
lights at any moment. Seconds later I saw the first runway light go past a hundred yards off to our
left and at the same time the Director called "You are to the right of the runway. Overshoot. Go
around." Going around - i.e. making another circuit - was obviously not an option, with almost empty
tanks, but by banking steeply to the left and then to the right I was able to put the aircraft down on
the last half of the runway.
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How I came to be that far off the centre line in a quarter of a mile's flying, and with no urgent
correction from GCA, I will never know. It was tempting to theorise that the GCA antenna was
slightly misaligned. It was certainly true that GCA was not intended to bring an aircraft right down to
ground level as they had just done, but we were down in one piece, thank God, and it would have
been churlish to have pursued it further, and I didn't. As I taxied on to the apron in front of the
tower, one of the engines cut. Next morning the ground crew told me they had put in 137 gallons.
We had finished up with three gallons of fuel between the four tanks!

So what had conspired to prove Murphy's law so effective? This was the almost unbelievable story.
First, there had been a voltage drop in the power supply to the tower. This had caused their radios
to go off frequency. A complete power cut would have triggered the emergency generator, but not a
slight voltage drop. Then, power to the GCA wagon out on the field was supplied by their own
generator so they had not been affected by the voltage drop. However, when I phoned them from
the control tower with heartfelt thanks for saving all our lives, they explained that they normally
kept the volume of their radio receivers turned down until the tower called them when a GCA
approach was required. On this occasion though, by an immense stroke of good fortune, one of the
team was going off to dinner and as he passed close to the radio speaker he had heard me calling.
Hence their call to me. Otherwise I would never had been heard by anybody, and then.. ! Finally, the
Met officer had gone off to dinner and left a very junior, inexperienced chap on duty. Normally, with
a lowering ceiling, the procedure was to send up a sonde balloon to measure the actual cloud base,
but the young fellow either didn't know this or was not authorised to do it and was still reporting
three thousand feet when we landed! The ceiling must, in fact, have been about a hundred feet.

As we saw the passengers into their car, Sir William turned to Kidder and myself and invited us to
lunch next day at his house in nearby Charlottenburg. At the lunch, Lady Strang, next to whom I was
seated, said "You know, Mr Cole, I can honestly say I have never been scared when I've been flying."
It happened that Sir William had a radio headset installed by the side of his seat in the aircraft (with
no mike) and had heard the whole episode as it developed the previous evening. He was sitting
opposite me at the table and I leaned across and whispered "If she hasn't now, she never will be, will
she". My logbook for that trip reads: " 12 Oct 1946 : Anson XIX No. 815 : F/L Edwards, Sir William
Strang plus 3 VIP's : Hendon-Gatow : Landed on GCA : 5 minutes fuel left : Multi-engine time: Day
4.00 hrs, Night 40 minutes.

The next evening, I called the staff at the Charlottenburg house to ask if we could borrow a car to
drive the ten miles into Berlin, and they let us have a huge dark green Mercedes diesel. I had not
driven a diesel-engined car before and although this one was massively powerful it didn't seem to
have much get-up-and-go. Then it dawned on me. The solid thud with which the doors closed was
the result of the armour plating all around. When I enquired whose car this had been, I was told
"Goering's". Two year's after this, in a shop near where I lived in North London, a seemingly identical
Mercedes which was declared to have been Goering's, was on display as part of a round-Britain
exhibition. I think it was the same armour plated car. It is, indeed, a small world.
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Immediately after the Gatow episode we started having engine problems, or rather, I did for I don't
recall anyone else being bothered. On 18th October 1946 I took off from Hendon to fly Anson XIX No
176 to Gatow. We had been going about fifteen minutes when the port engine started to run rough
and I returned to Hendon. I left the aircraft in the hands of the fitters, and told my passengers we
would now be leaving at the same time the following day. Next day, we had an exact repeat of the
previous day and again I returned to Hendon. On 20th October I again set off for Gatow and again the
engine misbehaved.
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The next day I didn't even bother to load the passengers but simply did an air test which
demonstrated that the efforts of the ground crew had still come to naught. Then we contacted
Armstrong Whitworth, manufacturers of the Cheetah engines, which powered the Anson, and they
sent a technical rep down. I knew that the problem always started when I put the engine into weak
(= lean to the Americans) mixture, and the cylinder temperatures rose, as was normal, but I could
see no reason for this suddenly starting to cause rough running, when we'd been operating this way,
all along. Then the Armstrong Whitworth rep. let the cat out of the bag. They had changed the alloy
they were using for the valve guides and, with a different coefficient of expansion, the exhaust valve
stems were sticking in the valve guides. They were replaced with the old-guides, and the problem
was resolved. On 28th October I finally got my passengers to Berlin.

At about this time the concept of Categorisation was introduced in the RAF. Up till now, a pilot was a
pilot was a pilot, but the thought occurred to somebody at high level that perhaps a chap who got
his wings yesterday was not quite as experienced as another who had been flying for several years,
in varying conditions of weather, landing grounds, probably in several different types of aircraft, and
that it might not necessarily be wise to entrust VIP's and indeed some Vic's to just any pilot.

Categorisation was, to a large extent, the forerunner of today's Instrument Rating. A special unit was
set up, its purpose being to train selected pilots from RAF flying stations around the world. The chap
selected from the BAFO Comm Wing was a good friend of mine, Tim Morton. When Tim got back he
had been rated as a qualified Categorisation Examiner and was to check out every pilot on the unit
and he chose me for his guinea pig. We acquired an Airspeed Oxford for the Categorisation tests
and, as I mentioned before when I was at Debert, Nova Scotia, the Oxford was recognised as being a
less forgiving machine than the Anson. I had flown it on the beam course and had found that it
called for much more concentration to fly it accurately, which is precisely what the Categorisation
was all about. I went up with Tim for a couple of refresher flights; then came the test. The only bit I
recall is that Tim had me do a real take off on instruments. The thing one must remember is that the
runway is no width at all at, say, 70 mph, so if the directional gyro starts to show the slightest
deviation from the runway heading it is imperative to change heading by double that deviation in
order to regain the centre line. At all events, Tim passed me out (without promise of any favours at
the bar) and on 25th November 1946 I was awarded a Green Instrument Rating Card. This entitled
me to fly VIP's; White Card holders could fly only non-VIP passengers.
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The major part of the testing was of pilots' instrument flying, but emphasis was also laid on preflight planning and checking of the aircraft. We had always relied entirely on the ground crew for
ensuring that the aircraft was serviceable, and before every flight a pilot would sign the Form 700,
similar to today's Technical Log. This gave details of, among other things, any unserviceability
reported on the previous flight and the action taken to remedy it, confirmation that the DI (Daily
Inspection) had been carried and by whom, and the fuel and oil state. Although I can never recall it
happening, it was recognised that a pilot always had the right to require a fitter or rigger who had
worked on the aircraft to accompany him on a test flight (space permitting, naturally.) Up until that
time the usual external check of his aircraft carried out by a pilot before a flight was summarised as
"kick the tailwheel and if nothing falls off, it's serviceable."

Shortly before this I had been forced to recognise the wisdom of not taking the airworthiness of an
aircraft I was about to fly for granted. I had flown an Auster a short distance to another airfield
where I would be on the ground only a few minutes. I returned to the aircraft, started up and flew
back to base. After I landed, one of the ground crew called to me "Come and look at this." What he
showed me almost made my blood run cold. When an aircraft is parked for any length of time, the
control surfaces are normally "locked" to prevent them being damaged by forces against which they
have not been stressed such as, for example, wind from astern of the aircraft. This is done by
applying restraints either to the controls in the cockpit or direct to the control surfaces themselves.

In the Auster, a simple set of webbing was hooked over the two rudder pedals and then over the
"stick", which operated the elevators and ailerons, and then on to the seatback. What had nearly
given me a heart attack was discovering that, in the very short time I had been on the ground, during
which time the controls would never normally be locked, some eager-beaver ground-staff chap, not
knowing how the Auster controls were normally locked, had put an external lock on the elevators
and I had not seen it. It was, of all things, a lock from a Messerschmitt, a robust clamp which was
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applied between the elevator and the tailplane then screwed Had I actually been flying the
Messerschmitt, and with the elevators thus locked, I should probably have finished up with the nose
in the railway embankment. As it was, by the grace of God, when the clamp was screwed to the limit
of its thread, it still left enough freedom of movement on the thinner Auster elevator for me not
even to notice a difference on the flight back.

A few months after this, a DC 3 flown, I believe, by the head of the Categorisation Unit in the UK,
went out to Africa to set up the Categorisation procedure at various RAF stations there. As I
understood it, they had been some time at Entebbe, and the pilot of the DC 3 was saying farewell to
the airfield commandant before leaving. He apparently assumed that his second pilot was carrying
out the pre-flight inspection of the aircraft -- something they had been instilling in pilots everywhere
they went. They then went aboard, the pilot started the engines and took off. It was only then that
he discovered the external locks had been, quite correctly, put on the rudder, ailerons and elevators.
With consummate skill the pilot flew the aircraft, using only the trim tabs to control the aircraft.
These can be considered as miniature control surfaces applied to the rear of the main control
surfaces and, by operating in the reverse direction, can be adjusted from the cockpit to neutralise
the "load" on the flying controls and thus enable the aircraft, in calm conditions, to be flown "hands
and feet off'. The aircraft is then said to be correctly "trimmed". Making only gentle turns, the pilot
flew a wide circuit and brought the DC 3 on to the approach to the Entebbe runway. With such
reduced control, he did not lower the landing gear and opted instead for a wheels up landing generally considered safest in the circumstances. He put the aircraft down gently and without any
injury to his crew and only minor damage to the aircraft. Tragically though, in the belly landing one
of the prop blades flew off when it contacted the ground, ploughed into the cockpit and decapitated
the captain.

On 21st December 1946, I had to fly to Hamburg, pick up five passengers and fly, via Manston, to
Lyneham. From there the navigator took the train to somewhere in the north county and I flew the
Anson alone up to Hendon. Four happy days over Christmas; this was getting to be a habit - a very
pleasant one too. On 27th, my navigator having now returned, we flew back to Bückeburg, just in
time to take a flight back to Hendon next day with a stretcher casualty, and another two nights at
home!

In the New Year's Honours of 1947, I was awarded the Air Force Cross (AFC). It was said to have been
presented on account of my outstanding flying record. That was hogwash. I think it was more likely
that two AFC's had been handed out to our unit (the other one went to a Rhodesian pilot) and in
scratching his head to decide who to give them to the CO, Group Captain Clouston, remembered
seeing me land with the burst tyre at Gatwick with the WAAF Queen Bee on board on 5th Dec 1945
[Dame Felicity Peake]. It is true too, I suppose, that I had flown a considerable number of important
VIP's without many complaints, but then so had many of the other chaps on the Wing.
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Letter from Air Marshal Sir Philip Wigglesworth who was commander of the British Air Forces of
Occupation from 1946 to 1948 and was appointed a Knight Commander of the Order of the British
Empire in the 1946 New Year Honours.
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In February 1947 I was given the job of personal pilot to a Major General Thomas, based at
Gütersloh, east of Münster. Gütersloh airfield had been a Deutsche Lufthansa training base, and
once again there was the ubiquitous squash court. It was here that I first played that delightful, fast
game although sadly was never much good at it. In order to get around, the nav and I obviously
needed transport, but the jeep which was put at our disposal was an army vehicle. To make sure I
was covered, I asked the General's ADC for a permit to drive it. Next day I received a permit; this
entitled me to drive any (sic) army vehicle. Presumably this would have included a tank, but I never
put it to the test.

0n 18th February 1947 1 had to fly the Major General from Dortmund to Volkenröde - the German
weapons development plant that I described earlier. When I checked in at the control tower the
chap there suggested we may wish not to eat in the mess that day, as they had just discovered the
German cook urinating in the soup he was preparing - presumably getting his own back on the Brits
for winning the war, in his own modest way. I hadn't the heart to ask how long the man had been
working there. While we were on the ground it had snowed heavily - several inches - and some time
before we were due to leave I asked the Controller if he could have the (grass) runway cleared. Ask a
silly question, get a silly answer, they say. The Controller called the leader of the Dienstgrüppe, the
German working party, on the 'phone, and asked if he could "clear the snow from the runway." It
was obvious that there was a language problem, for the Controller drew on his linguistic resources
to clarify his first request, with You know. Der Vite schtoff vat vall von der schky". Amazingly, this still
didn't heighten comprehension and so, without the assistance of the Dienstgrüppenführer's working
party, I was obliged to adopt the extremely hazardous ploy of taxiing out to the runway, with no-one
else on board, lowering half flap, applying full power while standing on the brakes then, with the
stick held well back to prevent the Anson from nosing over with the resistance from the layer of
snow, letting go. It was not your standard take off, but the aircraft coped well, nonetheless, and I
had no qualms about landing back and picking up my passenger load, choosing a virgin stretch of the
runway to avoid the ruts I'd made on my trial run, probably frozen by now and, following the same
procedure but now with a little more weight on board to keep the tail down. We were off, back to
Bückeburg where, come to think of it, we also had a German cook! (Diary note: Check cook's toilet
habits.)

The area around Berlin and along our route there, east of Hanover, is part of a vast land mass, and
the great turbulence generated in the summer months by the surface heating used to give rise to a
brief thunderstorm as a regular occurrence around five o'clock every afternoon. Halfway along the
route there was a small forest and, as we flew over it at that time of year, we could have said, with
our eyes closed, where we were because of the difference in the level of turbulence. One afternoon,
one of the pilots was returning from Berlin with a General and two or three of his staff Suddenly
without warning the Anson hit an enormous downdraught. The escape route for the crew of the
Anson, in an emergency, was through a perspex panel in the roof of the cockpit, secured by fabric
tape glued on with cellulose "dope". On this occasion, so violent was the downdraught that the
navigator, who had been moving around just previously and was not wearing his seat belt, was
projected upwards out of his seat, and thrust his head through the escape panel and out into the
slip-stream. When he had recovered, he went back into the cabin to see how the passengers had
fared. He found that one of them, fortunately not the General, had had his seat ripped out of the
floor and, still strapped to it, had been flung to the front of the cabin, where he landed up against
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the bulkhead with, it was later discovered, a broken leg. The General's ADC berated the navigator
with "I don't think that was very funny", under the impression that the pilot had been fooling
around!

In March 1947 I was transferred to a very small unit in the village of Oldendorf. This was to be my
last posting in the RAF. There was a delightful old schloss (the German term for a building similar to a
château, palace or manor house written in German Schloß). It was here that Field Marshal
Montgomery, as Commander in Chief of the combined British and Commonwealth forces in
Germany ended up. A one thousand-yard long PSP runway had been laid down along the crest of a
ridge just outside the town of Melle, about four miles from Oldendorf, and a light aircraft strip,
about two hundred yards long, had been put down as close as the Royal Engineers could get to the
schloss itself.
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Flying Officer Geoff Norton DFC (far left) and fellow officers in front of Field Marshal Montgomery
then Marshal of the Royal Air Force William Sholto Douglas schloss at Oldendorf.
(Photo courtesy of Bryan Norton)

A problem which we pilots came across quite often was that if the Royal Engineers were asked to
put down a strip of a given length they did so with precision but virtually regardless of surrounding
terrain or obstacles. Thus it was that the light aircraft strip at Oldendorf had a clump of high frees
200 yards from our normal touchdown point at one end and a house a similar distance from the
other. This strip, where we kept two Austers parked, was only two minutes walk from the huts in
which we lived, slept and ate. It was situated directly beneath the final one hundred yards of the
approach to the runway, and the schloss was "just across the way." There were two pilots, of whom I
was one, and two navigators, one of whom was Errol, to fly the C-in-C's Anson, and a crew - pilot,
navigator and wireless operator to fly the C-in-C in his very luxuriously appointed DC-3, number
KN645.

Field Marshal Montgomery had left, in retirement, just before I was posted to the C-in-C's flight, and
many were the tales told about his quirky behaviour. For example, he insisted on sleeping in the
caravan which had been his HQ throughout the North Africa campaign, and eschewed the comforts
offered by the schloss, on whose forecourt he had it permanently parked. Another of his quirks, I
was told, consisted of his questioning the sentry who happened to be on duty outside the schloss
HQ, if he had been allowed to pass saluted but unchallenged, as he strolled through the gates: ''Who
am I?", to which the poor man, in the face of such eminence, would reply "The Field Marshal, Sir".
Monty would then berate him with "How do you know that? It might be someone impersonating
me." The word soon got around, of course, and the sentries would then make a point of going
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through the standard procedure of "Halt, who goes there". When Monty stopped at the challenge,
the man would say "I believe you are Field Marshal Montgomery, Sir, but may I see your
identification." Monty would comply and then, non-smoker though he was, he would have two
hundred cigarettes sent to the sentry with his congratulations on having followed the correct
procedure.

The new C-in-C was "one of us", Marshal of the Royal Force, Sir Sholto Douglas. Sholto had been a
fighter pilot in the Royal Flying Corps in the First World War. He had been wounded and had been
awarded a Military Cross and a French Croix de Guerre, and then a DFC. He was a friendly man. He
treated us well and quite often invited us to dine with him and his wife, Joan, at the schloss, when
he didn't have important visitors - most often government ministers. Sholto's travels mostly took
him to either Berlin or the UK. He travelled in the Dakota and we would quite often take Joan and
the baggage later, in the Anson.

On one occasion when we were all up in Berlin he decided he would drive back to Melle, probably
some 280 miles, along the autobahn almost all the way. Off he went, driving himself, and I took off
with Joan a couple of hours later. She asked us to look out for him as we flew back and, as he was
driving an open-top car we were able to spot him and identify him easily. When we pointed him out
and circled him Joan said "Beat the old bastard up", to which I told her that that was more than my
life was worth. That evening Sholto invited Errol and me over to the schloss for dinner and I told him
about Joan asking me to do a beat-up as he drove back. He said "If you had done I'd have had you
court-martialled and divorced her! "
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Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir William Sholto Douglas

Writing of the autobahn reminds me of a tale of professional rivalry. Many of the bridges on the
autobahn were destroyed by allied bombing and were being repaired by respective engineering
units of the American and British armies. On one such bridge there was a plaque with an inscription
along the following lines "This bridge was rebuilt by a company of the US Corps of Engineers. It is the
58th bridge rebuilt by this unit" and it went on to give details of how long it took, and so on. My
terminology is not correct, but that was the gist of the message. A short way further along the
autobahn was another bridge. It bore an inscription "This bridge was rebuilt by the Royal Engineers.
There is nothing remarkable about that."

The other pilot who shared the Anson flying with me was an interesting character, Geoff Norton. It's
a well worn expression but if there ever was a "born pilot" it was Geoff. He was on 88 Squadron at
the same time as I and, while my formation flying was mediocre on a good day, his was always
outstanding. When we used to count the aircraft back in from an op we would often say "There's
Geoff Norton". He normally flew in the number two position (on the right of the leader) with his
wing tip overlapping the leader's as if glued there. He would have made a prime candidate for
today's Red Arrows. Back on the ground, though, Geoff hadn't a word to say and it was almost
embarrassing being alone with him. On one occasion when I was over at the schloss, Sholto asked
me "Why doesn't Geoff develop some small talk?". I couldn't answer.
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Flying Officer Geoff Norton DFC and Flying Officer Errol Barrow in front of one of the VIP Avro Anson
aircraft assigned to the British Military Governor of Germany, Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir
William Sholto Douglas (Photo courtesy of Bryan Norton)

Flying Officer Geoff Norton DFC and crew in front of one of the VIP Avro Anson aircraft assigned to
the British Military Governor of Germany, Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir William Sholto Douglas.
(Photo courtesy of Bryan Norton)
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Field Marshal Montgomery's Flight later renamed C-in-C Flight team pre Errol Barrow and Andy Cole
arrival. Photograph includes Flying Officer Geoff Norton. (Photo courtesy of Bryan Norton)

Either Geoff or I always ferried the Dakota crew, when they were flying, to or from the main airfield
in one of the Austers. It was only about six miles by road and they could easily have driven, but that
would have meant leaving the jeep over there while they were away, and it was so easy - just five
minutes in the Austere When the Dakota returned from a trip with Sholto on board, we used to get a
childish kick out of standing alongside and saluting as he came down the steps, then jumping into
the Auster, flying with his crew back to the srip and lining up on the road alongside to salute him
again as he drove past in the Rolls. I think he had a bit of a chuckle too.
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Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir William Sholto Douglas seen here disembarking from KN645.
Out of sight, under the RAF red, white and blue tail fin flash, was a red box with five white stars to
signify this was the personal aircraft for the British Military Governor of Germany and a five star
General. (Photo courtesy of IWM)

When we had no "bookings" we flew the Austers as and when we wanted - usually every day, of
course. The only service person living in the schloss was Wing Commander Johnny Kent, a much
decorated Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot, who normally accompanied Sholto on all his official duties.
One afternoon, when Sholto was off to Berlin, Geoff and I took an Auster each and went for a beat
up of the general neighbourhood - just fields and woods, practically no houses. Then one of us probably Geoff - dropped down on to the small lake at the rear of the schloss and flew along it at
nought feet, pulling up almost vertically up the side of the building. We did this a couple of times
each before going back in to land. Most exhilarating… except that when we got back to the hut (our
quarters) later that afternoon an explosive Johnny Kent was on the 'phone demanding that we
report to him toute de suite. It transpired that he had come down with a particularly heavy cold and
had not gone off with Sholto but instead retired to his bed. He was not so upset about our low flying
- he would probably have done the same thing himself, in similar circumstances - but he was furious
that we should have disturbed his afternoon nap, when he saw us flying straight at his bedroom.. He
bawled us out right royally, but that was the end of it

In the mess we had two Germans working, one as the cook and the other as waiter/kitchen hand.
They were likeable chaps. One had been a Luftwaffe engine fitter, the other had been a crewman on
a German air-sea rescue launch. When we had finished dinner in the evening (the food was
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excellent) and the two of them had cleared away and washed up they would often come into the
dining room and stand talking about their and our respective wartime experiences. There was no
animosity whatever between us and again the utter futility of (the) war was evident.

From time to time a couple of the chaps would go up into the hills behind the mess hut and bring
back a deer they had shot. The two Germans would prepare it, roast it and serve it to us for dinner.
It was always beautifully tender. At that time and, indeed for several years after the end of the war,
meat along with all other food was extremely scarce in England so I asked the cook to cut me a piece
of venison to take over to Joyce on my next trip. I did this and Joyce and her mother, who lived with
her, were duly grateful to receive this, the largest joint of meat they had seen in seven years. On my
next trip home I asked Joyce how the venison had turned out. She said it was "very tasty", but I knew
from her tone that it had been disappointing. I couldn't understand this since the meat we had had
from the same animal, back at Oldendorf, was delicious as always. When I took this up with our
German chef he asked me how Joyce had cooked the meat, and when I replied "In the same way she
always cooks a joint, I suppose", he said "Ah. That's the problem. Venison is a very lean meat; you
have to cook it with lots of fat". Fat was something else that one didn't have a lot of in the UK so
next time I went over I took a quantity of fat as well as another large piece of venison. This time
Joyce was ecstatic with the result.

Unfortunately, the same was not the case with a parcel I sent her. SABENA, the Belgian airline had
resumed flights to their then colony, the Congo, and were bringing back large quantities of bananassomething else that had disappeared from the shop shelves long since. On a trip to Brussels I bought
a large bunch of these bananas and took them back to Oldendoff. I packed them sturdily and handed
them to the lad who delivered and collected the mail for the unit, at the Forces central post office in
Hertford, some twenty miles away, with the request that he send them by the most expeditious
option available. Ten days later I received a message from the GPO in England saying that they had
had to destroy a parcel in an advanced state of deterioration. The erk had sent the bananas by
ordinary parcel post.

Some time before I arrived at Oldendorf, a number of journalists visited the place, probably to do an
article on where Monty finished up. I was told that there was a very strong wind blowing that day,
and one of the pilots was up in an Auster. The story went that he flew over the schloss into wind,
with full flap down and the engine throttled back to keep his speed just above stalling. At least one
British newspaper next day ran an article on this revolutionary RAF aircraft that could fly backwards!
[It is likely the pilot was Geoff Norton based on analysis of his log book undertaken by his son Bryan
Norton]

As the Allies moved into Germany they came upon many looted art treasures in the homes of
German government ministers, senior officers and so forth. It was decreed that, for safe keeping,
until their rightful owners could be traced, they should be lodged with senior British officers, and no
doubt the Americans did likewise. One such safe haven for some of these treasures was the schloss.
There among other things was a huge Aubusson carpet, a Botticelli painting of a cherub, in a glass
case that stood on a magnificent ivory-white grand piano and, on the wall, a painting by Rembrandt
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(on wood, I believe) of his mother. It was quite small - say twelve inches by eight - and I do not recall
having seen it since, in any art galleries I have visited or in art publications, though I lived in the
Netherlands for some years.

To provide protection for the C-in-C at the schloss, a company from each of the various regiments
stationed in Germany was posted to Oldendorffor one month at a time, and the various ranks shared
the respective RAF quarters and messes. The one regiment whose period with us comes foremost to
mind was the First Batallion of the Grenadier Guards. Their Commanding Officer was one, Major the
Right Honorable Miles Fitzalan-Howard, the now Duke of Norfolk. One of the subalterns was Reresby
Sitwell, son of Sir Sacheverell Reresby Sitwell and nephew of Dame Edith Sitwell. There were two or
three other subalterns and they must all have just finished at Sandhurst for they would stamp up
and down the mess, sometimes while we were actually eating, carrying broomsticks and shouting
rifle-drill orders at each other. It became so irksome that one of our number, who could take it no
more, said one day "Would you children mind going and playing soldiers somewhere else". It had
the desired effect.

It was pretty boring for the "other ranks" - 120 of them - miles from anywhere and with little to do,
and one day their CO asked me if I could give them a talk on a topical subject. I said I'd be happy to.
Then he added, as though it were the most natural thing in the world, "They're pretty illiterate, you
know; many of them can't write their names, and a number of the others can't do much more".
Radar was then in its infancy and I thought I could interest them with a brief low-key talk on that
subject. I started with the analogy of a ball thrown at a wall. If one measured the time it took the ball
to get back to the thrower, and if one knew how fast the ball travelled, it was a simple matter to
calculate how far away the wall was. Moreover, if one turned round slowly, throwing balls all the
time and there was only one small wall, one would know whereabouts the wall was because that
was the only direction from which the ball came back. Radar was simply an electronic echo, I
explained, like the ball bouncing back. I was fairly confident that they were still with me up to that
point, and in best lecturer style I asked "Are there any questions?" They answered as one man, "Sir,
can we have a flight?" "Pride cometh…"

It had become the established practice, and one with which we, the RAF did not disagree, for the
army guard companies to give a farewell party before they returned to their units. During one of
these parties we, the RAF officers, after the usual libations with the departing army officers in our
mess, had been invited by the "men" - a horrible term I always thought, having been one myself
(Errol said that Kipling called them "the vile and licentious types") - to join them for drinks in their
mess. It was a regulation that "other ranks" were permitted to drink only beer and I never was a
beer person myself, but noblesse oblige and I went with the flow. A number of the chaps, sergeants
and other ranks, from the main airstrip at Melle four miles away had also been invited over and,
after I'd spent some time with the other ranks, one of the sergeants said "You never come to our
mess. How about it? We've got anything you want, to drink." I had indeed said on a number of
occasions that I would join the sergeants for a drink in their mess, but I'd held off because of their
reputation for hard drinking, and the likelihood that I would be expected to hold my own against
them, single-handed.
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Now I felt I couldn't refuse any longer, so across I went with them to the sergeants' mess, a couple of
hundred yards away. When I reached there, one of them asked me if I'd mind running them back to
the airfield at Melle, afterwards, in the jeep which we kept at the officers' mess, and I naturally
agreed to. They then asked me what I'd like to drink, It was soon apparent that "anything to drink
that you want" meant - brandy or Drambuie! I hate cognac so I opted for Drambuie. They gave me a
claret glass full. Bravado must have taken over at that point because I vaguely remembered getting
into the driving seat of the jeep, but nothing more until I got up the following morning to check that
it was parked outside the mess. It was. Then I phoned the airstrip and asked them how they'd got
home. "You drove us", said the sergeant who answered my call. I had no recollection whatsoever of
driving six miles or so, through the town of Melle, over a level crossing and out to the airstrip, where
I had dropped the fellows off, and then made the drive back. Very scary. I've never done anything
like that since.

The Military Attaché with us at Melle was an ancient Major of the old school who had long exceeded
his shelf life. I remember well one evening when the British Forces (radio) Network descended upon
us at Oldendorf to broadcast a live "chat with the boys over there" show, with a selection of the
interviewees' favourite records thrown in. I can't recall what the major said when it came to his turn
but I do clearly remember that when asked for his favourite record he said something like "that
magnificent piece of music which I always enjoy so much". … then couldn't remember the name of
it. There was an embarrassing pause until they could find the name of the record in the
"unrehearsed" script.

Because of his position, the Major had been allocated a Volkswagen. He couldn't drive, though, so I
offered to go and pick the car up for him from the factory. The German people had been persuaded,
before World War Il, to buy shares in a company created to build a peoples' car (volks' wagen) to a
design by Ferdinand Porsche. In fact, the money was used to build scout cars with the revolutionary
"Volkswagen" engine. I was told that in operations in the North African desert campaign, this highly
efficient fan-assisted air-cooled engine was back to normal temperature soon after the vehicle
stopped, whereas our liquid-cooled scout cars were still boiling for a long time after they were shut
down.

Now, a war later, the real peoples' car was at last being produced, still not for the people who had
paid for it but instead for the occupying forces. The Volkswagen factory was at Wolfsburg. It was not
far from Brunswick, for Valkenröde was the nearest airfield, and where I was dropped off to be
driven by car to the Volkswagen factory. I had never before visited a car manufacturer, and the sight
that greeted me when I reached the plant was astounding. There was, of course, only one type of
car, that which came to be known as the "Beetle", and there they were, in their thousands as far as
the eye could see, all identical, except for their colour, just three - military khaki, Royal Navy blue
and RAF blue. I was quickly shown to the Major's allotted car and handed the documents. Then I was
on my way back to Melle. I had not driven more than five miles, though, when the engine seized up.
I hoped that the cause was simply a case of the oil not yet having circulated round the brand new
engine, and I waited to let it cool down. When I fried it again, ten minutes later, it immediately fired
into life and I had no further trouble all the way back. I can't believe, though, that the pistons seizing
up in dry cylinders could have done much good to the engine - at the least, some permanent loss of
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compression I'd have thought. I enjoyed driving the Volkswagen. It had an interesting gearbox',
synchromesh on second and third but being happier, I seem to remember, when one doubledeclutched when dropping down to first. I drove it many miles after that because the Major hardly
ever used it and I am happy to say that I never detected any loss of performance because of that
seizing-up on the first day.

A log book entry for 12th May 1947 and a cutting from the Daily Express of the same date shows I
flew Mr. Simpson back to London following his resignation. Mr. Julian Simpson was the Home
Secretary for the British Control Commission – the man behind the British racketeer-busters in
German. He had failed to reign in the racketeers and resigned as he was disillusioned and frustrated
because of “passive resistance” within the British Control Commission.
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The 15th May 1947 was to be the last day in the life of one of our Auster - No. 571. It was also, in the
Christian calendar, Ascension Day, and this was destined to have an impact on the way things
unfolded.

I was to fly a Brigadier Cox to an airstrip at Vogelsang, some one hour and thirty five minutes distant.
He was the youngest Brigadier in the British army at the time, in command of the 31st Lorried
Infantry Brigade, stationed on the outskirts of Melle. His troops were on a short training detachment
at Vogelsang, and he was going down there to inspect them. Vogelsang was a village which had
previously been used as a "legal mating centre". This was a Nazi concept, whereby girls would
volunteer themselves to generate pure Aryan stock. These girls, we were told, were shown
photographs of young men serving in the German armed forces, shortly due for leave, who had
similarly volunteered their "services", and the girls would select one who appealed to them. The
couples would then meet up at Vogelsang, be provided with accommodation, do their thing, then
continue with their lives like the proverbial ships that pass in the night. The products of these brief
pairings would be taken from the mothers and reared in state institutions, to become pure Aryan
Nazis. When, after the end of hostilities, the British came upon this centre for producing a future
thoroughbred race they decided it would be an ideal location for training in house-to-house fighting.

It was, at this date in May, the turn of his troops the Brigadier's was going to visit. The airfield at
Vogelsang was simply a field, with no Flying (Air Traffic) Control and no weather-reporting facilities
of any kind. The nearest airfield with a forecaster was Cologne, forty five miles away, and when I
'phoned them before I took off they told me the whole route would be CAVU (today's CAVOK) - no
cloud, and visibility better than ten miles. The Brigadier arrived looking absolutely immaculate, in
khaki shorts, short-sleeved shirt and his Sam Brown belt, and carrying a small overnight bag. We
took off at around 0800. into a glorious May morning with the air so still that the little Auster flew
itself "hands off'. We crossed the Rhine near and continued on our "copy-book" flight. The Auster's 1
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hour and 50 minutes of fuel would be ample to get us to Vogelsang, with about a fifteen minute
margin. As we flew across the low land west of the Rhine we passed a colourful procession of a
couple of hundred people slowly winding its way along a county road to a distant church, where they
would celebrate the Feast of the Ascension, and I circled to give the Brigadier a better view from his
side of the aircraft.

When we were only some fifteen miles from our destination we found ourselves over a forest, which
still had vestiges of mist clinging to it, resulting from the radiation caused by the cloudless overnight
sky. As we got nearer to Vogelsang the mist thickened and sat almost on top of the frees, reducing
forward visibility almost to zero. With our remaining fuel we could not then have got back to
Cologne and I decided, unwisely in the event, that as we were so close, Vogelsang would show up at
any minute. It was then that the ground started to rise. with most of our temporary airstrips we had
no published data on it, only word of mouth, from pilot to pilot, and I had not met any who had
landed there. Only later did I discover that.

Vogelsang was some two hundred or so feet above the land over which I had been flying. In seconds
I was in thick fog and the next minute we were swishing through the tops of trees. I had full power
on and the stick pulled right back. The inevitable happened The aircraft did a power stall and
mushed into the top of a free, fifty feet above the ground. The engine cut and we were stuck there.
Mercifully, if it had to happen at all, the trees had been planted as part of an afforestation scheme
for we must have skimmed several frees before coming to rest in the top of one of them. Had there
been just a single tree we should have struck it and then dived straight to the ground. Pointlessly, in
refrospect, I switched off the mags and cut off the fuel. The brigadier, with commendable sang froid,
said "Well, here we are, right in the top of a bloody tree". With a due sense of our relative seniority I
scrambled out of the Auster, made sure the Brigadier was close behind me, and scrambled down this
very high tree. I don't know of what genus it was, but I do know that the lowest branch must have
been twelve feet above the ground, and that at that point the trunk was over two feet in diameter. I
realised that to slide down with one's arms round the trunk was an invitation to some very painful
friction skin bums so, opting for the lesser of two very unattractive evils, I let myself drop to the
ground, where I fetched up with an almighty thump but with nothing broken. A distant voice, high
up in the free called down "How the xxxx did you get down there?" I told him to throw his bag down,
which he did. It struck a branch on the way down so I was unable to catch it, and it hit the ground
with a sickening thud.

Why the Brigadier should have chosen that day to put his gold wrist watch in the bag I never
discovered (Murphy at work again, I guess) but he never let me forget on each occasion I saw him
after that, that it was going when he put it in the bag, and when he took it out it wasn't! When he
got down to the lowest branch I called up to him to do as I had done, and let himself drop. His nerve
must have failed him at that point for he did precisely what I had avoided, and slid down, trying to
grasp the wide frunk. He couldn't, of course, and finished up with a pair of badly skinned arms, and a
free-green shirt-front to boot. He was wonderfully good-natured about the whole incident, and even
wanted to carry his own bag, which of course I refused to let him do. By walking down the incline of
the hill we came to a road alongside a river where an old fellow, dressed in his Sunday/holy day suit
(for Ascension Day), was fishing. We bade him good day and set off across a field in the direction of
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Vogelsang. At this, the aged angler called out "Nein. Meinen! Meinen!" What is certain is that from
the tone of his voice I knew we were about to walk into a minefield - an extremely conciliatory
gesture by the old man towards a pair who had so recently been his arch enemies, it must be said.

The Brigadier had a knowledge of German and was able to gather from the poor old chap that his
own son had been killed by a landmine in that very field, on the Siegfried Line, two miles from the
Belgian border, sometime previously. He advised us to stay on the road, which we did. Within no
more than five minutes a British Army truck, driven by a German, came up from behind. We stopped
him and the Brigadier was about to order him to take us to Vogelsang when he told us he was going
there anyway. Imagine, if you will, the scene that followed. The tuck drops us right at the end of the
path leading to the Officers' Mess. Out step two extremely dishevelled characters. The one in RAF
uniform looks a bit bedraggled, but the other, in army uniform, looks as though he has been sleeping
rough, without the chance of a shower and change of …. wait a bit. It's the CO!

Then some quite startled salutes from the subalterns, as they recognised their commanding officer,
then gathered round to hear his story, which I rather fancy he quite enjoyed telling... many times. I
should add, for the record, that the weather was by now perfect. The early mist had completely
cleared. Probably if we'd arrived half an hour later we would have had an uneventful flight. The army
treated me right royally and provided me with transport next day back to my base. I had to put in a
report, of course, and a week later I had a call from Brigadier Cox, now returned to Melle, saying that
he was expecting a visit by some RAF fellows who wanted to take a statement from him on the
accident, and asking me what I wanted him to say! I told him that I had said that we were flying over
the forest when the engine stopped - the truth, if not the whole truth. He apparently said likewise.

Meanwhile I had gone down to Vogelsang twice in the Anson and spent an hour or more each time
flying back and forth over the disaster scene, looking for the downed Auster, but we found not a
trace. I also flew the Brigadier to Vogelsang many times after that, but always in the Anson, and he
very kindly invited me to dine with him and his officers on two occasions - never omitting to remind
me of his stopped watch. Then, months after the misadventure, a woodcutter announced that he
had found an aircraft in the top of a free. A team was sent from RAF Cologne to recover the
wounded bird. One of them climbed the free and found the few instruments the Auster carried had
been taken (though what value they would have to a woodcutter, I can't imagine.) They also found
there was no fuel in the tank. Surprise. Surprise. After so long. When they found they could not
extricate the aircraft from the dense tee tops, they hit upon the brilliant idea of felling the tee. It
promptly fell the wrong way, of course, landing across the Auster, but somehow they got the engine
out and took it back to Cologne. In the workshop there they set it up on a bench, put gasoline in the
tank and, voila, it started. Ergo. I must have run out of fuel on that fateful day.

In the fullness of time I was hauled up before the Air Officer Commanding, Air Vice Marshal
Wigglesworth, at Air Force HQ., Germany. He told me it was careless of me to run out of fuel, and
that was the end of the matter. I suspect that he was only too glad I hadn't damaged the Brigadier.
Moreover, it was highly embarrassing for both of us because a few months earlier he had sent me a
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very nice letter, congratulating me on being awarded the Air Force Cross - by him. I never did admit
what really happened and the sleeping dogs lay contentedly.

A logbook entry for 20th May 1947 reminds me that I wrote earlier that we had had a number of
burst tyre incidents after mine with the WAAF C-in-C at Gatwick. On a beautiful late spring
afternoon, with F/O Mike Gregory as my navigator, I had flown a couple of army officers, in an
Anson, to Celle, near Hanover, an hour's flying away. As we waited for them for a couple of hours,
we had time to be amused at the antics of the German girls from the airfield restaurant as they
taunted the lads by bronzing themselves, lying on the grass in the sun, wearing only the scantiest of
whatever preceded the bikini, and only too well aware of Monty's no-fraternising ban. When our
"customers" returned I took off for what was to be a run-of-the-mill flight, and shortly after getting
airborne I moved out of my seat and let Mike fly the aircraft, as we often did. Just a few minutes
later there was a bang from the starboard engine and I quickly took over from Mike again.

At first I thought a cylinder head had blown but there was nothing unusual with any of the engine
instruments, neither did we suffer any loss of power. The flight back to Melle went without further
incident and I was mystified to know what had caused the bang, but not for long. As I touched
down on Melle's metal runway the Anson's port wing dropped a little, the aircraft slewed to that
side and was difficult to keep straight as I brought it to a stop. Another burst tyre! It was essential
we got the runway clear by nightfall, ready to be used by the C-in-C's DC 3 next day.

Fortunately it was a glorious, warm evening, so I took off in the Auster that we had come over from
Oldendorf in, flew back there, picked up a case of beer and flew back to the airfield. All of a sudden
it seemed less of a chore to change that wheel and move the Anson off the runway. We must have
had half a dozen burst tyres in all, at Bückeburg. They were all Dunlop's, and eventually the company
admitted that there was a quality problem with the canvas they were then using. After that we had
no more tyre failures.
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We had a wonderful relationship with the ground staff at both the light aircraft strip at Oldendorf
and the airfield at Melle, and I developed a stunt which, by any normal standards, was absolutely
mad. The runway ran along the crest of a low ridge. The control "tower", a modified van with a
dome that protruded a couple of feet above the roof, was located fifty yards back from the runway.
From that position the sergeant who acted as Flying Control Officer, Sergeant Knowles, while having
a full view of the runway and the small parking bay, could not see down the slope across the
opposite side. It gave me immense childish pleasure, when returning from a flight with nobody who
mattered on board, to come up the slope at right angles to the runway, right down "on the deck",
clear the flying control van and the ground crew billets just beyond by a few feet, then pull up
steeply and in one continuous movement cut the starboard engine, feather the prop, lower the
undercarriage and do a single-engine landing. Most exhilarating - and it used to scare the life out of
the blokes on the ground who didn't hear us coming! For good measure I did it once at night. I never
counted how many regulations I must have busted each time - miles away, though, from anyone
important to be able to see.

Norman Felstead was an army Captain attached to Sholto's staff at the schloss. He stands out in my
memory for one particular reason. A tall fellow, he could sit on a bar stool and bring one leg up and
hook his foot behind his neck without falling off the stool. He explained it by saying that he was
double-jointed - whatever that means.

On 7th July I had to fly General Robertson, who was to take over from Sholto as C-in-C, from
Bückeburg to Lübbecke, for a meeting between the Chiefs of Staff and the Control Commission. The
General was accompanied by his ADC who, the aircraft being an Auster, sat half sideways behind us.
Fortunately the flight lasted only about twenty minutes, for the weather was atrocious, with a
violent wind blowing over the hills, that threw the little Auster all over the sky, and I was greatly
relieved that neither of my passengers ejected his breakfast. When we reached Lübbecke the wind
was blowing half a gale straight across the narrow PSP strip so that I had something like thirty
degrees of drift as we approached for the landing. To their immense credit, the two army officers
took it all in their stride,... which is more than I did!
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According to my logbook, on 12th July 1947 I flew the pilot of the C-in-C's Dakota and an army officer
to Saltzgitter in the Hartz mountains. I remember the trip very clearly. The army chap, a Major
stationed with us at Oldendorf, had received an invitation to a "thrash" in Bad Hartzburg and had
invited the other pilot, S/Ldr Freeman, to join him. He in turn invited me along, to fly the Auster.
When we got there we found it was a glider strip below the edge of a steep slope. As part of the First
World War armistice, the Germans agreed not to have an air force, but sometime in the 'thirties they
started to develop a major force of glider pilots. Thus when they did decide to abandon the
agreement and start to build powered military aircraft they had a pool of well trained pilots for
whom conversion to power was a minor step. I believe I am right in saying that until well into the
war the training of all Luftwaffe pilots started with time on gliders. This had a number of virtues cheapness, fuel economy and, above all, the development of a high degree of skill and self
confidence. I once saw a demonstration, by a German pilot, of aerobatics in a glider, at quite low
level, that left me almost breathless.

When it came to parking my Auster at this field at Saltzgitter, a couple of chaps who belonged to the
glider club appeared and suggested that with their help I taxi the aircraft up the hill to the
clubhouse, for security overnight This was something else they hadn't taught us in training! The
gradient of the hill was, I would guess, about 1 in 4, and I was a bit dubious especially as it had never
been done before. However, I went along with the suggestion and, by using full power and the two
fellows' brute strength we made it to the top - fortunately not more than a couple of hundred yards
- to a flat plateau. This, though, was itself only about a hundred yards long... but that was
tomorrow's problem.
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The party, thrown by an army unit, was wild though not so wild as I was when I discovered the
following morning that one of them had pinched my new cap, bought for my wedding eighteen
months previously and reserved for special occasions. When we came to leave and while I went to
get the Auster, the Squadron Leader, who was in fact nominally my CO, got himself a trip in a glider
and took to it like the proverbial duck to water. I, for my part, found myself sitting in an Auster
looking across one hundred yards of loose gavel which disappeared over the edge of the hill. There
was nothing else for it but to lower a bit of flap, stand on the brakes, apply full power and let go.
What followed was eerie and the nearest I was ever likely to get to a carrier-deck take off. I had
barely picked up flying speed before I ran out of land and found myself just about airborne as I flew
over the field below, where I went down and landed. Next day I flew back to look for my cap, but
without success. This time I left the Auster down below for the hour I was there.

The Generals and RAF Staff Officers we flew were, in North American terminology, a dime a dozen. I
have not made a point of counting how many I carried, but they included, in addition to General
Robertson the big honcho himself, Generals Brownjohn, Bishop, Galloway, Stratton, Thomas and
McCready. I also flew one Admiral, by name Arliss, also on a trip to Lübbecke. I don't remember
feeling any greater sense of responsibility flying this top brass. I have always maintained that the
most important person on board any aircraft is the chap in the front left hand seat, and I don't think
there's any argument against that, if you'll pardon my conceit.

On 1st October I flew Sir William and Lady Strang from Berlin to Hendon in the Anson on which I had
done the running-on-empty-tanks routine with them, just a year before. I believe Sir William was
retiring. He was a kindly person and I was glad to have known him.
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On 22nd October I flew John Profumo, then a Government minister, from the Oldendorf stip to
Bückeburg, on his way back to the UK. It was only a short round trip, fortunately - forty minutes my
logbook records - because as I walked out to the Auster I had somehow stepped in the drainage
ditch alongside the strip and got a shoe full of cold, muddy water. Had I not had a VIP on board I
would certainly have gone back to change my shoes, but Government Ministers were not to be
dallied with and "England expected…." It was extremely uncomfortable!
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And so the great adventure was coming to an end. I was still flying daily almost without exception three times on 3rd November 1947. The last of these was in an Auster, for the last time from the
main airfield at Melle back to our home strip, at Oldendorf, where I landed in near-total darkness.

Regulations stipulated that no-one should pilot an aircraft within a certain number of days before
"going on demob" being demobilised. This was against the possibility that an infringement might be
committed and could not be proceeded against, once the offender was a civilian. I was fortunate in
not being held to this and was able, on 4th November 1947, with immense regret, to "fly myself into
civvie street". What a trip that was. I left quite early and beat up the houses in Melle where a
number of my erstwhile friends, aircrew and ground staff lived, some with their wives, now
permitted to join their husbands there. Then I flew at zero feet all the way across Germany, Holland
and Belgium, where people just going to work must have been somewhat taken aback, and only
climbing to a decent height when we crossed the English coast. Permitting myself a final boast, my
landing at Hendon was a "greaser", prompting the pilot who came over with me to take the Anson
back, to say "A fine time to choose to do one of those". So, I made my last flight in the Royal Air
Force, a service to which I was so proud to have belonged for five and a half years.
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BACK TO CIVVIE STREET
I had agreed with Sholto that I would stay on with him, at Oldendorf, until he retired, which I had
done. When I asked him if he would give me a character reference he replied "No, I won't. You tell
me where you want to work and I'll see you get the job!" I told him I would like to get into an airline
and he said he'd take it up with a friend of his.

The friend was the new Tory MP Air Commodore Harvey who with four other MPs had set up
Westminster Airways in 1946. Sholto sent me the Air Commodore's reply to his letter. It was a real
turn off. "Tell Cole there's no future in it", he said, in essence. Within a couple of weeks Westminster
Airways had gone belly up. There were various reasons for this. The principal of these were that
many chaps in a similar position to me had used their final pay off to buy an ex RAF aircraft to set up
one-man airlines, and secondly, at that time the British economy was going through its first post-war
economic trauma, and a severe limit was put on the amount that one could take out of the country,
£25.00 - yes, twenty-five, pounds a year.

This effectively meant very little overseas travel. Some of the small airlines managed to amalgamate
and hang on, some quite successfully, but many, like Air Commodore Harvey's, went to the wall. I
tried to get into one of the bigger airlines anyway, and went for a few interviews. There the story
was always the same. The "heavy" boys, those of Bomber Command, who had flown Lancasters,
Halifaxes and Stirlings (and still lived) had many more hours than I, and with experience more akin to
what the airlines were looking for. In any event the great glut of these, right after the war, had filled
most of the vacancies long since. So I gave up and looked elsewhere. I found that Shell, the
international oil organisation, was looking for people. I mentioned this to Sholto and he must have
contacted someone in the company for in no time I was accepted, at a salary of $325 per annum. I
was to stay with Shell for the rest of my working life.

I still wanted to fly though and I tried to get into a squadron in the Royal Auxiliary Air Force. The
RAAF had been the elite service pre-war and their squadrons had been in the front line, performing
magnificently from Day 1. Their members came very largely from the landed gentry / public school
and well-connected. Don't knock them, though. They were among the very first to give their lives in
the defence of their country. It used to be said that when they went on their summer camp, a car
would arrive at each tent and out would step a butler who would set up the young master's bed and
arrange things, before the pilot himself arrived in something very expensive on four wheels. These
squadrons flew the front line aircraft of the day and were held in operational readiness.

After the war, not much had changed. They were now flying Spitfires and, later, Gloster Meteor jets
and I suppose I should not have been surprised, when I was interviewed as a possible addition to
Max Aitken's squadron, that he asked me if I would be prepared to spend "at least all your pay on
mess bills". That did it for me. I needed all the money I had, to keep Joyce and me barely above the
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breadline, and there was no way I could consider subsidising squadron mess bills. So that was out
too.

Still determined to continue flying, though, I applied to join or rather continue flying with the Royal
Air Force Volunteer Reserve, to which all RAF aircrew automatically belonged. This time I was
accepted. The RAFVR was quite a different animal from the RAuxAF. We were not in squadrons, but
rather formed a pool of half-ready pilots, where we flew tired ex-RAF aircraft. At the outset we flew,
would you believe, Tiger Moths - aircraft on which I had leamed to fly almost six years earlier, thus
proving the American adage "What goes around comes around." We were moved around, too. First
at Panshanger, near Hatfield, then Hornhurch, then, finally Redhill - all extremely difficult to get to
by anyone without a car just about all of us in those days. But I was still flying and I enjoyed it. When
we migrated to Chipmunks (also de Havilland aircraft) I was still able to keep my instrument rating
Green Card going too.

The instructors, when we were doing instrument training, seemed to take some demonic pleasure,
in adlibbing a bit when it came to "recovery from unusual positions". This is where the instructor
takes control and puts the aircraft in, say, a steep turn and then hands back to the student with
"You've got her". Remember, one has no view at all outside the cockpit. When they saw that we
were coping too easily with the "usual" unusual attitudes they would disorientate us by putting the
aircraft in a spiral dive (where the aircraft is in a steeply banked turn and losing height very rapidly)
then pull up steeply and hand over just as the Chipmunk was about to go into a spin. But that wasn't
all. As they handed over they would sometimes wind on a lot of nose-up trim. This would need great
force to overcome when putting the stick forward to recover from the spin, until one recognised the
idiot trick the instructor had played, which would NEVER happen in normal flight, even in a spin. The
only thing one could say in defence of this caper was that it reinforced the absolute necessity, when
flying on instruments, of disregarding completely all physical sensation of changes in aircraft attitude
(turning, climbing/diving etc.) and relying totally on the indications of the instruments.

In the spring of 1947 Errol had been demobilised from the RAF and had returned to his law studies in
London. At the same time he enrolled at the London School of Economics. In 1949, Joyce and I took
immense pleasure in being present at the ceremony at Lincoln's Inn, when he was called to the bar.
The following year he received his B.Sc (Econ) at the University of London. What a capacity for study!

During my fourth year with the RAFVR, I had the opportunity, during my mandatory two-week
annual "camp", of flying with an airline, for want of a better term, based at Croydon. The company,
Transair, operated a fleet ("fleet' - there were four of them, I think) - of really old Anson Mk. I's, the
original, with the crank-up undercarriage. They used to fly newspapers to the near-continent - Paris,
Brussels, Amsterdam etc. Next day's papers would arrive at about 11.00 p.m. and we would load up
and be away within fifteen minutes. At the other end we would take on a return load of continental
papers and be back at Croydon by 03.00 a.m. in the morning.
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The exciting incident I had during the week I flew with Transair was not, in fact, while flying
newspapers. We had flown to Dinard, in Northern France, to pick up a cargo of sausages and then on
to Jersey, for whatever reason I can't recall. The forecast they gave us in Jersey warned of a line of
thunderstorms along the English coast, and we were therefore prepared for some turbulence and
maybe icing when we crossed in on the way home. It was a pleasant night, as we flew over the
Cherbourg Peninsular. I was flying the aircraft and the captain was relaxing, smoking his pipe.
Suddenly, with absolutely no warning there was a brilliant flash in the cockpit and myriad pieces of
something black went whizzing around our heads. At the same time the compass went haywire and
spun around at high speed before settling down pointing nowhere in particular - certainly not
anywhere in the region of north - magnetic or otherwise. The captain apparently found this hilarious,
and left me to continue flying the aircraft, for which he was, of course, responsible. A rapid
inspection quickly identified the cause of our discomfiture. Although VHF (very high frequency) voice
radio was now coming into its own, the Ansons of Transair still carried the old wartime High
Frequency equipment requiring a wireless operator using a morse key, as my crew had done many
moons before. Unlike its successor, VIHF, this HF equipment required a trailing aerial. This consisted
of a length of fine copper wire wound on a spool, and weighted with lead shot at the end, which was
reeled out behind the aircraft once it was airborne. It was one of the wireless operator's
responsibilities to wind in the trailing aerial before landing... and when in the proximity of a
thunderstorm.

Tales used to be legion of trailing aerials, forgotten to be reeled in by their W/Ops before landing,
wrapping themselves variously around fences, other aircraft on the ground and even overhead tram
(street car) cables.- usually with no damage to the aircraft carrying them but dealing a stinging blow
to the W/Op's wallet as he forked out the mandatory half a crown fine. On that night/early morning,
as we flew back home from Jersey, there must have been some cumulo-nimbus cloud on the French
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side of the channel instead of over England as it was forecast to be, and our trailing aerial had picked
up a discharge from it. This had flashed into the aircraft and shattered the vulcanite terminal box
into which the aerial fed, and whose disintegration we had witnessed. Our non-magnetic direction
indicator, the directional gyro, not affected by the lightning, gave us a sufficiently good indicator of
our heading, and as it was getting light as we neared Croydon the precession error to which all gyro
instruments are subject was not sufficient to give us any further problems. As we climbed out of the
Anson one of the ground crew came over and said "Have you had a problem with lightning?" When
we asked how he knew he pointed at the underside of the aircraft. The fabric which had covered it
now hung in festoons from nose to tail, exposing all the ribs, blackened by the lightning strike.

In 1953 the British government decided there was no longer any justification for continuing with the
RAFVR; it was more cost effective to recruit new pilots and train them from scratch. So it was that I
received a nicely-worded letter from Her Majesty (I had now served under two monarchs) thanking
me for my services and telling me to hang up my RAF flying helmet.

Errol had meantime married Carolyn, the girl he used to visit in New Jersey when he and I were on
leave in New York. I would like to think they named their first child, a daughter, Lesley in my honour,
my second name being almost that - Leslie.

After graduating, Errol returned to Barbados, with his new family, and there and elsewhere in the
Caribbean he practised law with great distinction, for eleven years. In the numerous murder charges
in which he appeared for the defence he obtained acquittals in every case, and I used to taunt him
with the charge that this was more a testimony to his eloquence that to the quality of justice
practised there. In 1955 Errol, with others, was a founder member of the Barbados Democratic
Labour Party and, having won the 1961 election, became Prime Minister.

I stayed with Errol for a week end in 1962, just like old times. Though he was now Prime Minister he
was still living, with Carolyn and Lesley, and their young son David, at his parental home in Black
Rock, a suburb of Bridgetown, there being at that time no official PM's residence. A simple house, it
had a tank on the roof which relied entirely on the sun's energy to provide all the hot water for the
family. This, early in the morning, did not run to two showers and I was mightily amused to find
myself sharing a shower with the Prime Minister, my erstwhile navigator.

Joyce and I met up with Errol at the Farnborough Air Show in, I believe 1963, when he was over here
examining the feasibility of installing VOR at Barbados International airport. He told us then that it
was his intention to step down as PM after steering the country through independence the following
year. In the years that followed, with Joyce and Deborah our daughter, I stayed a number of times
with Errol and Carolyn, now ensconced in the official residence - a far cry from the house at Black
Rock.
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In the event, Errol continued as Prime Minister until his party was defeated in the election in 1976.
Then, after two years out of office, he again became PM from 1978 to 1986. Sadly, the easy life that
went with the office and must have required a will of iron to forswear, saw my handsome, slim
navigator degenerate into a seriously overweight coronary candidate and he succumbed to a heart
attack, at the age of only sixty seven, on 1st June 1987. We had been through the good times and the
bad together and the issue of colour was mentioned only once. That was when I expressed surprise
on finding Errol applying sun tan lotion before going on to the beach, not having realised that black
people can also skin with too much sun. Not many people knew his nickname "Dips", short for
Dipper, after a famous cricketer.

After leaving the RAFVR, and still determined to fly but now at my own expense, I rented aircraft
from anywhere I could, reasonably - Croydon, Biggin Hill- and then, having been transferred by my
employer, Shell, to Holland I flew at Ypenburg, just outside the Hague. I once flew a Piper Cub from
there back to Gatwick, after ten minutes dual, with Joyce as my passenger.

After three years in the Hague I was transferred to Brussels and joined the Ghent flying club. On one
occasion we flew over to Ferryfield in an Aeronca Champ (OO-SGT) and landed back at Ghent, after a
three-day stay, on a Saturday afternoon. Next day we read in the Belgian Sunday newspaper how a
pilot and his passenger had been killed in that same Aeronca, after stalling shortly after take-off
from Ghent, within an hour or so of our landing. After spending three years in Brussels I was posted
back to London and started to fly at Stapleford Tawney, in Essex, often in an Ercope, an oldgentleman's aircraft, with no rudder, and designed around the cigar-lighter.

One Saturday, 25th May 1963 to be precise, with Joyce as my passenger, I flew an Auster which had
that day just come off a lengthy major overhaul, on a pleasant flight around the London Control
Area. Next day - yes, here it comes - the Sunday papers all carried front page pictures of an Auster the Auster, G-AFNO - embedded in the chimney stack of the nurses' quarters of the Royal Free
Hospital, in Grays Inn Road, London. Apparently one of the doctors from the hospital, probably hellbent on impressing his current squeeze, had flown the aircraft, right after I had landed, and had not
quite mastered the technique of low flying - an expensive lesson, for his passenger too.

In 1964, now back in London, I had to do a four-week assignment for Shell in Kingston, Jamaica and I
got a great kick out of flying a Cessna 172 from Palisadoes (Kingston International - since renamed
Norman Manley International Airport), whose single runway was built on fill, right out across the
bay. I still chuckle when I think back to those days of "playing" with the big boys" when the Tower
would sometimes reply to my "… Finals" call with "... Clear to land. Speed it up; you have a DC-IO on
three mile final behind you", or something similar. I showed great interest when one of the Shell
managers out there told me that he was leaming to fly. I asked him if he'd taken his wife, Rosemary,
flying with him yet. Rosemary was there in the gathering and she spoke up, "No way! I even cry
when I take off in an airliner". Her budding-aviator spouse told me, "You get her to fly in a light
aircraft and I'll give you a bottle of champagne and twenty five pounds."
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Accepting the challenge, I made a booking for the Cessna for the following Saturday morning. At the
usual Friday evening party I told Rosemary this, and said "I'll be waiting for you at my hotel
tomorrow, at 8.30. Bring your swim suit." Little expecting she'd come, to my great surprise she did
turn up and I drove her out to the airport expecting every moment she'd ask me to turn around and
drive her back. But she didn't. She just got strapped in, with what trepidation I can only imagine, and
I started up and set off on the long taxy trip to the runway holding point. As we started to roll, after
immediate take off clearance, I handed Rosemary a small packet of tissues I'd brought with me, and
told her to feel free to weep. At this she laughed and that seemed to relieve her tension. After that,
dare I say it, I think she actually enjoyed seeing the interior of Jamaica and the beautiful Blue
Mountains as we flew over the spine of the island on our way to Ocho Rios on the north coast. We
landed there and had a short swim from the beach of the Playboy Hotel before returning to the
aircraft for the flight back to Kingston.

We knew where we would find Peter at mid-day Saturday. In the cente of Kingston was a large area
known as South Camp. Here the Jamaica Defence Force were based, and several of their number
were being trained as either fixed wing or helicopter pilots, by a British army Captain qualified to
instruct on both. In passing, I must mention that the field was often used for playing football, and if
one of the two Cessna Cardinals stationed there wanted to take off or land a loud claxon would
sound. Everyone cleared the pitch, the aircraft took off or landed and play resumed, all in the most
natural way imaginable. There must have been a dozen or so British army officers stationed at South
Camp, or the Garrison as it was usually referred to, and they would invite their friends from the local
community - most often expatriates working with British companies - to join them in their bar. That's
where we knew we would find Peter. As Rosemary and I joined him there, Peter asked what we
would drink, and I replied "Champers." Peter stared at us but neither Rosemary nor I spoke and
Peter sensed that Rosemary really had taken to the air. He happily produced the champagne,
toasted Rosemary, thanked me, but added "But you don't get the twenty five quid!" which was, of
course, a large amount of loot all those years ago.

Just a word about the swim that Rosemary and I took at Ocho Rios. We were only a short distance
from the shore when most of the other bathers suddenly started screaming, and high-tailing it out of
the water. We soon joined them for we found that our legs were being bitten by myriad small fish. I
don't know what genus they were and frankly we didn't stay to find out.

The flying instructor Captain at the Garrison invited me to join him in a flight in a Cessna Cardinal, a
few days later and I was happy to accept. As we were about to walk out to the aircraft the phone
rang to say that the wife of one of the other officers had had a traffic accident. Her husband was
playing rugby at the time, at Caymanas, across the other side of Kingston harbour. We took off
immediately and flew over there to find the game in full swing. My pilot simply flew low over the
pitch a couple of times, everyone cleared the area, and he landed, explained the situation, picked up
the officer and flew back to South Camp, leaving the game to continue one man short. Fortunately
the lady was not seriously injured.
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At the beginning of 1965 I was transferred to Shell Canada's Head Office in Toronto. I very quickly
made the acquaintance of the head of the Aviation Marketing Department, Charlie (Smokey) Stover,
ex S/Ldr, DFC, a Mustang pilot with 414 Squadron of the RCAF. We immediately became friends and,
with our wives, have remained so to this day. Charlie used to fly a very well-equipped Cessna 310 to
visit the many outlying airfields and strips across the whole of Canada and he was happy to see me
fly it too, provided I obtained my Commercial ticket. This I did in very short order, and after doing
the necessary ground studies I took the flight test at Toronto Island airport.

The club I used to fly with, at Buttonville, just north of the city, thought they were doing me a favour
by giving me a brand new Cessna 152, just received from Wichita, to do the test in. Unfortunately it
had just those few changes in the location of instruments and ancillaries to make me wish for one of
the usual run-of-the mill 152's but apparently I convinced the Department of Transport examiner
that I could fly to his satisfaction, and I still keep my Canadian Commercial Licence current to this
day, although I no longer fly "commercially". So I got to fly the 310 and I have some wonderful
memories of the trips I did, mainly on business, in it to Montreal, Sudbury, Winnipeg, Niagara and
many points between.

One trip that stands out above all others is a night flight, on 22nd September 1996, I believe it was. I
had gone to Montreal International (the old "Dorval") to bring the Cessna back after an engine
change. I'd flown there "commercial" after work and it was quite late by the time I had checked the
bird out and got airborne. It so happened that there was, that night, a complete eclipse of the moon,
and it sat in a cloudless sky, right off my port wingtip all the way. I coupled the autopilot and was
able to watch the whole scene, while the moon disappeared completely and then re-emerged.
Unforgettable!

We took our first holiday in Canada driving across to Vancouver and the west coast. Sometime
earlier, on a business trip to Winnipeg, I had had a joyous reunion with Jessie and Knox Foster and
Irene, almost exactly twenty one years to the day since we had said our sad farewells - for ever we
had thought - on Winnipeg station. The Fosters had gone upmarket in their lifestyle and had sold
their Gimli summerhouse in favour of a much bigger one on an island on West' Hawk Lake, near
Kenora,Ontario. On hearing that we were planning a trip that would take us through Winnipeg they
insisted that Joyce and I, with our daughter, Deborah, then coming up on seven, break the journey
and spend a few days with them at the new cottage. They only needed to know at what time we
would arrive at the landing stage so that Knox could pick us up and ferry us over to the island. I
explained that we intended leaving from downtown Toronto as soon as I finished at the office on the
Friday evening and would get on the way at once, estimating that we should be able to cover the
1,250 miles by 9'o clock the following evening, twenty seven hours later. Knox confirmed he would
be waiting for us. At that time the Trans-Canada Highway was still not finished along its whole length
and, on checking with the touring organisation, I learned that the only section of our route about
which there was some uncertainty was a twenty mile stretch just east of Kenora. This might or might
not be completed by the time we reached there.
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Our journey went without a hitch for the first five hundred miles, we are stopping only for fuel and
the occasional snack. Once darkness fell the sparse traffic headed towards us was reduced to one car
every fifteen minutes, and falling... -and then once past Sault Ste Marie, as we started round the
bleak shores of Lake Superior, the mist came down. Visibility through the pine forests fell to a
hundred or so metres, and our speed accordingly, but we kept going - or, rather, I did for by this
time I had two snoozers for company. I was glad when dawn broke after a mercifully short night and
the mist began to lift. By this time we were saying hello/goodbye to Port Arthur and Fort William,
and leaving the lake for the unrelieved monotony of rocks and pines which cover the hundreds of
miles leading out of Ontario and into Manitoba. When we stopped for a fill of gasoline and a cup of
coffee in the inevitable greasy spoon, we asked a group of motor cyclists who had just arrived from
the direction we were going what the road was like over which they had just come. This was the
stretch about which there had been uncertainty regarding its completion.

The answer was brief and to the point "What road?" We didn't want to hear what they told us. A
few miles further on we found that the bikers words were literal. The road bed had been excavated
to a depth of some two feet, in preparation for laying heavy-load bearing concrete. The traffic was
diverted through the fields alongside the road - dry earth, with luck, otherwise mud - and this
continued for twenty miles. Over this terrain thirty miles an hour was a rare luxury, especially when
meeting oncoming traffic. Fortunately, we cleared this hurdle before sunset, but not by much of a
margin. Then we had to find our rendezvous point somewhere in the middle of much featureless
terrain, Finally, though, we did arrive - at 9.30pm - and Knox's first words after greeting us were
"Where've you been. I was just about to give up and go back to the cottage." I wanted to think he
was kidding, but he wasn't. 1,250 miles, and half an hour late!

After spending a wonderful three days with Jessie and Knox we were on our way again. We intended
to follow the Trans Canada all the way, diverting from it only to visit Carberry, Manitoba. "Never go
back" they say and that's probably right, but I so wanted to show Joyce where I'd gained my wings,
so we ignored the advice. Carberry was now one of those sad little communities by-passed by the
surveyors who laid down the route of the new highway. This was compounded, in the case of a
number of them who, like Carberry, had had an RAF training establishment in their midst, by the fact
that the main reason for their very existence was snuffed out virtually the day peace broke out. So it
should have come as no surprise to see a roadside sign as we drove in, which read: "Carberry
Manitoba. Population 1,290." I can vouch for that figure, and Joyce and I speculated on who might
be the little man who, paint brush in hand, would appear when anyone died or indeed was born if
anyone of child bearing age still remained there, to amend the final and relentlessly diminishing
digit.

The late airfield was now a Carnation Products Potato Processing Plant. The only one of the original
buildings still standing, and that was crumbling almost as we beheld it, was the old Control Tower or "Watch Office" as it was known in the distant days when it counted for something... indeed much.
There was nothing to be seen of the three concrete runways. Where they had been was now grass,
bushes and some quite large frees. I could just about, but only just, visualise that bustling, exciting
scene twenty-two years before, when I had left to re-join the great, wide, bellicose world. Now - a
potato packaging plant! Oh, sic transit gloria mundi... Perhaps I shouldn't have gone back after all.
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There was an amusing sequel to that visit when, some months later, back in Toronto, Joyce and I
were invited to the housewarming party of a couple who had just moved there from Winnipeg. The
conversation got around to the remote places that some of the people there had come across or
from. At one point I was misguided enough to say "Nobody has lived until they've been to Carberry,
Manitoba. Population 1290". One of the young ladies present piped up " Oh? My grandmother was
the first white woman to live in Carberry." You could stick a pin in a map of Canada until the cows
come home but you wouldn't hit on Carberry, Manitoba, 135 miles from Winnipeg, stuck way out
across the prairies, but I managed it!

Shell Canada had been well ahead of its competitors in establishing fuel depots at all the small Innuit
settlements around Hudsons Bay, and it was my great pleasure to accompany the sales
representative who covered the area, on one of his regular visits. We flew in the President's DC-3,
the cocktail cabinet having wisely been locked. We visited Schefferville and Fort Chimo before
setting out across the Hudson Strait to Frobisher Bay. Here there was a major airfield established at
the time when Transatlantic flights could not reach the US in one hop and had to land, either at
Gander or here at Frobisher Bay.

It was a whole new world and I remember a few fascinating facts I picked up about life up there, just
160 miles south of the Arctic Circle. One half of the central building in Frobisher Bay was the
Hudsons Bay Company's general (the only) store; the other half was the bank - run by the same
people, I suspect. People really did buy snowshoes, and the Innuit women really did carry their little
babies bound tightly on their backs. When winter comes and before the blizzards start, the folks
string ropes from house to house. If they didn't, one or other of them would probably be found only
after the snows had melted the following year, having lost the way coming home from a neighbour's
in a blizzard. In the winter too the sewage, in double pipes, must be heated to permit it to flow and
be disposed of.

As an oil man for almost all my working life and familiar with the depot setup found, almost without
variation, throughout the developed world, I was astounded to see that the Shell installation at
Frobisher Bay comprised an enormous area of standard (44 US gallon) drums containing the usual oil
products plus aviation gasoline and jet fuel. What particularly caught my attention was that the
whole expanse was unfenced When I questioned the depot supervisor on this he told me that, yes,
he did get the occasional theft - a gash in one of the drums, through which a small quantity of
product would be taken before the rest was allowed to flow out on to the snow. This was a rare
occurrence, though, and the proportionate amount of this disappearance would have been far less
than the vaporisation losses all companies in the lower latitudes traditionally experienced, and
certainly did not justify the cost of erecting a fence around the area.

Late June though it was, the ice was still thick on the Bay and it would be six weeks or more before it
melted enough for the supply ship to come right up to the settlement. Space on board was so
precious that there was no question of returning empty drums for refilling or, less still, of returning a
truck to "civilisation" for overhaul. Instead, the empty drums and from to time a truck having run no
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more than a few thousand miles but probably twenty-odd Arctic-weathered years old, would be put
out on the ice so that when this broke free as a large floe they would be carried down the Bay
eventually to bubble to the bottom as the floe melted. The day we were in Frobisher Bay happened
to be 21st June (1968) the longest day, and I found it difficult to orientate myself when, after we had
sat around talking for quite a time, with the sun still well above the horizon, somebody said "Well, I
suppose it's time we got to bed". It was 2,00 a.m.

0ne of the last trips I did in the Shell Cessna was another night flight. I had intended leaving
Monfreal right after finishing in the office downtown. When I checked with met, though, they told
me there was a blizzard blowing at Toronto (Lester Pearson) International and it was unlikely to be
VMC (Visual Meteorological Conditions) at all that night. I 'phoned Joyce and broke the news to her
and said I would call later after I'd checked with Met again. I did check the weather every hour or so,
and the last time, the forecaster asked me how long it would take me to get airborne.

The aircraft was parked some distance from the terminal but at least it was in the open, not in a
hangar. I estimated twenty minutes. The forecaster told me the storm had now passed through
Toronto which was clear, but that it would be upon Montreal within half an hour or so. With only my
flight bag to carry I was out at the aircraft, started up and calling for taxi clearance in no time flat.

The forecast proved to be exact and before I had gone far I was in the turbulence of the storm. By
the time I picked up the Toronto Omni I was out of the other side of the storm and into a perfect
starry night. I landed, taxied in and towed the Cessna into its spot in the hangar with the small
tractor we kept there. Then I 'phoned a rather surprised Joyce to tell her to expect me within half an
hour or so.

The Airport Limousine drove me to my house in Newton Drive, Willowdale... or, rather, nearly there,
for as we reached the brow of a rise in Bayview Avenue, from which my road was a tuning half a mile
further on, we hit a car head on, coming in the opposite direction. They had been working on the
Avenue that day and had finished by removing some of the diversion signs, but leaving those which
directed traffic on to the "wrong" side of the road and into the jaws of death. For me, in the event,
the consequences could have been much more serious. True my head went halfway through the
windscreen, but only far enough to leave a basin-shaped bulge in the Triplex. The Native Indian
driver fared less well, for his chest was crushed against the wheel. A kindly passer-by drove me the
one mile home, after I had 'phoned Joyce to tell her not to be shocked by the apparition which
would appear on the doorstep minutes later. She of course was, but she soon regained her
composure when I convinced her I felt hardly any pain. Then I glanced in the mirror.

What a mess. My forehead looked as if it had been dragged through a barbed wire fence, which it
almost had. Joyce wanted to drive me to the hospital but with our nine-year old Deborah asleep (it
was now nearly midnight) I assured her I could perfectly well drive myself the few miles there.
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When I reached the A&E at the local hospital the doctor who saw me, passed me over to a nurse to
clean me up. Notwithstanding my plight, I could see the funny side of this experience. Firstly the
young lady, after picking a few pieces of glass out of my forehead with tweezers, said "It's a bit more
serious than I first thought. I'd better get you to fill in a form". When she had gone through all the
rigmarole "...Name of Insurer: House Doctor, etc" she started back at the glass extraction. Moments
later she said "It would be quicker if I used my fingernails, and I would if they weren't so dirty!"
Thank God for the gift of a sense of humour. When she'd finished, she told me it would be best if she
put no dressing on the deep scratches, but that I should take a shower when I got home, with
particular attention to my hair. A greatly relieved Joyce welcomed me back and I peeled off and
stepped into the shower. When I had finished there were enough splinters of glass at least to half fill
a cup. It could have been so much worse. Thanks be for Triplex!

Next morning I had no trace of a headache and I went to the office. I might have anticipated the
obvious "Have you been fighting with your wife, Andy?" Now, over thirty years on, most of the scars
have disappeared, although if I look carefully I can still see the odd indentation. I do, though,
convince myself that I can, from time to time, feel little stabs just under the skin, as though a few
tiny fragments are still there.

During my time with Shell Canada a bizarre incident occurred. Three chaps from Head Office in
Toronto went on a visit to the District Office in Montreal. The two cities are some three hundred
miles apart and the round trip, using the normal airline service, can easily be fitted into one day. As
they left the office in downtown Montreal to return to Toronto at around the time that most people
were quitting for the day, the three Shell fellows expected the taxi they hailed, to follow the normal
procedure, in the rush hour, and take the back roads which, although longer than the major
highways, proved a quicker route. Instead, the driver followed the main roads and, as a result,
dropped them at the airport almost at their flight departure time. The chaps were fuming. They
cursed the driver roundly and gave him no tip. At the check-in desk the clerk recommended they go
straight to the gate, and this they did this at the double, but the flight had already taken off before
they arrived there. Fit to be tied, they made their way back to the check in. When they got there
they found great consternation among the staff, and on enquiring what was the matter they learned
that "their" flight had crashed immediately after take-off, with much loss of life, on a suburb of the
city. I cannot remember the exact detail, but I believe the aircraft was a DC 8 of Canadian Pacific
airlines. The accident investigators attributed the accident to a technical fault, involving, I seem to
remember, an elevator trim tab The three Shell Canada employees, their lives having been saved by
the "ineptitude" of a taxi driver, made a point of tracing him through his employer and in their
gratitude rewarded him handsomely. For some long time after the accident, and maybe even to this
day, the area of the crash was considered a shrine and was declared a Prohibited Area to aviation.

In 1968 1 left Canada on what was to be my last posting with Shell, to Caracas, Venezuela where my
wife and I spent almost twelve years. There was, in the middle of the city, a small extremely busy
airport - La Carlota - along the line of the valley three thousand feet up, with the 6000-foot high Avila
mountains on one side and a range of hills on the other. The capital tied up in that small area by so
relatively few owners of aircraft based at la Carlota must have made it one of the wealthiest percapita airports around. Mostly cattle ranchers, all with fincas in the interior, they would fly or be
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flown there on the Friday afternoons to return to their fabulous homes in Caracas on Sunday, when I
have counted as many as fourteen returning aircraft on a long downwind leg - King Airs, Cessnas and
Pipers of all sorts, Mooneys, Aero Commanders and many others, all jockeying for position in a most
ungentlemanly manner surpassed, I used to be told by chaps who flew there, only by their language
on air.

I enquired about flying in Venezuela and was told that to validate my PPL I would have to pass a test
in Spanish (or Castillian, as they preferred to call it). At that stage in my time there I had to decline as
my Spanish, let alone my R/T Spanish, wouldn't have run to it. Instead I contented myself with flying
with clubs in some of the countries I used routinely to visit in the course of my job - Trinidad,
Barbados and Jamaica. From Barbados, in particular, I flew to various of the other islands - Tobago,
St Lucia, Martinique, Antigua, St Maarten. I recall with fond memories flying back down the
Caribbean, past Guadeloupe, Dominica and Martinique, tracking the Barbados VOR, on a still
evening with a magnificent sunset over the Grenadines.

There can be few more beautiful sights.

Retired and back in England, reality stuck. Not only was private flying far more expensive than
anywhere I had flown before, it was also a lot less fun, at any rate for a PPL flying from any of the
airfields around the London area. One cannot avoid the impression that if the Air Traffic legislators
could find a way of grounding all such aviators it would make their day.

For many years I was able to break free from these fettles by flying in the USA - from Pompano
Beach, near Fort Lauderdale, Florida. There one had the impression that the Controllers were only
too eager to help, clearing one over the centre of the active runway, as at Palm Beach International
for example, whenever possible, rather than requiring a lengthy detour around the area.
Unfortunately, that now belongs to the past and I rarely get over to the States. Now a one-hundred
mile trip in England requires extensive planning to avoid the many restrictions - Controlled airspace,
Danger and Prohibited areas, Areas of Intense Aerial Activity, of High Intensity Radio Transmissions,
and more. No longer can one climb into an aircraft, start up and "leap into the blue" - on this side of
the Atlantic, anyway.

Flying can still be fun, but I feel I have seen the glory days - and they will never return.
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APPENDIX – RAF Photos
Below are a selection of photographs from Andy Cole’s photo album that we have been unable to
date or link to the text.

Wings passing out photo?
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Andy Cole (far right) with two fellow pilots -88 Squadron France 1945?
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Colourised photograph. Crew No. 31/48/416 – Graduates of Course no. 48 No. 31 Operational
Training Unit RAF Debert, Nova Socia, Canada – 7 April 1944. P/O Andrew Leslie Cole RAF (Pilot)
153770, SGT Errol Walton Barrow RAF (Navigator & Bomber) 1383402, SGT Leo Leslie J Schultz RAAF
(Wireless/Air gunner) AUS.424694 and SGT Robert Allen “Shorty” Stewart RAAF (Wireless/Air gunner)
AUS.424070 standing in front of a Lockheed Hudson.
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Unknown, Errol Barrow, Andy Cole – Winter 1945? (tucked in back of log book)

Andy Cole – Winter 1945?
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Errol Barrow, unknown Navigator, Andy Cole – London 1944/45?
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Possibly the Standard Beam Approach (SBA) course at RAF Watchfield, March 1946?
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APPENDIX – Errol Barrow Tribute

Errol Barrow: My Navigator. My Friend – was published as a tribute to coincided with the unveiling
ceremony in Barbados of the bronze statue of Errol Barrow on Errol Barrow Day – Sunday 21st
January 2007. It was serialised in the Nation newspaper in Barbados on: Wednesday 24th January
2007, Friday 26th January 2007, Saturday 27th January 2007 and Sunday 28th January 2007.

In Barbados Errol Barrow Day is a public holiday celebrated annually on 21st January. This public
holiday was first officially observed in 1989 and celebrates Errol Barrow’s birth on 21st January 1920.

Andy Cole and his daughter Deborah Jefferies were guests at the unveiling of Errol Barrow’s statue,
sculpted by St. Lucian: Ricky George. Barrow’s bronze statue, is 9ft tall, standing at the southern end
of Independence Square in Bridgetown, Barbados.
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Errol Barrow: My Navigator. My Friend.
tribute published and serialise in the Nation newspaper in January 2007
Having obtained my pilot’s wings at Carberry, Manitoba, the previous October, and then completed
a course on co-operation with the Royal Navy, I found myself, at the end of January, 1944, at No 31
Operational Training Unit, Royal Air Force, at Debert airfield, Nova Scotia, training with RAF Coastal
Command. There I was to fly Lockheed Hudsons – military version of the Lockheed 14 airliner, one of
the mainstays of most US and Canadian airlines. This was a much more powerful and complex
aircraft than I had flown up till then, and had a reputation for being quite bad-tempered on take-off
and landing, but after 7 hours 55 minutes of dual instruction, I was given a 15-minute “check ride”
and passed out to fly the aircraft. “solo”.

The Hudson carried a crew of four – navigator, two wireless-operators/air gunners, and a pilot and
we were told we had to “form a crew”. To start this process we pilots – some 35 of us – went into a
room where we found a similar number of navigators. They were all white, as one would expect in
the Royal Air Force at that time, except one handsome black sergeant. I immediately went up to him
and asked if he would fly with me. He agreed to and so began my friendship- with Errol Barrow,
which would last until his untimely death 43 years later.

This idea of approaching somebody one had never seen before and placing one’s life quite literally in
their hands happened many thousands of times, of course, during those years of the Second World
War, but I am still amazed, when I look back, to think what chances we were all taking. Not only did
we have no idea how well one chap could navigate or another fly an aircraft, we didn’t have any idea
how they would behave when under the pressure we knew we would soon be faced with. I should
mention here that I did not tell Errol that when he flew with me for the first time, on 22nd February
1943 and I did three take-offs and landings with him, in Hudson Mark III, No 617, I had, as the
excerpt from my log book shows, never before flown the Hudson solo!

Errol proved to be a first class navigator and I can never remember a cross word passing between us,
in spite of some tense times we went through together. Incidentally, Errol was very proud of the fact
that he wore the old winged 0 on his left breast. This was the original “job title” – Observer – and
meant that he had qualified and been presented with his wing before the name was changed to
Navigator and the 0 replaced with an N.

Errol and I then had to team up with two Wireless Operator/Air Gunners (WOP/AG’s). With typical
RAF efficiency, the powers-that-be had managed to provide two fewer WOP/AG’s than the number
of pilots and navigators on the course, and Errol and I had to “borrow” from crews who were not
flying at the times we were. In fact, it was not until one of the other pilots was taken off the course
that Errol and I completed what was to be our permanent crew when we were joined by Sgt Allen
(“‘Shorty”) Stewart and Sgt Les Schultz, both of the Royal Australian Air Force.
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The weather in Nova Scotia at that time of year was atrocious, with constant blizzards which left
everywhere deep in frozen snow until late March. It was the only time in my life where I actually
picked frozen tear drops out of the corners of my eyes, as I walked back across the airfield in a
howling snowstorm, after flying one night. Debert was located in most inhospitable terrain, and woe
betide the aviator who became lost there. This was borne out by the fact that when we flew we had
to carry on board snow shoes and food rations for every crew member plus a shot gun and
ammunition against the bears roaming the area. Mercifully, this never proved necessary to anyone
while we were at Debert.

Many of our flights were out over the Atlantic, a number of them at night. On one occasion I made
the grave mistake of questioning Errol’s navigation (something we pilots were warned never to do!).
We were on our way back to base from Sable Island, 180 miles or so off the coast, on a pitch black
night, and Errol had just come up the stairs from his compartment, in the nose of the aircraft, to give
me a slip of paper with his calculated ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) back at the Canadian mainland.
This showed that we should cross the coast of Nova Scotia something like one hour later. A few
minutes later I called Errol on the intercom to say “Errol, there’s something wrong with your
navigation. We’re flying over a village.” He called back “We can’t be” and I said “Well look below
you”, and there was a mass of little white lights. Errol stuck to his guns and I continued flying the
course he had given me. More or less on his ETA we crossed the coast near Halifax, Nova Scotia and I
had to eat humble pie, still mystified over the phantom village.

Many years later, I found out the answer. I related the incident to a Canadian who told me that it
was common practice for large fishing “mother Ships” to sail out to the fishing grounds and then put
out a number of small boats which would spread themselves around and then fix a bright light in the
stern of the boat. This would attract fish which could then easily be caught. So much for my
“village”!

When we started the course at Debert we were told that on every previous course an aircraft had
failed to return from a flight – most often on the Sable Island trip – and that no trace of the missing
aircraft had ever been found. Our course was to prove no exception.

All the Hudsons at Debert, except one, were painted in the camouflage colours from their previous
service as bombers. The one exception – “T for Tommy” was painted in the Coastal Command livery
of white overall.

On the night of 25th March 1944 my crew and I were to fly Hudson Mark V, No. 460 to Sable Island
and return. As we checked in at the Operations Room, the crew ahead of us booked out in T for
Tommy. As they were a few minutes ahead of us we saw them taxiing out in their white aircraft
while I was still doing my pre-flight checks. Then T for Tommy took off and disappeared into the
darkness.
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Our trip went according to plan, but when, after 3 hours’ flying, on our return journey we were
fifteen miles or so from Debert, we could see the aerodrome beacon flashing. This only happened
when radio contact had been lost with an aircraft; T for Tommy was missing.

Next day all available aircraft went out searching for the lost aircraft and my log book records that
my crew and I spent 3hrs 35mins carrying out a square search over the waters between the
Canadian coast and Sable Island. The search continued for over a week, during which time my crew
and I spent another 4hrs 10mins on 2nd April searching, but no trace of T for Tommy or her crew
was ever found.

On 14th May another Hudson went missing and Errol and I and our two WOP/AG’s did three
searches, on 14th, 15th and 16th May – the last being the longest flight we ever did together – 6hrs
55mins – a long tiring day indeed, just staring at miles and miles of ocean. This time, though,
something was found. One of the other search aircraft spotted a dinghy with a man in it. He gave no
sign of life though, and when a lifeboat went out to locate the dinghy, under the guidance of the
search aircraft, they found the poor chap dead.

The dinghy in the Hudson was stowed in the door and would inflate and detach automatically from
the aircraft if it were to be submerged. One could only guess that the aircraft had landed on, or
flown into the sea and that the one man to get out had managed to get into the dinghy but had died
from exposure in that freezing temperature.

Our course was the last at Debert on Hudsons; the next was to be on Mosquitoes, with which Debert
was being re-equipped during our last few weeks there. My crew and I stayed on for a few weeks
and ferried the Hudsons away to other airfields. Then came the time for our embarkation leave.

We had been told most exciting tales by chaps returning from spending a week in New York – how
they checked in at the Airmen’s Centre, on Fifth Avenue, and were offered a whole range of free
accommodation and hospitality from the good citizens of New York, wanting to outdo each other in
“showing the boys a good time”. Fantastic homes on Long Island, cars to drive wherever they
fancied, boats to sail. … and so on.

When Errol and I checked in at the Airmen’s Centre, though, it was a different story. The lady behind
the counter went through her filing cards, as the fellows back at Debert had said she would, but
then… “I’m terribly sorry, I’m afraid all I can offer you is the Pilots and Navigators of World War One
hostel on 3rd Avenue.” So we took that. We shared a very small room and the old “El” (the Elevated
Railway in Manhattan – long-since removed) thundered right overhead throughout most of the
night. Moreover, the temperature was well over 100°F so sleep was out of the question and Errol
and I took to walking in Central Park until the temperature dropped a few degrees, and then we
went back to the hostel for a few hours broken sleep.
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Errol was then either just, or not quite, engaged to Carolyn who was living in Orange, New Jersey,
where her father was a minister, so Errol left the following morning to go to see her – the first time
in a year or more, I guess. I, myself, went back to the Airmen’s Centre to see what was on offer in
the way of entertainment, and found it was unlimited; there was nothing the New Yorkers would not
do for us “boys”… except one thing.

The same lady as the evening before was behind the counter. She apologised profusely for having
had to put us in the hostel but showed me her mass of filing cards. Wonderful homes all over the
place just waiting to take us under their wings… except, no blacks!!! She could, she said, move me
into anyone of these mansions but, regrettably, without Errol. I thanked her for the offer and told
her I was much happier with Errol at the hostel.

I never mentioned it to Errol but I think he must have guessed. This same attitude displayed itself
one night when Errol and I were taking our walk in Central Park (which, at that time, was not the
dangerous place to walk in, that it is today). We were stopped by two American Military Policemen
who demanded to see Errol’s identification papers – not mine, note. He was wearing his Royal Air
Force uniform, with his Observer’s brevet and his sergeants stripes AND his Barbados shoulder tag. It
was quite obvious that these two goons didn’t know the difference between Barbados and Bolivia,
but they were simply intent on giving Errol a hard time because of his colour. I could do nothing but
just stand and wait until they were through, with their ignorant behaviour. Mercifully this sort of
thing didn’t happen again, to my knowledge, and we returned to Debert with a rather different view
of New York from what our friends there had promised us.

Now fully trained to fly with Coastal Command, and possibly even on flying boats, we sailed from
Halifax in the Dutch ship Nieuw Amsterdam. Back on English soil we found ourselves stationed in a
hotel in Harrogate, Yorkshire, awaiting a posting.

We soon found that the Royal Air Force now had more trained aircrew than it actually needed, and
many were being put on ground duties, never to fly with the RAF again. Because Errol, Shorty, Les
and I had trained as a crew, though, we were spared this ignominy and were posted to a training
airfield, Finmere, near Oxford. That was our last contact with Coastal Command for we found we
were going to “convert” on to Douglas Bostons, The Boston was another American-built aircraft, well
ahead of its time. It had a tricycle undercarriage (which almost all aircraft have today, but then was
quite exceptional) and had a top speed of 360 mph – very fast for those days, back in 1944.

Errol’s navigation position was again in the nose, but this time we were unable to contact each other
physically and all communications between us were by intercom. The same went for the two other
members of the crew who, now, were simply gunners since we carried no Morse communication
equipment because very high frequency (VHF) voice radio had been developed by then.
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After 45 minutes of dual instruction on the Boston I went off and flew 2 hours 20 minutes solo, and
then it was time for us to fly together again as a crew. We did forty hours together practising the
sorts of things we would have to do “in action” – cross-country flights, formation flying, bombing
practice, gunnery practice, evasive action – with Errol navigating all the while – and then, now
thoroughly familiar with this magnificent twin-engined bomber, on 25th September, with three
other crews, we were posted to a squadron.

Number 88 Squadron, part of No. 137 Wing. 2nd Tactical Air Force – motto “En Garde” – was based
at Hartford Bridge [now called Blackbushe Airport], just west of Camberley on the main A 30 road in
Surrey, some 20 miles south-west of London. When we arrived there we were told that we were
entitled to five days “pre battle-action” leave, but as the squadron was short of crews, only two of
the four of us could go, the other two crews going into action until the first two crews returned, and
they themselves then going on leave. We were all dead keen to get into action so the four pilots
tossed a coin to see who should go first. Another chap and I won the toss and we both opted to stay
and see some action, while the other crews went off on leave, we mocking them because we were
going to be “in there” first.

Our first “op” (operation) or sortie was against a fortified position at Escalles, in northern France and
the second, quite a long one, was against a gun- position at Arnhem. We met little opposition and all
our aircraft returned unscathed. When the other two crews returned we boasted to them that we
had already “won our spurs” and been in action. Then we left to go on leave. As the weather was
becoming quite cold Shorty lent a Sheepskin jerkin he had brought from Australia, to a gunner from
one of the returning crews. When we returned from our brief leave it was to find that the other two
crews had encountered quite heavy anti-aircraft fire (“flak”) on their very first op, and the gunner
who was wearing Shorty’s jerkin had had a piece nicked out of the shoulder of it by a piece of
shrapnel which had also scratched his skin. Shorty gave the jerkin to him as a keepsake. So much for
our boasting about having seen action.

There were three squadrons on No 137 wing – our own, No 88, on Bostons, the French Lorraine
Squadron, No 342, also on Bostons and later on B 25’s (Mitchells) and No 226 Squadron, also on
Mitchells. All our operations were carried out in daylight, at between 12,000 and 18,000 feet. We
flew in tight formation, in flights (“boxes”) of six aircraft- two V’s, one behind and Slightly below the
first – to give greater fire power against enemy fighter attack. Each of the three squadrons normally
put up two flights of six aircraft – thirty-six aircraft in total – except when we were called to put on a
maximum effort; then each squadron sent off three flights of six aircraft. This was the case when we
attempted to relieve the pressure on our ill-fated paratroopers trying to take the bridge at Arnhem,
and again when the German panzers attempted to break back through the American lines as they
moved down through the Ardennes towards Germany.

Early in October 1944 No. 137 wing moved across to the airfield at Vitry-en-Artois, between Arras
and Douai in Northern France. This had been abandoned by the Germans only weeks before and we
soon discovered that the greatest inconvenience they could cause, in the panic as they pulled out,
was to blow up the sewers! This meant that with no serviceable toilets, we had to be billeted in a
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French château about ten miles from the airfield, and transported back and forth in a very
uncomfortable three-ton truck.

We continued to fly together – Errol, Shorty, Les and I, for 51 operations in total. All our targets
were tactical ones – gun-positions, bridges over the rivers Rhine and Maas, railway junctions, troop
concentrations and lock gates. Some of the targets, particularly in the Ruhr valley, were heavily
defended and we sometimes lost aircraft, and often returned with a number of shrapnel holes in our
own Boston. These were always lovingly repaired by our wonderful, dedicated ground crew who
looked after the aircraft as though it were their own property.

We encountered some particularly heavy anti- aircraft fire when we attacked the bridges over the
River Maas, at Venlo and Roermond in Holland. These were the last two escape routes for the
German tanks, as they withdrew back into their homeland, and they were heavily defended. On one
operation on the Venlo bridge we watched a Mitchell from 226 Squadron go down in flames. When
we landed I found that the aircraft was piloted by a chap who received his wings in Canada at the
same time as I. None of the crew had survived.

The two (or three) flights of each squadron would follow each other at close intervals on the
bombing run on to the target, and on what was to be the last sortie ever on the Roermond bridge,
on 29th October 1944, our box was the last to bomb. By the time we reached the target all the spans
of the bridge, except one, had been destroyed by previous aircraft. The navigator in the lead aircraft
brought us on to the target, and gave the order “bombs gone, bomb doors closed”. This was the
signal to the other five aircraft to release their bombs, close the bomb doors and for the formation
to head for home, but Errol called “wait Andy” and gave me directions for a few more seconds
before he, too, called, on the inter-com, “bombs gone, close bomb doors”. Then, as I turned off the
target to catch up with the rest of the “box” and head back to Vitry, Les, in the bottom gun position,
called to say that our bombs had demolished the last remaining span of the bridge. Some bombaiming, Errol!

On another occasion, we went to bomb the railway marshalling yards at Coesfeld, in the Ruhr valley.
Again Errol called me to keep the bomb doors open after the rest of the flight had bombed, and he
later told me that, as the marshalling yards had been hit by all the other aircraft he had aimed our
bombs at the roundhouse – the building in which the locomotives were housed, with a turntable to
swing them so they could run off in the opposite direction.

On 25th November 1945 we carried out a bombing raid on the rail marshalling yards at Munchen
Gladbach. This was a very important target to the Germans and they defended it with a box-barrage.
The normal method of directing anti-aircraft fire was to predict the course, height and speed of the
bombing aircraft, set the shells to explode after a certain number of seconds, and fire the gun. This
all took several seconds (about eleven, in the case of the height and speed at which we used to fly).
This meant that if we took the correct evasive action we could ensure that by the time the shells
exploded we were “somewhere else”. With a box barrage, though, no attempt is made to aim at the
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aircraft. Instead, each anti-aircraft gun would fire continuously at one point in space resulting in a
concentration of exploding shells. There was no way of avoiding this flak barrage and all one could
do was to stick it out and fly through it. As we came in on our bombing-run, in our Boston, V Victor,
we were not spared this intense barrage, and the aircraft was severely shaken up by the exploding
shells. We did not, though, apparently suffer any major hits.

When we got back to our parking bay at Vitry, the ground crew pointed out two holes, one high on
one side of the nose of our aircraft, and one lower down on the other side. It was then that Errol
discovered that there was a small piece nicked out of the bomb-sight, directly in line with the two
holes in the fuselage. It was clear that a piece of shrapnel had penetrated the aircraft, nicked the
bomb sight and gone out through the other hole. It was then that we an realised that we had had
the close flak bursts at the precise moment we were on the bombing run on to the target. Errol
would at that moment have been bending right over the bomb-sight, with his head almost touching
it. How he wasn’t hit in the head by that piece of flying shrapnel we never knew. Politics in Barbados
could have taken a very different turn!

By 1945 our Bostons were beginning to show their age. They were still fine aircraft but they could
carry only a small bomb load compared with the newer aircraft coming into service. Moreover, the
ground crews were having to work harder keeping them serviceable. By March it was obvious that
the end of the war in Europe was in sight and the decision was taken not to replace the Bostons.
Instead, the squadron would be disbanded at the end of the month.

So it was that on 26th March 1945 Errol, Les, Shorty and I carried out our last “Op” – against a gun
position at Emmerich, in Germany. We had flown 51 Ops together and, by the Grace of God, had
come through them all unscathed. Shortly before this, Errol, who had been promoted to Flight
Sergeant the previous October, received his Commission and became a Pilot Officer. This meant that
he and I could now join each other in the Officers’ mess.

On 31st March 1945, in the Château de Monchy, just outside Arras, in the Pas de Calais, there was
the most enormous party to celebrate the end of 88 Squadron. Ex members of the squadron came in
from far and wide – some even from England. There was inevitably much talk about crews who had
not returned from an op, and all in all it was a very emotional occasion.

In the next few days we were all posted to other units, with the exception of Shorty and Les who,
being Australian, were immediately repatriated to their homeland.

Errol and I were to go on to passenger flying. Errol was posted to No. 83 Wing Communications
Squadron while I was to join the 2nd Tactical Air Force Communications Squadron. They were both
located in newly occupied liberated Northern Germany but at widely separated airfields, and both
were flying military personnel, mainly senior officers, many of them Very Important Persons (VIP’s)
to dozens of airfields, all over Germany, France, Holland and Belgium. Then, just before the German
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surrender was signed, on 8th May 1945, a new airfield was quickly built at Bückeburg, between
Minden and Hanover, and I was transferred there to the renamed “British Armed Forces of
Occupation” (BAFO) Communications Wing.

As far as I know, this was the only Communications Wing the Royal Air Force ever had. We had many
aircraft, of all types, but our workhorse was the reliable Avro Anson, which carried eight passengers
and a crew of two. We flew every day, quite often twice or more, partly on scheduled fights – to
Berlin, Hamburg, Copenhagen, Paris, Frankfurt and London – and many more to destinations of
which we were usually notified only the evening before. It proved to be a most interesting time for
anyone who loved flying, as we all did.

Then, one day in March 1946, who should arrive at the officers’ mess at Bückeburg but Errol, of
whom I’d heard nothing since saying goodbye to him when we left Vitry. What a happy reunion. My
logbook shows that on 27th March 1946 Errol and I flew together from Bückeburg to Hamburg and
back, and later that day to Gatow, the RAF airfield in Berlin, returning the following day.

From then on Errol and I flew many hours together – more, in fact, than we had when on 88
Squadron. During this time, I took Errol to meet my mother and father at my home in north London.
I believe he was the first black person they had ever spoken to and they liked him immediately.

On one of these trips we were flying quite low (there were none of the onerous regulations that
there are today – taking the fun out of flying) and we suddenly both looked at each other as we
recognised the locomotive roundhouse at Coesfeld, that Errol had aimed our bombs at on that Op. a
year or so before. It still showed the evidence of a direct hit. Accurate bomb-aiming again, Errol!

It was during his time with the BAFO Communications Wing that Errol made his first “court”
appearance. There was very little to do in the evenings at Bückeburg airfield and most of the chaps
went in the three-ton truck. which served as a bus, into the local town (Bückeburg) to spend the
evening at the RAF officers’ club there. Considerable quantities of alcohol were consumed as we
played games like liar dice, at the bar. On one occasion there was deep snow on the ground as we
climbed aboard the truck for the journey back to the airfield. As the truck was moving away, one of
the fellows suddenly jumped off and disappeared in the darkness. We called after him but to no avail
and we continued without him.

Next morning the chap was found by the military police asleep in a local shop, with the door forced.
It was never discovered what had prompted this strange behaviour, but the chap was placed under
arrest and charged with “breaking and entering”. He was court-martialled and Errol offered to
represent him in court. This, of course, was long before Errol became a qualified barrister. He put
forward the argument that, as nobody had seen the man break into the shop, it was possible that
somebody had found him lying in the street and had put him in the shop as protection against the
winter cold. The accused man was found not guilty and the case was dismissed. The court was
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presided over by the Judge Advocate General, who had flown over from England, and he
complimented Errol on his conduct of the defence. Who could have guessed then where Errol’s legal
career would take him.

On 6th April 1946, we had one very momentous trip. We had to fly to Berlin, pick up some specialised
radio equipment and fly it to Warsaw, Poland, for the newly re- established British Embassy there.
That was an experience which neither of us would forget. When we arrived over Warsaw we found
that every building except one, for miles around, had been completely flattened.

We were later told that the Germans, before pulling out of the city as the Russians approached, had
placed explosives in the tunnels of the underground railway and detonated them. Then the Russians
had pounded Warsaw with artillery fire before they drove out the Germans and replaced them as
the occupying power. We were driven in from the airport in a car from the embassy, which we
discovered was in that single building that was still standing – the Hotel Europa, I think it was called.
The only functioning restaurant was in the basement of that same building, and after delivering our
cargo personally and lunching with a member of the embassy staff, we returned to the airport, and
so back to Berlin.

In the Spring of 1947 Errol and I were posted to the personal flight of the Commander- in-Chief of
the British Zone of Germany, Sir Sholto Douglas. Sir Sholto, a much- decorated World War I pilot
(Military Cross, Distinguished Flying Cross and French Croix de Guerre) had taken over from Field
Marshal Montgomery shortly after the war ended, and lived if a beautiful German country house,
known by us as the “schloss”, in the village of Ostenwalde, some 20 miles east of Osnabrück. A small
landing strip, 200 yards long had been constructed just adjacent to the schloss and there we kept
three Taylorcraft Austers, which we used as our “runabouts”. Four miles away, just outside the town
of Melle, a runway, some 1000 yards long, had been laid down and there we kept a very well
modified and equipped Dakota (DC 3) and an Anson. The Dakota had its own crew and was used
exclusively to fly Sir Sholto and some of the VIP’s who visited him, mainly from the Foreign Office in
London.

[Editors Note: F/L Geoff Norton went from 88 Squadron to Field Marshal Montgomery's Flight (later
renamed the C-in-C Military Governor’s Flight) where he stayed until December 1947 when he was
posted to posted to Central Flying School (CFS) RAF Little Rissington, in Gloucestershire. Based on
analysis of F/L Geoff Norton's logbook it would appear that F/L Errol Barrow joined the C-in-C
Military Governor’s Flight in August 1946. F/L Errol Barrow flew as F/L Geoff Norton's navigator from
August 1946 to March 1947. After that time F/O Gregory become his navigator. F/L Andy Cole
joined the C-in-C Military Governor’s Flight in March 1947. F/L Errol Barrow become F/L Andy Cole
navigator until his departure at the end of May 1947.]

I flew the Anson, usually with Errol as my navigator, carrying Sir Sholto’s retinue and other visitors
from London and elsewhere, very often to Berlin. We used to hop the four miles from the small
airstrip to the main runway in one of the Austers – a trip lasting about three minutes!
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On 29th May 1947 I flew Errol for the last time, in Auster No. 592, to our base, at Bückeburg, on his
way to England to be demobilised. We had flown together, through thick and thin, for three years
and three months.

After leaving the Royal Air Force Errol returned to London to study Law and Economics at the
London School of Economics, a College of the University of London. Errol was called to the Bar at
Lincoln’s Inn, in October 1949 and Joyce and I were very proud to be present at that distinguished
ceremony. The following year Errol received his Bachelor of Science (Economics) degree and
returned to Barbados.

We next saw him fifteen years later in 1965 when he visited the Farnborough Air Show to purchase
instrument-landing equipment for Seawell Airport, Barbados [now renamed Grantley Adams
International Airport].

We saw him again a year later when, with members of the West Indies cricket team, he visited
Toronto where I was then working with the Shell International organisation.

Errol had told me years before that some of his friends used to call him “Dipper” I believe after a
famous cricketer with that nickname – and I was hoping one or other of the team on that occasion
would call him by that name, but no-one did. I understand the nickname was given to him by a
childhood friend who saw Errol making a cricket stroke and told him that he was using a bat like a
ladle, as if he were dipping something out of a bucket.

Three years later, in 1968, I was transferred by my employer to Caracas where my job took me all
over the Caribbean. Joyce and I stayed with Errol and Carolyn at Culloden Farm on several occasions,
and Errol took great pleasure in showing us his island. The first time I stayed with Errol and Carolyn,
though, was before Barbados had an official residence for the Prime Minister and they were still
living in Errol’s family home at Black Rock. I remember clearly how amusing I found it that Errol –
Prime Minister – and I had to shower together because the tank on the roof, heated by the sun,
would not supply enough hot water for us to shower individually. Afterwards, Errol cooked breakfast
and I did the washing up!
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Joyce Cole, Errol Barrow and Andy Cole in the garden at Culloden Farm May 1972.

In 1976, I think it was, Errol had acquired an aircraft, an Aero Commander, for Barbados, and he took
me up for a short flight. It was fascinating to be flown by him who had been my navigator thirty-odd
years before – especially since Errol had told me he had failed to make the grade as a pilot during
training in Canada… because, they said, he couldn’t land an aircraft!!

In 1980 I was carrying out a study for Shell in Barbados and Joyce had joined me there. I had planned
to fly the two of us in a Cessna 182 aircraft from the Barbados flying club to Antigua and St Maarten,
where we had friends. We had dinner with Errol and Carolyn the evening before and Lesley, who
was also there, asked if she could join us on the trip. Of course I agreed. (I’ve always had a lurking
suspicion that Errol and Carolyn named Lesley after me, my second name being Leslie.) It was a
wonderful flight, concluding with a spectacular return under a glorious sunset.

Sadly that was the last time I was to see Errol – a fine navigator, a great man and a dear friend.
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APPENDIX – VIP Passengers listed in log book while with BAFO
Often Andy Cole’s log book just lists the Navigator’s name and X passengers. Sometimes VIP
passengers are listed. These are the ones listed:

Adm. Arlis
Maj. Barker
Brig. Belchem
Col. Biddle
Mrs. Biddle
Gen. Bishop
Lord Bishop of Knaresborough
M.Gen. Brownjohn
Brig. Carthew
Maj. Cave
Mary Churchill
Brig. Cox
Sir Gerald de Menton
Capt. Dean
Lady Joan Douglas
M.Gen. Sir Dowler
Col. Edwards
Gen. Faville
Mrs. Faville
Capt. Felstead
L. Gen. Galloway
Sir H. Grieg
Lt. Cmd. B. Groman
Maj. Gen. Harkwell-Smith
Capt. Hore
A.V.M Izycki (Polish Air CinC)
Sir Gilmore Jenkins
Maj. Kent
W/C Kent
Marquis of Londonderry
Brig. McCandish
Lt. Gen. Sir Gordon McReady
Lady McReady
Generalfeldmarschall Erhard Milch (responsible for German aircraft
production)
Mr. Moller
Lord Pakenham (Earl of Longford)
Dame Felicity Peake (C-in-C WAAF)
Sir Edgar Penton
Mr. Priss
Mr. Profumo
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Lt. Gen. Robertson & ADC
Mr. Rudge (Armstrong Whitworth Rep)
AVM Russel
Maj. Ryall
Mr. Schumacher
Mr. Simpson
Capt. Skinner
Capt. Smith
Maj. Spanton
Maj. St. John
Sir William Strang
Lady Strang
Gen. Stratton
Lt. Sutton
Maj. Gen. Thomas
Brig. Tow
Sir Mark Turner
Mal. Turner
Maj. Walker
Gen. Waters
Sir Cecil Weir
Lady Weir
Lt. Col. Whistler
Mrs. Whistler
A.Com. White
Capt. Wilson
Joyce Wilson (fiancé)
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APPENDIX – Allied Advance Landing Grounds in Europe
Airfield Identification Numbers
Code
A.47
A.54C
A.74
A.75
A.92
A.97
B045095 (map ref)
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
B.6
B.7
B.8
B.9
B.10
B.11
B.12
B.14
B.15
B.16
B.17
B.18
B.19
B.19

Country
France
France
France
France
Belgium
Luxembourg
Germany
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Germany
France
France
Germany
France

B.21
B.22
B.23
B.24
B.25
B.26
B.27
B.28
B.29
B.30
B.31

France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France

Name
Villenueve/Orly, a satellite of Le Bourget
Le Bourget (the original Paris airport)
Cambrai/Niergnies shared with RAF B.72
Cambrai-Epinoy
St. Trond/Brusthem
Luxembourg
21st Army Group (British) Strip
Asnelles sur Mer
Bazenville (Crepon)
St.Croix-sur-Mer (Banville) 4919N 0031W
Berry-sur-Mer (Douvres) 4918N 0025W
Le Fresney
Coulombes
Martragny (Vaussieux) 4915N 0037W
Sommervieu
Lantheuil (143 wing RCAF base)
Plumetot
Longues
Ellon
Amblie
Ryes
Villons Les Buissons
Caen/Carpiquet
Cristot
Gatow - Berlin
Lingevres (B.19 was originally designated as Lingevres,
but not taken up - probably because the battle front
moved so fast that the field was not required.
B.19 was then re-allocated for Gatow - Berlin, on a
permanent basis post-war)
Ste. Honorine
Authie
Morainville
St. Andr de L'Eure
Le Theil Nolent (Le Treport)
Llliers L'Eveque
Boisney
Evreux/Fauville
Valailles (Bemay)
Creton
Londiniere (Fresnoy Folny)
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B.32
B.33
B.34
B.35
B.36
B.37
B.38
B.39
B.40
B.41
B.42
B.43
B.44
B.45
B.46
B.47
B.48
B.49
B.50
B.51
B.52
B.53
B.54
B.55
B.56
B.57
B.58
B.59
B.60
B.61
B.62
B.63
B.64
B.65
B.66
B.67
B.68
B.69
B.70
B.71
B.72
B.73
B.74
B.75
B.76
B.77
B.78
B.79

France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
France
France
France
France
Belgium
Holland
Holland
Holland

Prey
Neufcarnpville (Carnpneuseville)
Angers/Avrill
Godemesnil
Boussey
Corroy (Tours en Vimeal)
La Lande
Ecoufflar
Beauvais/Nivillers
Le Plouy
Beauvais/Tille
St. Omer/Fort Rouge
Poix/Croixrault
St. Omer/Longuenesse (Wizernes)
Grandvilliers
Enquin
Amiens/Glisy
Lisbourg
Vitry-en-Artois (88 Sqdn base)
Lille/Vendeville (Lesquin)
Douai/Dechy
Merville/Calonne
Achiet (Bapaume/Grevillers)
Courtrai/Wevelghem
Brussels/Evere
Lille/Wambrechies
Brussels/Melsbroek
Ypres/Vlarnertinge
Brussels/Grimbergen
Gent St. Denis Westrem
St. Trond/Brusthem
Bruges/St. Croix
Diest/Schaffen
Eekloo/Maldeghem
Blankenbergh
Ursel
Le Culot (Beauvechain)
Moerbeke
Antwerp/Deume
Coxyde/Fumes
RAF Cambrai/Epinoy shared with French A.75
Moorseele
Denain/Prouvy (Valenciennes)
Nivelles
Peer
Breda/Gilze Rijen
Eindhoven
Bergen/Woensdrecht
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B.80
B.81
B.82
B.83
B.84
B.85
B.86
B.87
B.88
B.89
B.90
B.91
B.92
B.93
B.95
B.97
B.97
B.100
B.101
B.102
B.103
B.104
B.105
B.106
B.107
B.108
B.109
B.110
B.111
B.112
B.113
B.114
B.115
B.116
B.117
B.118
B.119
B.119
B.120
B.150
B.151
B.151
B.152
B.153
B.154
B.155
B.156
B.157

Holland
France
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
France
France
France
Holland
Holland
France
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland
Germany
Germany
Holland
Germany
E. Germany
Holland
Holland
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

Uden/Volkel
Le Madrillet (Rouen-Rouvray)
Grave
Knocke le Zoute
Rips
Schijndel
Helmond
Rosieres-en-Santerre
Heech
Mill
Kleine Brogel
Kluis (Nijmegen)
Abbeville/Drucat
Leiden/Valkenburg
Deventer/Teuge
Amsterdam/Schiphol
Schipol /Amsterdam
Goch/Asperde
Nordhorn Klausheide
Voorst
Plantlunne
Damm
Drope
Enschedeffwenthe
Lingen (Meppen)
Rheine/Bentlage
Quakenbruck
Achmer(Osnabruck)
Ahlhorn
Hopsten
Varrelbusch
Diepholz
Melle/Gronegau
Wunstorf (Maintenance Base)
Jever
Celle/Wietzenbruch
Cologne/Wahn
Wahn
Hannover/Langenhagen
Hustedt (Scheuen)
Bad Eilsen (2TAF HQ at Bückeburg)
Bückeburg/Achurn
Fassberg
Bad Oeynhausen
Schneverdingen (Reinsehelen)
Dedelsdorf
Luneberg
Werl
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B.158
B.159
B.160
B.162
B.164
B.166
B.167
B.168
B.170
B.172
B.174
R.14
R.19
R.35

Germany
Germany
Denmark
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

R.37
R.40
R.56
R.84
R.84
R.95
R.98
Y.4
Y.17
Y.43
Y.46
Y.51
Y.54
Y.55
Y.56
Y.58
Y.59
Y.60
Y.61
Y.62
Y.63
Y.64
Y.65
Y.66
Y.70
Y.73
Y.74
Y.75
Y.96
Y.97
Y.97
Y.99

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
France
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Holland
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

Lubeck/Blankensee
Mahlen
Copenhagen/Kastrup
Stade 2
Schleswig-Holstein
Flensburg/Schaferhaus
Kiel/Holtenau
Hamburg/Fuhlsbuttel
Westerland/Sylt
Husurn
Utersen
Detmold
Nordhausen
Volkenrode (LFA) / Herman Goering Aeronautical Research
Station
Brunswick /Waggum
Bremen, USAF base
Nordholz
Augsburg
Augsburg Haunstetten
Berlin Templehof
Bad Kissingen
Paris Buc
Marseilles (Istres)
Duren Munitions depot for RAF
Aachen
Vogelsang
Kelz
Venlo
Munchen Gladbach
Cologne
Strassfeld
Dunstekoven
Krefeld
Mendig (Niedermendig)
Koblenz
Ober-Olm
Chantilly
Gollheim
Maitzborn
Frankfurt - Rhine/Main
Frankfurt - Eschborn
Frankfurt - Rebstock
Waldau
Paderborn
Paderborn/Bad Lippspringe
Gutersloh (to RAF)
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RAF Base

Germany

Army Base
RAE
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base
RAF Base

Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Austria
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain
Germany
Germany
Britain
Germany
Germany
Germany
Britain
Germany
Austria
Germany

Germany
Germany
Germany
Italy
Germany
Germany
Germany
Italy
Italy
Poland

Airstrip/Farmhouse/Strip - 200yd strip adjacent to
British Military Governor of Germany's Schloss
at Oldendorf
Bovingdon
RAE Farnborough
RAF Abingdon
RAF Alton Downs
RAF Benson
RAF Coltishall
RAF Cosford
RAF Halton
RAF Hendon
RAF High Ercall
RAF Lyneham
RAF Manston
RAF Marham
RAF Mildenhall
RAF Newmarket
RAF Northolt
RAF Prestwick
RAF Schwechat (Vienna)
RAF Tangmere
RAF Turnhouse
RAF Watchfield
RAF West Raynham
Bad Lippespringe
Bad Zwischnahn / RAF Hospital Rostrup
Croydon (London airport)
Dortmund - Brackel
Dusseldorf (Lohausen)
Ederzee (site of the Dambuster raid)
Gatwick (London airport)
Göttingen
Klagenfurt
Kostedt - midway between Bad Oeynhausen and Bückeburg
on the other side of the Rhine from Bückeburg
possibly the location of the Bad Oeynhausen airstrip B.153
Leck (Luftwaffe test aircraft collection point)
Lüneburg
Oldenburg (Army Base) RAF post war base, no ALG number
Pisa
Plön (BAFO secondary school)
Saltzgittersee
USAAF Station Templehof
Udine
Venice (Lido)
Warsaw
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APPENDIX – Cuttings found tucked into Andrew Cole’s Log Books
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Retirement of DC3 KN645
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Letter from Carolyn Barrow (nee Plasket) following Errol Barrow’s death on 1st June 1987 that was
tucked into the back of one of Andy Cole’s log-books.
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Letter from Carolyn Barrow (nee Plasket) following Errol Barrow’s death on 1st June 1987 that was
tucked into the back of one of Andy Cole’s log-books.
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APPENDIX –Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir William Sholto Douglas
personal air crew 1947
Anson / Auster air crew
F/O Andy Cole (pilot)
F/O Geoff Norton (pilot)
F/O Errol Barrow (navigator)
F/O Gregory (navigator)

Dakota KN645
S/L Neville Freeman (pilot and officer commanding C-in-C Military Governor's Flight)
F/Lt. Major (pilot)
Unknown (navigator)
Unknown (navigator)
Unknown (wireless operator)
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APPENDIX – RAF Commissioned Ranks
Commissioned Ranks of the Royal Air Force:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pilot Officer
Flying Officer
Flight Lieutenant
Squadron Leader
Wing Commander
Group Captain
Air Commodore (1 star rank)
Air Vice-Marshal (2 star rank)
Air Marshall (3 star rank)
Air Chief Marshall (4 star rank)
Marshall of the Royal Air Force (5 star rank)

DC 3 - KN645 under Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery and Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir
William Sholto Douglas carried five white stars on a red box under the RAF red, white and blue tail
fin flash, to signify this was the personal aircraft for the British Military Governor of Germany. When
General Brian Robertson took over from Sholto Douglas as British Military Governor of Germany on
1st November 1947, KN645 was downgraded to four stars!

(Photo courtesy of IWM)
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